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ORIENTATION !ler rr

AND
RATIONALE ! !

°This manual suggests exercitles and activities. hy which career
education can be made available to junior high school (middle
St.:hoot) students. Career Ed6cation at the junior high level .
stresses helping the students ol)cain the following objectives:

ATTAM realistic understanding of themselves

,

DI:vELO.P skill in using various sources'of self, educational,
and :1'ccnpatienal information

lNDERSTAND educational options available in high school and
heyond, the nature 'and purpose of these, and the types of
po'st-secondary education or career options to which they
lead

DISTINGUISH among cz.ireer clusters n terms of occupations ,

which ke them up and (1) the amount and type of education
needs for entrance, (2) the content, tools,' settings, products
or services Of these occupations, (3) the potential to satisfy
personal int'erests and values, and (4) the potential to
provide the type of life-style desired

IDENTIFY ways OF effectively.managing work arayeisure time

UNDERSTAND the-behavioral implications of taking personalr
responsibility for planning a career

IDENTIFY career areas.and levels of educational aspiration
which are personally appropriate

PLAN a high school program based on accurate information,
tentatiye career goals, and accurate self-appraisal

FORULATE plans for implementing 'lie decisions made

Various'methods--role7play, gaming,.simulation,. field trips,.
adult resource persons, work sampling, educational fairs, career
days--can be used by teachers and counselors to facilitate the
student behaviors sought. In essence, that is what the suggested
exercises here do.

gc.q.reer education?

The student behaviors which,career education intends to influence
involve self-understanding, educational and occupational awareness,

1



decision-making skills as well as economic or consumer literacy
and the effective us'of leisure time skills. A principal way

, to integrate these behaviors Into specific subject.matter is to
heti) stwlents answer such questions._as: Why am TI taking this

course? How does itg'content relate to the problems people
solve in different kinds of work?' Do I prefer activities involving

1

this subject matter? Dp .1 have the abilities required to be

competent or expert in'this subject? Providing opportunitie!=3

in anv subject for studAts to answer such questions will make
that subject more stud.ent-centered and career relevant without
reducing the integriey of the subject content which needs to
be learneg.

kany of the questions just cited oe the exercises suggested.here
are enriched if parental involvement and community resources
are included. The use of adult models from differeent work settings,
or 'direct observation by students of various, working environments

are simple'ways to use the communitVas a learning laboratory

in beh4,lf of eareer education goals.

crzrocr (7,?2i2cn?

It is'important to.recognize that, . the many methods.of translating
career education into action tlo not "do so to impose decisions on
students, 'to subtly stratify or, channel children into specific

options, or t6.,force them to make choices during the junior high

school. Rather\ the intent is to prepare students to choose those
alternatives whiCh have the potential to meet, moSt effectively,. .

their emerging interests and goals... In addition, career' education

stimulates :eelings\Within students:of personal responsibility
for deciJing, planning, and, preparing for the future.'

7...Tortmtt caret:r edzwction at the ,.zin-z7o1,:hic:h 8chooi: ieve7?

Each educational level--elementary, junior high school, secondary

school--needs to provide career education activities which are
related to the types ofquestions and problems with which students
at that level are tlealing.i Career education should be a continuing

process with changing emphases from kindergarten to grade twelve.

No one level is more critical than another nor can one level be
_

left out if students are really going to profit from-career
education as mUch as they should.

From its beginning, the junior high school has been recognized

as a major transition point in the lives of most children.

Junior high school s:tudents have ability to comprehend relationships



and to think in'terms of obstractions and symbols. Their experien?S:

and horizons are broadening A they begin to take the first
-tentative steps toward inflependenve from.their parents. Engaged
in pubertal-changes, junior high school students are typically
caught upein th6 confUsion of boy-girl relations and the particular
sex role implications of their own physiology. They are beginning
to experience a, widening choice of edueationaT offerings with,
their implicit requirements to set goals and plan in accordance
with them. As a function of these challenges the junior high
school student 1.s self-conscious and polled between conformity
and a growing need to be uniqUe.

The changes ;1,ofng on within junior high school students and their
peers stimulates intensive, eyed frenetic, explOration. Because

of the nature of individual development, whether or not the
school aids in it, .stlidents do pursue information, emulate models,
seek experiences which help them sort out who they are and what'
life means to them. It is a period when such concepts. as
compromise between aspirations and possibilities are discovered and
tested. Their time focus is shifting subtly but surely Lrom the
Present to the future. This is a.time when career educ.Rtion
activities can be related to changes stndentsare experiencing'
in themselves and in their worlds, changes which have signif.icant
implications for the future.

arc aZtcrnfzteo ('..arccr c(luo(2tion of,'ere at ;;Url:CP

oc!;10(77 7crci? 0

While specific alternatives for juninr high school students may

- be.limited, such options as do exist provide.the opportunities
for,students to practice collecting and.analyzing inCormation about
alternatives and likely outcome§ as well as oppbrtunities. to

. develop decision plans. From a career education perspective,
these experiences anticipate and lay the- base for selecting a
high school program. Career education activities should help
the junior high school student realize that when an'educational
course of. action is chosen, PS.,reduces or alters other alternatives

avilable in the. future. Career education activities in the ,

junior high School should help the student 4realize that curricular
choices in high school are also intermediate careRr choices.
Therefore, the student's sensitivity to personal work values and
preferences must be accentuated.

1

In sum, theJgoals of career education and of the junior high School
as a educational.structure are compatible: The hope on which the
material in this manual rests is that what is contained here
will makegxploratory goals for students more attaipoble. Tt is not

intended that these exercis-es or other career educllition activities
replace existing subject matter bur -rather that-it-will-infue it
'with an increased ability to lacilitate self and career understanding.

U



HOW TO USE THIS BOOK

The.'purpose of this guide is to.1)elp you understand and use the concepts
of career education. Through them, 'ou c;an make your own curriculum
more stimulating to stddents and more relevant to their current and future
intetests and needs. We believe that career education is a*.proyen means:
'fcr motivilting student to think set-Thusly Aont the subject'they are :

studying, the changes taking place inj.heirclives, and the role they will
play in die society..of the future.,

-

you will prObably find it most helpful to skim through the book is a

whole; s'efecting those acti_vities to read and study which best apply
to your spbject area lnd student age' level.

You will find thnt,the 'teaching activities hav'e beeil written
in a format which matches sPecific goals of sehool subjects (A)
with.career educatjon concerns, (B) Tn%most cases, 'the length
of time estimatiA'for teaching the activity iS'giVen, alonN
with a listing of essential resource materials. (C)

2.

'You will note that many of the DFLI.A'Statements (0 listed
ender the "C,[1.1-eer Education Focus" column do not specifically
apply to job training or careers. This is beca6se the overall
developmental :Ipproach of career education has been aimed at the
whole student, rather than merely orienting the .student to a
job that may or mny not he chosen.

(A;

TITt;

I' !
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\After you,have scanned the hook as a whole and studied a few examples,
pick one or.two you feel would best suit your teaching and try these
in cl'ass. Afterward% evaluate.them both in t'erms of stimulating student
interest in the subject material, as well' as increasing' student awareness
of the importance of this material in their livesand in the functioning
of society.

1

Using Some of the activities in class will .prepare you for writing your

own. Consult the Appendix for a complete list of DELLA Statements and
study "Background in Design." it describes the comprehensive approach
to career education Used in the Career Development Education Model,
for which the DELLA Statements uwe generated.

.-By using the format shown on these pages, che list of DELLA Statements
! and the,sample activities, it is our hope that this gitide will serve to

help you de clop fluency in tenching career education to your students,
aS well. as .ivingthem a sense of the importance of this material tn
.their own..tives. di

.
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LANGUAGE ARTS

CURRICULUM FOCUS:

1, Practice in writing
autobiographies

WRITING AUTOBIOGRAPHIES

JUNIOR HIGH

CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

09 Recognize that,Rievelopment
of self is constahtly changing'

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: Variable, depehdirig upon numberO'f assignments

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
Paper, pencils

IUSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

Writing autobiographies can help develop self-awareness. In writing

an autobiography include each of the nine (9) topics below. Discuss

and brainstorm each before writing:

1) One Person: What person has had a great influence on your life--

father, girlfriend? What moments show this influence?

2) One-Sport: What-experience with footbAll, basketball or somt
other sport has made a deep impressj'on upon you? How did it

influence you life?

3) One Summer: How did-one summer change you? How.did it influ ce

your li-fe?

4) One Day: What day was the most important in your life? What dAy

was full of .furr, emergencies, sadness? You may want to describe

several moments of one day and why they were impvtant to you.

5) One Fear: Each of'us has had a fear as a child. At what idoment

.was this fear the strongest? In what way has this fear changed

or disappeared?

One Death: Have you had an experience connected with death?
RerhaAs seath of a_frilni, a pet,_b_r_even a_stranger_ What

mements-anneeted-with the death do you remember most? What

special meaning did you derive from this experlence?

7) One Pet: How did you get the Pet? Describe'the first moment of

you meeting: What did the pet look like? What moments ''/4Y.ire the

most delightful?

8
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8) One Hope or Dream': What hope or dreatif9r the future du you

have? WOuld you li?.e to have a Certain Sob? What have you
noticed &out the jo:, as you watched other's doing it?

One Place: Everyone has spent many happy times in one place--
such as a farm, a cabin, a porch, a kitchen, a living room,
a.school room. What moments in this place do you remember most

joyously?

Supplemental Resources:- An IntróduttiOn To Value ClarifiCation.
includes guide, a FORUM magazine on-qalue Clarification" and
seven fnldprc rnntaining transparencies, work sheets, flash cards
and posters. Cost: $8.75 (estimate) J.C. Penney Co, Educational
and Consumer Relations.

P



LANG6AGE ARTS

CURRICULUM FOCUS:

1. Self expression
2. Creative wi-iting

. ME

JUNIOR HIGH

CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

#08 Develop a positive self-'
concept
#09 .Recognize that'deVelopment
of self iS constantlychanging

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: Ongoing-out of class-

:ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
Scissdis, magazincs, any-th4-ng at 4andi_paper_,_ppncil, glue.

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

.Have the students create a journal (of approximately twenty-five
'pages) of thoughts, clippings, memorabilia or what have you that

typifieS, them. Allow about nine weeks for this aativity. The

students,may be as personal-or unpersonal as they like.: The stu-
dents should sign their jdurnals at the end. If the student is,

good at expressing himself/herself'.the teacher should be atne.,-to

guess whose jOurnal it is. (Not always thOugh).., Sampl&paigeS

might be Foods I Love; This is Mei; This Definite14, is NotiMe;,
Favorite Words; lireams and Fantasies; People I Admire. 4Nothing
is mandatory. No writing.is actually required. The journal may'

take any form the student,wants. -Nothing is forbidden. Students

are urged to keep these booktfdrfuture reference.

DELLA Statement #9 is generally realized at a later time.

10



LANGUAGE ARTS

CURRICULUM FOCUS:

I. Recognize some positive personal
characteristics and look for
pbsitive characteristics
in otheri.

2. EnhanCe intergroup feelings
and relations.

3. Explore the difference between
perso-na-1---self--ima-ge-and

projected selfimage.

JUNIOR HIGH

CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

#02 Develop knowledge of
unique personal characteristics

-#08 Develop a positive self-
concept
#10 Develpp a sensitivity toward
and an acceptance of others

----ESTIMATED CL eriod.

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS: .

-

Divide the class into groups of five students. 'Have each student\

write doWn a list of five to ten positive personal characteristits

:Then have, the group write down i"ive to ten possitive personal charac-
teristics:that apply to each of the others in the group. Do this

in rotation for each meMber, taking one student at a time. When

the lists are. completed for each person,.students hand their sheets
. .

\ ,

Personally to the.student descre.
,

ibd , .\
_ _.

Each student then reads aloud his or her own list and then reads
the group's list. After each student :has read both lists a dis-

cussion shOuld follow,based-upon-fhe-following questions:

Were there any.discrepancies?
Whose list is more.correct?
.Do'we feel embarrassed by compTiments? Why?

'..,Du.we-feel.better:a-teat;ourseivesand:pthers in our group now than

we did before this activity? J4hy?



LANGUAGE ARTS-

:CURRICULUM FOCUS:

1. Development of'communi-
cation skills

ZODIAC SUh SIGNS

JUNIOR. HIGH

CAREEP EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement) ,

08 Develop a positive self-concept

ESTIMATED CLASS'TIME: One class period

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
Karkers--;--co-lored paper, collection of zadi-ac signs_

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:,
Prepare a zodiac bulletin board. Under each sign -place a card which

describes the individ4da1 under that sign. Have the students, place a

card bearing their name and birthdate under the correct sign and/or-draw

a caricature of themselves. The students should write a few paragraphs-
comparing the zodiat description to what they know about themselves.

Supplemental Resources: Are You Listening? A six minute cassette
tape designed aS a communication tool to evaluate how well we listen.
-Cost: $4.00 (estimate) J.C. PenneY Education and Consumer. Relations.

12
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OUR WRITING STYLES

LANGUAGE ARTS

CURRICULUM FOCUS:

1. Develop skills in presenting
one's feelings and ideas
through writing

JUNIOR HIGH

CAREER. EDUCATION FOCUS:.
.(DELLA Statement)

#8 Develop a positive self
concept- ,

.#11 Develop tolerance/flexibility
in interpersonal relationships
#15 Be aware of multiplicity
of skills, .knowledge in
education

,
.ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: 6-9 weeks, or a full marking period (40-45

minutes-l-asses)

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES: .

Basic text--Building Better.English, Literature book, Themes and
composition of previous cla-ses to serve as models. Published
examples of.different writing styles

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCES :

(1) Read-and discuss with pupis various types of composition.
For example, shOrtstory,41imerick, poems, epitaphs, epigrams,
and basic themes. From-time 'to time, assign each type to be
practiced. These should be evalua_ted and returned to student
with suggestions-for improvement and=rev-ision.

(2). Discdss the value of-a-combined class project'and the merits
derived from"it.

.

(3) Decide usin
work handed in or else assign sPecific styles-to be worked oh,":45Y

-
students. Each student should submit at least one of each type'',
(style) of writing within a given time.

(4) Have -class read al-eudt-hcir composifi-onsandphen vote:ixttt/
best ones to be uSed'in the booklet.

(5) Enlist the aid of students ja the class to edt, type up and
illustrate the. material.. This canA)e done by comMittees or by
individuals. It is important that.everyone in class. contribute some-,
thing to .the pooklet.and receive credits in the table of contents._

.

(6) As .a claSs, layput the;:format, together with the tivtle,.table
of,contents,...credits,- introdu.Ctionand epilogue,

(7), Amass all materials, type mit, edit and assemble booklet as'
a class.

.z0

tP.".
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-2L

(8) Distribute bOoklet to each student and any other persons you
feel.would enjoy or benefit from it.

ExaMple:
Principal
Department chairperson
Other English teachers
Another class

(9) Discuss the experiences gained from doing this booklet. 4%

Conclusion: S u ents s uu ddeveTopanawareriessof eaehothers
needs and take pride in their accomplishments as an individual and
as a group.

14



POEM OF CHANGES'

LANGUAGE ARTS/POETRY

CURRICULUM. FOCUS:

1. Poetry writing
2. ComniuniCatiOn Skills

3. .Self-understanding

F TIMATED CLASS TIME: One class

'ISSENTIAL RESOURCES:
Paper, pencils

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

The students will-discuss in small groups how certain'of their personal
characteristics-have changed aS a result-of maturing:(e.g. interests,

physical appearance, etc,), and indicate how they think they will change

in the future. Synthesize these personal feelings in a poem. FOr .

example:

period

JUNIOR HIGH

CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

#09 Recognize that development
of self is constantly changing

I held my friend's hand. .

We walked laughing down the street.
Igrew up-Aon't touch.

As a supplementary resource, the film,, "Making Haiku," Encyclopedia

Britannia EdUtational Corporation) could be used..

/2-
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. CRAZY TITLES

LANGUAGE ARTS

CURkICULUM FOCUS:

1. .Develop written skills in
composition writing.

2. Develop oral skills in
reading aloud.

3. Develop and stimulate

4. Develop a senseof humor.

JUNIOR HIGH

CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

# 3 Develop a positive self-concept
#10. Develop a sensitivity toward
and an acceptance of others

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: Two weeks, 45 minute classes

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
Crazy titles-examples below

'INSTRUCTIONA PROCESS:

(1) Discuss the idea that everyone,isdifferent in one way or
another, but that no matter how people differ, we must learn to
actept people as they are. Lead in'to the idea that humor is a
good catalys-trwlearningtorste-nd-LReepTe. Humor-can_be
reflected in maRy, ways; itflplays a-significant role in,a lierson's
character., N

. . .

(2) From a list 'of a dozen r more_titles (of nonsense)ask
the pupils,to.make up a silly story based'on the title, letting

---theiF imaginations un wild The crazier, thebetter1Such
tit1pc might include:

A. The Day It Rained Green.
B. Meet My Friend Jaws
C. 'The Battle Between Mr. Mustard and Mrs. Ketchup
D. -What Am I Gonna Do With.a Zonk3, -

E. Once Upon a. Tea Cup
F. The Day I Became a Goldfish

-2-1G-- The Li-t-t-l-eB1-ueMan
H. Did You Ever:Meet a,McNook?
I.. My Cous4.ns X,and Y
J. How The.Worm Turned
K. The Mystery of the Mumbling Mice
L How I. Learned to Fiddle a Faddle

,.(3) After they have been wriiten, collected, and read: return
'them to students with suggestions for improvement. Then place
them all in:one pile (names deleted) and have each student read

..one aloud to the class. Ask the.students tO fry to gues\whO--
wrote it. (Students should read their own first and then'delete. .

their name before submitting to pile).

(4) Ask' students now to write another humorous composition of
their own with appropriate title. .

2 3
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(5) Do the same as 443.

,(6) Discuss with pupils what they learned about themselves or,,
each other by reading the stories and identifying their humor.-

,Conclusion: This activity should bring about an zwareness that
humor.can.unlack a person's personalitysand that we are,each
different,.but a credit to ourselmes and others through good humor:

5upplementalResources: An IntrOduction to Value.Clarification.
Includes a guide,' a FORUM magazine on,"Value Clarification" and
seven folders contaning overheads, worksheets, flash cards and'
posters. Cosi: $8.75 (estimate) J.C. Penney Company Educati.onal

-Jnd .ConsuMer Relations:
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THREE,CAREER WEEKS-
JOBS OF THE PAST, PRESENT, FUTURE

LANGUAGE.ARTS

CURRICUL'IM FOCUS:

1. Vocabulary building.
2. History of local town.
3. Creative writing.
4. Reading.

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: Three weeks

JUNIOR:HIGH

CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement) .

#07 Develop an understanding
of the concept "life style"
#56 Recognize that society

...needs laborS of all its people

#45 Develop criteria for judging
hOW career's meet life goals

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
Workers in the community, history books, science fiction oks,

Dictionary of Occupational Titles, films, slides, filmstrips

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

First Week-Jobs of Long jag

. (Blacksmith, sheep shearer, soap maker', candlemaker, logger,

1. Make candles; butter,-etc. in the classroom.

2. Cooduct.a class discussion about.these jobs.

3. Have children researchand write-stories about

Also, ask students to illustra'te their stories.

4 4. (Have students interview older people in the community.

5. Use new vocabulary words-as a spelling list.

6. Write a short play involving these careerS.

Second.Week-Jobs of the Present

these jobs.

1. Ask parents to visit school and discuss their jobs, interview

other workers, visit job sites.

.
Students mayable to spend a day with a person of their

choice. If so, aSic students to take pictures, interNiew the

person, and report back to their class.

Third Week-Jobs in the Future

1. .Students.should be)maginative. 'Ask students to itivent new jobS

and llst the careers these new jobs would replace.

Have the students write storiesabout these new jobs.

18



3. BUild'some newmachineSi,robots, electric. boardsto be qs0'
w h the'new jobs.

-

4kgain,'yse new vocabulary wods for a spelling list.
- ,

Prepare a,pupp'et show Pr play. This may bp :adapted to any

.of-the three job eraS;

:t

'2, tj

a

's
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WRITING NOT.JUST FOR WRITLNG'S SAKE

LANGUAGE ARTS

CURRICULUM.FOCUS:..

1. Writing.
2. Self expretsion

*ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: 30 minutes

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
Paper, pencil

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

AlUNIOR HIGH

CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement) ,

#1 -Develop Acabulary of
self-characteristics
#2 :Develop knowledge of
unique personal charaCteristics
#3 Understand relationship
self-characteristics[performance

Understand that pertonal
characteristics can be'c.hanged

#5 Recognize relationship:
self-characteristics/decision-
making
#6 Understand and use the
concept "role"-

#7 Develop an understanding
.of the concept "life style"
#8 *Develdp a positive self-
concept .

#9 Recognize that development
of self is constantly thangihg

-

-The teacher will assign a theme tope written in class., The,writing
may'be done at the premature end of a 1.esson, in conjunction with
material discUssed in class, or the whol'e class period may be
devoted to the theme.

The assigned topic is very important. 'The studenCshould feel
that the main purpose of the theme it to evaluate his writing skill.

, This tends to prohibit the students..from being "OhCihy" in their

.writing. The shorter time limit also.aids the lesson because
thettudent is more likely to think qUickly and,therefore,. honestly.

Some topiCs, to be used might be the*following....

1. Me es seen by Ile

2. Complaints
3. My Proudest Moment
4. Monday Morning Blues
5. If I Was a

The student also practices his.writing as a form of expression but

more importantly, he thinks,abqut himself as a person.

2't
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GROWTH-RELATED WORDS

LANGUAGE ARTS

CURRICULUM FOCUS:

1. Education Processes
2. Vocabulary Development
3. Thinking
4. Writing to explain
5. Utilizing Dictionary Skills

'JUNIOR HIGH

CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement.)

13 Acquire vocabulary for
educational planning
18 Recognize developmental
processes occurring in and
out of school
20:Develop basic attitudes'
needed for entry/success in
a career

ESTIMATED CLASS.TIME: One-two clas's periods

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
A )ist of words which includes but is not limited to: developmental,

adulthood, growth, maturation, expansion, evolution. A dictionary for

each student. A thesaurus.

4NSTRUCTIONAL.PROCE'S.S:

A dictionary and a list of words.is made available to each student.
They ae'r instructed to develop a working definition for each word and
to write sentences Using each of the words..

When the students-are ready for the discussion, the teacher will ask
the followihg questions. Encourage 'a Aiscussion on the-response to

eact.i question:

1. What do these definitions all have in common?
2. How doe's this commonality apply to school?
3. How does this commonality apply to life?

'Time May be allocated to assure completion of the concluding assignment.'
However, the assignment could be completed outside of- class:

The concluding assignment: write a p-aragraph describing what you learned

from this class today.

Supplemental Resources: PENNscript. 200 Career profiles. Available

from PENNscript Production Center. Cast: Free.

2 8
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LANGUAGE ARTS/GRAMMAR

CURRICULUM FOCUS:

1. Antonyms

WORDS THAT DO AND DON'T DE-SeRIBE US

T
JUNIOR HIGH

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: One Class Period

ESSENTIAL RESOU,RCES:,
Paper, pencils, dictionary

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

01 Develop vocabulary of self
characteristics

4

This activity is designed to be used when teaching toe concept of antonyms.
Each st9dent wi)1 develop a list of words that describes his or her personality
and in a second column list those words which do not, or are antonyms to the
first list.

Supplemental Resources: PENNscript. More than 200 career profiles with
localized information by countiet. Cost: free. PENNscript Production.

Center.
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THE DICTIONARY

LANGUAGE ARTS JUNIOR HIGH

CURRICULUM FOCUS: CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

1. Defining terms in one's
own words. #23 Acquire vocabulary for

describing the world_of wOrk

ESTIMATED CLAS4S-JIME: Four days

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
Popeye Career Awareness Booklets, Career tapes, or any other source

of career informatioo

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

Followirg aCOmprehenSive unit on the dictionary-lasting about 12
days, the stddents All be asked to select'i( career cluster of in-
terest to them. The students will then be directed to the Popeye
Career Booklets and the necessary tapes. After reading the booklet
and listening\to the tapeeach student will then select a specific
ocCuption (e.'g. telephone operator) and develop a dictionary of
terms-pertOnihg to the occupation. Terms are to be defined in the

student's own Words. Dictionaries are to follow dictionary format

and may include, pictures.
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WONDER KID NEWS

LANGUAGE,ARTS

CURRICULUM FOCUS:

1. interviewing
2. Newspaper writing
3. Persuasion
4. Reading
5. Introducing

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: Two class periods

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
Paper, pencil

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

JUN:IOR HIGH

CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

#02 DeVelbp knowledge of
unique personal characteristics
#10 Develop a sensitivity
toward and an acceptance of
others

This activity presents a great idea for students-to get acquainted
at.the beginning of the year. .

Using cards.or numbers, divide the class as they come through the
door into groups of two. (Give each student a card or number, and
match them with a partner). The students interview each other
trying to discover as much interesting information as they can.
They then.write a newspaper .story about the student they interviewed
trying to make it es iAteresting, exciting and dynamic as possible.

The next day each student introduces his partner to the class and
then reads his newspaper article..



PUBLISHING A CLASSINIEWSPAPER

LANGUAGE ARTS/WRITING

CURRICULUM FOCUS:

1. Study the 'newspaper and
newspaper produCtion

2. Produce a newspaper
3. Learn to:write news articles
4. Learn to edit articles

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: Variable

JUNIOR HIGH

CAREER.EDUCATION FOCUS':
(DELLA Statement)

,#24 Understand the variety and
complexity Of occupations and
careers

ESSENTIAL RESOURC'ES:
NewspaperS, Occupation'al Outlook Handbook, As a supplementary resource
you might use "Expo 10: Exploring Career Interests" (Science Research
Associates)

INSTRUCTIONAL 'PROCESS:

L.

Make a study of a newspaper and all the different jobs involved with
the printing of a neWspaper. If Possible,. visit a neWSpaper to
see the different jobs at,work. Make plans with yourLclass to print
their own newspaper. Let them choose people towork at the jobs in-
volved with the printing of their mewspaper (editor-in-chief, sports
editor, fashlon editor, -"dear Gabby," proofreaders, lay-out people,
etc.) They may.want to sell their newspaper to the rest of the school
for a small price. If the interest peNcsists afterthis activfiy is
finished ask the class if-fheyd like to puCout a: newspaper regularly,
perhaps monthly.

r.

. ,
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WHO'S WHO? 0

LANGUAGE ARTS

CURRICULUM FOCUS:

I. Non,fictioll

2. Writing act.ivity--biographies

JUNIOR HIGH

CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

#08 Develop a positive self-
concept
#09 Recognize that development
of self is constantly changing
#27 Understand process of
developing a "career"

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: Variable

ESSENTIAL RE5OURCES:
One week in advance students make arrangements for pr{liate interview
with "celebrity." . Interview questions (copy), paper, pencil, literature
anthology including brief biographies.

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

During a unit orynon-fictiondents privately interview
a dittinguished, or 4herwise aihiportant" figure in the community.
Following the interview, students write a brief biogrOhy-celebrating
the interviewee and his career. .

Interview;questions adaptable to the writing assignment can.be easily
developed from 6 paragraph-to-paragraph examination of any brief
biography presented in a literature anthology: "The Oklahoma-Kid"
in Adventures Ahead, for example.

± 1

Students can also "copy" the same paragraph-to-paragraph method,
style, and form used in the professional selection presented in the
literature anthology.

With the aid of a few class "artists" and/or photographers, students
could compile their biographies into a book--Who's Who in Your Community.

.::3
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LANGUAGE ARTS

CURRICULUM FOCUS:

1. Writing stories

OCCUPATIONAL STORIES

JUNIOR HIGH

CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

#15 Be aware of multiplicity
of skills, knowledge'in edu-
cation
#24 Understand variety and
complexity of occupations and
careers

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: One (or more).class periods (45 min.)

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
List of job clusters, Dictionary. of .Occupational Titles,
Occupational Outlook Handbook.

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

In conjunction with a unit on'Composition, the following activity
may be.condueted.

Give students practice in composing one-minute "Occupational
Stories." Group students by ten and have them select a parti-
cular occupation to write about. (Give them time to discuss
the occupation). _CalLon one student_to_come-to-the-chaikboard
to wriT6-fdr one minute about the occupation. At the end of one
minute, the student is asked to stop and another student is asked
to continue writing the story for one minute. The process continues
until nine students have written. The,tenth and final person must
-write a conclusion to the story.:

Ask the class to examine the sentences for cont,mt. Then answer

these questions:

"Do you understand what was meant?"
"Did the occuOation seem to be interesting?"
"Would you like the job?"

Select activities from a list of jObs (or f:rom clusters of jobs).

Industrial Production
Office occupations
Service occupations
Education occupations
Construction

Transportation
5cientific
Health
Repair
Art, design, communications

27



WHY WE WORK'

LANGUA9E ARTS

CURRICULUM FOCUS:

1. How toOrepare yourself
for. summer work

2. Learn the value of'work
3. Learn how to go about

securing A summer iob

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: 1-2 class periods

JUNIOR HIGH

CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

414 Understand interrelationship
between education and work
#20 DevelOp basic attitudes
needed for entry/success in
a career
#22 Acquire skills, good work
habits in_preparing for a career

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
Film-Jobs in the World of Work: A Good Place to Be
McGraw Hill Textfilms

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:
,

(1) Begin by "brainstorming" the idea why we work. .List responses
on the blackboard,

Show film.

_

(-'3) After film, add to list on the board of why we wprk.

.(4) Have students write a composition on'the moSt important
. reasons to them as tO Ay one workt.

28



ASSOCIATION GAME

LANGUAGE ARTS

CURRICULUM FOCUS:

1. Descriptive language
2. Writing skills

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: One class period

ffSENTIAL RESOURCES:

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

JUNIOR HIGH

CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

#03 Understand 'relationship!
self-characteristics/performance
#15 Be aware of multiplicity
of skills, knowledge in education .

#23 Acquire vocabulary for
describing the world of work

Write a major cluster division on the board, for example: Construction.
Then have the students list on a sheet of paper all the jobs they can
think of that are associated with that majorcluster. After the
students have finished, the teacher should make a list on the board
of all the jobs -which the students listed. Have the students cheek
their lists against this master list and determine which jobs apply
or do not apply to this cluster. Norm



SUMMER JOBS

LANGUAGE ARTS

CURRICULUM FOCUS:

1. How to prepare f,or a
summer job

2. How to fill out a social
security card

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: 1-2 class periods

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:

JUNIOR HIGH

CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DRLA Statement)

#35 Be aware of the value of
aconiring Marketable Skills

Copy of a social security card, typed sheet with information on
summer employcient-types of jobs that are available in,the summer.

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

Class Discussion:

1. Begin with a disucssion of preparing for a summer job by
reading excerpts of compositions written by students the pre-
vious week. These compositions gave reasons why the students
felt they should have a job.

2. Distribute a sheet'which.discusses. various aspects of surinpr
employment.

3. "Brainstorm" things to consider when looking for a summer.
job'and list on the blackboard. Distribute sheets with infor-
mation on summer employment.

41.. Discuss the importance of a social security car , what it is,
what it can do for you,. where to obtain one.

5.,-Distribute a sample of a social security card and have the
students fill it out, answering any-questions they might have.

,

6. DistribUte a folder to each student, so that he can keep
all his material on summer jobs:in it for us'e as a reference.
Tell them that as they progress in knowledge of how to _obtain a
summer job, they will add to their file which will be kept in
clast for them.-

Supplemental'Resources; Getting Applications Right (Scope/Visuals
13)'Eight transparencies and spirit masters dealing with sample
applications and forms.. COst: $6.95 (estimate) Seholastic Book
Services.

Career DeciSions: Finding Gettinq.and Keeping A Job. Includes,
three filmstrips, ;16B-descriptions and applications, overhead

--transparencies and guide. Cost: $13.50 (estimate) J.C. Penney
Company Educational and Consumer Relations.

30
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LANGUAGE ARTS

CUR ICULUM FOCUS:

SELL YOURSELF

1. Following printed instructions.
2. Organizing information.
3. Career skill development.
4. Career vftabulary development.
5. Inviting resource persons as

speakers.

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: Two or three periods

JUNIOR HIGH

CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:.
(DELLA Statement)

.

#22 Acquire skills, good work .

habits in preparing for a career.
#23 Acquire vocabulary-for
describing the world of work

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
Job application forms, paper, pencil, regource person

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

Send for and make copies of several application forms from local
.businesses. Have students,fill out these forms/accurately. Dis-

'_ .,-- cuss problemsand questions,, as they arise.

DiScuss and write up references. Whom should you ask? What is
the importance of.asking permission to use a name for reference
in thiance? Be sure to provide all information necessary in
sontacting the person used as a reference.

Practice writing a resume of work experience. What is the value
of keeplmg a work record?

Have a resource person, prefeeably a personnel directOr from a
lo6a1 business, talk to the students about what he looks for on

-tn,application. What criteria does he use in determining whom
to hire?

o
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CONSUMER GAME

LAW/AGE ARTS

SURRICULUM FOCUS:

JUNIOR HIGH

CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

1. Decision making
2. Role playing W61 Acquire basic.consumer
3. Peer interaction skills
4. Writing evaluation #49 Develop effective decision
5. Following direction making strategies and skills
6. Discussion

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: Three periods or sessions

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:.
Consumer Game by Mestern Publishing 'Company

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

lan one:

Explain game and discuss its purpose
Plan the physical layout of room withxthe students
Have students select roles
Allow students to look over the role material. Answer any
questions.
Prepare groups the day before to set up the,room and distribute
the material promptly.
Encourage stildents in the roles of businessmen and financiers
teplan promotions.

Plan two:

a. Have the students set up the room and distribute the Material.
b. Have students play the game, Consumer:

Plan three: Evaluate

a. Discuss the game and the various
game reflect consumerism?. Would

b. Ask students to write a paper in
were satisfied wi,th yourconsumer
your spending or promotion plans
satisfaction.

roles as a group. Does the
you make changes?
which you determine if you
role or hoWyou would chnge
to achieve a greater
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'LANGUAGE ARTS
.

CURRICULUM FOCUS.:....y.

1 .

FIELD TRIP FOLLOW-UP

Realize that,a field trip
can offer a variety of
learning experiences.

JUNIOR HIGH

CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

#07 Develop an .uridersianding

of the concept "life style"
#10 Develop a sensitivity
toward and.,.an acceptance of
others .

#12 Develop the necessary
socialization skills
#33Develop personal habitS.
which are,socially valued.
#§6 Develop positive attitudes
toward value of leisure time

UTIMATED CLASSJIME: One class period

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

This activity should be implemented as a follow-up to a spedifit
field trip.

1: Ihe day after the field trip, follow-up with a discussion
of the various learning.experiences derived, such as:

a. Types of careers exhititedim the performance.

b. Student reaction to the performgnce and performers.

c. Auditorium' decorum. ,

d. Awareness of differences in areas and schools.

e. Group behavior on a bus.

f. Behavior of group in a restaurant.

2: Follow this up with a written composition by t e student
entitled "I learned from the Field Trip 'that-H

Students should become aware of the variety of experiences available
to them when participating in a field trip.

33
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LET'S BE CHOOSY!

LANGUAGE ARTS

CURRICULUM;FOCUS:

1. Decisiorr-Making

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: One class period

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
Paper and pencil'

JUNIOR HIGH

CAREER EDUCATION FOCU:
(DELLA Statement)

#05 Recognize relationship:
self-characteristics/decision-
making _k--

_-#41 Understand decision-making
involves responsible action
#42 Know external factors affect
decision-making and vice versa
#43 Recognize restrictions in
the decision-making process
#44 Recognize tnat decision- .

making involves some risk taking

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

Students are asked to keep a one-day diary of every decision they
make; from the time they choose to pt out of bed in the morning
to the entertainment they choose for the evening.

The following questions may be employed in a class discussion of
the diaries,.

1. Were you surprised at the number of decisions you make
in a day?

2. Were any of the decisions especially difficult?
3. Were there any decisions which you avoided making?
4. Were_there any decisions in which another person or

circumstance "forced" you to choose as you did? !

5. Were there any decisions you made without thinking the
problem through?

4
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THE DECISION IS YOURS

LANGUAGE ARTS/WRITING

CURRICULUM FOCUS:

1. Learning to write a unified
paragraph

2. Learning to write an
explanation

JUNIOR HIGH

CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statemen,t)

#41 Understand decision-
making involves responsible
action

401#42 Know external factors
affect decision-making and
vice versa
#58 Recognize worker productivity
is influenced by rewards

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: One class period (45 minutes)

ECSENTIAL RESOURCES:
"The Decision is Yours," Scholastic Magazine, Inc., 1974. Warriner's

. English Grammar and Composition 7; page 347-355 and pages 374-377 (or
any other English text which includes composition units)

0
INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

On composition:paper write a short paragraph in which you
1. Discuss your alternatives
2. State your decision
3. Explain your reasons for the decision

Below is a copy of the situation presented in the,above resource:

Put yourself in each of the following situations. What would you do?

You've been out of school for a week and a half with the flu. You have
three tests to make up. Your parents have promised you a new car at
graduation if you stay on the honor roll through your senior year.
The basketball coach announces that ti.youts start this Week, and he
thinks you can make the team, something you want to do very badly.-
You've already told three teachers you would be back 4f:ter school this
week. How can you satisfy parents, teachers; coach and yOurself? You

' decide to ---

Have pupils read their compositions orally and discuss paragraph
structure and values used in coming to varioas decision.

35
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FOREIGN LANGUAGE-AN ASSET

FOREI:3N LANGUAGES/GENERAL

CURRICULUM FOCUS:

1. Learning the communication
skills df foretgn languages.

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: Ongoing

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:,.

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

%JUNIOR HIGH

CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

#17 Recognize role of education,
in career and life goals
#22 Acquire skills, gOod work
habits in'preparing for a career
#23 Acquire vocabulary for
describing the.world of work
#67. Develop skills in leisure
time activities

Foreign language teaching lends itself very well to career education,
but with very few exceptions it would be unfair to the students to
create in them the idea that a foreign language could:be a career
in itself. However, used as_a secondary skill together with another'.
career, or as an avocational skill, it can enhance future job oppor-
tunities and earning power, provide gr-eater jcib satisfaction-and in-
crease one's value to community* and country.

1. Based on each student's own ability and interest, explore with
him/her the employment opportunities available in yoUr area (travel.
agencies, education, hOspitality and recreation, etc.),. urban Areas
(World Trade Center, U.N.), or overseas (military, research, art,
foreign..service, law enforcement, etc,).

.2. Incorporate the following ideas in each unit you teach:

a. Providea special lechntcal vocabulary.
b. Role-play various situations, such as an airline stewardess

and.a passenger, a hotel employee and a guest, etc. .

c. Point out cultural differences in job training, work ethics,
pay, etc-.

d. Write business-letters in the target language.

.3. Use posters to provide motivation. ,Examples are: "-Foreign

language creates careers with charisma," "Learn a language, the
.

passport tc the world," "Opportunity.knocks in every-language."
Some embassies provide films.free of charge, many depicting work
.and-occupations in other countries. Sections of the New York Times
with employment' ads requirting foreign language abilities are helpful.

4. Field trips can be taken to a nearby travel agency, or busines
firMs involved in export or Import, etc.. Naturally,-the best fi
trip is.to.a.foreign country itself, where stUdentS can oberve
firsthand the many jobs available using.foreign language , ills.
It's also a great tool for motivation.
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5. Homework can be typed to provide a reasonable idea of the
double skill of a foreign language tecretarY. . An essay on the

theme of how one hopes to use a foreign language later in life
will encourage the 'students to think about the subject and offer

z good starting point for.discussion.

6. Invite-foreign visitors to .speak with.your students-a farmer,

a hunter, a master mechanic, a kindergarten teacher, This is most

interesting for students and'visitort and is a most positive

learning experience.

9
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!TOREIGN LANGUAGE CAREERS'"

FOREIGN LANGUAGE/GENERAL

CURRICULUM FOCUS:

l. To learn how tO interview.
2.\:To learn how to investigate.
3. To become aware of"multiple

occupational clusters
4. To recogniZe that a foreign

lang ge can be useful.f6r
ob.

. . Career research by students.

ESTIMATED CLASS,TIME: 5-7 class periods

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
Resource person

INSTRUCTIONALPROCESS:

JUNIOR HIGH

CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

#24 Understand variety and
complexity'of occupations and
careers
1/26 Determine characteristics/
qualifications of occupations
#29 Recognize materials/pro-
cesses/tools of occupational
clusters

T. Class brainstorms different types of.careers that relate to foreign
languages and lists these on the blackboard.

2. Class developes list of questions to ask resource persons about
how a foreign ,language is useful or.required in their jobs.

a. How does your knowledge of a second language aid you in your
job?

b. Must you rely upon it,as a primary skill or a secondary skill?

c. How much training in the second language (do) you need in order
to peri,rm your job?

3. Invite resource persons to the class to discuss 'their job, to be
interviewed by the class and to answer specific questions concerning
their careers. (See Interview Sheet, Appendix for ideas)

4. Have students choose several clusters and investigate occupations
within these clusters that can be related to foreign languages. The
students will do,this in groups of tvo or three.

5. After they have researched the cluster(s), have one student from
each.group report orally to the class on it.
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CAREERS AND FOREIGN LANGUAGES

.FOREIGN LANGUAGES/GENERAL

CURRICULUM FOCUS:

-1. Learn/to evaluate-and assess__
career opportunities. '

2. Learn how to ferret out infdr,
mation and to prepare-for a
specific career.

JUNIOR HIGH

CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

#14 Understand interrelationship
between education and work
#17 Recognize role of education
in career and life goals
#22 Acquire skills, good work
habits in preparing for a career
#26 Determine characteristics/
qualifications of occupations
#35 Be aware of the value of
acquiring marketable skills
#37 Develop necessary educational/
occupational competency

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: Two weeks for research, two days for introduction.

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
NewspaperS, magazines, telephone.books, foreign editions of publi-
cations,-(embassies, travel agencieS)-brochures-"Foreign Languages
and Your.Career", U.S. Department'of Labor, BUreau of Labor Sta-
tiStics (#562-641); Occupational,Outlook Handbook.

INSTRUCTIONALPROCESS:

Researching careers related directly or indirectly to foreign
languages.

1. Distribute a handout of language related careers from the,
15 career clusters.

2. Ask each student to choose one careergrrom among these
clusters and research it as if they were preparing fOr this,
career.

3. Students will research the career of their choice and prepare
a career oriented booklet. This booklet should .contain such
items as:
A. Necessary education
B. Job Description

1. place of work
2, work hours
3. probable salary
4. major'responsibilities
5. skills needed other than-foreign languages

:C. Places to obtain information
D. Interviews
E. PictureS or brochures

Conclusion.: The student-should become aWare of the assets and
liabilities a specific career involves.
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SO YOU WANT TO GO. TO

FOREIGN LANGUAGES/GENERAL

CURRICULUM FOCUS:

1. Awareness of another culture
2. Development of self-reliance
3. Development of language

vocabulary and proficiency
in language skills

4. Role-playing
5. Interaction among students-.

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: .Three--four weeks .

ESSENTIALRESOURCES:
TraVel brochures-TWA, Pan

'fNSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

(In grouris of two)
1% Students will pretend that they are taking a

.Spain and they are to prepare for the trip.

,JUNIOR HIGH

CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

#41 Understand decision-making
involves responsible action
#44 Recognize that.decision-
making .involves some risk taking
#47 Develop a receptivity for
new ideas/exploration of new
ideas
#61 Acquire basic consumer skills
#62 'Develop vocabulary to
differentiate leisure time
activities

Am, etc. Films o "target" country.

one week trip to

2. First they are to contact a travel agenc'y to find out the follOwing:
a. What trips'are available
b. costs of air/land travel'
c. places'ofAnterest

3. They will discuss with each other:
a. when they will go
b. .what part of they will travel
c. cost to and fr7O-Mirport
dC wardrobe to take
e. stiots needed
f. "where to get passports/pictures
g. -how much money to take
h. currency used/rate of exchange

local customs .

.j, necessary phrases to learn

iL Together (in pairs) they will compile-a notebook puttiing in
all the inforMation they.have gathered

5. They will reenact in the "target" language one incident which
might have'happened to themwhile at:
a. a, museum
J. a restaurant
c. the airport or in the airplane
d: a bullfight r

(Small.three minute dialOgue using target language)

to itinerary)
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6. Students will display:their scrapbooks and 'have the opportunity
to peruse other students' scrapbooks.
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WORDS

FOREIGN LANGUAGES/SPANISH

CURRICULUM FOCU5:

J. Awareness of Spanish-speaking
countries around us

2: Cognizance that our country
is a blend of Latin America

3. Realization that many
geographic names in U.S.
are of Spanish origin.

4., Recognition that words used
in everyday English are
Spanisn in origin

JUNIOR HIGH

CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
-(DELLA Statement)

#47 Develop a receptivity
for new ideas/exploration
Of new ideas
#48 Understand the need .

to take responsibility for
own decisions

.

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: 4-6'class periods (45 min.)

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
Mall map of U.S., Central and South America, West Indica, Globe,
Encyclopedia or.Atlas, pencils, colored construction paper'', glue..
You may want to use dittoed sheets of said countries for pupiTs
to color in later.

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

1. Begin with a discussion oftne 18 Spanish-speaking countries.,
in the Western Hemisphere, where our own country is. -Point.them
out on the map..

2. Discuss places the U.S. with:Spanish names Give .a list,
then ask pupils.tc Contribute, if possible... Point Out on map Or
have pupils do this. Such a list might include:

a. Colorado
b, Florida
c. Montana
d. Sierra Nevada

e. Los Angeles
f. San Francisco
g. Mesa Verde
h. Amarilla

AlsO, explain the meaning 4f earh name in Spanish.

3. Ask pupils to submit a list of all the-Spanish words they
use in English in everyday speech. These might include:

a. barbeque g. fiesta
c b: patio h. hacienda

c. adids i. mesa
d. pinto. j. gaucho

le. rodeo k. sombrero
1

f. laSso 1. mustang
Alsb, explain the Spanish meaning to these words.

4. After becoming familiar with each of the' Spanish speaking.
:oountries via wall maps or dittoed sheets', have eachpupil
choose one country. and make its flag. withconstruction paper.
On the back of the flag, he will tell the name of the country,
Its capital; draw the outline of the cpuntry and designate
Which:a'rea it is from.

.
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I North America - Mexico
II Central America - Guatemala, Honduras., El Salvador,

Costa Rica, Nicaragua, .Panama
III South AmeriCa - Cólumbia,.ECuadOr, Peru,,Chile,

Argentina, Bolivia,.Paraguay,' Uruguay,
Venezuela -

IV West Indies - Cuba, Domi:ican ReOublic

5. At. conclusion, display aiT flags around the room and have
pupils see if they can recognize flags of the countries.

Conclusion: 'The outcome stiould develop an awareness oY the
many Spanish sReaking countries around us and pupils will 'pe more
aware of the geographical position of areas, as well as countrieS.

. EsPecially good for 7th.graders since they like to make things.

-v
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` EVERr,BODY' NEEDS A CAREER"

FOREIGN ONGUAnE/SPPII.sH JUNIOR HiGH

'CURRICULUM FOCUS: CAREER EDUCATION' FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

1. To learn parts of body
2. To become aware of various careers #24 Understand variety and com-.
.dealing with.specific parts of the plexity of occupations and careers
tody. #25 Understand how occupations

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: Tive class periods

ESSENTIAL'RESOURCES:
-Felt board, handouts

.

TRUCT1ONAL PROCESS:

relate to functions of society
#56 Recognize that society needs
labors of all its people

1. With the use of a felt board (flannel), the teacher will build
person, naming the parts of the body-in Spanish.

.

head
b. hair.

face
d ears

e. nose
f. mouth. ,

pi: teeth
h. body

f. arMs m. feet
fingers n. toes

k. hands
1. legs

teach r pronounces these names in Spanish and the students repeat
' them.

2,.r. Give a halldout to students with parts of the written body in
Spnish. Studits-repeat names and fill in corresponding English
words.

.

;\
3. Students are e ked to name as many careers as Ossible that deal
with the pa4stf t e body. Examples:

a. professor g. dentist
b. barber \\ h. athlete
c. make-up man i. swimmer
d. telephone operator j. pianist
e. chef k. typist
f. control tower 1. dancer

m. doctor
n. beautician
o.'s receptionist

p. ice skater
q, ballet dancer

On board, list parts of t P body and see how many occupations can
be listed-under each one.
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ZEROING IN

FOREIGN LANGJAGES/SPANISH

.CURRICULUM. FOCUS:

1. To 'Immerse" the s'tddent_
in the second language

2. To build fluency in a
chosen occupational situation

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: Ten days

_JUNIOR HIGH

CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

#22 Acquire skills, good work
habits in. preparing for a Ok

Career
#37 Develop necessary educational/
occupational'competency
#38 Develop entry level skilis
in area of occupational interest

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
Text--E1 Espanol Al Dia. Cassels Spanish/American Dictionary.

Teacher help.

INSTRUCTIONAL' PROCESS:

1 (1) Students will choose two or three language-oriented careers
and split into groups of four or five.
(Ex7 airline stewardess, doctor, taxi.driver, waiter)

(2) Gt.. will prepare a skit to present to the class involving
these careers with situations common to them. Allskitt should be
edited by the teacher so .as to insure proper speech patterns and
vocabulary.

(3) After researching and practicing, students will present their
skit to the class by memory. TheY will reenact their skit so that
everyone in the group has the opportunity to play each role. -A

repetition of this *ind will also enable the rest of the class to
have the opportunity to see each skit more than once.

(4) After all skits have been presented, the class will evaluate
the skits according to such things:

%

a. What career was featured in the skitT-
b. Could you, understand the basic tdea of the skit?

c. Did the players'seem natural or know their parts?
d. Did tbe players sound authentic?
e. How would you have improved oh the skit?

Conclusion: The student should build fluency in his chosen occupational
-situation, as well as mastering the needed vocabulary, basic.verbs
and pronouns and acquire an adequate pronunciation.

' As a supplementary resource use Que Tal Magazine.
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MAKING PAATAS-

FOREIGN LANGUAGE/SPANISH

CURRICULUM FOCUS:

1. Learn how to make piliatas.
2. Learn how Christmas customs

in Latin America differ from ourt
3. Appreciate.through understanding

the religious and ethnic ,alues
of Christmas

'JUNIOR-HIGH

L .4

OiREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

#10 Develop a sensAivity
toward 'and an acceptance of-
others
#33 Develop personal habits
_which are soc-hlly valued

--#67 Develop ills In
leisure'time activities

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: Two weeks of 45 minute class periods

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
Book--Christmas Customs Round the World, Basic'Text--E1 EspaS1
Al Dia, Speaking Spanish Book, Newspapers,-balloons, paste,
paint, paper towels, crepe paper.

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

(1) Start this activity in the beginning of the ChristMas season
when pupil interest in holidays is high. Begin by braipstorming
what things mean Christmas to us in the U.1.

(2) -After an appropriate list has bEen made, introduce the
vocabulary of Christmas words in Spanisli,

Examples:
- Christmas eve--la Nochebuena

Three Wise Men--lds Reyes Magos
The Holy Family--la santa familTa
Midnight Mass--la misa del.Gallo

.(3) Discuss how our Christmas is similar to theirs and then.relate
how theirs differs from ours.

Examples:
-the beginning of las posadas
their treyes magosl

. the flor de Nochebuena
el dTh de TM Reyes Magos
the pi&ta and party

(41 Divide the class into groups of three or four to make a
pinata. Each group works out what type of oinata it will make
and what to fill it With. .

r-
(5) Under close supervision,of teacher, groups make their pintas,
paint, decorate and fill them. 'This should take a total of five

days(three days frit- base coats; two days to decorate ahd fill).

(6) On theday of the fiesta have boys hang the pinatas and
enjoy the breaking of the pinatas.
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Conclusion: The outcome should produce an awareness of other
customs in celebrating Christmas\plus an appreciation of what,
the Spanish value of this holiday\means.

47
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FLAMENCO

FOREIGN LANGUAGES/SPANISH

CURRICULUM FOCUS:

1. To present Snain with authen-
ticity and meaning Nia da. e,

music and Songs.

as a sport or barbaric curiosity,
but as ah ancient ritual inherent

#47 DeVelo a receptivity fqr
new ideas/exploratlon of new ideas

2. To present the bullfi.ght not

JUNIOR HI4

CAREER EDUC TION FOCUS:
(DELLA Stat r,

#54 Understand the relationship
between- occ4ational roles/per-
sonal economics/life styles

tO,the Spanish way of life and death. 64 Understand interrelation-

3. To realize that in the proud -tra- ships leisure tim,e/one's career

dition of Spain come various careers, #66 Develop 'positi e attitudeS,

peculiar onTY -to value .of leis re tipe

-4. To Cultivate wise use-of leisure time.

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: Three class period.,

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
Brochure from Boston, Flamenco Ballet Co.
Worksheet from '74 Unit on Bullfight

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

1. Begin class by reviewing details of field trip, i.e. date,
day, time of departure, arrival, etc.

.2. Begin djscussiOn by asking .v:udents what they are antici-
\dating in the performance,

3. Inform them about .the show via brochure.

4. RevieW the main parts of a bul.lfight.

5. Give handout of prograM notes-discuss.

6. Stress wise use of leisure time and that what they are going .
to experPence is 'a work of art to be muchly admired and appreciated.

.7. Contin\le by asking students-. to see how Many careers they can

list that are associated with this show.
Direct: dancers,''musicjans,..sinoers, matador,... etc.

Indirect.: managers, c4tuMe -and,set.deSigners, understudies,
secretaries, publicity ma-40-rs, teacher etc.

8. Sum up by stressing that many, careers are language oriented
at many ,levels, but that all need some knowleage or .appreciatiop
of the Spanish heritage.

Follow Up.

.9. Day after the field trip, ask the student:
,a.. What impressed'them mcist?
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b. If they enjoyed the show:
c. Did they understand the performance?

10. Discuss all of these, ,answer all questions, tie up loOse,ends.

Conclusion: Students learn wise use of leisure time by engaging
in a cultural "life style" different from their own. They also
become cognizant of several different types of careers peculiar
to the Spanish heritage'.
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PEN PALS

FOREIGN LANGUAGE/SPANISH

CURRICULUM FOCUS:

1. Learn to write informally in
target language..i
Become aware of differences in
other cultures/ llfe-styles.

3. Gain specific inOrmation re-
Jarding careers irother countries.

JUNIOR HIGH

CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

#25 Understand how 'occupations
relate tofunctiOns of s_pciety
#28 Understand the relationship:
occupational role/life style
#40 Apply.vocabulary of career
education to decision making
#47 ,,Develop receptivity for new
ideas/exploration_Of_newAdeas'

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: This will depend upon individual corresOondence,
but'the final outcome-can not be accomplished until a reasonable
length of time has transpired-perhaps siy months.

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
Membership to Student Letter.Exchange, Waseca, Minn. 56093.
DiCtionaries-Cassells Spanish-American Dictionary, Cuyas Dictionary'

INSTRUCTFMAL PROCESS:

1. Teacher discusses with nupils the enjoyment of having a pen pal
from another,country. Try to encourage the country of the "target",
language. -In Spanish, there are 18 in the Western Hemisphere alone,
plus Spain, Spanish Morocco and the Phillipines.

2. .Have the class subscribe to the Student Letter Exchange. A

nominal cost of 25C isneeded per person. Send pupils' names and
addresses along with their choite of country.

3. In preparation-for writing the first letter, learn greetings,,
salutations for letters and together, in class, c mpose a sample
letter to start using basic elementary ideas, such as:

My .name is

,I live at
There are people in my family.
I am yeirms Old.'
I.am studying (language).
My favorite sport is
My favorite hobbies are
Here is a photo of me. May I please have-one of you?

4. \When the pupils receive.their pen pals'snames, they write their
letter based on the sample.

5. As\students.receive answers to their letters, they bring them
to clasS, to share with others. Sample letters can continue to be
worked oh,or pupils may .on their own develop their own- rapport
their penlml.

with
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6. In time, students should attempt to learn of the career oppor-
tunities in that country, as well as the life-style and customs.
They should attempt to use the "target" language as much as possible

c)and_encourage them to do so..

7. Toward the end of the year, after they have received a sufficient-
number of letters, have them write an essay Oomparing the career
opportunities available in the foreign country with those in the

United States.
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FOREIGN LIFE STYLES

FOREIGN LANGUAGES/SPANISH

CURRICULUM FOCUS:

1. "Brainstorming" the word
Life Style

2. 'Learning the process of
decision making

3. Understanding how decisions
come about

JUNIORHIGH

CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:.
(DELLA Statement)

#7 Develop' an understanding
of the concept "Life Style"
#44 Recognize that decision-
making involves some risk taking

E,STIMATED CLASS TIME: 15 minuteS.a day.fo'r 10 days

ESSENTIAL RESOURCESj:
Slides of Portugal, Spain, and Morocco
You may also want to use Encyclopedia, World Book of Facts,
El Esnariol Al Di'a

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

(1) Show Oides of various countriRs and/or continents. -,-Add
:Personal coMments, if possible, stressing.-différent "life-styles."

.(2) Brainstorm the word "life style" and list ideas on board.

(3)
two of them: Some nossible questions are:

From questions on the board, ask each student to, write .about

a.

b.

,c.

d.

What did ybu learn from the .slides that is / w to you?
What impressed you most i the slides?
How are foreign life styles similar to ours?
How are foreign life styles different Jrom ours?

(4) After the compositions have been written, group them aCcording
to expressed interests. Have students discuss and compile :with
their own group the items presented.

(5) Students will select one perSon from their group to present
their ideas to the 'class.

(6) . After the oral reports have been given, ask Students to
review their original list of life style compiled during original
bra'instorm session.

(7) Rank order their composite results.

(3) Ask one student in classto summarize their outcOme of life
styles. Poll the class to determine how many would be willing
to change their life style for-a year-how many would not and
list reasons.

COnclusion: This activity should develop an awareness of'oEher
"life styles", as well as its meaning and give insight in' how.

a deCision is reached. It should also develop a sense of selective
values.
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"TUR

FORE,IGN LANGUAGES/SPANISH

CURRICULUM FOCUS:

1. Learn about other cultures/
life styles

2. Learh to positively criticize
and evaluate Latin culture in
television media-_

3. Become aware of Spanish words/
phrases used on television

ESTIMATED CLASS.TIME: One--two weeks

JUNIOR HIGH

cAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

#06 .Understand and use the
concept "role"'
#07 DeveloP an under;tanding

.

of the concept."life style"
!10 Develop a tensitivity.toward
and an acceptance of others
ii24 Understand variety and
complexity of,occupations and.

;careers

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
'Current television programs--(e.g. "Chico and the Man," Kotter,"
"McCloud") Re-runs ("It Takes.a Thief," "I'Love Luc,yi" "Bonanza")
T.V. Guide would have to be checked, as Various television series
deal specifically with Language Arts themes

:INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

' 1. ,Begin with a.dfscussion%of television today and what Ood thinlps
can come from it.

2. Brainstorm how tel'evision influelices people as. to:,
StyleS

b. Sense of values
c. Attitudes
d. Awareness of other aitures
e. Decisions in every-da...,.living

3. Make a, list cn the chalkboard of,television prOgras that reflect
the Latin :.ul.ture in one-way or.another. (speech, dress, atticbde,

,philosophy, etc.

4. The students will choose severaT progams'to view, keeping a
record.of their observations based on items developed,in the
brainstorm session and discussion.

5. At the end of the second week; students will discuss what they
have viewed and learnei.

6. They will thPr liSA the various jobs depicted, by the .,'arious roles
played

Students will escribe in what tr,Elining :7,r preparation

flight he r&eded to perform tese iobs and how their understandi.ng
of another culture has helped them tO appreciate the many careers
in the worP
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LOS MESES LAS ESTACIONES Y "CAREERS"

FOREIGN LANGUAGE/SPANISH

CURRICULUM FOCUS:

1. To learn the months and seasons
of the year in Spanish

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: Two class periods

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
Calendar, handouts, construction paper, felt tip markers, colored
stick pins. (handout,is attached)

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

1. From a handout, the students will pronounce the nathes of the
seasons and the months of the year and fill'in the corresponding
English words.

JUNIOR HIGH

CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

#23 Acquire vocabulary for
describing the world of work

2. Students will prepare a chart for each season, putting in three
months under each season.(in Spanish) (Chart is attached)

-3. Students will now'research the Various careers that are highlighted
'throughout the year and pinpoint them on the chart with colored
pins. Examples:

a. Fire Prevention week--firemen
b: Secretary Week--secretary, clerk receptionist
c. Mail carrier week--postman, deliveryman (parcel post)
d, .Hairdresser weekbeautician, barbtr.
t. Education week--teachers, administrators
f. Library week---librarian, book salesmen
g. Father's day
h. Pother's day
t. Mental health week--doctors, nurses
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"BABAR AND YOUR CAREER"

FOREIGN LANGUAGE/SPANISH

CURRCULUM FOCUS:

1. To learn how-to work together
to produce a combined.result

2. To learn to trust and share
with another

.3. TO learn to,organize.and
condenSe.material

4. To increase'vocabulary. in
..;,"target" language '

5. To improve.undef.standing
of grammar in "target language

JUNIOR HIGH

CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

022 Acquire skills,.good work
habits in Preparing for a' career

Realize one's suCcess in'
work is affected,by one's attituies
037 Develop necessary educational/
occupational competency.
049 -Develop effeCtive decision-
making strategies and skills '

'ESTIMMED CLASS TIME:, .Five days for translation of story, tWo days for
discussion and evaluation

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
Babar Series Bopks, Editorial, Bruquera, S. A. (simplified stories
with colorful pictures--adventures of an elephant) 1. .Babar y el
picaro, arturo. 2. Babar On Familia. 3. Historia de Yabar el
elefantito. 4. Dictionary (Spanish-,-English)'

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:,
-

1. Students are divided into groups, of three or four. Each group
is given a book.

2. Working together :in their groups; students are to read and translate
their story. .'

3. When students finish, they are to cond,n(;e their. ,:tory on paper
(in English)- ancl hand it in.

4. On a given day, one.person from each group will present their
version to the class. (in English)

5. After 11 the stories have been presented,.the teacher will ask
each group what they Jearhe&from working together and how this
could carry over into a career:

Example:-

a. learn't_ "give and take"
b. learn teamwork can be important
c. learn "two heads are sometimes better than one."'

Students should become aware of the fact that a combined.effort for
a common cause can be a'good thing and that working ttigether can pay
off.



AN IMPOSSIBLE DREAM?

FOREIGN LANaUAGES/SPANISH

CURRICULUM FOCUS:

1. To understand the classic,
"Don Quixote'de la Mancha,"

2. To realize the value (the lesson
of morale) this story holds for
people today .

JUNIOR HIGH

CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

#63 Understand differences
betiefeen leisure time and
idleness
#66 Develop positiVe attitudes
toward value of leisure time

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: Five--seven class periods

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES: '

Ancora Filmstrip, Literatura Universal--"Don Quixote de la Mancha
Record--"Man of La Mancha"--original soundtrack--Stereo--Kapp Records.
You may want tn.read the novel--Don Quixote de la Mantha--por Miguel
de Cervantes Saavedra.

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESE:

1. D'scuss with the class the valUe of establishing werthy leisure

i i me activities. Str6z 'reading good books, seeing good plays,
.attending concerts, operas, sports, etc.

2. Discuss the merits of good literature, and lead into the novel
Don Quixote de la Mancha. '..

a. Why is it considered good literature?
b. What makes it a .clacsic?
c. What does it teach us. today?

.

.d. How has it influenced the world?
e. Discuss the story--plet, characters, .setting,.etc.

,

r,

3. Show the filmstrip--discussing as you view it together.

4. Discuss the musical or stage version and compare it with the book.

5. Play the record--"Man of La Mancha"--Discuss.

6. Each student will write a brief composition telling the story
and explaining the (theme) and how the book influenced him/her.

7. If time permits, have students read a few chapters of the book--
and explain them to the class.

Examples:
a. The "windmill" battle.
b. The "dubbing" of Don Quixote.
c. The meeting of the Lady "Dulcinea"
d. The "Golden Helmet of Mambrino"
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STEREOTYPING-

cLANGUAGE ARTS

CURRICULUM 'FOCUS:

1.. Study of Women's role in ,
American society.

2.. Biographies of famous women..

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: Four class periods

JUNIOR HIGH

CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:

(DELLA Statement)

#56 Recognize that sbciety
needs labors of all its,people
#43 Recognize restrictfpns in
the decision-making process.

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
Biographies of famous women, Women's Day and Family Circle, magazines,

newspapers

,INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

Ask the students to read..__a biography of a famous woman. Some suggestions,

are: Oh! Lizzie by Doris Faber, Shirley Chisholm by Susan Brownmiller,

I Always Wanted to Be Somebody by Althea Gibson; the anthology, Modern

Short Biographies and Don't rall Off The Mouhtain by Shirley Mactiiii-E7

Have the glass share their thoughts about what they read through a
classpdiscussion and.by creating a book jacket, mobile or diorama.

Perhapsthe IstudenTs would like to role-play their characters by acting

out a scene from the book, or by creating a new situation and role-

playing the behavior they would anticipate their character to have

based upon what they read.

Ask the class to gather data from magazines and newspapers about prom-

inent women today, locally, nationally or internationally.

Define stereotyping, sexism, discrimination and chauvinism. Ask:

What stereotypes exist and have existed about women? -Why? How do you

feel about them?

_Discuss.the advantages and disadvantages of mothers working outside,

the,home. ROle-play a,family discustion about a mother gettimg a job

outSide the home. Complicate the family situation in different role.-
playing episodes by adding factors_ such as a new baby and/or economic

needs,.etc. Ask what are a.mother's..alternatives? How would you .

feel? Did anyrof the women you read biographies of, face a similar

situation? How did they resolve it? Why? _What faCtOrs entered tnto

their decisions?
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POEMS AND POETS

LANGUAGE.ARTS/POETRY

CURRICULUM FOCUS:

I. ,Study of poets and
\their poetry

2. 'Study of the relationship
between a poet's changing
sOf and his changing
poetry style, content,
tohe, message

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: Variable

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
Biographies or reference materials about poet's life. Samples of
poetry written during different stages of poet's life. /You may
want to use records of poets reading their own works.

'JUNIOR HIGH

CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

409 rt'ecognize that development
of self is constantly changing

s'bv7"

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

Have the,students read about, or view films about, or hear lectures
about a poet's life. Have students study samples of this.artist's
poetry and analyze it in terms of style, tone, content, message.
Have the student analyze the relationship between the poet's poetry and
his changingself and life circumstances%

SuPplemental Resources. The Arco - Rosen Career Guidance Series. A

series of books about major careers in practical terms for young

people. Cost: $1.95 each (estimate) Arco Publishing Company, Inc.
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PERSONALITY CHANGES IN BIOGRAPHIES

LANGUAGE ARTS/LITERATURE

CURRICULUM FOCUS:

I. Reading and appreciation
of biographies and ,

autobiographies.
2. Writing compositions

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: Variable

JUNIOR HIGH

CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

09 Recognize that development pf
self is constantly changing
18 Weconize continuous process.
,,occurring in and out of school

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES: _

Biographies and/or autohiOgraphies, paper, pepcils, list of career

.
clusters, Dictionaa of Occupational Titles, Occupational Outlook
Handbook. :

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

.1

After reading an autobiography ior biography of a person associated
with a career cluster of the students choice, the student will
trace in written form, the energing and gradually changing, patterns
of personal characteristics thatresulted from thesubject's ex-
periences, decisions and opportunities. Have the stidents cnn-
sider whether they would have made different decisions had they been
in.:the character's place. What effect might these decisions have
on subsequent oDportunities, experiences, decisions and careers.
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UNDERSTANDING A NOVEL

LANGUAGE ARTS/LITERATURE c JUNIOR HIGH

' CURRICULUM FOCUSi

.1. Reading a novel
Z. Discussing charaeters feelings

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: Variable

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
Death Be Not Proud by John Gunther

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

17 Recognkie role of'e4 'cation
in career and life goals

Ask your stucknts to read Death Be Not Proud. It is tile story of a ,teenage

boy, John Jr.,, who develops a brain tumor. -Through the course oT his disease,

his love fOr learning increases ard becómes a driving force in his life. .

Discuss this book in relation to the following questions:

What was most important in John Jr.'s life'? Why?

2. !Compare John Jr.'s zest for learning with your own:
3. How did John Jr.'s family influence his desire to learnT
4. If you Were stricken with a disabling or fatal disease, hOw would your

react? Feel? Would you .chan2 how you were living your life?

5. What is most important in your.life?
6. Examine Cohn Jr.'s parents' reactions and feelings about his disease.

Supplemental Resources: Death and D in :, Closing The Circje. Three

filmstrips with sound. Cost: ST4.50 estimate, Guidance Associates

_
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BEHIND THE DECISION !

LANGUAGE ARTS

CURRICULUM FOCUS:

1. Develop decision-making
skills.

2. Study personalities of
characters.

'ESfIMATED. CLASS TIME:

JUNiOR HIGH

CARER EDUCATION FOGU:
(DELLA Statement)

#41 Understand decision-making
involves responsible action
#43 Recognize restrictions in
the decision-making process
#46 Recognize the need for
making a meaningful career
choice

ESSEPTIAL RESOURCES:
TAB Creative Teaching Unit-"Decision Makin "-visuals, index cards.

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

:Following the reading of The-CoMintDown TiMe by J. Oppenheimer,
: the student will engage in the foTlowing-activities:

1.- Groups of four or five students will examine visuals of decision-
making situations and decide what decision they would make given
similar circumstances. The group leader will report:the group's
findings to the entire class.

2. Teacher-directed.discussion of basic steps`il the decision-
making process which may or may not have been lnWolved in the de-
cisions they (the students) would have made in the visuals.

3. Make a list of decisions which Karen Makes in the co4rse et the
novel. In small group discU-Ssions, tudents decide whether Karen
made sound, mature decisions. .(Decisiont are listed separatel.rdn-
index cards; one card is given to each small group).
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1ANGUAGE ARTS

BEHIND THE BADGE

JUNIOR HIGH

CURRICULUM FOCUS: CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

/
1. LaW and law enforceenL . ,..,.

',

m

2. Discussion of characiter- #25 Understand how-occupations
relate to functions of society; .

#27 Understand process of de-' /

/

'veloping a "career"
/

#28 Understand the relationship:/
occupational role/life style

/

#30 Realize: work is an integr
part of the total life style

ESTIMITED CLASS TIME: One week

i

I

. F

,

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
i

/ I

Paperback novel-The Coming 'Down TiMe by J. Oppenheimer, State trooper
'for guest speaker, County Sheriff for videotaped interview, Film-
" The Novel: Character''-Encyclopedia Britanhica series

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

Following a seven-day reading of The Comi s Down Time by J. Oppenheimer,
the following activitties should ensue:

1. Invite a State trJoper to speak withithe class abciut his job'.

2: A group of five td sevem student§ will conduct. a. videotaped
interview with thd local sheriff, W 0 -ditTusses his,:_career4
(See Interview Sheet Appendix)

3. Have the group pi-esent their videol ped interview of the sheriff.
A question-and-anSwer period will f llow,* and/or the grou0 will
give personal.readtions to their ex erience.

4. Discuss characteristics of a person ho should pursue a Career in
law or law'enforceMent.

5. View the film .".TheNovel:,CharaCter.": nd ask the stUdens to Identify
elements of the character of the sheri f in 'the novel, i

; .

6. n
/
a small-group discussion, comp'7-, th students' impressions of

he locl,l sheriff and State. troop . ith, the students'.iimpressions
f thesheriff in t\he novel.. (St H ts (ill use their/own written

character sketches. 61' the sheriff ... the novel as a baSiS fo-r
comparison). j .

i

/

\ I

I

i

!
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LAN.:UAGE ARTS

CUP.RICJOJN FOC :

1: Visual interpro
Discussion Develop basic attitud-,

intLrrri:n -i'or entry/success in.

sow; lyrics a, coreer

,' JUNIOR HIGH

EnoCATION Fotus.:
',DFLL A. Statement)

Le..Ilize: work is an
part of life style

?43l Develop positive attitudes
toward epTcyrf.,,ent

fl7 .Reocgnize role of education
in care:Tr and life goals

CLAS(T, TP7,-. OP: .flr,r4.od

Don !A.cLean "Ocphdns of Wealth"
Gordo'n Parks phote,lras on-slides and pictures of beaOtiful pppple.
Johnny Cash 'Welfare cLidflidc"
Story, Stinkin Creek (Lawanna Trout Folklore)

-INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

Read Stinkin Creek. Discuss quality of life in StInkin Creek:
Discdss. the welfare requirewents and benefits, 1,::hYeanr-t--SFnkin
Creek "pull itself up by its bootstraps?'

Using Don Mcl.Pi_tn's "Orns of :',.:Pdth" and Johnny cush's .Nelf,!.re
Cadillac" as a musical background, show slides of photographs-of
Gordon Parks. C.Pntrast these with chots from magazines t'hat
to 'portray life in.this country.

-Discuss th-e lyrics of lAn McLean's song_ Compare it with Welfare
Cadillac. Whom do,yeu think is really "tellinr; it the way it rea1/1/
is?" ..Co;1,pare this with what most of us want in life. Is welfaye
really the life,it's supposed to be or a humiliating method of/i
existence? What is the ro:e of education?.



WHAT A CHARAGTER

LANGUAGE ARTS JUNIOR HIGH

.CURRICULUM FOCUS: CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
.:(DELLA Statement)

. 1. Understandilig.chara-ters in .

fiction.
2. Developing characters ir

writina.

#04 UnderstaRd that'personal
characteristics can be changed
#03 Understand relationship:
self-characteristics/performance

ESTIMAfED CLASS TIME: One class period or more

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
Novels, plays, short stories of teacher or student!s.,chpice

INSTP.UCTIONAL PPOCESS:

\ Rpad, preferably with the class, a piece of chosen fict on. Discuss

how the author developed his characters (i.e. the way i whiCh they
speak, the way they dress, personal characteristics, what others
s.ay about them,. etc...). To get students to feret out this infor-
mation, ask them how they determine if they want to get to know a
new student. How do we judge,others? How do others judge us?
How does the aOthor get you to like or dislike a character? How.

can we make others judae uS favorably?

FroM -.his discussion a student should be able to apply this in-
formation not only tothe creation f his own fictional character
in a short Oviracter sketch but to himself regarding his relation-
ships with o rs.



/

/

FIRST DAY ON THE JOB.

LANGUAGE ARTS

CURRICULUM -FOC.US:

. 1. 'art story-character,
theme

2. Writing activity
3. Discussion skills

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: Two days

JUNIOR HIGH

CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

#10 Develop a sensitivity toward
and an acceptance of others'
#27 Understandprocess of de-
veloping a "career"
#32 Realize one's success/-in work
is affected "by one's attitudes

ESENTIAL RESOURCES:.
Short story7"Rookie.Cop" by B. J. Chute

2. Paper, pencil

-INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

As a homework assignment, have students consid r what their first
chaice for a career wauld.be after they have finished school. .With

thisf-choice in mind, students are to write a brief short story about

their f-kst day in that career.

Day one - Divide the class into small .groups to read thOr
stories and to decide which is the best story--
representative.of the group. Then have these stories

read to the entire class.. Assign "Rookie Cop" for

home reading.

Day two - Distribute copies of the following questions and
discuss: ,

1. Does Joe Mason have a career goal set for
himself?

2. What are some of Joe's duties on the beat?
3.' What were some qualifications Joe had

for being a cop?
4, What things learned at the Academy does Joe

use on the job?
5. What are some differences,between Officer

Ryan (the etxperienced cop) and.Joe (the
rookie)?

6. What nev)\knowledge does Joe gain on the

first night?
7. -What was Joe's attitude at thebeginning

of the story?
8. How.does Joe's attitude change during the

first night?
9. In what' way(s) does your story of the first

day on the jOb compre with Jogs's?
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LIFESTYLES

LANGUAGE ARTS/LITERATURE

.CURRICULUV FOCUS: .

1'. Developing oral and written
communication skills

2., Developing reading skills
3. Study of .7ne Short Story"

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: , Two class periods

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:.
None

1NSTPUCTIONAL PROCESS:

JUNIOR HIGH

, CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

#07 Develop an mcierstanding
of the concept "Life Style"

Nscuss the meaning of "life style." .Ask the students to decide what
faCtors inherent in a given occupation will have an influence on life
style (e.g. salary, bilfty, attire, etc). Discuss the observed life
styles of people in which they might be interested (ex, movie star, singer,
professional athlete). Ask the students.to write or think about the life
style they desire to have, *and the occupational clusters that would afford
them these opportunities. If the bOok, LifeStyles: A Collection of Short
Stories, Rockowitz, ed., published by the Globe Book Company, is available,
ask the students to read it.
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'MONEY AND HAPPINESS

LANGUAGE ARTS/LITERATURE JUNIOR HIGH

CURRICULUM FOCUS: .CA'PEEP EoUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

1. Reading poems, short
stories,-rplays iF,;7 Realize wages shotild nct

be Shle basis for career choice

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: Variable.

ESSENTJAL, RESOURCES:
Literature

INSTRUCTIONAL RROCESS:

From a:wide range of literature (poems, short stories, plays, novels)
dealing with the general: theme of people who have equated money with
happiness, ask each student to reada few works. Orranize a class de-
bate around, the idea that money is essential or not essential for'.
happiness Ask the students to use material that they read-a.s a basis
for their arguments: They can agree or disagree with what they read
and choose tc be on whatever side .of the debate they v,ish. To develop
a collection of literature dealing with this theme, solicit help from
the librarian and other faculty members.

Supplemental Resources: Eve-Of ahange. Six cassettes with. sound

and guide: Explore attitudes toward women; exploitation, job dis-
parity, social subservience, financial discrimination, Cost:'

$79.50 (estimate). Westinghouse Learning Press.

Jobs and Gender, Filmstrips with cassettes. Cost: S48.50

----ee-s-t-hrtate±--Gtridance Associates.



STEREOfYPES

LwIGUAGE ARTS

.CURRICULUM FOCUS:

1. Learn meaning of term, "stereo-
type." .

2.. Awareness that rany charJeters
in literaLure are stereotypes.

3. Realization'that real life
roles Or occupations should
not he stereotyped.

JUNIOR HIGH

, CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

#30 Pealize: work :is an -integral

part of the tetal life style
#34 Recognize that occupational
stereotyping is undesireable

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: Two or three clss.peribds and homework Pesearch.

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
Newspapers, magazines, instamatic cameras and films, art paper or
por.,Ler board, paste, markers.

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

Explan the term, "stereotype." . Point çut the stereotypes in the
literature read thus far in class.. ,

Have each pupil make. a collage, or scrapbook of pictures depicting
what thev.think is.the stereotYpe.of one of the following cte-
gOriesf (or r'ake up your owncategorjes) "hippie," "teacher,"
"lawyer.," "politician," :'cop," ."lard hat," "hero," "croc*."

Display.and discuss what the pictures in each collage or scrapbook
have in common, and how accuna_ta_they_are, :tc.

Teams. Of fipur pupils are then to ao into the community with a camera
and take pictures of 5 teachers in the district, the policeman:in.
the community, 5 men with "hard hat" occupations, 5 students who
are considered school heroes,. 5 local lawyers, 5 politicians (here
perhaps they will have to resort-to newspapers), newspaper pictures
of apprehended "crooks," (even a "hippie" cult if you have them ".

around).

Film is developed and each teaM then prepares a collage or scrap-
book of the "veal," pictures.

Compare the "real life" siictures with. the-stereotypes. Unlimited
diSCussion can follow: Ask:,

1.. How are the picture,s alike or.different?
2. Are one class of people.really different from another?
3. Is stereotyping fair?
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SPORTS IN THE NEWS

LANGUAGE ARTS

CURRICULUM FOCUS:

1. Increasing reading comprehension..
2. Motivation of interdisciplinary

awareness.
3. Stimulation of creative thinking.
4. Expansion of khowledge and en-

coura.gement of further inquiry.
5. Learning basic research skills

necessary for atcumulating data.
6. Learning w to.extract key in .

formation trom accumurated -data.
7. Learning tqfformulate precise

questions designed to elicit
information.

8. Learning to write a'destriptive
account of an eVent..

JUNIOR HIGH

CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

#15 Be aware of multiplicity,of
skills, knowledge in education
#22 Acquire skillS, good work
habits in preparing for a career
#23 Acquire vocabulary for
deScribing the world of work
#24 Understand variety and
complexity of occupations
and careers .

#27 Understand.process of
developing a "career"
#30 Realize: work is an
integral part of the total
life style
#47 Develop a receptivity, for
new ideas/exploration of newjdeas
#62 Develop vocabulary to
differentiate leisure time,activitieS
#64 Understand interrelation-
ships: leisure- time/one's career
#66 Develop positive attitudes
toward value of leisure time

4

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
The Snorts Illustrated Learning Program (Time, Inc. ) available.
through ModuLearn Inc.

.INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

Obtain coPiet of SportS Illustrated for the students to read and
.write questions For each story.or.order a sample

.._.: program
from ModuLearn which includes a Sports Illustrated , with an
individualized learning packet. They will send you , sample which
is complimenta_rx. Consider subscribing to the service which pro.-
videsseveral ceioies of each current issue of SpOrts Illustrated
along with-several.individualized learning packets for each issue..
These learning packets develop most language arts skills..

If funds are not available for you to order this program, consider
using current magazines as the basis for instruCtion. Students can.
write questions for the stories to be answered by their classmates
or you can write and/or discuss questions -ipr each story. The
opportunities for creativity and variety here are abundant.

,
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THE FINANCIAL PAGE

LANGUAGE ARTS

CURRICULUM FOCUS:

1.- Develop the ability to read
and understand the financial
page of a-newspaper

2. To increase pupil's vocabulary
of financial terms

JUNIOR HIGH'

CAREER EDUCATION FCCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

Of

#51 Be familiar with,basic
ecOnomic concepts
460 Be able to use economic
information in decision making

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: Three tlass periods (45 minutes)

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
How to Read your Newspaper, Chapter 18, (Harcourt Brace, Jovanovich,
Inc., 1970)

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

Assign pupils Chapter 18, page 238-248. If only one copy is available,
read or disCuss these'top cs with them, then make up questions based
on news articles similar to the cnes pictured in the text.'

Ps

Topic one: Why do People Buy Stock?

Topic tWo: How to Read the Stock Market Tables. Every pupil should
have a copy of the stock market table from a local- newspaper.

Follow discu<sion with Exercise three: How to Read Tables. EaCh

pupil should use his stock market tables answer the following questions.
Use the-fractions as given in the table without chS"nging them to
dollars and cents. Example:

1. What was the highest price paid for Abbott Laboratories (or
any other place the teacher decides to use) during 1975.26?

°
''e.

Exercise four: How to Figure Dividends. Each pupil should again
use his stock market table to do this e rcise. Pretend that you
own the stock described in each question b low. First look up the
name of the stock in the table. Find the nnual dividend per share.
Then' multiply the dividend by the number of shares you own to see
how much your divedends will be. Example: AD

1. You own 100 shares-of Ala'Gas. Look up the dividend in the:
table a--A you will see that.it is .96. Multiply the dividend
by the lumber of shares you own.

Topic three: How the news affects the Stock Market. Every pupil should
read the sample article on page 244 or bring in one article from a .

local paper illustrating this idea after it has heen discussed.

Vocabulary.,on page 245 should be learned. Words included are:

Profit-takers,. Majority-of-issues, J3ig board, Market averages,

Indexes; Mar'ket indicators.
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Topic foury, Practice in Your Local Newspaper. Practice one
Skim the financial pages of your newspaper and try to findit least
fiye'examples of the "day-to-day lingo of Wall Street." Bring the
.vords or clippings to class.

Practice two: Select a stock you think you would like to buy. Try
to find news notes on the business pages to help yo0.

Other practices .are included n the text.



LAGUAGE ARTS

CURICULUM FOCUS:

ADVERTISEMENTS READ WITH COT

D\evelop sskilL in writing'

-want ads.
skill in getting:

intormation:from- .an ad.

. De41op the ability to read
bete.en the. lines: inference.

ESTIMATED

JUNIOP

c.AREER EDUCATfON FOCUS:

(DELLA Sfeiitement)

#48 Understand the need to
-take_respow;ibility for own
de'cisions

#49 evelop effective decision-
mak ng. Strategies and.skills
'#6 Acquire basic consumer skills

CIAS-S-11t4 : Thr c`i a ss periods

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
Toxt-Hrw to Pead Your Nwser Chaptc', 15 (flarcourt Brace, Jovanovich,

._
INSTRUCTION L PROUSS:

Ask pupils to/read pages 196-198 of text.' or if only one copy is

available you might read it to them.

Assign Ex rcise T: "What Do Ads.Really Mean?",,page_198. Below is

a copy of 'che.first question as an example.

Put a check in front of the stater.ent that comes closest to what you

think. .

1. "Quant1 s are limited-Don't wait," probably means':

a . .

Thr, store is definitely going lo sell out before you

haNe a cH'ance to get there.

b. The store wants you-to thitik that you have to hurry..0

c. The store is worried that you will bedisappointed.

Follow these.exercises with appropriate discOssion.

Class shouTd then work on Exercise 2: "Writ.ing Your Own Ad." Follow

directions nn ip,.ge 199 or make up an examOle the' class can wm7k on'

t gether.

xerc 3: 'Getting Information from an Ad,"-page -201,,

ilxercise 5: -"Getting the Best Buy," page 202.

A
JExercise 6:- "Inferences,"..page 203.
-.." .

,

Exercise. 8:, "Discussing the Cost Of Credit," page 204.

Class discussion must follow each exercise,
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LANGUAGE ARTS/COMPOSITION

CURRICULUM FOCUS:

EXPLODING THE "MYTH"

JUNIOR HIGH

CAREER EDUCATON.FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

.1. Basic reading skills
2. Values clarification #34 Recogni;ze thaI occupational
3. .Decision-making skills stereotyping is-undesirable

PersuaSion/argumentation -#35 Be aware of the value of .
5. Basic sentence structure adquir4fig marketable skills

#36 Aware of own multi,-poten- A

tiality as to marketable skills
#52* Realize how the labor
market f"jcts the nation's
economy
#54 Understand the relationship
between occupational roles/
personal economics/life styles
#56 Recognize that.society needs
labors of all its people
#57 Realize wages should not
be sole basis for career choice

E5TIMATED CLASS, TIME: Two class periods

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
.Phone books; yarious local newspapers, 5"4" index card's; set of
colored pencils, markers, or crayons; paper, pencils, list,of 15
career clusters.

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

r

Students should scan the want ads of local newspapers, as well aS .

the Yellow Pages to make &list of occupations presently avajlable
intheirAcommunity, or surrOdhaing areas.: All the jobs shou4d be
categorized by one of the f011owtng terms: "professional";
"skilled"; "semi-skilled"; and "unskilled". Afterq01 jobs have
been categorized each student should choose one in each Category
and inake up a job card for it. The job c rd should_ contafn the
title of the job and,a description of it. Color7coding may be
helpful in separating the jobs into 1 -? Fou \categories pre-
viously mentioned: Next, the class siwuld make a Scale from one-
td7five and rank the various jobs accOrding to their prest-Fge.or
status, (or lack of either). Use five .as a high rating and,one
as a low rating.

Conduct a discussion based on questions similar.to the followin

(1) Does any.categoryAominate.a certaih level of the
scale? Why do you feel this has occurred?

(2) How-many occupations occupy morethan one level?
.(3) What other factors influence the ranking of a_ipp

besides prestige?
(i.e. education,, income, indoor versus outdoor work,
etc.) -
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(") What does too much or too little status show about an
occupation?

(5) How can this affect a job market?

Using the job -cards developed earlier in this-activity, ask the
students to choose one of the poorly-rated or low-ranked occyv-
dons and in a proper persuasion/argumentatjon form, write a
paper defending the necessity of the chosen occupations.. Have ,

the students use these areas to guide and structure their papers:

a. Why i'this particular job held in such disfavor?'
b. Why is this job necessary?

4441,

c. ;Is the stereotyped rating assigned by the class; a fair

'.one?'
d. In what ways might a career in this field be.rewarding?
e. What might be some possible benefits ofthis ,job?
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'CAREERS AND THE LIBRARY

LANGUAGE ARTS/RESEARCH

CURRICULUM FOCUS:

1. To learn how to use the :library.

2. To learn the Many functions of
the library.

3. To learn how to,do research.
a. To learn that information on

careers can be gathered in the
library.

ESTIMATEDCLASS TIME: a days

JUNIOR HIGH

CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA.Statement)

-

#13 Acquire vocabulary for
educational planning
#14 Understand interrelation-
ship between education and wOrk
#15 Be aware of multiplicity
of skills, knoWledge ineducation
#21 Recogn.ize relationshipi: .school

environment/larger scciety

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
A fibia.rY handauts attached)

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

1. Discuss with students the importance of a library. List pn the

board the services a library offers.

From a handout of 15 questions, the students will go.to a library

and search for pertinent infOrmati.pn about the library and its functions.

(See attached.sheet)

3. Students will answe-r-4pecific questiCns usino the library facilities

by compar.in.g and evaluating resources. 0

4. Students will Submit their finished work to the teacher for

evaluation.

5. The class will then discuss what'they have learned from this unit,

as well as the careers they have become cognizant of through the use

of the library.

6. The class will take a field trip o .he public library in town

and research what materials can be found there pertaining to careers..

7: They will sumMarize their field trip in class on paper.
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TH8, LIBRARY

---._

The library is one of the most impOrtant and usefol area

It has a variety of functions'. Aoswer the followng questiol

useof your library. .

1. Draw a floor plan 'of the schm: library. fifot it on the

paper:. Label the .foTlowing ,,Ireas: ,

a. Circulation Desk e. Fiction

b. Reference bObks f. Non-fiction

. r. 'Card catalogue g. 4Stcry collectOns

d. Biographies ,. High circulatlon (popular)_bookS
.1

the school .

makilg

ack f this

2. Where is the card catalojue locted? hi.rording to the 6C., under

what cards would you'find the book "'Abraham Years and

The War Years" written by'Carl SandbOrg?.
\

3. Look up the meaping of the word.bicen_tennial_ In two '.,--rent dicti4-

aries. Name each clIctionary and teliTHe meaning as it is diven. Explai

how the definitions are different and h!.rd they are the samei,

4. Name the different kiAs of dictiOnaries f-Juhd in the Obrary.

5. Go to tWo encyclopedias and look up th,7! American RevolUtion. Compare

how each enCyc1upedia presents them. Nuie each w,cyclopedia used.

What different encyclopedias are there? Name them.
--

i

7. Compare 'the Unitel States in two Athiscs. Name the Atlases and tell

how the U.S'; is alike and different in these Atlases.

\

8. Name the almap,acs in the library,. Wht types of information do they

\

,contain?

, 9. Where alre the 4ec'al Refierence bks located? What-,kinds are there?

10. Where are the "High U,:culation" bOoks luLated? -What kinds are there?

11. Which types of books can be takerrout? Which type cannot be removed

from the library?

2. 4low arc'Fiction, Noh-fiction and Biographies arranged?

13. Make z :list of 12 titles of Bicenfenni'al books in the librar3;,

.14. 1What services dbes the library offer?
,

t

.h

,

-15. Find-T2 books in the library that ddal with speci'fic careers-and

nam them. /
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"WHICH .CP EER IS 'YOU?"

LANGUAGE ARTS

CURRICULUM FOCUS:

1. Keeping rec9rds
2. Oral reporting
3. Researching

ESTIMA'TED CLASS TIME: Ten Days

--------ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
Career Cluster Packets CSIU

Notebooks

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

1. Students will investigate
them generaly.

JMOR HIGH

CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

W29 "Recognize materials/proqesses/
tools of occupational clusters
#40 Apply vocabulary of career
xploration to decision-making'

#46 Recognize the n'eed for making
,a meaningful career choice
#47 Develop a receptivity for new
ideas/exploration of new ideas

the 15 career clusters and discuss

2. Each student will choose a cluster and research a career
within it.

3. Each student will compile .,'career notebok based on his/her

interest. The notebook will include:

a. type of training needed or
b. advantages/benefits
c. disadvantaes
d. skills necessary
e. hours involvej
f. pay

9. brochures, pamphlets, tupe

education necessary

recordings of intvviews

4. Each student will report to the class on a career

5. All notebonk,; will be put on r!isplay for other students

,peruse

to'
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HOW T USE ME DICTIONARY OF OCCUPATIONAL TITLES

LANGUAGE ARTS JUNIOR "TGH

CURRICULUM FOCUS: CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

1. . Introduction of this
reference book ./olumes

and II).

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: Two hours

#24 .Understand vuriety and
compleXity of occupations
careers
#23 Acquire vocabulary for
describing the worla of work

ESENTIAL RESOPCES:
Dictionary Of Ocupational Titles, I.and IL., The Occupations Finder
of the Self-Directed Search, over-head projector (or chalkboard
paper, pencils

INSTRUCTICNAL PROCESS:

Give each student The Occupations' Finder, paper and pencil.

)-1
Z. Exain how to use the booklet..

3. Explain how to locate information in The DictionarY of Occupational

Titles, I and II.

4. Give the following assignment, listed On an overhead projector .

or thalkboard:

a. Select an occupation in Thr. Occupations :inder..

b. Using the code letters, list the kinds of work involved.
c. Using the one digit numbers, list the education required.
d. List the six aigit number from the Dictionary of Occupational

Titles.
e. Look up this number in volume II, and select one of the

occupations listed under this number.
-f. Look up this particular occupation in volume I, and write a

brief description of the actieties involved

J. Encourage a class,discussion of why job desriptions are important
ar-id why they sometimes ditter
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9) Clear off a section of the bullet,in boat,. frr the display/
".Careers Around the World." . \J

10) When t,he replies arrive, ask the writors to read their letter to
the class: Preserve the letter by meuntil it in clear plastic film,
and display it On the bulletin board.

Below are examples of questions the students might ask in their
letters:

Fm s. ts 'leaders: ,How did you get started in your caPeer?' ,Did you ,

play baseball in grade school? How'may hoJr 1 day do'you practice?
What was your most exciting game?

For political leaders. What courses did you take to prepare for yo,..ir
career? Do you like your political career?

For entertainers! Did ybu ever think ypu would be so successful in
pur .career: How.long have you been Singing? How much do you earn

ejngle record:

ily the letters sh,. ld:

rompliment the person on their success and explain the reasOn
-fo, the F.J.:erts 'orlting

:,Jesv.i6ns about the career and whether the person truly enjoys
Hs/he; worK. and why the student is interested in the career

tie per!,on for reading the letter and usually ask for -
FIctny-aph.
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HOW 10 E THE A. H:GHLR LUUCATION P1ANNING KIT

LANGUAGE ART

iCULUM FOCUS:

I. Reading for tean'
2. Vocabulary
3. How to SP tho S.R.A.

Career 'flformation Kit
ReJdiny t a .clro.:

'

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: Three hocrs

'JUNIOR ilF4i

CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

#3 Understand relationship:
self-characteristi.cs/performance
q4 Understand interrelation-
ship,between education and work
#15 Be aware of multiplicity
of skills, knowledge in edu tjon

#,16 Understand need for
continuing education i a

changing ,iorld

ESSENTIAL RESOURUS:
S.R.A. Career Information Kit, Paper, pencils

INSTRUCTIDNAL :JCESS:

1. Sh().students the kit and exjain how to use it. (numbered
ards).

2. StIdents select 'a specific career to read aboqt after examining
the list of careers included in kit.

3. ,After reading about their chosen careers, the students'will
write a bri-ef-summary about that career which they will read to
the class.

Students explain why they wuuld, or would not, like to have a
iob"in.that field.
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CAREERS AROUZ THE WORLD

L GUAGE ARTS

CURRICULUM FOCUS:'

.". Writing letters for
information

2. Using research skills
3. Making oral '-reports

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME:

JurpfoR HIGH

CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

27 Und6rstand process of developing
a career-

.26 Determine chara_teristics/
qual"ications of occupations

Variable, dependinc on number of assignments
in unit

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES: . .

You may want to LAse World Book of Facts.

INSTRUCTIONAL P9(.:.:ESS:

7) Begin this unit by having 4 Aiscirion about world leaders--
political leaders as well as leaders in entertainment, sports.
service,.literature, and education.

2) Give each student, in the, class the opportunity -o nominate one
, person for the class list of world leaders.

3) Ask each Student to chr'i a 2r,son who has bee nighly success-

ful in a Specific field of wnr. ] ..;ear(J1 that person and his/her

career.

4) Ask thestudents to nr 0^ twc minute tilk to persuade
the class that this persL -Jid . in te class list of world
leade,

5) Att.,

1Pttr-
.e

is established, ask each student td compose a
people that they haye been selectedjo be oh

A of world leaders.

In the letter the student should ask questions about the person's
ca.-eer, dnd request photographs.

7) An important learning aspect of this activity is locating the
addresses of leaders. They might use the current World Book
of Facts.

8) After the letters have been proofread, have the students rewrite
them on school stationery, using the schocWaddress as the return

-address. If some letters are to go overseas, take a trip to the post
office t determir- the correct postage.
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HERiiArIF EXCHAGE

LANGUAGE ARTS JUNIOR HIM!

U1RICUL11 FOCUS:

1. Library ski,11's

.' 2. Writing skills

4

CAREER FDUC:JIONJOCUS:
(DELLA Stment)

#07 Develop an understanding of
tho concept "life style"
#16 Understand need for continuing
education in a changing world
#18 Recognize .developmental
processes.occurring ir and out
of. school

#11 DeveTop-tOlerance/flexibility.
in interpersnal relationships
#12 Develup the necessary social,-
ization skills
#2?:' Acquire skills, gond ,.4ork

habits,in pA:paring,f0r care
#23 Acquire vecahula;-y For
descr4bing the world of work-

ESTIMATED,CLASS TIME: Ongoing .,-,or one year

-<? .

ESSENTIAL RE'OURCES:
Library, MuselM, historir31 places, 1 .al people

INSTRUCTIONAL .POCESS:

It is the intent 'of this activity to help th tudents to become
aware of- their oW environment am! Vhat of others in'America.

r. Fir,' a S'choo1 in another part. of the country or state with
which to exch;ge informi)kion.

B. Pick areas of' interest to exchange informatiOn about.

1. Local histtries,
2. -TYpes or pedple who set,led this area,.
3. Customs-of this area.
4. Schoo1,activities, sports, classes,etci.
5. Occupations.
6. Ftc.

C Have children -lake reportt, collections, interviews (tape),
draw pictures, take Pict, -es, etc. describind their own school
and coriunity.

D. Make-an oral report'of the/information collected to the class.

E. Send this information to the topper4tN school.

F. :Display, listen, and read material, sent to you'from the
cooper,Hng school.
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-1MPE111ION AND COOPFRATION

LANGUAGE ARTS JUIDP HIGH

CURRICULOM FOCUS: CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(MLA Statement)

1. Learning about personal values.
2. Learning abuut emotior.,. and'

reactions.
3. Dictionary skills.

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: class periods:

#03 Understand relationship:
self-characteristics/performance
4:04 Jnderstand that personal
chi,acteristics ban be changed
:05 Recognize relationship:

.Self-charaCteristics/decision-
,

8 Develop a positive self-
concept

18 Understand the need to take
responsibility for own decisions
#49 Develop effective decision-
making strategieS and skills

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
Dictionary-you May v:ant to make up ditto sheets with definitions for
easy referral by stIents during discussions.

I .JRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

Discuss dictionary definitions of competition and cooperation, along
with related words (e:gy compete, competitor, Lompensate, competitive,
coopera,te, cooperative). Compare the economiC and ecological defi-
nitions of bo h words, to show the meaning's of these words.in human
society as well as in the wor'd of nature. .

Try to broaden the disCusson so students will be able to talk pout
-some ef their anxieLies (about competition) so.. they will understand

.

part of the reason for the discussion to reduce some of their anxieties
by helping them to become able to think ;-.nd reason rather than merely
react. Why do some people withdraw,from situations involving competition
and/or cooperation, Aile others use these means to develop their own
-self-esteerp and abilities tn interr6late? Howido sports and other

tho princip' .of.both competition and cooperation?
Is avoiding competition a good way of handling'a situation? When?
When not?

What ar=_, values of having rules in a game? LO6 in a society?
Often wher talk about what "should be", ,71' are talking abOutchanging
what seer fair. '.How often are-situations really fair to everyone?
Is life recilly fair most of the time?* What .does "taking aHvantage of
a situation mean? When is it all right to "take advantage of a situation?"
When:is itnot all v.ight? Does giving up and feeling sorry for pur-
.selves chaftje anything? How do people-develop initiative n competition?
In cooperation?
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tANGUAGE ARTS

CURRICUtUM FOCUS:

c Tc.improve pupil's ability to
portray a character with appro-
priate emotion.. ,

2. To improvP pupil's ability to
interpret a situa4')n spontaneously.

RE-,ON

ESTIt ATED'CLASS TIME: Three class periods

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
Re-Con-Educational Game
You may also wish to us
and masks''.

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

JUNIOR HIGH

CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

-

#06 Understand'and use the concept
"role".

#10 Develop a sensitivity toward
and ah acceptance of others
#54 Understand the relationship
between occupational roles/per-
sonal economics/ljfe styles

CI

(CSIU Insfructiopa.1 Materials Catalog, #G31).
Cemurel CharacterilationKitemotion "klets

Divide the class into tw( groups. Assign each gro the charactes

in Re-Con. .Follow instruction's included with' the ga e. The pupils

may.use the masks from the Cemerel Kit to assist them ir :lortraying

their character with the approprite emotion.

Follow the game with discussion
portrayed:

of the character roles that had beep
\

Whiat.occupational roles were represented?

Jw d-id this occuPation affect their life style in the game?

Ho', did this occOpation affect their outlook on the problem?

What economic-stresses caused each character to vote as he did?

--Were, the characters portraYed

Did the pupils refleCt attitjdes from home when,ty played their part?



BACK 10 BACK

LANGUAGE ARTS JUNIOR HIGH

CURRICULUM FOCUS:

11 To demonstrate the i'lportanco
of feedback in Lummanication
with others.

2. To devc p. listening skills.

3. To incr 5-.)e confidence in otherc.

4. To increase communication skills.

CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

#12 Develop the necessiry
socialization sKills

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: One,class period

ESSE4TIAL RESOURCES: .

Multiple copies of block drawings. (See attached sheet,

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

Divide the class in pairs. Ask that students pair up with someone'
they du rot normally-see regularly in a social setiiing..

Have students turn their chairs back to back.

Give one student in.each pair one of the easier dr,ings (attacht0.
Inform the class that only the person with' tte drawing is allowed
to speak. The other person ru.st remain ieLoily silent. The,oter,
person is 7iven a bl:mk sheet,of paper and a pencil. The Ones:F.:with

the drawing are told to guide the other person through detailed
directions towrd reproducing a duplicate drawing er his ownivaper.

It is imperative that on1y the person with the drawing before him

is allowed to speak:

The instructor should monitor the IroCess. When a pair is finis,hed

thcy ace to raist ,eir hands,-and the, instructu = theAime
reuired on a sheet, of paper.

Wien this, ,-0;ind is completed for everyone, the two F ,,Ibers-of each

group ,:,vere rolLs z:nd.new- drawings are handed out The pro,ces5-

remairs the ame.

After this round is completed a more difSlcult type of drawine, is
passed out.uo each pair(attachc:d). In this soOond phase the person
attempting to- duplicate ii; i7sallowed to 61!X questions of

the other person. both members of the pair should go through the
exercise so. ,The- instructor will note the time required for this

phase also.

After this :econd phase is comRieted faf e':eryone, it shou- ''-appear
that the more difficult drawinus were done more accurately and -in a

quicker_time.
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As a summary ask the -lass whj this was so. The obvious answer is

that feedbdck helps make communication mere e!'lective and efficient.

Note: If you find that in the first phase stud( , tended to com-i

unicate again-A the rules you .cOuld nuard against this in the. future

b.y grouping in three's with the third person responsible for munitbr-

Ang the process. This person could also time the activity. All diree

shouldhave a chance to engage in the rl-r.es, however, in all forms

Oirector, drawer, observer). This will rr-ciure more ti LeinY

The attached drawings arc only example, r;ther. 7.hapes can be in-

cluded far more. or les's difficulty. Turning these drawings sidewayS

or upside-down can give many different combinations, however, so few

are really needed. .
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LANGUAGE ARTS

CURRICULUM EOCUS:

1. Self-awareness
2. Self-expression
3.

)
Writing descriptive

,

LEARNING ABOUT OURSELVES

sentences

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: ihree class period

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
Cameras, Scrapbooks, Film, Cardbqard boxes, Scrap magazines, _and
Newspapers, Dictionary of Occupational Titles

JUNIOR HIGH

CAREER EDUCATION.FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement).

28 Understand the relation-
ship: Occupational role/life

,style
O ftealize: work.is an inte-

9ral part of the-total life
style
36 Aware of n multipoten-
tiality as to merketable skills
33 Develop personal habits
which are socially valueJ

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

The teacher may have written on the board something similar to this:
If nine-tenths of all icebergs is under water, then how muCh does an
observer really know about icebergs? If most of yoLir personality is
hidden inside, then how much do others know about you? How mUch is
hidden from view?

Students shaild pair off with classmates they feel they know fairly
well. Each person is to make notes on what th& other is like. For
instance, their interests: activities; hobbivs, likes, dislikes,
talents, abilities, skills, Strong personality. traits, and anything
else thatmight help an iwaginative person get the feel of what the
other is like. At the end of the allotted time,.-approximately five
minutes, the student is to.:uedict the Lareer-of_ his partner in the
future.

Students exchange notes', read them and discuss them for three or four
\minutes. Volunteers may describe the experiment to the rest of the
:class, discussing in which way the partner was torrect, and in ways in
which some of the attributes were .hidden from view. They should try to
di§cuss what new things partners discover about one another, or how
they feel about having another person look at them so Closely.-

4 For a general.class discus.sion, the teacher may present the idea that
many never really take a good look at themselves. Sometimes they
are too busy; sometimes they are afraid of what they might see, some-
times they feel that self-analysis is a waste of time. Questions to
'stimulate duscussion may include: What ways may periodic self-evaluations
be useful? Could self-exploration ,help you to achieve'more at school,
at home, in f-endship, or in planning a career? How? In the discussion

-include references to the value-o-fth_i_aang.-abou-t-a-
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YOU'RE OIFFERENT; I LIKE YOU

LANGUAGE ARTS' JUNIOR HIGH

CURRICULUM 'FOCUS: CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

2. Communication
3. Character analysis
4. Feelings and attitudes
5. Discussion

#11 -Develop tolerance/flexi-
bility in interpersonal relations

ESTIMATED CLASS.TIME: 15 ffrinutes to a class period

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:

INSTRUCTI6NALPROCESS:

Have students sit quietly in a large circle-"Indian fashion." A

volunteer steps to the center of the circle. Each student in the'

circle must look at the student in the center (stress eye contact)

_and compliment him/her: The student in the center must look at

the student who is giving the compliment.and respond to it. Ea'ch

st,dent in the circle should think of a different compliment, if

possible. Repeat for as long as you have volunteers.- This idea

is from Jeffrey schranPs jeachim_Human Beings-1001 Subversive
Ideas.

a
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LANGUAGE ARTS

CURRICULUM FOCUS:

GAME: NY LIMN

'JUNIOR HIGH

'CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement4

1. Everyone is unique and an

2. Introduction to the study
of individual dicferences.

'ESTIMATED CLASS TINE: ririe o 1 as,s period

ESSENTIAL RESOURTES:,
Several lemons, you 1:!ay tn

(Houghton-Mifflin).

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

O'N Develop a pclitive.self-
concept

use--Career E.ducation Program

Play Ny. Lemon_ ame. LI,J) student oc smal'l group guickly examines

a lemon,- after which the, 1 e!.:1&ns are mixed together. The.students

--then try 'to retrieve. thei-r own lemon, usually with some difficulty.

On a se:ondk,try, allow students to examine the lemons thoroughly.

This normaify permits greater ease of identification. This acti-

vity is good for stir.gulating a discussion on individual differences.
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TALENT SHOW

LANGUAGE ARTS/COMUNICATIONS JUNIOR HIGH

CURRICULUM FOCUS: CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA S.tatement)(1

1. 'Developing. skills to perform on

stage in front of an.audience. -N3 Develop a positive -S-611=

concept

dr ESTIMATED,CLASS TIME: Variable

ESSENTIAL PESOURCES:

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

Hold a talent show for your class, grade or school. Encourage' students

to think of Ways .. they can contribute to the show (ex. playing musical
instrum'ents, dancing, poetry reciting,.,pTays, dramatizations, panto=

mimes, jokes, etc.).
.

As the me,ohers identify acti-vlties for' them5.elves (individually r in

small groups), have them plan the total program, the'mothod of judging

or recognizing, and who will be the audience.. Everyone shoulA have an

oppótunity to be "on stage."
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Longer range activities May include suggestions that each student
devise.a way of checking themselves. Encourage them to be:invencive
and as out-of-th6-ordinary as possible. For example, someone might
create a "he Box" bydcovering a large cardboard cube with pictUres,
sketchet and slogans cut from magazines or .other sourtes that they
feel represent mile of their own personality,, daily activities, and
life style. Possibly somewhere they might have a section for future
'careers and leisure time activities. .

Ano;her activity might be that studerits record activities, hobbies,
friendships, thoughts, feelings by taking snapshots of themselves in
and out of school .cir coliect pictures.of possible future careerS and
leisure time activitiesthat interest them. The snapshots might be
arranged and annotated in a scrapbook;with an appropriate iitle. -

-

Students might like to keep a log'or diary of their activities,
thoughts; and feelings for a ,wee'k. They might embellish this.by

' drawing cartoons or writing noNis, etc. At the conclusion-of'this
activi,ty, there sould be some activity ,giving students an opportunity
to express themselves, but avoid the requirement of doing so. Ask
all to join the sharing groupt and explain:with that ,approach, what
they discovered about themselves, their career ideas; and anything
else pertinent. Keep in mind alWays that this is a requirement as
far as the activities are concerned but not a requirement as far as
revealing what the individuals learned about themselves.

)
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WORK HABITS

LANGUAGE ARTS

CURRICULUM FOCUS:

1. Developing good work habits
2. Learning what penalties

might be involved whemone
does not get his work done
properly or on time

JUNIOR HIGH

CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
'(DELLA Statement)

#20 Develop basic attitudes
needed for entry/success in
a career
#22 Acquire skills, good work

,haWts in preparing for a career
#32 Realize one's success in'
work -IS affected by one's
attitudes

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: One day (class period).

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:
%4

1. Teacher begins by brainstorming whaA.migh, happen when a stu-
dent does not get.his work done on time:

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

He must do it anyway.
He gets detention.
He must write an essay.
He gets points taken off his grade.
He must go home to get

2.. Teacher then discusses how not doing his work can'affect him
or others... His excuse coltild be to rationalize (explain this term,
use examples), but that ultimately he will have to pay for his

unpreparedness.

3. Teacher asks students what a good work habit would be to them
ind lists them onathe board:

. $e on time.
b. Do the job while at work.
c. Do the same thing each day.
d. Punch in and out on time.
e. 'Follow regulations. .

f. Take care of work. materials.
g. Be prepared.
h. Assotiate with fellow workers.
i. Ask for heip when you need it.'
j. Like what you do.

4: Teacher then selects five of the work habits listed. On the

board he writes the numbers 1 to 5; #1 being the most important.
As he calls out the work habit, students walk to the no.-that
indicates the importance they feel the work habit means to them.
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In this way, the students can see how each person's sense of
values differs.

-5. After all work habits have been ranked by the students, give
a fun example, asking all pupils wbo feel like a Cadillac to go
to one side of the room, and all pupils who feel like a Corytte
to go to the other side of the room. This will.fur4her prove.
hoW people's sense.of values and of themselves differ.

6: Teacher sums up by asking pupils to write an essay telling
what they feel the three most important work habits are and
why they'ai'-e important to them.

The students should begin to realize that good work habits are
important and strive to cultivate them, but also be cognizant
that each one's sense of values differs and that sometimes this
difference can be a determinant in one's success.



MAKING CHOICES

LANGUAGE 'ARTS

CURRICULUM FOCUS:

JUNIOR HIGH

CAREEP EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA.Statement)

1. Developing communitation
skills #26 Deterirline characteristics/

qualifications of occupations

. \
ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: Four sessions.

ESSENTIAL RESOURCE.S:
Tape recorder and tane.(optional

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

Session one: Students ljecome aware of the nod to acquire :information
about dossible future activities in order to Odersta,nd current
activities and.to plan for the future thru di.sussion With the
teacher and tlass. Questions that may be raised:

1. ,What activitie's ait you not able to take part in until
you are older? (age, skill, physical, legal imitations)
2. Must you take part when the restrictions \are lifted?
3. What do you do ellen? (make a choice)
4. When do you learn how to make.a choice? (now)
5. Wnat influences choice? (age, experience, knowledge,
interests, abiri,ties, etc.) .You...have a choice.coming soon.
6.- What'courses will you take in high school?
7. How will you' make the best thoice?

Session two: When making cnoices a thoughtfulperson finds ways'
to get assistance. When planning'what courses to take in high
school, whe'e should you go for help. (parent, teachers, counselor
high'school student, librarian, workers now in jobs) The teacher
now encourages.the students to developthe questions that.need
to be asked; where to go for the information, how it will be
accomdlished, how much time there is etc. There should be some reading,
some interviewing, and some observation of jobs. Students'may
work in groUps.

Session three: The plan for reporting to the cll'ss what has been
learned. These may be ir a.variety'of forms and irriique ways should
be encouraged.. (Written handouts to each class member. Bring in.
visitor.s. Large diagrams on easel pads. Invite high school.students-
td talk, etc.)

Sessions four and beyon0: Reports to the class and guests).
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"S'ELLING YOURSELF"

LANGUAGE ARTS JUNIOR HIGH.

CURRICULUM FOCUS: CAREER EDUCATION .F,OCUS:

(DELLA Statement)

1/. Learn how to "sell-
yourself" to other peol5le

)

#2 Develop knowledge of unique
.personal characteristic
#8 ,Develop a-pesitive self-
concept

. ,

ESTIMATED.CLASS TIME: 1 day for discussion-1 week to write compositions.

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
Typed sheets of Ummer'Employment discussing "Selling Yourself".

) .

Career Packets for indiO'clual pupils,-Guide Sheet,for Nriting an
. .

autobiography.

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

1. Teacher begins distussion by talking about the technigue of
"selling yourself" to n employer.

2. Teacher distrtbutes sheets on "Selling Yourself"..and distusses-
items listed with pupils, answering all questions that arise.

3. On the board, teacher lists brainStorm ideas from pupils on
Nays to find, out about-an employer"...

\

\

a. Talk to employees
b. 'Contact Better Business Bureau
c, Contact Chamber of Commerce
d. Call switchboard operator

4. Teacher impresses upon pupilsthe ililportance of selling yourself

and uses a di.scussiOn to,present a personal inventory.

t.

5. 'Teacher passes out a sheet on which several topics have been
presented. 'Pupils are asked to write a few 'I.-Ines oh-each of these,

telling how it affected their life. In this'way, they have written

a mini-autobiography of themselves: These topics might include:

a. Person who influenced you
b. Sport :

c:, One summer
d. One day
e. One fear
F. A death (make this optional, as some children are un-

comfortable with it)
g. .A pet
h. A hope or dream
i. A place
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These compositions are to be written and turnéo in to tgacher
4

by the following, week.-

.6. Teacher then distributes career pakets, telling Pupils to
look over them and try ta. decide if they Would fit into the
career.they have chosen.

(77

fr
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, LANGUAGE 'ARTS

OPTIONS FOR FROADCASTING

CURRICULUM FOCUS:

1. Recognizing responsible
ecitiienship

2. Reporting- current his-tory
3. Pdsenting ideas to others

with emphasis'on certainty
of understanding

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: Five

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:'
Optionar recording equipment dnd props for demonstration or bre-

sentation of programs on radio or teleVision. Field trip to radio

or television station

JUNIOR HIGH.

CAREER EDUCATION. FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

#25 Uncle:stand how ocCupations
relate ta unctions.af society
#25 Deter ine ,cha4cteristics
qualificattons of Occupations
#27 Understand _process Of
developing a "cdreer"

ass periods (or longer)

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCES:
I.

Session one: The first part of the prOgram inVolVes ;taking stu-

dents to tour a television or radio station. Before.taking the v

tour, the students develop a list of.questions'they want to ask ,-

and observations,they want to make about how the news reports are

prod.uced. Specifically, how ire the words and texts written and

edited. How ar.'e the audio-7/1ual parts of the presentation pro-

ducal. Some sample guestions are:

1. What are the specific steps by which a pews story pnogresses

from an'historical event to a news item on televi&ion or 'radio?

2. Who js responsible fOr doing each task?

3. Who.decjdes which events should be written about, Ootographed,

and.broadcated? .

4. What guidelines .are followed in writing the news to insure

that the information is presented as objectively as pos,sible? .

5. Is,there significant minority, political,.religious and sex

represehtation among the staff producers of the programs?

6. How do you decide where, and how often, to insert commerciaJs?

To prepare for the field trip, student& spend several evenings, or

during'scHool if it is possible, listening or watching the news

broadcasts of the station they will visit. There will be an op_

portunity for them to get answers to t,heir questions from obser-.

vation, questioning sta-rf members,,' and listening to what's betng

said. After the tour, the class develop& a chart of the Step

involved in prodgcing a news program., StUdents can then begin td.

develop their owli news program.

Session two: There are many formats-and styles neviscast simulation'

can take depending on the amount of time you have to spend on the .

activity and the availability of audio visual facilities, Ideally,

seVeral smiT1 groups, of students tape their own separate ne,./s

1 =)7
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broadcast and coMpare and analyza the results: If this'is not
feasabIe, it may be a basio preseptation to a claSs simulating
microphones, recording eqUipment-pnd so forth: Anotherapproach
is.to use tape recorders and pla>i back for Y'ari s.audiences.

a

There are various options available:

Option one: Can be a newscast'of a past histqrical event.
This is history-oriented and can be of one of the various formats
which are frequently found on television and radio: It requires a
students to research an historical event in enaugh depth so that
studen4 can role7play the historical 'characters and replicate
the event. It may be that you m'ay want to .have two groups 'pre- -

Senting the same his.torical events and compare the results. This
enableS the clast to learn how news can.distort reality because
no two groups art likely to give identical presentations of even
the same historical event period.

Option.two: Consists of mrration primarily. This involves
the reporting of a cOr'rent news èent. The text can be prepared
from research through whatever news media is available; magazines,
.newsp4ers, televison,,and ,radio.,\School news is an exciting
topic; particularly when it has been research for new and different
angles.

Option three: Use a strictly. sectional or anticipated event.
Students .can'select a. current event that has been taking place
for some time and-project a likely ending for the event. This
predicted outcome woulthb.e the bascis for their newscast.

4.

Session three:. Presentation of the finished material .can be
delivered to a varied audience.. The iMportance of an audience is
to'get reactions based on spec'ifications that the.group was atteTpting
to achieve. The audience may have check lists preseritecCto them
before the 'Presentation and fr.= their observations check the
Hist rici discuss the rdits. Some possible topics mould include:

1. Was the news presented accurately?
.,2. Was the evidence of bias shown?

3. Were thereany examples of propaganda in a'newscaSt?
.1. Were there examples of editorializing in'What was to be,

an objective news broadcast?
5. Were' facts presented frOm various points of view?
6. What jobs were involved in producing' th2 newscatt?
7. 'Xhat we're some of the unusual satisfaction's of these jobS? '

0o. What skills are needed'to.perform these. jobs?
9. What kinds of pressuae,operate on the news media?' Cap

this affect the type of presentation and the quality
of infUrmation?

There arr.: several resources which'are not essential for tTie ',,re-
sento.tiOn of this exercise, .however,they might be suggested a,s
followup for individuals who pre specifically interested.



Resource Listing::

1. Society of Television Pioneers,
P.O. Box 1475
Lubock,.Texas 79408

2. National Association of FM Broadcasters
420 Madison Avenue
New York 10017

3. National Assodiation of Broadcasting
485 Madison Avenue

.New York, NY 10022

.Supplemental Resources: The U.S. Army Career and Educat4on Informa-
tion Center. Twelve sound-filmstrips dealing with career\questions
both Army and civilian related. Cost: Free from the U.S.\Army
Recruiting Command at the request of your school guidance counselor.
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COMMUNICATION VIA INTERVIEWS

LANGUAGE ARTS-

CURRICULUM FOCUS:

1. Pr6paring students for
interviewing.

2. Communicating through media

or via media

JUNIOR HIGH

CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

#24 Understand variety and
complexity of occupations
and careers
#26 Determine characteristics/
qualifications of occupations

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: One week

ESSENT1sAL RESOURCES:
Index cards, Videotape recorder, Community Resource Person, Technician

(audio-visual)

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

The following activities will precede student interviewing c+ workers

in the community:

1. Teacher directs a discussion of-rules for interviewing.

2. Students list occupational and- professional careers of interest.

3. Students work in groups to make a decision as to whom in the

community they (as a group) wish to interview.

4. Students contact the individual they wish to interview (at least_

bne week in advance),

.
-SIM-all groups (three to four student's.) prepare index cards on

which they list major questions which they will use in the

interview: (See prepared Interview Sheet Appendix).

6. Ari audio-visual technician will demonstrate ttie use'of video-
.

taping equipment.

7. Groups will,role play their interviews (as practice), while

learning hoW to use the video-taping. equipment.

8. The class will view the video-taped role-plays and evaluate them

by giving adOce, suggestions, etc.

1)
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LANGUAGE ARTS

CURRICULUM FOCUS:

'CAREER INTERVIEWS

JUNIOR HIGH

CARtER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA 5tatement)

1. Be familiar with interviewing
procedures. # 6 Understand and use the

2. Writing descriptions concept of role.
#24 Understand variety and
comOlexity of.occupations and
careers.

#18 Recognizing developmental
processes occurring in and out
of school.

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: Two clasS periods (45 minutes each)

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
Manila folders, tape recorders

INSTRUCTIONX. PROCESS:,

.,Have students conduct an interview with their parents concerning the

parents occupation: Prepare tudents by making a list.of pertinent
qustions.to,be asked of their parents. Interviews may be tape re-

corded-ir written.: (See interview sheet, appendix) '

When completed, discuss the various occupations. A short job-descrip-
tion of each occupation may be mritten and placed into manila folders.. .

The feders may be kcpt in a "Career Center" where-students may go to
read _about_various occupations__ _

Supplemental_Resources: Career Discoveries Series. (People Who In-

fluence Others). Four filmstrip's with sound'. Cast: $55--(stimate)

Guidance Associates..
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."WHAT'S MY L!NE"

LANGUAGE ARTS

CURRICULUM FOCUS:

1. Career exploration.
2. Using deductive reasoning.
3. Involvino members.of thq

community with students
in a learning 'experience.

JUNIOR HIGH

CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

#14 Understand interrelation-
ship between education and Wor.
#17 Recognize .role of education
In career and life goals
#21 Vecognize relationship:
school environMent/larger society
#2fi Underztand variety and

c iplexity of occupations and

careers

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: 'One class peridd (with preparation ahead of time)

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
.Interested townspeople from a variety-of, careers (auto-mechahie,

female lawyer, pi.Tot, uflderfer, radie'announcer, etc.). Blind-

folds for st_udet,panclists.

INSTRUCTIONPNL PROCESS:
4.

This .activity eah bejlsed as an assembly prograT for all students
(necessitatihg microphone,.official timer, MC. , sign-in board).

It can also be used in the classroom with students simulating an

oecupatioh which others in- the class try to determine. .

7. Student panelists are blindfolded and seated together at a

table.

2. "Mystery CelebritY Guests" froM the community enter (one guest
at a time)and sign in by.name and occupation. This information,
therefore, is knorl by the audience but not by the panelists.

3. Student paneli'sts ask questions which may.be answered by "yes"

or-"no.". As long a-,s a student receives.a-176-s'aiiswer, he may

continue questonirg until he reeeiVes a "no." This procedure
teaches students to think log ically, to move from general to
specific.questions, and to Put inforMation together to reach
conclusions.

4. When a panelist has.,correctly identified an occupation, or

when the allotted time is uP, the mystery guest identifies

himself/herself and gives information abeut his/her career,

.education or preparation needed', and ways.of gettin,g into the

field. Students MaY 'ask questions of the guest, iftime permits.

5. The same .pro.cedure is followed for each guest!.

,'
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LIFESTYLE INTERVIEWS

.LANGUAGE ARTS JUNIOR HIGH

CURRICULUM FOCUS: CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA.Statement)

:I. Developing communication
skills

2. Written and oral re:orfs

#17 RecUgnize role.of education
in career and life goals
#18 Recognize contindus process
octuring in and out of school
#24 Undersfand variety and com-
plexity of occupations and careers
#27 Understand process of develop-
ing a "Career"

ESTIMATED CLASS.TIME: Oneclass period

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
Resource people, .Filmstrips--"Careers and Lifestyles" (Guidance Associates,

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

Have students i terview adults concerning the factors and 1.i:f.e'experience5

which led themto the career in which they are now engageddents may
report orally, in wr:Yjng or tecord the interview and_play back_to the class-

selected portions of the tape.- Several adults whose lifepatterns are highly
interesting-could be invited to talk to the class. (See interview sheet,

appendix for a sample of questions to be used in the interview).
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"APPRENTICE FOR A DAY"

LANGUAGEARTS

CURRICULUM FOCUS:

1. Students experience work
roles within the school

0

by being an apprentice
for a day

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: Full school'Jay

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES: -
. Preliminary-approval for actiyity.

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

JUNIOR HI6H

CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statemept)

#14 Understand interrelationship
between education and work
#18 Recognize developmental
processes occurring in and
out of school
730 Realize: work is an
integral part of the total
life style
#46 Recognize the need for
making a meaningful career
choice
#53 Understand the relationship:
technology/world of work

Special clothing if necessary.

Conduct an "Apprentice-for a Day" Rrogram in your schooT. The
students (activity may_be-used'at almost-any grade-level) wit) be
given as an apprentice-to varfous workers within the school. They
would be on a one-to-dne basis with an administrator, teacher,

-

cook, secretary, counselor, teacher's aid, librarian, industrial
arts teacher, custodian, etc. This Ean be-a fun-project and a
valuabfe learning experience for all students involved. Language
Arts skills include: verbal communic4tion,for interviews and
written skills for returning the interview results to the teacher.
(see interview sheet, appendix)



CAREER EXPLORATION PROGRAM

LANGUAGE ARTS

CURRICULUM FOCUS:

1. Letter Writing
2. Telephone techniques
3. ,Verbal comminication
4. Social awareness

-JUNIOR HIGH

CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

#02 Develop knowledge of unique
personal characteristics
#06 Understand and use the con-
cept "role"
,#10 -Develop a sensitivity toward'
-and an acceptance 'of othert

#14 Understand.interrelationship
-between.education and work

#20 Develop basicattitudes
needed for entry/success in a career

.h21 Rerngaize_relatioaship:_ schdol___
environment/larger society-
#24'.Understand variety and.com-

.

plexity.of occupations and 'careers

#26 Determine characteristics/
gualifitations, of occupations

#30 Realize: work is an integral
part df the total- life ttyle
.#46 RecOonize the need .for making
.ameaningful career choice
#47 Develop a receptivity for
new ideas/exploration of new ideas

#53 Understand the relationship:
technology/world ofrwart

ESTIMATED.CLASS TIME: Two classes for preparation, one ,day-Ositone
class.Teport and discussion

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
Chart for 'pqanning places to visit (attached)
Sample_letter atta_eliecLY

List of businesses, industries, government offites.

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

, In order to organize and of)erate a Career and occupational'exploration
prograM, follow these five easy ste0t.

Stepl: Construct a litt of volunteers from the community who Might
beeinterested in participating in the program. (Allow your studonts

Io-suggest places they would like to visit). Send these protpective
participants a brief letter explaining your objectives' (see sample
letter attached). This wa3) they.will have a chance to:decide whether

or not they wish to become involved before ycu contact hem by tele-
phone or,visitation to receive a commitment to the program.

Step 2: Construct a list of parents and/or college. students who would
.be interested in participating. Parents might be recrui'Jd through
newspaper articles, telephone calls., the local P.T.A. or by mail. The

N
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college students could be reached through a Dean or a professor at

a local college. Once'again a brief description of th'e program
should be made available befOre' coMmitments are made.

Step 3: .
COnstruct a list of children interested in partieipating.

__After step one is completed, the teacher might motivate additional
students by listing the places to be visited.; When placeS such as
the animal hospital, a,local florist an,I. !-IDOnald's appear on the
list, there will be no problem getting children to volunteer.

'Step 4: Coordinate a. schedule of names, dates, times and places-.-
for all those involved in the program. A sample cha.rt.is attached.

Step 5: After-a child or a group of two or .three children fias chosen
a place-to visit,-the educational- .experience actually begins.- Now .

the student preparation begins.. As the children. prepare for their
visits, they must compose a list of, questions to ask. They also....

-should know-how to operaXe a cassettetap-e---recorder a-n-d--a-TcLatta- .

During the visit the student or group is reguired to find the answers
to their questions by conducting interviews, observing and partici-
pating. :They also.are required to take pictures or slides. Upon re-.

turning to the-classroom, these slide presentations and photo stories
can-be. shared with th,e other- members of tfte class.

Ways of evaluating, your program include surveys, intervlews and viewing
the audio-visual-presentations. The-possibility also.exists that the
visits mays_serve as motiViat-i-on_for other mini-units of study, such zs

flower arranging or terrarium building,.



Dear

SAMPLE LETTERS

Date:

- The.term Education" means different things:to different people. As
a teacher of young people.I am concerned that these future leaders learn
about'the environment tn.which they-will be assuming roles and responsi-
bilities.. To give them a better understanding of their environment and
-to acqbaint them with the careers available to them, I am inviting you
to allow these children to learn through djrect exper'ence..

I,would liketo send one elementary student ranging in age from 10-
12 years and a college student to experience one working day in your
business establishment. Hopefully, these-two people would be able to
spend the eq6Ivalentbf a school day (9:00 2:00) learning in a different
educational setting.

If you are interested in participating in this program, please call
the schoo) and give your name to the secretary. Upon receiving your name,
I w141 cOntatt-you to clarify further details.

Thank You,

Teacher
Subject-Grade
School ,
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.CHART FOR-PLANHING PLACES TO-VISIT

.Date:

Time of Vlsit:

Name of Studen Name of Adult
Class:

Teleph.one:
Tea'cher:

Business, Industry,
Gov't office:
Address:,
Telephone:
Contact person:

41'
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P. CLASS- PROJECT MODELED AFTER STANDARD BUSINESS PRACTICES

CIIRRICULUM FOCUS:

Application of mathematics
tn the real wor.ld.
Figuring unit.cost, profit.
Bookkeeping teaniques.

'EcJIMAT',--D CLASS Til: One class

ESSENTIAL RESCURCES':

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

JUNIOR EIGH

CAREER7EDUCATION FOCUS:
J,DELLA Statement)

#21 Recognize.relationship:
school environment/larger seciety:.
:122 Acquire skills, good work
'habitsgin preparing for a career
4143 Recognize restrictions in
the:deeision.-making process
#44 Recognize that decision-
making involves.some risk taking

peried a.week for 10 weeks.

Conf.iuc-t o'class project with the objetives of earning money for a
CL)ss.trip cr for -a -gift to the school,

Cc the followiry.

HavCstudents decide upon a specific proMotior,such as selling
Leck covers with the school name and mascot on it. .

-U. Take a stattical sur'vey of the Students in-the schael to
determirhpw the prcuct

C. Estimate the number ycu could sell this year. (Then estimate
.cver the ne',.!: five years ke6ping in mir0. that the larger

tne chaper'the unit cost will he).

U. ,Price thi.,,'cu?Intity estimated in (C).

Maea "go'-"ne go's decisienf..

F. If S'go"-proceed with the plan. Bookkeeping cf-the project will
'be e:r. integral part of the activity.

Other products to sell could be vegetabl'e seeds, jelly, candy, etc.

-Supplement:11 Resoucees: Game-Sim. Series 1 A packaged set of-85
learning simulations. Emphasis is on mathematics' and communication -

skills. Cost: $250.00 (estimate) California LearnthgrSimulations
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CAREERS UTILIZING MATHr_

MATH. JUNIOR HIGH

CURRICULUM FOCUS: CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA.Statement)

1. Learning and applying
utefulness of mathematict #24 Understand variety and

complexityof occupations
and careers
#35 Be aware of the value
of acquiring marketable skills
#46 Recognize the need fpr
making a meaningful career-
choice

ESTIMATED CLASS.TIME: Two weeks

. tSSENTIAL 'RESOURCES:
Several CoRi'es of: Dictionary of Occupational Tltles, OCcunational
Outlook Handbook, and related resources

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

Activity one:, Students will use the D.O.T.-to_make a list of all
jobsthat require mathematics, beyond basic arithMeti.c. This list
should be clastified as to'whether the person in that-Rosition would
be concerned with people, ideas, or things.

Activity tWo: From the 0.0H. and othqr sources, the. student will
construct a graph or line or chart to shoW the jobt in terms of
wages/earnings from the minim.= to the maximum. It will ,include
math.skills and training for each job. This, should be constructed as
a display for other students to use.

Activity thre'e: Discussion: Do any of tne listed'occupations
appeal to you as Cipotental career?

Supplemental Resources: PENNscript. :More than 200 career profiles'
with-localized information' by counties. Cost: free.* PENNscript
13roddction Center-
Career Suryival Sktlls. Includes manual, student data sheets, wall
chart cassettes, index, handbodk and professional books.. Intent
Is to develop sense of awareness in career development concepts.
.Cost: $45.00 .(estimate) Charles E. Merrill Publishing Company..



.SALES CaMISSION*

MATHEMATI 8/ALGEBRA

CURRICULUM FOCUS

1. Algebraq,equations

ESTIMATED CLASS TINE: Two class perios-

ESSENTIAL-RESOURUS:
Normal classroom sLii4, ies

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

Have students explore thd career of saIb:. Ly OttihTsaies,:commission

information,fr'om local businesses. Exa4le: Thelocal Dodge Dealer

pays a commission of 82: on *all auto S_*!-,.
-.. 4

JUNIOR HIGH

'CAREFR EDUCATION FOCUSf'
(DEIStatemen)

/

'f29-Aecogntze materials/
processes/tools of occupational
CNSters
P5j RetOgni2e worker productivitx
iS influenced by.rewards

a. Compute the tafal value of cars .to be sold if the sales:

person is to. make V5,C00 a yea..
If the average car.sells for $4,5010, how 'Many Will "the,sales-

person have to sell?

To comPute

a. Above the algebraic equation - 15,000 ,can'be used,

The 'students can then see'that $187,500 worth of cars_Must

be s.o1.0..

To complete

b, °Ab,ove_41vide 107,50D by 4,500 ahd they can easilS, see th t

atleast 42 cart'must be sold to have this 'annual income

of $15,00D.

The same procedure can be used for other businesses...-.

Supplemental Resources: Career SurVival Skills. Incrudes manual,

student data sheets, wall chart, cassettes, index,i handbook and'

professional:books. Intent is to develop a sense of awareness

in ca'reer ;development Ebhcepts.'Cost: $45.00. (estimate) Charles

E. Merrill.Publishing Company
.Career:Exploration' Program. Ten filmstrips with casséttes:,

.IntrOducessthe faMilies of occupations and dealS

Mathematics students may be intersted in the section bn computa7

tiohal tnterest and in scientific interest_ Cost: $106.00(es1;)

Science Research Associates, IhC.

.
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PRICE/EARNINGS RATIOS IfICMMON STOCKS

MATHEMATIeS/ALGEBRA/C011SUNFR MATH JUNIOR HIGH

CURRICULUM FOCUS: 4

1. Ratio-

ESTIMATEC CLASS TIME: Orii lass her.i,d

ESSEJ:TIAL RfSORCH:
Wall .Street

HaESs.

CAREER.EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA State;oent).

Re aAve of multipliciLy of
in eArcati

Lq.Hii,6r:w.ith basic L,concgoic

c,on7r,f,;

c-

Activity ore Hdy: stu:ients 5:.of t lye
f. pPl e ireN! differn.' groups (.ji7itie-,, 1, cop'._.r,

the all Street They hr.i1 eso pcic of- !hese

q-stocks. The stwti2nts ,..j11 then toma-, the P/i mAtiple (Price/Earr,-
inns Ratio) of each sftick by mu1tiplying the quarterly earnings by

four ahd djvidingIhis number tnto,the price .of the stoc.k.

cti

. 1104

tWo-:-- Have st4rdents, compa-petb-i:s ratio.2.1ith the ratio in the

Journal. Also compare with other companies in the same .group. At

this time the economic-implications can also be discussed.

Supplemental Resources: Career Survival Skals-,- InclAes manual,
student data sheets, wall chart, as--s-ette-s, -index, .handbook and ,

profesional books. . Intent is to develop a sense of awareness in

careerdevelcipment concepts. Cost: S45.00 (estimate) Charies

E.-Merrill Company
Career Exploration Prqgram. Ten filmstrips.with cassettes.
IntrOduces trr: families .of occ6pations and deals it

Mathematics studepts may be interested in the section on
coMputational interest and in scientific interst. Cost: $106.00

(estimate) ScienceiResearch ASsociates, Inc..



MATHEMATICS/ALGEBRA

CURRICULUM FOCUS:

COMPUTING TAX MILLAGE

1. Direet Variation.
2. Taxes vary directly with assessed

valuations
3 _Algebraic equations

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: One_class period

ESSENTIAL RFSOURCES:
People in the ccrTiopity

INSTRUCIIWOL PROCISS:

JUNIOR HIGH

CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

P50 Develop vocabulary for
understanding.economic-principles
/51 -Be familiar with basic
economic concepts

,Activity one: Have thf: studeots check the assessed valuation and properl

taxes on varios ho..; in the commuity (do not identify the homes) also

have students gather similar info,m,ition from.othrr communities.

Activity two: Using the formula T -111 (T = Tax, M = Millage, V = Accesi

Valuation), have -ne students compute the millage of their community as

well as other commaities.

Activity three:, If the assessed valuation is 25,of the market value',

hFive the students compute the market value of various homes in their

community as well as other communities.

Supplemental Resources: Game-Sim. Series 1.- A packaged set of,

35 learning simulations. ._Imphasis is on mathematics and communication

skill" '7?s'S250.00 -(estimate) California Learning Simulations

Carerrvival Skills. Includes manual, student data sheets,

vall chart, cassettes', index,,handbook and professional books,

Intent i.s-to develop a sense of awareness'in career development

concepts. Cost: $45:00 (estimate) Charles E. Merrill PubliShing

Company
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DETFPMINING THE BEST JOB OFFER ,

MATHEMATICS/ALGEBRA

CURRICULUM FOCUS:

1. Sum of an arithmetic
progression

7.1

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: One class period

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
Normal clasSroom supplies

\ INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

\

\
Activity one: 'Give the students examples of three job opportunities

.,to determine which job will produce the most income after six years.

(total six year income)

- JUNIOR HIGH

CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

#28 Understand the relationship:
occupational role/life style -

#60 Be able to use economic
information in decision-making

_ _

JOB

A

e,

. STARtING SALARY a"- INCREMENTS

-512.,000 $1,060

13,000 750

14,000 500

To compute this the students will,have to use the formula.for the sum

.of an arithmetic progression (St: N/2 [2a + (N - 1) d]). "N" wbuld

be'number of years, "a' would be the starting salary, and "d" would

be=the increment.

,Activity two: Have students check into various career fields for

starting salaries and increments to experimenton their own.

\Supplemental Resources: PENNscript. More than 200 career 'profiles

tvith localized information by counties. Cost: free. PENNscript

, Production Center '
Career Exploration Program. Ten filmstrips with cassettes. Intro-

duces the families Of occupations and deals with each. Mathematics

students may be interested in the section on computational
interest and in scientific interest. Cost$106..00 (estimate)

Science Research Associates
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MATHEMATICS

KEEPING RECORDS VIA MATH

CURRICULUM FOCUS:

1. Application of decimals
to business uses

2. Review of percentages,
--_addition and satraction

3. Und2rstand the use of-math
n keeping-rec,ords

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: Three class periuds

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:

JUNIOR HIGH

CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

#25 Understand how occupations-
relate to functions of society
#35 Be aware of the value
of acquiring marketable skills
#37 Develop necessary
educational/occupational corpetency

Calculator', blank ledger sheets, pencils, paper, erasers,

sample checks'.
4,

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

Session one:. The-teacher may begin the lesson by ,introducing
new terms. A class discussion should,follow with the'students
developing definitions and the teacher clarifying and verifying
these.definitions. These terms may include: accountant,
bookkeeper', percent, credit, debit, gross pay, net pay, transposition,
income, income tax,.Social Security, check and.other terms which
may be.pertinent. Also, discuss the purpose for keeping records
and the importance of mathematics. Ask the class to develop an
imaginary situation where records are needed. Small businesses,

farms, seff-eMployed people, etc.
,

I

Session two: 'Using the situation developed during the first
session, pre are a list of-incomes and eXpenses for.a month.
These lists neednot be .complex. Introduce the ledgersheets and
explain thc d bit and credit columns. Introduce the calculator

as a time and Oabor-saving.device. When the students use your
figures for m king their records, note the neekfor accuracy.'
and neatnesS. CaUtion them abolit problems cau's.ed by transposing

numbers, ille ible numbers, etc.

Session three Ask the stodlents to complet2 the trasactions and to

total the col mns.. \ 'Noy should also determine the 3mount of profits
or losses. A k them to relate this activity to:the. need for keeping
records of pe sonal\income. DiscusS the roles of people who work
with figures. aily.\ Ask the students if.t1-;ey would be interested
in these types of careers? Why??

Supplemental ativitLfts:
I

1. Students cliek other students' work for accuracy, rcadability,
neatness. \

2. Bring an a countant to.the claSs,to discuss careers,.pre paraiion

for career, , and his/her opinion of his/ber career.
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THE MONEY LEARNIG PROGRAM

MATH JUNIOR HIGH

CURR1CDLUM FOCUS: 'CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

1. ,Using computational skills '

2. Finding and using percentages 17 Recognize rdle of educatidn
3. Int6rpreting charts career and life goals
4. Understanding and Using 22 'Acquire skills, good work habits

decimals , in preparing for career
59 Acquire basic money management
skills .

60 Be able to use economic'inform-.
ation in decision-making
61 AcqUire basic consumer Skills

ESTIMATED,CLASS'TIME: One or more periods

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
The Money Learning Program (ModuLearn Inc.)

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

Orer from ModuLe-arn a iaMple of the Money. Magazine and cotreSponding'
learning packet. Upon inspecti,on and use you might want to have the class,
or a portion of your class subscribe to it. The magazine is filled with
high interest Stories Concerning the use of money'in business znd personal
life and monetary issues the governmunt faces. A separate learning packet'
is prepared for each magazipe issue. The packet is filled with mathema
tical questions related to the stories in the magazine. The packets are
designed for ind,jvidual use and prOgress. They provide for z comprehen-

.,sive use of mathematical skills.

Supplemental Resources: Game-Sim. Series 1. A packaged set of 85
learning simulations. Emphasis is on mathematics and communication
skillS. Cosi: S250.,00.(estiaMte) California,Learning Simulations
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'

r rp.,^CrICri f,f1)LfTlo! fli..6E0METry

JUN-IfIR HICH

.CARFER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(nFLLA Statement)

r

Pecogpize materials, Processes
and toots of occupational clusters

(HASS t:nc class periLd

ESSBTIP.L PESCUCES:
Mdnazinesor other picture-sources, to. clip pi.ctures which, show various
r;eortrfc designs.

ProcEs:.

students collect pictures from maga,zines of houses. Discuss the
various sar.;-2s of the buildings and how they resemble different geometric

aoes. The discussion should include how different parts of the ,

.ferm different kinds of angles. Invite an architect to the.
classroom to talk about his career .and the,type$ of "tools' he-uses in
his career.

flicuss how Tiathemptics is important to the entire building industry.
Stur2ents will have' many contribdtions to make on this subject.

Supplemental Resources: PENNscript. More-than 200 career profiles
with localized information by counties. Cost: free PENNscript
Production Center

/7
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'FEEDING A MOB

MATH

CURRICULUM FOCUS:

1. Practice in use of
measurements-both weight
and money

2. Math skills in basic operations

ESTIMATED CLASS TiME: Two class periods

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:

.

JUNIOR HiGH

CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

#14 Understand interrelationship
between education and work
#41 Understand decision-
making involves responsible act:un
#43 .Recognize restrictions in the'
decisions

Newspapers-grocery advertisements, references on average number of
ouncEs per serving of various-items.

INSfRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

Prior to start of activity have a person in the restaurant,business
talk to the class about the use of mathematics in his business. A

home economics teacher is a good resource.

1. Separate class into groups of four or five students each.

2. Have each group plan a menu for a banquet for
a. 10

b. 250 persons. (number of persons-can vary)
c. 60

3. Students must. determine how much of each item must.be purchased
and the cost of each item plus a total cost.

4. Students can then figure the cost per ticket to the banquet using
the following information:
a. Cost of food
b. Cost of preparation
c. Cost of serving--include tipping
d. Profit to the.establishment serving the meal.

5. Students-will identify all occupations related to this activity.

6. Variations--You might have the students determine, a menu given
a fixed price per ticket.
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LET'S TRAVEL

MATH

CURRICULUM FOCUS:.

). NocabularY building
2. Travel awareness
3. Map reading'
4. Budgeting money
5. Study of Mexico

JUNIOR HIGH

CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

#26 Determine characteristics/
qualifications of occupations
#59 ACquire basic money mana-
gement skills
B61 Acquire basic consumer skills
#64 Understand interrelation-
ships: leisure time/one's career

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: Two 45 minute classes

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
Field trip to a travel agent, maps, folders, atlas, encyclopedias,
.airline schedules, bus schedules, train schedules

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

Have students plan an itinerary for a trip to Mexico (or anywhere)
for a two week period._ The students must have some background of
the' country. Conduct a discussion of the following questions:

1. What would you like to see?
2. How will you get there?
3. What is the cost?
4. Do you need a passport, shots, etc.?'

When these questions are answered, organize the class into groups
of four. The assignment is to plan a trip. (Include method of
travel, route, destination, actommodations, cost, etc.).

Each group will report to th class with an oral report, nr
graphically, or using some other method.

In.conclusion, the entire class'can make a list of all occupations
that would be required to make the-trip possible. When a job is
suggested, the Student Must tell of its relevancy to the trip.

Supplemental Resources:- PENNscript. More than 200.career.profiles
with localized information by counties. Cost: free. PENNscript
Production Center

1.30
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PLANNINa A TRIP

MATH JUNIOR HIGH

CURRICULUM FOCUS: CAREER EDUCATION FOCU:
(DELLA Statement)

1. Using math to.make cOnsumer
deCisions'

EVIMATED CLASS TIME1 One week

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
.

Road maps, bookletsfrom at least a couple of motel/hotel chains
(e.g. Holjday Inns, Quality Inns), some restaurant menus, price
list of basic groceries. Price list of gasoline, oil changes,

-spare tires, etc.

INSTRUCTIONAL-PROCESS:

#49 Develob effective decision-
making strategies and skills
#60Y Be able to use economic in-
formation in decision--making'
#61 Acquire basic consumer skills

c
Tell Students they are going to plan.a vacation trip,figuring the
time ft will taice to get there (and back), how ,idno they will be
able to stay at their vacation spot and what it/will cost.

Divide clas's into small groups.of 6 or so students. Give each
group a set of road,maps for their trip. (Each group is going to
a different destination). Have other resources laid, out on table
far class use. Each trip is to be.planned for a family-assign
number.of children,

Have students figure total mileage, how far they could go eath.day
before reaching.a carnotite or a motel. Point out that family may_
economize by fixing some of their oWn meal§', or they may eat 'in
xestaurants. Students tap figure. cost of meals and snacks by
using grocery lists and menus. Family may stay at a campsite
(quote an average figure for staying at a campsite) or'at a motel
if they feel they can afford'it, or if weather is unfavorable to
camping.

HaVe groups prepare 'a log of their trip, showing.expenses for meals,
gas and'overnight accomodations: Have,.each group give a presenta-
tion,.shOwing route, places_stopped, expenses involved, total ex-
pense. Discuss additional entertainment experises:that are part of
a-vacation and ask students to figUre in what is a reasonable amount.

124
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MAKING UP'A BUDGET

MATH

CURRICULUM FOCUS:

1. Economic awareness
2, Math skills of calculating

percentages
3. Figuring budgets

JUNIOR HIGH

b,

CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

1/54 Understand the relation-
ship between occupational roles/
personal economics/life styles
#57 Realize wages should not
be sole basis for career choice
#59 Acquire basic money, manage-
ment skills

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: Three class periods

.ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
Samples of budgets for family, school, town, state, business.
"Pies" are especially effective.

INSTRUCTIONAt PROCESS:

Students use budgeting as a basis for developing finangial
responsibility and to learn about careers in budgeting.

Activity One: Discuss. budgeting with students and at the con-
clusion, formulate a definition for the class to use. Ask the .

class to list'all ways in which a family may spend their income..
(Shelter, groceries, transportation, clothing, health? taxes,
gifts, recreation, peesonal, education, savings, insurance, etc.).
Dlscuss what is included under each.

Activity Two: Have the students, in 5mallAroups, develop a
budget for a family of four, With $10,000 annual income,. Establish
_percentages or each category before using dollar expenditures..
DiScuss the difficulty of maintaining a budget. How do budgets
get broken? Reinforce importance of financial planning and re-
sponsibility.

Activity Three: Show the class e moles of budgets that are used
in schools, government, business, industry. Discuss budget. Dis-
'cuss who makes them. Ask students tocidentify careers for people
whO prepare budgets, discuss preparatiOn for those careers, empha-
size the need for mathematics. 7.

Supplemental Resources: ,Career Survival Sichls. Includes manUal,
student data sheets, wall chart, cassettes, in' ex,.handbook and'
professional books. Intent.is to deVelop a sens of awareness in
career development concepts. Cost: $45.00 (estiate) Charles
E. Merrill Publishing Company



BUDGETING

MATH

CURRICULUM FOCUS:
;

1. Budgeting
2. Figuring annual costs
3. Adding Sums
4. kultiplication by 12

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: One class period

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:

INSTRUCTIONAL EROCESS:

JUNIOR HIGH

CAREER tDUCATION EMS:
(DELLA Statement)

#598 Acquire basic money
management skills

Ask the students to chart their expenses for two weeks. Let them use
whatever categories are appropriate, e.g. Food, Clothing, Entertain-
ment, Grooming Need's, Savings., Total these costs and determine the
annual costs of each of these categories of gxpenses based on these
figures for two weeks. If the students are dissatisfied,with the way
their money is spent, help them plan -a budget for the following month.

Supplemental ReSorirces: Game-Sim. Series 1. A packaged set of 85
learning simulations. Emphasis is On mathetatics and commuhiC;ation
skills. Cost $250.00 _(estimate) California Learning Simulations,
Career Survival Skills. IncludesAilanual, student,data- sheets,
wall chart, cassettes, indei, handbook and professional books.
Intent :is to develop a sense.of awareness in career development
concepts. Cost: $45.00 (estimate) Charles E. Merrill Publishing
CoMpany
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MAT,IEMATICS/ALGEBRA

CUPiRICULUM FOCUS:

1. Compound jnteres
A = P (1 + r)n

COMPOUND INTEREST'

formula

JUNIOR. HIGH .

CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

#15 Be aware of multiplicity
of'skills, knT,ledge in education

#59 Acquire basic money
management skills

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: One class period and outside time

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
Local sdvings and loan company or bank

INSTRUCTI6NAL PROCESS:

Activity one: Have students visit a local savings and loan company

or a trank to obtain various certificates of deposit plans.

Activity two: Have students apply the formula A = P (1 + On to

compute the amount of each certincate at maturity. Eicample--find

the,amount of a $5,00Ccertificate for four years at 7%, compounded

' semi:annually.

Solution -
A = P (1 +

A = 5,000 (1.0375)8
A = $6,712.10
P = Dollars invested
n = Periods 2.4 semi-annually
r = Rate .0375 semi-annually

The student may use logarithms or a calculator to compute the

amount.

SuppleMental ResourceS.: Game-Sim: Series 1. A packaged,set of
85 learning simulations. Emphasis is on mathematics and computational
skills. Cost: $250.00 (estimate) California Learning Simulations
CAreer Survival Skills. Includes manual,-student data sheets,
'wall cnprt, cassettes, .index, handbook and prOfessional books.
Intent is to develop a sense of awareness in career development .

concepts. Cost: $45.00 (estimate) Charles E. Merrill Publishing
Company
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INTEREST FROM SAVINGS ACCOUNTS

MATH JUN"IOR HIGH

CURRICULUM,FOCUS:

Computing interest
2. Working with percentages
3. Consumer math

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: One class period

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES.:
none

CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

.60 Be able to use economic
information in decision.-making

,

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:,

Many students may have part-time jobs such as delivering' newspaPers,
babysitting, etc., and may have saved.Ame of their e'arnings. Show
them how to figure out' the interest they,can earn on their savings,.
using the interest rate of a local bank. Compute this interest for
one quarter, two quarter, three.quarters, one year, five years, and
ten years to show that the longer money is in a sayings account the
'More interest it earns.

Show that vario0s banks and savings and loan associations have different
rates and different 'types.of accounts. Identify which account to use
when:

Saving for a newbicycle?'
Saving for college?
Saving for a house?
Saving for retirement?.

What would be the difference in .interes't.earned among the vaious accounts
(ex. day of deposit to day of withdrawal, 90 day account, certificate of
er2osit, etc.) with a sum of $5000 for 10 yearg?

How long, would it take you to purchase a ten-speed bike which costs $149
if you had $100 in a savings account and added no additional money?

Supplemental Resources:. Game-Sim Series 1. A packaged set of 85
learning simIllations. Empbasis is on mathemitics and communication
skills. Cost: $250 (estimate).

Career s'urvival Skills. Ilicludes manual, student data sheets, wall"
chart, cassettes, index, handbook and professional books. Intent is
to develop sense of awareness in career development conceptS. Cost:
$45 (egtimate). Charles E. Merrill Publishing Company.

S.
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TALCULATING DEDUCTIONS FROM PAYCHECKS

MAT14

CURRICULUM FOCUS...

Usinb percentages
2. Presenting information in

graphs
3. Consumer math

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: One class period

ESSENTIALRESOURCES:
Sample' pay-thecks, Transparency of paycheck and stub, Overhead
projector

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

JUNIOR HIGH

CAREER EDA'ATION FOCUS:'

(DELLA Statement)
, .

#60 Be able to use economic
information in decision making

Examine.several paychecks sampling jobsjnl.each Occupational cldSter.
(Perhaps,sample checks tan be obtained :1-611-local industries rather-..:

than exaMining personal paychecks.) -Point out how much money Was
earned and how much of this was taken,home:, Have, the class figure
outswhat. percentage of the money earned.was taken home. Then discuss
what deductions wev-made in the paycheckS and why theywere.made'.
Figure the percentage of' each deduction of the total paydheck (e.g.
Federal Tax_11%, State Tax 4%): Finally,.,plot a graph showing where
the money a worker actually earns goes, for,several:jobs in each
oCcupational cluster.

SuppleMental ResOloces: Game-Sim SerieS.1. A packaged Set of 85
learning sinulations. Emphasis is onAmathematics and communica-
tion skills. Cost: $250 (estimate).

Career Survival Skills. Includes manual, student data sheets,
wall chart, cassettes, indek, handpsok and professional books%
Intent is to develop sense of awareness in career development
concepts. Cost: $45 (estimate). .Charles E. Merrill .Publisfifng
Company.

1
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-PURCHASING

MATH' JUNIOR.HIGH

CURRICULUM,FOCUS-: CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS
(ULLA Statement)

1. Money management.
2.,-Computational skills. #50 :Develop vocabulary for

uriderstanding economic principles

W51 Be,familiar with ba4.ic

economic concepts .

#59 Acquire basic money manage-
r ment,Askills

01 Acquire basiC Consumer skills

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME.: One hour ,

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:, A

Empty food containers and their current,prices.

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

Have-students bring to sichool various empty fdod containers from

home. Limit the type of product to a few areas Such as:. potato

chip bagS' or cans, soup cans4r Reanut butter jars Try to de-

termine the yoluMe-or weight cif the contents of the product in each

package. Once,assembled, begin analyzing and discussing the f011owin :

Is. How to compute the price of the product by the pound,

bUnce,igram, etc.

2. How to determine the best buy.

3. HoW to.purchase name brand products.

4. How to.determine the quality of the product.

4,5. How buying the productin quantity may change its price'

per unit. 1

Supplemental Resources: Game-Sim Series 1. A packaged set o 85

learning simUlations. Emphasis is on mathematics andcommuniCation

skills. Cost: $250 (estimate)._

Career Survival Skills. Includes manual, student data sheets, wall
chart, cassettes; irndex, handbook and professional books. /Intent is
to develop sense, of'awareness in career development concepts.: Cosi:

$45 (estimate). Charles E. Merrtll Publishing Company.
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MATH

tURRICULUM FOCUS:

1. Consumer math-

RIRAFFS.

, JUNIOR HIGH

CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

#59 Acquiee basic money
management skills
#60 Be'able to users
economic information in

. decision-making--
461 Acquire basic ,Consumer
skills

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: Two Or three class periods

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
Examples of possible rip-:off offers--e.g book clubs, encyclopedia
sets, magazine subscription otters, clubs for recipe cards, cr:ft
books. Offers with gimmicks or freebies.

INSTRUCTIONAL. PROCESS:

Bring.into class and ask students to bring into olass examples Of
. possible rip-offs-. Divide the-class into small groups and have

them analyze Aifferentoffers and rreport their results to the
class. Two examples might be: Won a book club offen figure how
much they save on,the "introductory offer,".. how many book§ they
must take after that.during a certain length of time. What vital
information has beenleft out (average price of tooks, etc.).
2). For a book club which offers a.series of volumes, figure what
the total price for the whole set would be , how long it*would
take to get.the complete set.. On magazine subscriptions, ask the
class how often they might want to purchase a particular magazihe
if they.bought it at the newstand. Would they purchase it often
enough to actually save by subscribing, or. would they prefer to
buy other magazines sOme of he time; Talk.about how gimmicks
such as free recipe boxes'are not-really' "free".

Supplemental Resources: Game-Sim Series I. A packaged set of
85 learning simulations.. Emphasis is on mathematics and communi-
cation skills. Cost: $250 (estimate).
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MATH

CURRICULUM FOCUS:

'1." Testing
CommercA

ial

Products
2. Graphing

DO THEY TELL THETTROTH?

JUNIOR HIGH ,

CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

#61 Atguire basic consumer
skills
fi29 RecOgnize materials/
processes/tools of accupational-
clusters

ESTIMATED CLAS$ TIME.: From one hdur tO a Week depend-3rib upon the number
of products tested.

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:-
All kind§ of products--two different brands for each product.
You hay want to use utensils, etc. for testing products. You
may waWto intrbduce class to.Consumers' Reports.

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

. .

Have pairS of students test products as they.are advertised on T.V.
Be sure to keep yroducts' naMes cOvered until all.testing is
finished.

0

Keep chart '. on products and record results of'each test.

1. Did the product stand up to claimson T.V.? .

2. Whidibrand did students feel waS the better of the two
,,,--they,_tested?

3. WHO would be a b.-tter buy for the price?
-4. WhiCh would the stddents buy?.

Class will Prepare a large chart to post in the classroom. This
may-be continued all year, Also, it may be revised each year.

k .Discuss: What careers are involved in advertising? (e.g. laYput
artist, copywriter, Sales executive, package designer, market researcher).

\ PENNscrfpt. liore than 200 career profiles with locafized information
. ..

r-by counties. Cost: free. PENNscript production Center.

I '(Supplemental Resources).
\

Ca'reer Exploration Program. Ten filmstrips with cassettes. Intrp-

duces the families of occupations and deals with each. Mathematics
students may be interested in the,-section on computational interest
and in scientific interest. Cost: ,$106 (esti.mate). ScienCe Re-

.
search Associates, Inc. (Supplemental ,Resources).
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FOLLOWING DIRECTIONS

MATH

CURRICULUM FOCUS:

Tc emphasize the impartance
,of sequence and_ exact-woHs
_when giVing direcpons and.
following directions

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: Two class periods

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
rulers, protractors, paper, pencils

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

i`

JUNIOR HIGH .

CAREER.EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DTLLA Statement)---
#37 Develop necessary eduCational/
occupational competency

Conduct a discussion on the different ways that we are required. to read
directions in our daily lives (to ,follow a recipe, follow laundering instruc-
tions on a new artic,le of clothing, etc.)

_

Using geOmetric drawings, rulers znd protractors, ask two or three students,
to take turns giving directions.for the other students to &plicate the drarw-
ings. Then compare the drawings for accuraPy in duplication.

All of the students will then make.their own drawings and written directions.
Both the drawings.end correspondirg directions will be numbered. The written
directions are then passed to another student'who will draw from the directions
These drawings will later be matched with the original drawings, and the stu-
dents will be:able to judge the accuracy of their directiOns.

\

Allow Students to reaen a decis'ion on the importance of sequence and exact
words-in reading, writing and speakingeffectively and emphasze the need fbr
these skills in variousoccupations

Supplemental Resources: Game.-Sim Series.l. A packaged set of 85
learning simulations. Emphasis is on mathematics and comftnication
skills. Cost: $250 (estimate).

I .1
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MEASUREMENT

MATH JUNIOR HIGH

CURRICULUM FOCUS: CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DEIJA Statement)

1. Working with measurements.
#42 v.now external factors affect
decision-making ,and vice versa
#47 Develop a receptivity for
new ideas/exploration of new
ideas

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: One class period

ESSENTIAL,RESOURCE.S:
Graphpiper

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

Students are told that they have one sheet of plywood (4' x 8')
with which to construct a bookcase. -The bookcase,is to have no

back-only sides and,shelves. Each shelf and-side is to be at

least eight inches wide...-. StUdents are told to design.a bookcase
that could be made from the one sheet of plywood.

Ask students to determine how to construct the bookcase to make
maximum use of the plywood and have the maximum shelf'space for
books.

Have students compare their work with each other. Hold a olass-
discussion to determinewhich design would be most practical and
0.ofitable to make if you planned to manufacture these on a large
scale.

What careers are related to this class ectivity?

Supplemental Resources: Game-Sim Series I. A packaged set of 85
learning simulations. Emphasis is on mathematics and Communica-.
tion skills. Cost: , $250,(estimate).

Career SurvivalSkills. IncludeS manual, student data sheets, wall
chart, cassettes, index, .handbook and professional books. Intent
is to develop sense of aWareness in career developmentconCepts.
Cost: $45 (estimate). Charles E. Merrill .Publishing Company.
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MATH

CURRICULUM FOCUS:

1. Con-cepts of proportion
and distribution

2. Graphing'
3. Interpretino graphs

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: One to two periods

JUNI6R HIGW-

(

CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:.
(DELLA Statement)

#24 Understand variety and
complexity of careers

ESSNTIAL RESOURCES:
U. S. Census Report, graph paper, pencils, Career Cluster Information
(appendix)

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCUS:-

.If the cotplete U.S. Census report is in your library, examine it
and nOte the number of workers for-various job categories. in your
community.jCoMPare their dittribution with fhat of workers in a
near-by community of the same Size. Graph this jnformation with
a bar graph. .Gnaph the distribution of these workers in terms of
career clusters:An a pie graph.. For a Fisting of the 15.Career
clusters see Appendix.

PENNtcript. More than 200 careerl3rofiles with localized.infor-
mation by counties. Cost: free. PENNscript Production Center.
(Supplemental Resources)

Career Exploration Program. Ten filmstrips with cassettes. In-

troduces the families of oCcupattons and deals with each. Mathe-
matics students may be interested in the section 6n,computational
interest and in scientific interest. Cost: $106 (estimate).
Science Research Associates, Inc. (Supplemental Resources).
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MATHEMATfCS/ALGEBRA

'CURRICULUM FOCUS;

L- Ratio a d proportion

SCALE DRAWINGS

JUNIOR HIGH

CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

#15 Be aware 14 multiplicity o'f
skills, knowledge in education
#66 Develop positive attitudes
toward value of leisure time

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME:, Two hours of class time

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
. -Measuring tape

Drawing board
,Drafting instruments

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

Have students mc;asurethe athletic field, The students should express.
these measurements in a scale drawing. Within this drawing the complete

.
field area; for javelin, shot put, discus, etc. should be designedAo

scale. Also the track should be'placed in the drawing. '

This activity-will give students practice with.the compass, T-square,

and other drafting instruments. Many applications of: ratio and pro-

portion Will be used.

Perhaps two or!three students could do:this project and report back to

other members of the class.

.Sup. plemental Resources: .Game-Sim Series.l. A packaged set 'of 85

. learning Simulations.. Emphasis is on mathematics- and communication

skills. Cost:- $250 (estimate).

Career,Survival Skills.. Includes manual, studenf data sheets,-wall

chart, cassettes, index, handbook ancl professional books. Intent.

is to deVelop sense of awareness in Career development'conCepts.

CoSt: $45 (estimate), Charles E. Merrill Publishin'g Company..
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MATH

CURRICULUM FOCUS:

RATIO AND PROPORTION

-1. Ratios
2. Proportion :

3. Practice using a ruler,
tape, or meter stick.

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: Three days

JUNIOR HIGH

CAREER.EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

#21 Recognize relationship:
school environment/larger
society
#39 Develop vocabulary for

. stating and identifying
personal goals
#65 Understand leisure time
can proVide some rewards of
work

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
Tapes and meter stick, yardstick, ruler or any stick, Ten-Speed
Bicycle.

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

1. Take students obtside to deterMine the'ratio of-objects'
heights to their shadows' lengths during a particular time of day..
After the students haVe determined this ratio, ask them to find
the height of several objects (a telephone pole, tree,i another

student, etc.) by meaSuring its shadow's length.

2, Discussion Cf ratios: Bring a Ten=Speed Bicycle into the class-,
room and have:the students determine the gear ratios by Counting

.the number-of teeth in:the sprockets and dividing the number of
driye tee'di by the'number ofteeth on the sprocket on the back--.
wheel. Using this information and drawing on their own experiences,.
students.can conclude which-ratio will produce the:most speed,
power,'etc.

.3. Discuss: What workers would need this inforMation? Who.fixeS
*your bike when it breaks?..How can you learn to.do repairs by your-
self? Discuss theimportance of math in operating_your own re.-
pair shop. Example.: cost of materials, rent, labor, taXes, pricing,'
etc.

SUpplemental Resources: Game-Sim Series 1. A packaged set of-85,

learning simulations. Emphasis is on mathematics and communication
skills. Cost: $250'(estimate).

. Career Survival Skills. Includet manual, student data sheets; wall
chart, cassettes, index, handbook and professional books. Intent

.is to develop sense of awarenes# in career deVelopment concepts.
Cost: $45 (estiMate). Charles:E. Merrill Publishitig Company. .
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POINT PICTURES

MATH,

CURRICULUM FOCUS:

1. Follows directions
2. Uses linear measurement

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: One class period.

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
Teacher-made worksheets

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

JUNIOR HIGH

CARiER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

#15 Be aware of multiplicity
of skills, knowledge in education.

An excellent exercise for students to practice measuring to
the nearest fraction of an inch is to instruct students to ,

complete a picture by following teacher given instruction.
Students are to locate specific points on a paper by measuring
frowdesignated reference points. By connecting the points
with a ruled line, a picture may be forMed.

Ask students to identify four different occupations where
this skill would be required.

The supplementary resources may include: Measure Up by
Charles Kahn, Sylvia K. Herring, Robert Tong, Published by
Fearsons Publishers, Belmont, California.

nto
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MAKING ESTIMATIONS

MATHEMATICS

. CURRICULUM FOCUS:,

1. To learn different
-methods for making
estimations.

ESTIMATED CLASS .TIMt: Two class periods

, JUNIOR HIGH

CAREER.EDUCATION FOCUS-:
, (DELLA Statement)

-:4 Understand interrelation-
; between education and work

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
Jars filled with beans, rulers, balante and weights, 100 ml. graduated
cylinders.

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:..

Students should.have a knowTedge of percent and how to calculate per-
centage a error. Have each student obtain a jar filled with beans..
Each student Should complete the folloWing procedures:. Poifr out,°the

contentsof the jar and quickly take a guess of the,number of beans in
the jar (Quick Guess Method). Find the*mass of 10 beans using a balance.
Then find the mass of all of the beans. How many 10-b2an masses are
there possible n the total mass of all of the beans? Estimate the total-
number of beans in the jar (Relative Masse&_Method). With a ruler divide
the pile in halfdiscard one-:half and keep one-half of total ,pile.
Divide this half in half and So forth unitl you have halved the original
amount f beans five times, -HoW much f the orginal *amount f beans do
you have left? Count the number of beans in thiS.amoUnt. Estimate the
total number of beans in the prginal sampl'e (Representative Sample:Method).
Find thenumber of-beans in .a 100 ml, space. Fill a graduated cylinder
.to the 100 ml. graduation with beanS': ,Count the number of beanS in this
volume. 'Find the molume of ,the jar by filling it'with water using a
graduated cylinder. _Using the .knowledge of the numb.:.r. Of beans in MO m.1.
and the total volume of the jax, estimate. the number of beans in the jar
(Relative VOlume.Method). CoOnt the actual number of beans intheiar and
calcUl_q_tg_theentage-of-error for each estimation method. 1. Which

--6.-ti-Mation method gives the most accurate results?

2. People are frequently asked to make quick, estimates of individual
objects in a particular species in A ltmited amount-of time For example,
a Member of the armed forces may be asked to estimate the number of car-
trfdges in a boxi the number .of jeeps in a Convoy or the .number of houses
in a. town. For what types of objects might an astronomer need to make
estimates?. For what types of objects might a Zoologist or a wildlife '

manager need to make. estimates?

3. For what other occupations would a personn:ied-to-make-estimates?

0
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MATHEMATICAL TOOLS

MATH JUNIOR HIGH

CURRICULUM FOCUS: CAREER EDUCATiON,FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

1. Application-of math knowledge
2. .Demonstrating technological #17 Recognize role of education

skills -in career and life guals
#22 Acquire skills, good work
habits ip preparing for a career
#29 Recognize materials/
processes/tools of occupational
clusters

Is

4

ESTIMAfED CLASS1 TIME: Two or more class periods and out-of-class:time.

.SSENTIAL RESOURCES:
Math devices or explanations and descriptions of them..

,ca

RUCTIONAL PROCESS:

udents,construct and demonstrate math devices to show how man uses
te hnology.to satisfy his needs and to achieve his desires.

.

. . ....,,.

Acti 'ty one:
,

Student (or small groups) selects .a mathematics device
to con truct (geo-board, daninoes, fraction wheels, baSe computer,

,.abacus, baserulers, etc). After preparing Ihe design and gathering
the appr priate materials and tools the student constructs a. =

mathematiC device. (Part of this assignment may be Carried on outside
_the classro m.) 4

.

Activity two: 1.4hen device it'complete and functioning properly the
student.will:

1. Demonstrate the.device to the class
2. Explain 'haw it is ta be used
3. Demonstrate the mathematics skills which are-required to use'

the device \\ . - . .. .
.

4. Give illUstr*tions of practical use outside of the classroom
5. Indicate.how r .might be used in some occupatiOnS in the wotld

of work..
:--.,

.
.

,

Supplemental Resources: career Emploration Prooram. Ten filmstrips
.withcassettes. Introduces\the families of occupaitons and deals
with each.. MathemaIics students may be interested in the Section
on computational interest and\in scientific interest. Cost: $106
(estimate). Science Researth\Associates, Inc. .. .
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THE MANY1FACES OF POLLUTION

SCIENCE

'CURRICULUM Fan:
o.

1. Under,sfandiu of the environ-
menf.-bn a lacal, national
and gl-obal scale.

2. Recognize individual responsi-
bilities in cho@sibg how we live
with our efiviraffent.

JJNIOR HIGH

CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement) j

#29" Recognize materials/pro-'
cesses/tools of 'occupational
clusters
#41. Understand decision-making
involves responsible actior
#42, Know external factors a'fect
decision-making and vice versa
443 Recognize restrictions in
.the decision-making process
'#60 Be able to use economic in-
formation in decision-making

ESTIMATED CLASS.TIME: Two to three weeks

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
Local pollution studies (check with your League of Aman Voters),
Check Reader's Guide for articles4on pollution; have students use
guide when writing their papers. Check with local organizations
which are actively involved with,pollution control:. May invite
guest speakers, particularly those whose occupations arc ecolOgicals
to talk about effects of pollution.

fNSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS;

°-"Responsibilitx 'the ability to respond."-Robert Duncan, poet

Depending on time alloWance, 'Idevelop a unit on pollution, its
effects and the ways and means of cofitrolling it.' Use sources above.

, It would be esoecally pertinent to loCate -and invite persons who
have built a career around pollution control, wildlife conservation,
etc. Dieck public service television for programs Oealing with nature
and pollution.

Break down the study into units' (e:g. sir,.fresh water, earth, ocean,
stratospherg) and discuss the concrete effects in-each nf these areas.

-
Discuss the economic, social and psychological effects of,environmental
pollution. Emphasize that since pollution affects us all, it is up
to all'of us.to find responsible ways of ,dealing with it. Check.with

. local recyclinj drives; your students may. be Stimulated to,pitch in,
or organize their own. Discuss changes in life style that have re-
sulted-)from pollution-consciousness. 'Discuss new careers as a result.
What do students think would.be subjects of study which would have
Oarticular bearing on the mblems of pollution, which courses would
help them prepare or a carer related to helping the environment?

Have students.prepare reports, either to be presented during theunit.,
lor at the end. 'You may want to 'prepare-a list of suggested topics..,L
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SCIENCE.:
-

CURRICULUM FOCUS:

1. Analyzing types of
pollution: air,
noise, water, etc.

WORKING CONDITIONS

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: 3 5 class periods

°

JUNIOR HIGH

CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement) .

7 Realize wages should notbip
sole basis for career choice

ESSENTIAL RESOURSES:
Telephone directory, list of Chamber of tommerce,members, Dictionary

_ of Occupational Titles, OccupatibnAl Outlook Handbook

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:
. (

Working with the class as a whole, have the students compile a- list'of
the vaitious industries in the community and surrounding area. From this
list the Students can select thoSe'which may cause some type of pollUtio
A discussion atthis point should. center On. pollutioni-what it what
kinds there ard, what'are its eff-ects. The students-eAn'then make a
study of the types of pollution created by these industries...

f`

n.

When the types Of pollution have been identified the students.tan.be-,
divided into smaller groups for more inAepth study. '-:Parts Of_tnis StudY-
could nclude: ho.'these farms of pollution affect han, the heAlth'of- the'
workmen in these tndtkstries,the average age of workers.in these industries,
etc. 'Another'topic tb. consider would be how Wdbld\products be produed
if workmen would refuse _to submit.themselves to the health risks of their
jobs.in these industries.

.

. ,

Supplemental Resources: Career Exploration Program._ Ten filmstrips with
cassettes.encouraging students to considercaFeer eiploration:
The fiImstripS introduce job/families and explore careers in each:
Stience studentsMay be interrested in #5,.scientific interest.
Cost: $250.00 (estimate) Acience'Research Associatell Int:

1,50 a

a
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N

DOMINANT AND RECESSIVE TRAITS IN OUR 'CHOOL

SCIENCE/BIOLOGY

CURRICULUM FOCUS:

1. 'To become aware of Some
genetic characteristics of
mans,

. To determine stime dominant
and recessive traits of man;
To:become familiar with doing
poptjation studies by random
sampling.

JUNIOR HI H

CAREER ED CATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Sta ement)

02 Devel vknowledge of'uyique
personal c aracteristics'
#47 Develop a receptivity, for
new ideas/exploration of new
ideas

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: Two class periods (45 min. each) for project;
One class period for discussion follow up.

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:

PaMphlet-Why You Are You (Scholastic News Service), paper, pencils,
graph paper (1/2"Jplocks),'5 sheets of poster board, crayons or
colored pencils, ''ra black Manking pen.

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS...

\
First class period.: FollowingTstudy of

.

chapter on dominant and'
recessi've traitS' from pamphlet\(or your own text) divide the class
into teams of 2 or 3 puptls. E ch team with the cooperation of
administration and other facult membersgaffs to another classroom'
in-the scHocil and studies every fifth person in that class for, the
following characteristics and re)cords the nuMbeLroCstudepts within
each category: . AF N.

. .

a. eye color - brown, grey; green (hazel) or blue.
b. hair color ,. black, brown, red,lolonde:
c. hair texture kinky, curly,,wavy, straight.'
d. ear-lobes - free, attached.
p. can they roll'up thetr tongue-yes, no.

Second Class pPriod.: TeamSwill, compile-information and convert
total.popotation'numbers in each category to perr:entages. Then
they 'are"to\use the graph paper and prepare a bar graph for each.

.of the 5 categories listed above. 'Graphs can bejnounted on poster
boardc'bars can be colored ih and labeled with a dark marker. These
posters are.then displayed.in the room. Glancing' at the graphs the

rpuoiis can quickly see which traits are dominant and 'recessive with-
., ,in their'school population.

A discussion can follow also abbut why some traits which are thought
to be recessive (such as blonde hair, or blue eyes) tiurned out to
be dominant in'the school population (because of'ethnic clustering,.etc.).
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PREDICTING SEED GERMINATION

SCIENCE/BIOLOGY JUNIOR HIGH

CURRICULUM FOCUS: CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)-

I". To learn,the meaning
of the term germination fl4 Understand interrelationship
and how to preqict between education and work
seed germination usin9
percentages

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: One full period plus daily observations

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:=
Packages of various seeds which will germinate within two weeks,
towel or 6lotter.-paper, petri dishes

JNSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

paper

LiVide the students into groups Of two. *Ask each group of students to..

cut two layers of paper towel-or blotter to fit the petri dish.
--Saturate the paper with water and placejt into the petri dish. Put

26Seeds_la1l.the same type) in/between the paper layerc. Th c? students.

should cover the Petri.dishes and set them aside in an undisturb0
_place at room temperature. The students in each group should alternate.
observing the'seeds daily. They should add water when n .-essa:y to
keep the paper moist, being careful not' to submerge 'he seeds. A

record of the total number of seeds which have germineed should be
:kept on a chart:

Day Total No. Germinated Day Total No. Germinated

1 8

2 9

3 1,0

4 11

5 12

6 13

7. 14

'14hen the students do not Ob,erve any further germination in at least
two .days, ask them to totai/the number of seeds which have germinated.
Ask each group to record their results on the blackboard and their
calculated percentage of the germinated seeds. Ask each student
to\answer the following qUestions according to.their group's results:'
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T2-

1. Ifyou had a package of 600 seeds from your sample', how many would
you expect to genfithate?

2. If you wanted to haVe 50 seeds in each row you plant to germinate,
how many seeds would you plant,per row?

1

Ask the students to compare each other's results.

1. 111.y wnld thi6ype of information be iMportant to an agricultural
.; extension i-ger-it,.a farmer, a florist?

2. What other types of information about seed growth would be needed
by -n agricultural extension agent, a farmer, a florist?

Invite a farmer and/or florist to visit the classroom.

. Supplemental Resources: Women in Science and Technology: Careers for

Today and Tomorrow. Booklet. Explores:.some of the growing career

opportunities for women in,these fileds. Cost1' $1.50 (estimate)

American'College Testing.,Publications

Career Exploration Rrogram.Ten filmstrips with cassettes encouraging

students to consider career exploraton. The filmstrips introduce job

families and explore careers in each. Science suidents may be interetted

in #5, scientific interest. Cost: $106.00 (estimate) Science Research

Associates

N
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StIENCE/OIOLOGY

CURRICULUM FOCUS:

MEASURING,BACTERlA

1.. To understand that bacteria
multiply in milk.as it ages

2. To reali,ze that is neces-
sary.to take more, than one
sample in a scientific ex-
periment in order to arrive
at ap accurate conclusion

JUNIOR HIGH

CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement):

Understand how occuOations relate.
to functions of society

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: One class period plus preparatior time

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
Several same brand milk samples of different ages,- same day as purchase, one
week-old, 2 weeks old, 3 weeks'old; test tubes, methylene blue solution,-

, pipets or medicdne droppers, sterile cotton; thermometers.

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

This activity is to accompany a'study'of bacteria. Milk samples should
be purChased,and refrigerated ahead of time'. Prepare stock methylene blue
solution by disolving 1..5 grams of the powdered dye in. 100 Ml. of alcohol.
For actual use, dilute one part stock sol.ution with 9parts water. .Divide he
students into groups of two and aSk them to do the following: Label 12 test
tubes, 3 for each of the milk samples. Record the label of each sample tObe,
the' date purchased and the latest-saleable date on a chart:-,

DATA TABLE

sample
Identification

uate
Purchased

Last :

Saleable Date
-lime it LOOK to return

to normal color
quality
Rating

. , .

,

,

- .
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-2-

aample
Identification

uate
Purchased

Last
Saleable Date

lime it LOOK Lo return
to normal color ,

uuality
Rating

_

_ --

..

. .

Prepare a water bath at 35
0

- 45
o

C.

Fill separate test tubes 1/3,full.with corresponding milk samples'. Add 1 ml.

(20 drops) of dilute methylene blue solution to each tube. Plug each with
.steril6 cotton and place in the water bath-. You may have to.turn a hot plate
off am on. to maintain the correct temperature range during the day. .Check
the samples.periodically. When the milk returns to its normal color, record

1 the time that has lapsed-on the data table. Rate.your milk samples kv using
the rating chart.

RAT* CHART FOR QUALITY OF. MILK

Time to return tO normal- color Quality

Less than 20 mindtes Highly Contaminated

20.minutes to 2 hours'

2to 5172 hours

Poor

, Fair

5 to 7 hours = Good

Greater than 7 hours ,EXcellent

Questions which.each student should answer in a lab report are:

1. Was there a direct relationship between the age of the milk and its
.quality?

2. Why do yOu suppose that you were asked to run three samples'for.milk
of each date?

3. -What factors other than age do you think wobld affect the quality of

During a classAiscussion, have the students devise an 6Teriment to test for
one of the other'factors that could affect the.quality of\milk. Have them
dicuss why this type of information about bacteria is important to a dairy
technologist and a food technologist.

Invite a dairy and/or food technologist ihto the classroom to talk about their
occupation's and the Illethods they use to test fnhds.
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. TESTING FOR SOIL NUTRIENTS

SCIENCE.'

CURRICULUM FOCgS:

1. Be able to teSt'for the
affects of a lack of ,

certain soil nutrients
on'the growth of seedlings

JUNIOR HIGH

CAREER:EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

29. Recognize materials/processes/
tools of occupational,clusters

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: One class period plus observations

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
Vermiculite, beakers, corn, bean, and sweet,pea seeds., distilled water,

sunny window, ruler, balance

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

Prepare a Sach"s soluttgn by dissolving these salts in one liter of dis-

tilled water:
.KNO3.- 1 gm. MgSO4 7 n.5 gm.

NAC1 - 0.5 gm. Ca3(PO4) - 0:5 gm.

Ca504,- 0.5 gm. FeC13 (1% sol'n) trace (1 drop)

,Also/prepare four additional Sach's SolutIons? omitting the appropriate

mineral: Sach's solution without sodium, Sach's solution witAut magnesium;
Sach's solution without phosphate and Sachis,solution witft.2t iron.

-- Divide the students into grcOos of two.,:Ask each group of students to

tompltte the following inStructions: Fill 6-- 250 ;,1. beakers with vermi-

culite to within one irich of the top of each Leaker. another.250 ml.

beaker .to within one inch of the top with.garden soil. Place tWo seeds

each, of corn, beans, and sweet peas,-one inch below the vL,rmi,culite or

garden soil surface in eath beaker.-'Label each beaker with number and

plate under well-li,,ghted conditions. Natér'!.each of the'eed containers

.as follows '(usifig 100 Ml. of appropriate- solution):,

Beaker Solution

1
tomplete Sach's solution

9 Sch's solution withouCsodium
Sach'.c solutibn without magnesium

4 Sach'S solution without. phosphate

5 Sath's solution without iron

6 Distilled water

7 Distilled watei-.

The total Mount of solution a6dcd to each beaker, tho temperature,
lightiag conditions, etc., should be exactly the same ff-r- all of the
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beakers. The only difference should be the kind of sl5lution with which
the seeds in each beaker are "watered." Check the beakers aaily ahd add
equal amounts of the appropriate solution to each beaker as often as
necessary to keep the vermiculite or garden soil moist. Record your
observations on a table

Beaker

1- Complete
Sach's solution

2-

3-

4-

5-

67

7-

On the
height

th
day On the 4

th
day On the 21

st
day

no sodium

no magnesium

no phosphate

no iron

distilled water

garden soil_

appear- height appear- height appear-

ance (cm) ance (cm) ance

Answer the following questions, in a lab.report:

1. Which beaker was the control?.
2 How does the lack of sodium affect the appearance and the height of

the corn:bean and sweet pea plants?
3. How does the lack of magnesium affect the height and appearance Of

the corn, bean and sweet pea plants?
4. How daes the lacX of iron affect the appearance and height of the

corn, been, and sweet pea plants?
5. How does the lack of phosphate affect the height andappearance Of

the corn, bean,' .and Sweet pea plants? . .

6. How does omitting all of tha above minerals affect these plants?
7. 'Of all t,he minerals tested, which one seems the most essential to '

plant growth?. The least essential to plant growth?
8. By .comparing your data: suggest the mineral content of`the garden

soil in beaker #7.

Discussion Questions:

1. Pow would this type of information be
florist?

2. Would a person who grows a garden'as
type of information?

3. What methods dOyou suppose a farmer
the mineral content of soil?

4. What other factors might affect plant growth?

beneficial to a farmer, a

a hobby benefit from this

or florist would use to test

Invite a farmer and/or floriseinto the classroom.to discuss various factors
that affect plant growth and methods which they use to test for those factOrs:
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SIMILARITIES AMONG ENVIRONMENTS

SCIENCE JUNIOR HIGH

\

CURRICULUM FOCUS: CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement) I

1. Knowledge of fresh water .

aquariums 67 Develop skills\in leisure.

time activities 1

9

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: Three class periods, plus regular obserV.ation

EScENTIAL RESOURCES: '

aquarium, aerator, fish, fish food, water plants, thermometer

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

Have, the students visit a local pet store and.also write to s6ppliers to
gain information about setting up a fresh water aqUarium. 9

With the students,

devise'a plan to set up a fresh water.aquarium in the classrooth. Have the

students set up and maintain a fresh water aquarium.

\

When the aquarium is completed, the students should-study and note the
relationships among the fish, the plants and the environment,. 'Noting
adaptation, acceptance,and rejection.. The culminating activity should
be.a.comparison of how the fish adapt to their environment with how man
adapts to "his" environment.

Supplementary Resources: Women in Science and Technology: Careers

for Today and Tomorrow. Booklet. Explores some of the growing .

career opportunities for women in these fields. Cost: $1.50 (es.t.)

American College Testing Publications

Career Exploration Program.. Ten filmstrips with cassettesr
encouraging students to consider career-exploration. The film-

strips introduce JO families and explore careers in each.. Science

students'may be infbrested ir #5, scientific interest. Cost: $106A0

(estimate) Scieh-de Research Associates

Game-Sim. Series 1, A packaged set of 85 learning simufations.

Emphasis.on. subject as well as life situations. Science is one

of the subject areas of related. interest. Cost: $250.00 (est.)' .

California, Learning Simulations
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WHAT DO GUPPIES TELL US.ABOUT PEOPLE?

SG1ENCE JUNIOR HIGH

CURRICULUM FOCUS: CARER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

, 1. Explore the concept of
an.ecosystem #25. Understand how.occupations

relate to functions of society

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: Two class periods plus continuing observation

tSSENTIAL RESOURCES:'
aquarium tank, aquarium Supplies, guppies,

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCES:

Have the students set up a fish tank in the classroom. 'An ecosystem

'should be established in the aquarium using a population of guppies.
The students should compare the guPpy population (how it continues to
.increase in size and finally levels off) with that of the.human popu-
lation. Over a period of time, Change various factors (ode at a time)
and observe.the effects upon the guppy population.

1. What are some of the differences and similarities between factors
that affect.the siZe of the guppy population and factors that affect
the size of the .human population? .

2. How do changes in population si/e affect the labor market?

Supplementary Aesources: Career Exploration Program: Ten

filmstrips with cassettes encouraging stabents to consider
career explutation. The filmstrips introduce job families'

and explore.careers in each. Science students may be inter-

ested in #5, scientific interest. Cost: $106.00 ,estimate)

Science Research Associates

Game-Sim. Series 1. A packaged set of .85 learning simulations.
Emphasis onsubject as well as life situations. Science is One

of the subject areas of related'interest. Cost: $250.00 (est.)

California Learn g Simu14tions
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SCIENCE

ANIMAS IN THE COMMUNITY

JUNIOR HIGH

CURRICULUM "OCUS: CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:.
(DELLA Statement)

1. , Develop obserVation techniques

4

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME:,Two Class Periods

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

#19 Recognize technological
changes demand retraining of
workers
#16 Understand need for
.continding_education in a
changing world.

a

Have the student choose an animal to study in the community. They
should also select two different areas in the community that they
would like to compare in terms of pcfpulation of their chosen animal.
The students should walk.through each area and count the number of
animals that they see in a. certain time span, and record this data
in a table.

Follow-up questions for discussion:
1, ,Ahat conditions caused the differences in the populations

observed? a

2. How have the'activities of man influenCed the population
differences that you have observed?
What do you Suppose these populations would have looked

,

like ten years ago? Why?
What<Xypes of activities Of man have been most responsible
for these changes?

5. How have these activities affected theopopulation?

Supplemental Resources: Game-Sim. Series 1, A packaged set of
85 learning simulatiOns.EMp-hasis On subject as well ,as life
situations. Science.iS one of the subject areas of related inter-
est. cost: $250.00 (estimate) ,California Learning Simulations .
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SCIENCE

CURRICULUM FOCU,-;:,

1. Making electrical circuits'.

ELECTRI L CIRCUITS

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: Two cTas periods

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
Wiring, box or board, light or bell, battery

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

JUNIOR HIGH

CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

#26 Deter'mine characteristics/
qualifications of occupations

Ask the children to Aemonstrate their knowledge of electric circuits;
by wiring.an electric circuit for a game. They can construct a
"memory" box or board on which, a question terminal and cotrect ans-
wer terminal are,connected by a piece of insulated wite so that a
light blinks or a bell lirings when the correct answer is given. The
box could Challenge chijdren to match career titles With educational
'requirements, or problem solving situations with titles of occupations
ctincerned with finding'answers oroothersimilar pairings. -Circuit
wiring shoyld be changed periodica4Ty so that this memory box will..
test more than the children's ability to remember what terminals make
the,light or bell work.

Supplemental Resources: Women In Science and Technology: Careers
For Today and Tomorrow; Booklet: . Explores some of the growing
career-opportunities for women in these fields. Cost: $1.50
(estimate). American College Testing Publications

Career Exploration Program'. Ten;filmstrips with cassettes
encouraging students_to consider career exploration. The film-
strips intvodve job families and explore careers in,each. S-cience

students may be interested in #5, scientific interest. Cost:
$106.00 (estiMate). Science'Research Associates,

Game-Sim. Series 1. A packaged set of 85 learning simUlattons.
Emphasis is on-subject as well as life situations. Science is
one of the subject areas-of related interest. Cost: $250.00
(estimate) California-Learning Simulations



UNDERSTANDING OHMS LAW

SCIENCE JUNIOR HIGH

CURRICULUM FOCUS: CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statememt)

1. Understand how ohms law
works and how to figure it 14 Understand ihterrelatIonship

,between education and work

ES1\IMATED CLASS TIME:. Two class periods (45 minutes)

ESS6TIAL RESOURCES:
Ohms Law Memory Wheel, Film--"electricity: How to Make a Circuit"
(Encyclopedia Britannica Educational Corporation)

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

present an introductory lesson on electricity in which the terms volts,
aMps, resistance (ohms) and their relation to electricity are explained.
Introduce the Ohms.Law memory wheel 'and show how to read it.

That is, by,covering the unknowft-symbol, the mathematical formula
for detererning the unknown is revealed. Using a simple circuit with ,

volts, amps, and resistance(ohms), show.the Students ilow to read. it.
Using the memory wheel, have the studentS draw, a simple circuit with

-. correct values for volts, amps and resistance. Invite an electrical
engneer and/or electrician into the.classroom and ask him/her to include
in_his/her.discussion, why knowledge of this relationship between volts,
-amps and resistance is important in his/her career..

.Supplemental Resources: -WoMen In Science' and Technology: Careers
For Today and Tomorrow. Booklet. 'Explores some of`the growing
career opportunities fdr Women in these fields. -Cost: $1.50.(est.)
American College Testing Publications

Career ExplOration Program. Ten filmstris with cassettesencour-\
aging students tO consider career exploration. The filMstrips
introduce job families and explore careers in each. Science
students may be interested in #5,. scientific interest. Cost:

$106..00 (estimate) Science Research Assciciates

Game-Sim. -Series 1. A packaged set of 85 T.6arning'simulations.
Emphasis on tubject as well as life situations. Science is one

of the subject areas of related interest. Cost: $250.00 (estimate)
California Learning SimuTations , I
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POWER

SCIENCE--PHYSICAL SCIENCE

CURRICULUM FOCUS:

1. To Understand how 4n eVeryday"
-activiity.can relate to work

units.
To understand the rel,ation-
ship betwepn thesEnglish

' System and the Metric System
.in the, area of work.

ANJOR HIGH

CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

#14- Understand interrelationship
bekween work and- education.
#111. Understand need for changing
education in a changing world.

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME; Two class periods

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
Scale, stopwatch, measuring tape; paper; pencil, conversion table',

Metric System, English System Backgi-ound on work old power.

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

Instrucf the ent to weigh himse,lf/hersel4 then measure and record

the vertical height of a stairway at hbme or in school. Following

this have them measure and record the time'it,takes them to

(1) walk up the steps, (2), run up the steps.

Have each student complete the following questions:

1. How many foot-pbunds of work did.you do in walking UP the steps?

In running up the stePs? Was there a-difference? ..Why or why not?

2. Compute your weight in the Metric System. Now determine the

vertical height-of the steps in the Metric System.

-Hint: 1 lb. = 4.5 newtons
3.28 ft. = 1 meter

How many newton-meters (joul'es) of work we

the steps?

3. ° Using the English System determine your rate of power wI1en you-

ran--when you, walked. Was there a difference? Why?

4. .Look at your answers from #1.and #2. Since the majoritY of

nationS use the Metric System; what advantage or disadvantage do we

haye in.using a different.system?

5. Using the figures from question #3, what advantage in Jork wbuld

there be in being,able to increase one's power? Remember/power-is

-defined as timed rate of work. .

seJ when' you ran up
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A CHARAD ACTIVITY

SCIENCE

CORRLCULUM FOCUS

1. All carge(.1 bodies Llro either
negatively or positively
charged

-2. Like charges repel each .other

3. Unlike charges attr-act each

other

JUNIOR HIGH
a

.
CAREER EDUCATION FOCUSf.

, ,(DELLA Statement)

04 Understand that personal
characteristics can be changed.

.ESTIMATED CLASS TIM1: One class period (45 minutes) . ..

. ........f -

SSENTIAL RESOURCES:
al.ess rod, rubber rod, cat's fur or wool cloth, silks p'ith'ball', ring

stand .

INSTPUCTIONAL ['HUSS:

Have s'tudents do several experiments withetatic electricity:

Run combs through hair and pick up tits of paper. 2. Charge

rods and bring near other.charged rods suspended with thread from

a ring stand. 3. Charge r.0,s, and bring-near sus-pended pith balls.

-Students should re,ach these conclusions: 1, All:charged bodies are
either negatively or positively charged. 2. Like charges repel each,

, other. Follow-up 'with a discussion, based upon follVng questions::

1.- What types of people are you attracted,to (personality, physical

characteristics,. etc.)? _ay?

2. What types of people are you "turned offP.by? Why?

3. Holii could you learn, to become more acceptive of the people who.,

"turn you off?"
.

..Supplemental Resources: Game-Sim.. Series 1 A p'ackaged set of 85

learning simulations. Emphasis on:subject as Well as life sjtu-

ations. Sciened it one of the subject areas of related interest.

Cost: S250.00 (estima.te) California Learning Simualti,ons .
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SCIENCE.
r,,

CURRICULUM FOCUS:

UNDERSTANDING MAGNETISM
.

\

JUNIOR HIGH

CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

r, 1. UnderstancLimportance and
properties Of. Magnetism

'ES F1MATED CLASS.TIME: , One class period

#14 Understand interrelationship
between education and work
#67 Develop skills in leisure
time activities

ESSENTIAL, RESOURCESi
Needles, corks, shallow dishes, magnets

INS-TRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

This activity should be implemented as part of a unit on magnetism.
After the students have developed an understanding of the properties
of magnetiSm ask'fhem to make their own magnets (magneti2ed needle
o a piece of cork floating in shallow disq and to discuss the
following questions:

1. Why would knowledge of magnets be important to a pilot,
and a navigator on an airplarie or ship?

2. How could a magnet.help you or someone in your family while
engaged ib leisure time activities (ex'., driving a car,
hunting, etc.)?

3.' What are some businesses or industries that use'electromagnets?

Supplmental 'Resources: Career Exploration Program. Ten filmstrips

with ,,:assettes encouraging students to consider career exploration.
The f-lmstrips introduce job famillesand explore careers in each.

S-cierce students may be interested in #5, scientific interest.

$250.00 (estimate) Science Research Associates
4 --,.

o
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SCIENCE

LICHT IS NOT ALWAYS RIGHT.

4

'JUNIOR HIGH

CURRICULUM FOCUS: CAREER EnUCATION FOCUS:.
(DELLA Statement).) /

1. Understand difference .

betWeen watts, footi- 14 Understand interrelation-

candles and lumens '
ship 'between education and worle.

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: One class period

I

,

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES: ' /

foptcandle lighf meter, measuring stick or tape, data frcm local power/
company, General Electric, Westinghouse or Sylvania

,

..
.

'INSTRUCTIONAL PROCE TS: . !

i

Illustrate how td read a footcandle light 'flieter. Using the LuMen'Counter
,

Method of lighting (a$ produced by General Ilectric Co., Inc.) have-the

students check the 01i9hting in several roo s in the school. Proced! 2:

(1)/-. find area.of room insquare feet. (2' multiply this area x!rom,
mended lumens. (3). Check the lumens given off by the existing lIght bulbs
°on the lumen output Oble. (4) Add the total number of lumens given off
by the light bulbs and coMpare with the otal of recommended...lumens. Do

ybu think the recommehded amounts of lum ns are necessary? Fxnlain.
.

.

Using the candlepower foot.candle methoq; calculate how many foOtcandles
fall on seVeral surfaCes, such as sthool desks, gym floor, etc. Procedure:

(fl) find candlepower' of the light bulb using lumens from lum n output

table. (2) measure the distance from Tightsource to surface in feet

(This surface must be perpendicular to the light source in order to use

lumens). (3) Calcullate amount of foo caRdles on surface usinIg formula:
,fdotcandles.Candlepower.(distance in f .)' (4) Compare your/values with
lighting recommendatibns in the chart. (5) Check the actual/ footcandles

received on the same surfaces for whicF you calculated footcandles. What

factors could affect the actual effecti e lighting received from .1 l'ight

bulb? How is this inrormation helpful o an architect, a Obtographer and
a television licifitingcrew?

/

!
!

.

..

!

7hting Recommendations I LumeFITT-ft of floor Space'

\

Living Room 30

.Dini g Room 45

k

Kitc en .30

i

Location lumens. L cation Lumens

Cla$sroom 70

Hallay 45_

Bath.00m . 65
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Type of Liaht Bulb V,attage Lumens

Incandescen

,

60

75

100

3C-70-10.0

50-100-150

855

1180
1750 :

280-910-1190
580-1670-2250

frosted bu
frosted bulb
frosted bulb
3-way bulb
3-way bulb

Fluorescent
Warewhite 15" 14 460
Warm white 18". 15 505
Warm white 24" 20 820
Warm white 33" 25 1320
',:arm white 36" 30 1480
Yam white 48"- 40 2180
Warm white 96" 75 5800

Flood liahts

60 430spot lights.
spot or flood ; 860
spot or flood 150 1950
reflector flood 1000 24,000

*cob-1 white fluorescent Tig-ht hu-Mhave about the same lumen ratina 's
warm white.

Note: The lumen output is reduced if the light bulbs ai'e colored cs follOWs:
Incandescent bulbs- pink757 of rated lumens

blue=CY of rated lumens

Spot or Flood lights- yellow=80'. of rated lumens
amber=55'. of rated lumens
,pink=50-: of rated lumens
b1ue-35- of ratnd lumens

Lighting Recommendations In Footcandles

Area Footcandles Area

baseball seatS baseball. seats
ca,..;ring game before .and

after game,
major 7agUe infield 125 major league

outfield.
gyninasim football field

kicflen fine work are,:
sch,-)al clasSroom study-halls
draling room 50 laboratory

Footcandles

5

100

50

75
-15

40
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AIP C.NTS JF:1- PROPULSION'.

SCIENCE JunIOR HIGH

CURRICULUM FOCUS:

1. Study of air iirredts'

. 2. Study of jet :.rdpuli.qn

CAPEEP .F.DUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

24 Understand.variety and
complexity of occupations and
careers

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: Three class periods (45 minutes)

E-SENTIAL RESOURCES.
Model planes, materials to'build a model airic.rt, Dictionary of

. 'Occupational Titles, Occupational Outlook Li.
\

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS

Following a unit on the study of air currents and jet rIropulsion,,have
some of the students in the class bring in model airplanes and jets. If

.they have not been assembled, the students may work in groups to do this.

Discuss t.he principles of jet propUlsion. Then set up a modP1 airport
showing runways, hangers, terminal, air control tower, restaurant, etc.
A field trip to an airport could be planned. After the model,has been

completed% discuss what workers would be needed to maintain a service such

as this. Involve workprs for maintenance of the buildings and grounds,
mechanics, pilots, stewardesses, workers in the terminal, restaurant work-

ers, etc. The class could discuss the relevancy of education to these
jobs, as well as the educational requirements for them. ThisActivity
could also be used in setting up a space base such as Cape Kennedy.

Supplemental Resources: Career Exploration Program. Ten
strips with cassettes encouraging students to consider career

expToration. The filmstrips introduce job families and explore

careers in each. Science students may be interested in #5,

scientific interest. Cost: $106.00 (estimate) Science Research

Associates

Game-Sim. Series 1. A packaged set of 35 leurning simulations.
Emphasis on subject as well as life situations. Science is one-

of the subject areas of related interest. Cost: $250.00 (est.)

California Learning Simulations
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IDENTIFYING PROPERTIES OF VARIOUS MINERALS

SCIENCE JUNIOR HIGH

CURRICULUM FOCUS: CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

1. Ideptif, types of minerals
2. Learn thu properties of minerals #29 Recognize materials/processes/

tools of occupational clusters '

LSTIMATED CLASS TIME: Two class,periods

ESSENTIAL REC.OURCES:
RaTh!.a.:tive minerals, (uranium, carnotite, vanadium, etc.), ore minerals
(herte, galena, silver, etc.),.peiger counters, scratch'plates, black

,INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

This activity is to accompany a unit on minerals. Divide the students
into groups of two or tliree students.each. Teach students to use a .

black light, geiger counters, Scratch'plates and other methods for
identifyino_minerals. Provide each group with sample- .of minerals'
-which they are to identify. Each grOup should write a report on their
minerals which includes the following: methods and results of testing
minerals, where and how these minerals are obtained, and what these
minerals are, us2d for. ,

Mark off an area on the school grounds. In thes area bury samples of
radioactive and cte minerals. With geiger counters and metal det.2ctors,
students will find and identify these minerals.

Have students rdsearch theimportance of minerals in the occupations
of a 'mineralogist, a geologist, and'an environmentalist.

Supplemental Resources: Women In Science and Technology:
Careers For Today and Tomorrow. Booklet. Explores some of
the growing career opportunities for Women in these fields.
Cost: $1.50.(estimate) American College Testing Publications

Career Exploration Program. Ten filmstrips with cassettes
encouraging students to consider career exploration. The

filmstrips introduc job families and explore careers in each.
Science _'.udents may be interested in #5, scientific interest.
Cost: $10E 90 (estimate) \Science Research Associates

Game- Sim. Series 1. A packaged set of 85 learning simulations.
Emphasis is on subject as well as life situations. Science

is one of the subiect areas of related interest. Cost:

$250.00 (estimate) California Learning Simulations
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HOW HIG-H IS THAT_TREE?

SCIENCE JUNIOR HIGH

CURRICULUM FOCUS.:

1. Heights of distant objects'
can be rmitasured with a

)rmula.

CAliEER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statment)

#29 Recognize materials/pro-
cesses/tools of occupational.
clusters
#35 .Be aware of thevaue'of
acquiTing marketable skills
#36 Aware of-own multi-potentiality
as to marketable. skils

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: One class period (45 min.-)

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
A card-1" x 1, a 1 foot ruler, wall clock, trees

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

Indoors:

Hold up a 1" square card at arM's length so that the object (wall

clock) is just covered when you close one eye. Have someone else

measure the dist6nce between your eye and the card, then measure

the distance between your eye and the object. The distance from

your eye to the object will be five times greater than the distance

from your eye to the card. The object will be five times larger

than the height of your card.

Outdoors:

Using the same procedure with a I foot ruler, compute the height of

a tree, building, etc. The-formula is the same. DiscUss how scientists

can measure the diameter of the moon, sun, etc. What other workers

can use this technique? (engineers, farmers, etc.)

Supplemental Resources: Game-Sim. Series 1. A packaged set of

85 learning simulations. Emphasis is on subject-as.well as life

situations. Science is one of the subject are.a.of related inter-
est. Cost: $250.00 (estimate) California Learning Simulations
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MU.SICAL INSTRUMENTS 7

SCIENCE/PHYSICAL SCIENCE

CURRICULUM FOCUS:

1. Production of sound bY various
methods-strings, air columns,
percussiork

, 2. Develop dn understanding of'
one method of sound production.

3. Develop vocabulary relative to
careers in sound.

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME:

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:

'JUNIOR HIV

CAREER,EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

-#17 Recognize role of edu-
cation in career and life goals
#32 Realize One's success
in work is affected by one's
attitudes
#41 Understand decision-making
involves responsible action
#42 Know external factors
affect decision-making and
vice versa
#48 Understand the need to
take responsibility-for own
decisions

Overhead transparencies of vibrating strings, vibrating air column-
()Oen ends, vibrating air columns-one closed end, and percussion
instruments. Fages 190-209 of Energy and the Atom by 'Navarra and
Carona, cp. 1966,on production of sound. Cluster Resource Guides.'

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

1. Instructor-based demonstration and group discustion, using the
transparencies on the production.of sound by vibrating strings,
vibrating air co9umns, and percussion instruments to show how each
group functions.

2.. FollOwing this the student will select a form of sound-Pro-
duction whi,ch he 'is interested in and/or would like to know more
about and a workable musical instrument '(already in use or
of his/her c',t;:. design) demonstrating this method of.sound

Note: Students should be advivd that the instrument they select
should be suited to their skills and talents. Instruments that
reguireilextensive power tool work should be discouraged unless
proper supervision is..provided.

3. Upon completion of activity each student must bring the in-
strument to class in order to demonstrate jt to the other class-
mates end explain the theory behind the musical instrument.

4. Each student should be able to associate several occupations
involved in the production of each.

5. Set up a classroom display.
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MASS PRODUCTION

SCIENCE/PHYSICAL SCIENCE

CURRICULUM FOCUS:

1. Different careers require
different knowledge, abilities
and attitudes'

2. Relate education to work skills
3. Develop vocabulary relative to

careers in manufacturing of
instruments

4. Self-evaluation and appraisal
of one's work

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME:

'ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
Student made a musical instrument in a prior exercise which he/
she designed to produce a sound and be aesthetically pleasing.
You may want to use the Occupational Outlook Handbook.

JUNIOR HIGH

CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

#14 Understand interrelation-
ships between education and work'
#20 Develop basic attitudes
needed for entry/success in a
career
#23 Acquire vocabulary for_
describing the world of work
#24 Understapd.variety and
complexity of occupations
and careers
#41 Understand decision-
making involves responsible
action

.INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

Have the students complete the following worksheet:
Follow this activity with a class di5cussion based upon the
students' response& on.the worksheet:

t. Describe the instrument that you made. (Diagram and then
prepare statement so that others may visualize finished product.-
Indicate materials, dimensicws,

4'

2. Give am honest appraisal of the ty0e of work and amotint of
work that you did to produce this instrumen.t,0 Then ex0ain any
work which required a "Helper."

3. Do you feel that the. instrument you chose to make was suited
to. the type of skills that yoU hav,e? Do you,feel that you did
the best job? Explain.

4. If you had to mass produce your musical instrument for sales,
what jobs-(careers)-would be involved? Please make a list of
these careers from the acquisition of raw materials to the sale
of the filished product.'

5. Outli.ne the set up of the assembly line necessary to mass
produce this..instrument.

Follow up: 'Group discussion of worksheet where students may
share ideas and ippraisals.
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DO THEY TELL T.HE TRUTH?

SCIENCE JUNIOR HIGH
>

CURRICULUM FOCUS:

1. Testing Commercial
Products

2. Graphing

CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

161 Acquire basic consumer
skills.

#29 Recognize materials/
processes/tools of occuPational
clusters

.

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: F m one houi4 to a week depending the number
of products tested.

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
All kindi Of productstwo different brands for eath product.
'You-may Want to use utensils, etc.,for festing products.' You
may want to introduOe class to Consumers' Reports.

INSTRUCTIONALPROCESS:

Have pairs of students test products as they are advertised on T.V.
Be sure to keep products' names covered until alitesting is
finishrd.

Keep chart on products and record results of each test.

1. Did the product stand-up to claims on T.V..?
2. \Whidnbrand did.students feel was the better of the two

'they tested?
-3.' Which would be a better buy for the.price?
4. Which would the students buy?

Class will prepare a large chart to post in the classroom. This
may be continued all year. Also, it may .be revised each .year.

Discuss: What careers are involved in advertising? (e.g. layout
artit) copywriter, sales executive, package designer, market rp

Supplemental Resources: Game-Sim. Series 1. A.packaged set ol
85 learning simulatlons. Emphasis is on subject as well as
situations. Science is one of the subject areas-of related inter-
est. Cost $250.00. (eStimata) California Learning Simulations

Career Exploration PrograM. Ten filmstrips with cassettes
encourging students to consider career exploration: The film,
stilps introduce job families and explore careers in each.
Science students may be interested in'#5, scientific interest.
Cost: $106.00 (ettimate) Science ResearCh Associates .
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HOW TIMES HAVE CHANGED!

SCIENCE

CURRICULUM FOCUS:

1. The technical inventions and
discoveries of the past 40
years.

2. The vocabulary of these
technologies.

3. The scientific principle upon
which each invention is based.

(

JUNIORAIGH

CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement) ,

#16 Understand need for con-
tinuing education in a changing
world
#19 Realize technological changes
demand retraining of workers.
#23 Acquire vocabulary *for
describing the world of work
#25 Understand how occupations
_relate to functions of society
#29 Recognize materials/pro-
cesses/tools of occupational
clusters

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: 15 (or more) 45 minute class periods (3 weeks)

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
Tape recorder;-cassette, reference rhatérials from school or public

library.

IHSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

Each pupil is to interview a grandparent (or a person of 50-70
yrs. of age), a parent (or a person of 30-50 yrs. of age), a

^brother or sister (or a person 16-25 yrs. of aO a a friend

on tape about inventions or discoveriet they reme er

l'fetime. (Some of these may overlap).

Each pupil should listen to his/her tape and try to get two im-
portant discoveries or inventions from each generation. --(Remind

them these can include "unimportant" items such as styrofoam,
fabric softeners, etc.).

.
'Each pupil should write a brief report about each item (using
library resources*) including, if possible, the inventor, a -

technical explanation. of how it works or how it is made and the
scientific principles upon which it is based.

Then for each invention the pupils should try to, list as'many
new words that have been added to their vocabulary becauseof
that invention'. Example:

Airplane: airport, aerodynamics, aerb'space industny,
airfoil, etc.

When the project is coTplete, the pupils may play their interview

for the class to initiate a discussion: -The rest.0 the port

may be a written composition, a tape presentationor an oral re-
port at the disCretion Of the teacher and st.,idents.:
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TECHNOLOGICAL CHANGES AFSECT INDIVIDUALS

SOCIAL STUDIES

CURRICULUM FOCUS:

1. Current events
Technological change

3.- Automation, computers
4. .Energy CHsis
5.. Economic principle's

JUNIOR HIGH

CAREO.EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA StateMent)

#19 Realize technological
changes deMand retraining of
workery
#50 Develop vocabulary
for understanding economic
principles
#53 Understand the relationship:
technology/world of wrr,

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: Variable :

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
Listing of local businesses, industry and professions, brochures

. from local Chamber of Commerce, encyclopedias

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

Following a lesson on technology and its effects Ion society,.have.
'students select a lotal bus4ness, industry or profession .which
they believe shows evidence.of having beeh changed by technology.
The Purpose of this. activity .is to determine if People employed

. in these fields are affectM. If so, how?

When the business or profession (occupation; has been selected, the
students will need to do research on what type Qf work is done. Also,
if 'changes have been made, then what was,it like before, and what
will it be like in the future. In adaition to library material,
interviews'with workers will provide an excellent source of information.
Observations of working situations will help orient students to the work
now being done.

Finally, students should consider If this is a field Th'which they
may one 4py be working.

(
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ROLE PLAYING BUYER AND.SELLER

SOCIAL STUDIES/ECONOMICS

CURRICULUM FOCUS":

1. Learning how to buy for value
2.. Vocabulary growth
3. Selling as a career
4: Examining role pTaying in

consumer education
5. Developing concepts of per-

sonal morality in business
6. CitiZenship

JUNIOR7HIGH

CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

#01 'Develop vocabulary of
self-characteristics
#05 .Recognize re)ationship:
self-characteristics/decision-
making
#06 Understand and use the
concept "role"

ESTIMATED CLASS.IME: Three-four class periods

ESSENTIAL,RESOURCES":
Small Business Administration, (Public Information, 1441 L.
Washington D. C. 20005)

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:"

Pre-lesson activity:

1. Invite an experienced salesperson to class.. Have them explain.

and demonstrate sales,techniques.

Street... N,W. ,

2. Suggest to students they observebsaleSpersons in various stores.,

Lesson: Role-play .a buyer and seTler in a hardware store

Buyer-- Ou decide you want to paint your bedroom. You,have to use your

own money and you have ten dollars. 7"You would like to have a

bright, clean room. You could,Wash the walls and clean the wood-
work, but the colors are not your favorite. You don't know much
about paint, except that it will take.one gallon to cover all the
wallS. sAlesperson walks over to you. What-do you. say?

You work ifl a hardware store. The more you.sell, the higher the

price, the greater is your commission: You also want satisfied.

cuStomers. .Paintsells at $5 per gallon for the least expensive,
$7 for;the good, 19 for the better, and $11 for the best. Your

7 ,est customer appears to be uncertain about color, price, and

Wality. How do you handle,this situation?

DiscusSion:
' Students comment or the role-playing. Then the discussion centers

how to 'se11 and-how to buy. Define what is meant by "a good

uuy."

Follow-up:
Students may observe Selling-buyingsituationsln actuality, A

report can be -done'in Writing or orally. The purpose of the re-

port is to tonsider selling aS a career.
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WAR AND THE ECONOMY.

SOCIAL:STUDIES/HISTORY/ECONOMICS JUNIOR HIGH

CURRICULUM FCCUS:

1. Effects of wars on "jobs

and the economy.

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: Two class periods

"CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA tatement)

.1111 Understand decision-making
involves responsible'action

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES: :

Encyclopedia, Dictionary of-Occupatidnal Titles

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

Following a unit on a war, (any war:, ask the students to guess what
happens to all the jobs people lead before the war started? What

happens to jObs when.-the war ends? (Remember a111 those jobs imithe

militarSt). When were the workers in the best economic situation?
Who decides where people work during a war?

The second aspect.of this activ-Ity relates to economics. Where does

the Money come from to wage awar? How much does a war cost? Was. ,

everyone eager-to-help our governMent to.win? (Joan Baez draft ,

eva'derS, etc....). Does anyone have'a voice'in deciding whether or .not

td.pay for a::war? How much does egch.family pay to maintain the

-military? IeTmilitary spending was reduced; what effect would it

have bn the jrb market? Shdu.ld the .government provide-jobs? Why?

'This is a dittusSion to_stimulatethinking rather than to reaCh
conclusions. -Free expression; with-opportunityfor all pointsof-

View should be allowed.



SOCIAL STUDIES

CURRICULUM FOCUS:

1. Learn how a business
operates

DEALERSHIP TOURS

JUNIOR HIGH

CAREER EDUCATION FOC
(DELLA Statement);

#14' Understand interr lation-
ship between edUcation nd

wrk
i

#19 Realize, technologic 1

changes demand retr.iining
workers
#29 ReCognize!ma'terials/
prOcesses/tpcls of occiinat Onal
clusters
#32 .

Realize ones succfs
work is.affectedlby one':
attitude

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: One day for a field trip and one or 'two periods

for a class discussion

'ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
Arrange a field trip to car! dealership

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

Take the students ona field trip to a large car dealer. These

dealerships Will give:tours thrOugh their entire establishment.
they will show the students aillthe Jobsthat a're associated with
large business establiShamts, plus the Jobs that deal with every

aspect:of motor vehicle. Ask tHe pei'son cOnducting the tour to

state lalaries for each particular job, as. well.as responsibilities
and entry level skills.

When you:get back to schoel discus,_ the jpbs which the students are
interested in, and the new jobs they becaMe aware of, on the field

trip. !



INTERVIEWING

,14

SOCIAL STUDIES JUNIOR HIGH

CURRICULUM FOCUS: CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

1. Learning to interview
#46 Recognize the need for
making a meaningful career choice

ESTIMATED cLAss TIME: Two claSs periods

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
A list of jobs advertised in the local paper
Resource person from.placement office (optional)

Copies of job placement forms
Kit--Career Decisions: Finding, Getting as-A Oeping a JOb, (3. C. Penne

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

Students will set up a "mock employment service." Students will make

applications for advertised jobs Osing this service. In turn, the

service will provide students _with hypothetical job offers. The

students will have the opportunity to accept or reject these offers

based on what they kne- about themselves and what they can find out
about the job. Incorporate interviewing into the program. Prior to

this role-playing you might want to invite a speaker Irom a job place-
!

ment service.

Consider videotaping these interviews.



IS THERE SEC' 1TY 4ITH SOCIAL SECURITY?

SOCIAL STUDIES

CURRICULUM FOCUS:.

1.. Develop written -and or1
communication skills

2. Cevelop proper social
attitudes

3. Develop an awareness of
the social security program

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: One class period

JUNIOR HIGH

CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

#13 Acquire vocabulary for
(-!ducational planning

#23 Acquire vocabulary for
describing the world uf work
#42 'Know external factors
affect decision-making process

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES,:
A social security r.epresentative to speak to the class. Application

forms for a Social Security card. Pamphlets and brochures on social
V

security.

. .INSTRUUIONAL PROCESS:

'Have each student write a short paragraph describing his concept of
social security. Encourage some students to read their statements

to the class. After everyone has hid an opportunity, discuss any of
the following that has not already been discussed.

1. Need fcir a social security card.

2. Uther uses of social security numbers (Armed Forces, income
tax forms, by colleges for student records, etc.)

3. Explain how.to get a social secUrity card.

4. Explain what to do if,you lose your card.

5. Discuss any other benefits or disadvantageS of social security.

After.Students are more aware of how social security works, invite
a social securi.y representative to speak to the class.

41).

a
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MAKIN.G UP A BUDGET

SOCiAL STUDIE, JUNIOR HIGH

CURRICULUM FOCUS: CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

I. Econodic awareness
2. Developing skills in budgeting #54 Understand ie relation-

ship between occupational roles/
personal economics/life styles
#57 Realize wa(jes should not
be sole basis for career choice
#59 Acqu basic money manage-
ment skills

'ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: Three class periods

V
ESSENT:AL RESOURCES

Samples Of budgets for famiTy, school, town, state, business.
"Pies" dre especially effective.

PPOrr-'.

Stude- , ,ing as a basis for Jeveloping-fihancial
respuhsibili. to lear,i about careers in budgeting.

Activit; One: Discus.,; budceting with students and at the con-
clusion, formulate e cef'n'tior 'or the class to use. Ask'

t'ce class to list ways in which a family may spend their
income. Ler. c,rooeries, transportation, clothing, health,
17.axes, recreat:on, personal, education, savings, insurance,
stc.). wF t is ineluoed under each.

Aci.iiity Two: .ave the students, in snail groups, develop a
bJdget for a fam'ly of four, witn $10,000 annual income: Establish
r.ercentages fr .2ach category beforc using dollar expenditures.
Discuss the J,fficulty of mainta, inq a bud7et. How do budgets
get brokin? :.ccini,crce importance finc=nci,i1 planning and

responsP4.1ity.

itree Shcw the class e.:ar)Iis of budg,:cs that are
!sN: in sch-ols, government, busness, industry. Discuss budget.

Discuss who maKe, Ask studen!-s to identify careers for
p,?c,n1,2 who T'repare budge;:s. discuss preparation for those careers,
eishasiae the ried fcr iia.thematius.

SupplemertaJ Re7--;urce:. The Consumer's World. A syst,ii that pro-
vides a stru,:tu,ed cou-se of study. Includes a mode.:.tor's
cassettc aucivit she:%.i, mini quizzes ano a esouv'ce
manual.. in lovative
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PAY DAY

OCIAL STUDIE

CURRICULN

1. Under,:,tanuind.. how some of the

.usic economic influences
'n irividal
oices and decisi,.

JUNIO;; HIGH

CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:

(DELLA Statement)

P42 Know external factors
affect decision-ma.king and vice

versa
,#44 RecogpLe that docision-
making involves some risk

faking
#51 Be familiar with basic

ecoramic concepts

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME:. Two--three class periods

ESSENTIAL RLSOURCES:
Pay Day.--game by Parker Brothers (y JA may want to divide class into

teams or have several sets so groups Of students ,canplay individually)

INSTRUtTIONAL PROCESS:

Present, the game, e;,olaining set-up andrui s. Set a certain

number of "months" and divide class into groups to play. You will

probably vkInt to devote more than one class period to playing the

game, so that students will.become adept at playing and able to

grasi, some Of the basic strategies. Point out that in this game,

each person's results are dependent upon chance.and the individual's

choices. -he game is.designed so that what one Olayer does will

not inf;uence thesoutCome for the otherTIayer; each player is

"on his own."

After H;;yin ,-have studeots analyze.and discuss various elements

of the gam-: c.:). what is a'good deal, when is the best time to

make a deal 1.)sed on time allowance and number of iwves,what

do they think of borrowinj, savings, accounts, interc,t,- etc.)
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ETHNIC CONTRIBUTIONS TO AMi. SOCML STRUCTURE

SOCIAL TUDIES/HCSTORY

CURRICULUM FOCUS:

-1- Study of U. S. iMmigration
and 'migratioo movements such-
aS 1890-1910; migration
movements'such as the
California Cold Rush

2. Study the effects Or
immigrationand migration
on the labor market

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: Two class periods

ESSENTIAL'RESOURCES:

INS7UCTIONAL PROCESS:

"F.

JUNIOR HIGH

CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

#56 Recognize that society need!
labors of all its people.

c

Ask- the students to try to find out when their anCestors came to
this,country, what occupational skills they possessed and.what jobs

they found. After most.of the students have obtained this information,
discuss the relationship between certain occupations and varinus
ethnic -groups, during the migration movements to this country. Fxplain

how individuals and groups contributed to the industrial and c ltural

wealth of the United States_

A method for obtaining this informati-r ;se an ancestor career

trace. (see attached). The students cr., '(:e these forms home and ask

parents to assist in completing thrm ro7 as_bussitle. When the

forms have been returned, a discu.,. , hls been learned,about

ancestors can be initiated. .Sugges oestions or topics:

What ha:e. so About your ancestors?
What is an eth ;*
How did t/ cultural and industrial wealth.

of 1 1e

Did you find Llrecr or hobby that\you might likl to pursue?.

Supplemental. Resource: American Worker. Inrludes three filmstrips

with cassettes and teacher guide. Examines tue complex problems
of worker dissatisfaction ,nri what is being done about it. Cost:

$59.50 (estimate) Westin:Jh'ivse Learning Press
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great- great- veat-
A-grand- B-grand7 C-grand-
mother father mother

1-grand-
mother

-2-

great- great- great- great- great-

D-grand E-grand- F-grand- G-grand H-grand-

father mother father nother father

J-grand-
father

-mother

A-Where born
Education-training
Jobs or career

,2cial hobbies or
skills

D-Where born
Education-training
.Jobs'or carper
Special hobbies or

skills

G-Where born
Education-training
Jobs or career
Special hobbies or

skills

J-Where born
Education-training
Jobs or career
Special hobbies or

skills

M-Where born'
Education-training
Jobs or career
Special hobbies or

skills

0-student

K-grand-
mother

N-father

IL-grand-
father

B-Where born
Education-training
Jobs or career
Special hobbies or

skills

E-Where born
Education-training
Jobs or career
Specitl hobbies or

skills

H-Wh-re born
Eaucation tr,ining
Jobs or carns.r
Special h-bries or

K-Where borr
Education raining
JobS or career
Special hobbies or

skills

N-Where born
--Education-training

Jobs or career
Special hobbies or

skills

C-Where born
Educati.on-training
Jobs or career
Special hobbies or

skills

F-Where born
Education-training
obs or career

Special hobbies or
skill'

i-Where born
Educati,on training
Jobs or carter
Special hobbies cm

skillS

L-Where born
Education training
Jobs or career
Special nobbies or

skill

0-dhere born
Ecuf:tion-training
Jobs c,r career
Special hobbies or

skills

(Complete the above informa'Lion on a separate she-t of paper)



MY OLDEST LIVING RELATIVE

SOCIAL STUDIES/HISTORY

---C4R-R-IGULUM TOCUS:

American Cultures:

1. Students will understand
that_various ethnic groups .

went through difficult
employment times following
their immigration

JUNIOR HIGL

CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
, (DELLA'Statement)

#14 Understand fhe interrelation-
shin between .ed 'ation and work

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: One and one half Weeks
\

ESSENTIAL RSOURCES:

JNSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

a.ch pupil will be asked to hold a conversation with the oldest
available relative in the family. The questions must be presented
to the parent before the interview. They would include:

1. Who was the first in our fwily to come to the c.fted States?
2. Where did 'ley come from (ration) and why?
3. What was.it like to work when you were my age?
4. Wha, are the biggest changes in jobs.today as compared to when

you were my age?

The pupil will then write out a summary of the answers obtained
and be ready to discuss them in class. The teacher will Tist the

varToL ,ationalities or the chlkboarj and ask sIudents to-state
their.findings. Descriptive adjectives will then be written to
helo explain the problems overoome by various groups. The teacher

conclude by .dealing with. the melting pot theory and how i
.applies to mincrities and job.
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STERE01"iPING

SOCIAL STUDIES JUNIOR HIGH

CURRICULUM FOCUS: CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
.(DELLA Statemdht)

1. Study of Women's role in
American society, #56 Recognize that society

2. Biographies cf famous women. needs labors of all its people

ii43 Recognize restrictions in

the Aecision-making process.

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: Four class periods

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
Biographies of famous women, Women's Day.. and Family Circle, magazines,

nev,.spapers

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

Ask e students to read a biogranhy of a famous woman.° Some suggestions

are: Oh! Lizzie by Doris Faber, Shirley Chisholm by Susan Brownmiller,

I Always Wanted to Be-Somebody by Althea Gibson', the anthology, Modern

Short Biographies and Don't Fall Off,The Mountain.by Shirley MacLaine.

Have the class share their thoughts about what they read through a

class discussion and by creating a book jacket, mobi.le or diorama.

Perhaps the students woOld like to role-play their characters by acting

o out a scene from the book, or by creating a new situation and role-

plving the behavior they would anticipate their character fo have

based upon (l,rhat they read. °

Ask the class to gather data froM maga2ines ,nd news0apers about vom-

inent women today, locally, nationally or internationally.

Define ster.eotyping, 'sexism, discrimination and chauvinism. TASk:

What stern types exist and have existed abOut women? Why? How do'you

feel abobt them?

Discuss the advantages and disadvantages of mothers working outside

the home. Role-play a family discussion about a mo9ler getting a job

outside the home. (Hmfflica e the family situation in different role-

plaYng episodes by addinn,factors such as a new baby and/or economic

needs, etc. As what are,a mother's alternatives? How wOuld you

Feel? Did any o the women you read biooraphies of, face a similar

situation? .How did *they resolve it? Why? I. at factors er ered :into

th'3i- decisions?

Supplemental Resnurces: Women ToJj. A sound/filmstrip. Cost: $25

(estimate)- Guidance Associates.

Women In Sciences 1 Technology: Booklet. Cot: $1.50 (estimate)

American College Telj.ng Publications.



FAMOUS AMEWCANS: EXAMPLES FOR STUDENTS

SOCIAL STUDIES. JUNfOR HIGH

CURR1'CULUM FOCUS:

1. Historical biography
2.6elf-awareress

CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement),

ii09 Recognize t at development
of self is constantly changing

ESTIMATED CLASS 1 : One class period at a time. The total number is,
determined by the 'number .of profiles the teaher
desires to explore.

j'ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:

Bibliographies of famous Americans, Proliles in Courage by.John F.
Kennedy.

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

Student presentations of character profile lead to discussion of the
presentation and of ways to understand s'elf. Individual student will
research the ':ives.of outstanding Americans. The purpose is to pr
pdre a presentation for the total class. The student will select the
mea-s of presentation and mustbe careful ,to develop the,theme that
acci,tanceof self-is a first step toward establishing a personal life
goal. This isza ,:ontinuing activity 'which is achanging p,cess, be-
cause it leads to and is caused by life experiences.

The second point to be made is that the selfaimage is constantly being
changed'by life experiences. This need not e done in depth but is
easily illustrated by experiences that individuals have as they go '

through life. The series on public television entitled the "Adams
Chronicle" is a goad illustration of ;low this can be done.

The discussion following the [ esentatioh by the individual StUdents
should concentrate on specific e-xperiences_and_how they_have changed
-the people who have been f_mous in AmeriC. The obvious follow-up

. is tosk .tudents to consider experience ir their own lives tboat
gave, t'rcught, about changes in self image d. boept4r acceptance of.self.

As a follow-up activity, have students read Profiles in Coufag&,and
.

discuss John 7 'renrdy's self-imaw?.

N.

A
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THE PLANTAfION

SOCIAL ,STUDIES/AMERICAN CULTURES

.CURRICULUM FOCUS:

1. :Students will infer and
hypothesize that Blacks on
a Southern plantation had
different occupations which
provided them with varying
incomes and lifestyles.

Pre-1865 analysis of jobs
,

and occupations o'n the
Southern. plantation

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: One class reriod

JUNIOR HIGH

CAREER EDUCA:ION
(DELLA Statement)

#54. Unerstand the relationship.
between occupational roles!:
personal economics/lifettyles

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
',tanley Elkin's text entitled Slavea or teacher:s 'reference),

INSTRUCTI'MAL PROCESS:

The teacher'will draw a map of a plantation on the chalkboard. The
stuc,nts will be Tsked to list the jobs that must be Derforrnec to
make Jie plantation function. These jobt wiT1 be listed on th
ehff4.-kbArd and,the class will be asked_to state the "occqpatio

..1,1`gftaliY:thi:JOb40x, Shoeing hories-blaCksmith). Students
--wilt7tTem.be atked 'to state which occupations had the most
presti,ie and the consequences of such status.
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4.

NEWSCASTS FOR LEARNING

SOCIAL STUDIES/HISTORY

CURRICULUM FOCUS:

l. Colonial American History
2. RecOgnition of 7ersonal

characteristic
3. Historical awareness
4. Self-expression

JUNIOR HIGH

CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA. Statement)

#02 Develop knowledge of unique
Personal characteristics

ESTIMATED CLASS_TIME: Preparation, two periods
Disc sion, one period

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES-:
film, film strips., historical books, novels, and other materials available
from the library learning center which are concerned with the_hiStörital period
,of Benjamin Franklin.:

INSTWCTIONAL PROCESS:

Through examination of life patterns and characteristics of others, students
learn tO recognize their own charactcr-!sfics and life patterns. A group of
students will do the.research and write. a -script for a news b.,goadcatt.' It
can be in the saMe format as some of the.picentenniul materials now being
peoduced an radio, and labeled "The Way It Was". The purpose of.the newscast
would.be to pick a d,ay in the life of two people, a boy and a girl who.are
the same age as the Members'of the class preparing the newscast. Two char-.
acters Will be described a living at he same time as Benjamin Franklin.
They should identifge, Cblony, city.or rural; personal characteristics, per-.
sonal_habits, personpl interests, education, recreation:

Present the newsCastS to the class as an audience. The Class will make notes
dilring the preSentationS. The.notes will assist in the following discv:sion-

The discussion of th0 newscast is to concentrate on how the modern student
, is simllar to, but different ftom, the teenager who' was depicted in the news
cast. 05servations Should he on how people'are'different but the same. In-
terests.P.re varied but not as different as would seem. Society influences the
individual. The individuals influence the society around them. A study of
histor".cal fi:lures cdn help us.better understand this society in which we live.

J



HISTORY THROUGH A MONTAGE'

SOCIAL STUDIES/HISTORY

CURRICULUM FONS:

1. Changes L. etn Wonial/
Contemporar. America

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: Two weeks

JUNIOR HIGH

CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA StateolPht)

#02 Deve!op : lowlAge of unique
personal chlractrristics .

#04 Understand that personal
charatteristics can be changed
#10 Develep.a sensitivity toward

/g.

and a acceptance of others
#12 evelop the necessary
sOC1alization s-kills

.

ESSENTIAL RESOUVEI:
Magazines, pi.tse, tagboard, Textbook of Ameritan History

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCASS:
!.f.

The students Oill complete a study of one phase of Colonial ht..Lory.
When they finish, each student will select a particular facet of
this subject matter and.will relate that to contemporary society
with a montage.,. The procedure to be followed will include.

a. They will have a 'central theme.
b. They will present the, theme of.this period and re:ate/it

to the present day. I-

c. The student will have magazines and'Other resources.to collect
material for the montage.

d. The student will then preseni his montage to the classi
contrasting.social values, political values and economic
values of the two ages.

("

.1
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THE PURITAN WORK ETHIC AND DEFINING LEISURE TIME

JUNIOR HIGH

.CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statementi

#66 Develop positive attitudes
toWard value of leisure time

SOCIAL STUDIES/HISTORY

CURRICULUM EOCU5:
a

1. Study of Puritan culture
2. Influence of Puritan work

thic on today's national
ansrience

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: Two class periods

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES: -

Film--"Colonial America in,the 18th Century", (McGraw-Hill Textfilms)
Work_in AmeriCa, Dept. 'of Hearth, Education and Welfare, U. S.
Government Printing office, Working; Studs Terkel.

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

Activity one: Following a unit qn early colonial history, presenl
to the students the concept of the Puritan work ethic and.their use
of leisure time. Encourage a discussion of what work was done, what
was a working day, who worked and the variety of activities. Use -

the film to reinforce or to introduce the subject. Ask for sqggestiohs
on how Puritan attitudes and habits could affect contemporary work

attitudes and-habits.

Activity two: With the-students, develop 'a questionnaire that they
can use to determine current attitudes toward work and leisure. These

A questions may be asked of parents. and adult friends. Questions may

include: 4,00

Do you enjoy.going to work each day?
DO you like the people_you work with?.
Is there some other job you'would prefer?
If so; why don't you seek another one?
What do you do with your lelsure time?
Do you like to 'have much free time with no-restrictions?

When responses from the questionnaire are available, the students can
'.,work in groups of five to compile the.data. Later, a report to the
,entire class will.provide information for a reassessment of attitudes
and habits that were expressed during the first period. Some'questions:

What is a leisure time_activity'
What sounds like a good job to you?
Are most people happy at work?
Why do.people work?
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THREE CAREER WEEKS-
JOBS OF THE PACT, PRESENT, FUTURE

SOCIAL STUDIES

CURRICULUM FOCUS:

1. Vocabulary building.
2. History of local town.
3. Creative writing.
4. Reading.

JUNIOR HIGH

CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS.:
(DELLA .Statement)

#07 Develop an understanding
of the concept "life style"
15 6 Recdgnize that society
needs labors of all its people
#45 Develop criteria for judging
howcareers meet lifegoals

ESTIMATED.CLASS TIME: Three-weeks

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
Workers in the community, historybooks, science fiction bookS,
Dictionary of Occupational Titles, films, slides, filmstrips

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

First Week-Jobs of Long Ago

(Blacksmith, sheep shearer, soap maker, candlemaker, logger, etc.).

1. Make candles, butter, etc. in the Classroom.

2. Conduct a class discussion about these jobs.

4
3. Have chlldren research and write stories about these jobs.

Also, ask students to illustrate their stories.

4. Hav'e students interview older people in the community.

5. Use new vocabulary words-as a spelling list.

6. Write a short play involving these careers.

Second Week-Jobs of the Present

T. Ask parents to visit school and discuss their jobs, interview
other workers, Yisit job sites.

2. Students may be able to spend a day with a person of their
choke. If so, ask.students to take pictur-es, interyiew-the
person, and report back to their class.

Third.Week-:Jobs in the Future

1. Students should b imaginative: Ask students to.invent new jobs'
and list'thecareers these new jobs would replace.

2. Have the students write stories about these new jobs.

18?



3. Build some new machines-robots, eltetric boards to be used
with the new jobs.

Again, use new vocabulary words for a spelling

5. Prepare a puppet show. or play. This may be adapteeto any
of the three job eras.



CHARACTER TRAITS AND SOCIAL ROLES

SOCIAL STUDIES/HISTORY/GOVERNMENT JUNIOR HItH

CURRICULUM FOCUS:

1: Biographic.sketches of hi.stori-
cal leaders

-2.. Biographical awareness of
contemporary gov'ernment
leaders

AP
3. AwareneSs of society's need's

for'qovernwent
4. AWareness of individual role

in a democraty society

-CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

03 Understand relationship:.
self-characteristics/performance

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME; Two-three class periods

ESSEN1IAL fASOURCES:
A list of ten br more.character

INSTRVCTIONALPROCESS:.

.,),Students study character traits of recogned social leaders to
understand that character traits affect socjetal roleN.for all
persons. The purpose of the lesson is to carry on a discusSion
eitber with the class as a whple or the.cla'ss in smaller groups,
dependirin upon preferences of the teacher. Preliminary work iS
required.in that all students should have read a biography or-are
aware of detailed information about the.key 1:erson whose character .

traits.will be discussed. Students should be'orepared for- this
. discussion with previbus identification of personal characteristics..

.1. Or,e student wi°11 preseht a brief description of a selected
leaderiin world history: Other students will ask questions
so that in a<brief time, approximately five minutes, they will
have identifier:, character traits of that person.-

.

When traits have,been identified, with the-assistance of -the
person who has specifically prepared this biographical sketch,
the rjroup will determine how these outstanding traits affected
th- oerformarce of the subject.

0 fext in the discuss'ionmilf te the determination of how these
traits lcad tH subject of the disccussion to become recognized
as a leader or as beircl succeSsful.

4: Conclusion of thedisct:ssion: Identify whether or not commpn
tri4.ts'are found in-all leaders.

5. Discus's: Aat Is 11,Eart hoi'beirn an outstandino leader?

C. How.;Jces this (of]e'r;tcmLir(.; of character traits 'help you to
hettPr understand ..joursolf?
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SKIAL.STUDIES

PLANNING FOR CHANGE.

JUNIOR HIGH

-CURRICULUM FOCUS: CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA'Statement)

1. Time line
2. Rapidity of.t4chnolOgical. 19 Realize technological changes

change and its ramifications demand retraining of workers

.ESTIMATtD CLASS TIME: One class period

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
Future Shock by Alvin Toffler

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

.This activity revolves around.eclass discussion of predictions of what

life will he like in the year 2000.

Ask students to prepare a time line on the chalkboar.d.

50 yrs. past

1'

present yr. 50 year future

The discusion can begin with a look at occupations 50-yearS ago.

How would a worker:
get to-work . get paid'

eat lunch spend vacation

learn the job etc. -

What are the jobs likely to be held by men?

What are the.jobs likely to be held by women?

What are the jobs 14ely to be held by children 12-18 Ars?

The second step would'ibe to compare today with 50 years ago. USe the 7

same,questions about. the workers:

'The f-inal stage would be-to project the same thinking i'nto jobs of.the

future. This time, ask them to,write their answers to these questions

and encourage imagi.nation. A follow-up to this may be a sYnth'esized

.report for all to consider.
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SOCIAL STUDIES

.CURRICULUM FOCUS:

CAREER CLUSTE.RS .

JUNIOR HIGH

CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
"(DELLA Statement)

1.. Community awareness
1113 ,AcqUire vocabulary for

cational planning
24 Understand variety and

:complexity of occupSti.ons and
cadeers
#29 Recognize materials/
processes/tool's of occupational
clusters

ESTIMgTED'CLASS TIME: Two class periods

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
3 X 5 cards, a community resource person

'INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:
A

4

Invite a community.member who is familiar with local employment
,to meet with the class and discuss the types of jobs available in
the community.

'

4".3 X 5 flashcards, write general headings of various cccupatlons;
suCh as, Restaurants, Construction, Groceu Stores, Shopping CAters,
.Hospitals, Schools, Nature-Outdoors, Municipal Employees, etc. .

7 Instruct each student (or small group of students).to drayra card
from/atat or box'. . Each stUdent (or group of students) shall.write
as.many occupations' as possible which will .fall under each parficular

heading.

Encourage the class to share ideas about each Category. Prepare a
master list for eaCh heading which is approved by the class.
Compile a file for the various "headings."' Include a brief job
descriptionJor each occupation.

tjsd
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SOCIAL-STUDIES

CURRICULUM FOCUS:

1. Learning research.methods
. Developimg-career awareness
3. Identifying the purpose of

.education.
4. Community study.

JW,4.1.1-11- %of-MI..1.41\J

P% JUNIOR HIGH

.CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)-.

#15 Be aware of multiplitity
of skills, knowledge in,education
#16 Understand need for con;
tinuing education An a changing
worTd

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: Basic activity three class periods plus outside
assignment. Alternate activities require at least one class period.

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
Dictionary of Occupational Titles, Occupational Outlook Handbook,
Literary reference materials, guidance office resource materials.

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

1. Using various resources, students will prepare a list of no
less than 25 careers that ar\e related to the social sciences.
Each student will select two or more careers from the final,
edited list. (Editing is to avoid duplication, to eliminate un-
desirable roles, to be certain of relatedness to the social sciences
field).

2. Through interviews and research, the student will determine a
definition-of ope-lf these careers, the education needed in prep-
aration for entering that career, the type of work inyolved, and
the average salary. They should indicate the apprbpriate high
school curriculum to-complete.

The students will prepare a report based upon this research and
interviews. This.report may be (at the discretiok of the teacher)

. a written report for developing writing skills, or an oral report
,to develop skills in speaking to groups.

3. Divide the class.into groups to Aetermine the careers related
to social studies which are available in the community. From
these group listings prepare a final listing of careers im the
community which ,are related, to social studies'.

Al ternative- Activities :

1. Part of activity, two can be modified to invite adults into the
classrooM, who are employed in an appropriate career area.

2. Students may e released.from school,to spend an entire day at
work with an adult in an appropHate-ca'reer. An oral report to
the'class should follow this type. .of...experience.
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3. ...Activity three could include the preparation of aifst with
.s.tudent-developed deswiptions of each occupation which can be
made available toallst;uderits through tho school libr6ry or

guidance office.
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CAREER INTLRVILWS

SOCIAL STUDIP)

_:CURRICULUM FOCUS:

1.. Veve1optnq SocW (Audies

)t.

.,ocabulary.

2. Community study

41

JUNIOR HIGH/5'. 4--

CAREER aUCATION:FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement) .

==l3 Acquire vocabulary for
educational planning.
.#14 'Understanding, interrelation-
ship between education and work.

/". ESTIMATED CLASS TIE: 4 class periods (v.arying due to number of interviews).

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:--
Dictionary of Occupational Titles, Occupational Outlook Handbook,
resource persons representing various careers, library.resources

. fOr careers, guidance 'office career related Materials.. ..
.

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

Session one: ThrOugh discussion, the Class will, develop a plan to.
gather information about career's in this area. The eventual,produit
of the discussion period will be ,a formto complete when information
-is 'oath'ered. Items on the form may inclyde: title, description '. type.

of labor. Physical requirements, educatiOnal requirement, spetial
vocabula.ry, need for wdrkers, potential for the future.

SeWon 'two: Select a humber of persons to visit the class to discuss
their .careers. .See Inteview Sheet (appendix)] for questions the. .1.

spealter should be prepared to answer. The potential persoq to be
invitedstO the'clast' way include; College admission.officer, high
school work-study coordinator, Union Representative:business represent-
ative, State employmentofficer, selected adults withinteresting.
careers

Session three During the ihterview, the students will take- notes

\ to learn .these things: (1) vocabUlary in career related areas,Y
,(2) ways in whiCh the government-tan assist in career planning;
(3.),career and education related programs of local government
4encies,

ASession four: Reports on information gathered oould be assembled
Ity.Class fqr futtlre references. This,may be a. continuing activlty ,

Wh year, with new careers or updated careers recorded and filed
fd4c use by all students. May be filed inlibrary and guidance
,ofqtes.

Supplemental Resources: ,Career.Kits. Thumb-nail sketches of career

opportunities. Desk top reer Kit includes more than 1000items.

Cost: $142. Careers, Inc.

PENNscriptS'. More than 200 career profiles-with localized informa-

tion by counties: Cost: Free. PENNscript Production Center.

. 0
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A

CAREER EXPLORATION PROGRAM

SOCIAL STUDIES

CURRICULUM FOCUS:

1.. Letter writing
2. Telephone teChnilues
3. Verbal communication
4. Social awareness ,

^

JUNIOR HIGH
e

CAREER EDUCATION-FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

#02 Develop knowledge of unique
personal characteristics
#06 Understand and u4 the con-
cept 'role"
#10 Develop a sensitivity toward
and_an..acceptance of others

#14 .Understand -inferrelationship
betweer} educatien and'work
#20 Develop basic attitudes
needed for entry/success in a.career
1121 Recognize relationship: school

environmenOarger society
#24 Understand variety and com-
plexity of occupations dal.ca'reers
#26 Determine characteristics/
qualifications of occupations
#30 Reali§ze:*-work Is an integral
part of the total life style ...

#46. Recognize Vie need for .maki.ng

a meaningful caretw choice
#4.7, Develop,a receptivity for,
nevideas/exPloqtion of new ideas
#53 Understand the relationship:
technolegy/world of work

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: Two classes for preparation, one day'visit,,ope

class report and discussion.

TSSENTIAL RESOURCES: .

Chart for Ilanning places to visit (attached)
Sample letter,:(attached)
List of businesses, induStries, government offices

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

In order to organize and operate a career agid occupational exploration

'program, follow these five easy steps,

tep 1; Construct a list of volunteers from.the community who might
be interestedin participating in the pregram, (Allow your students

to suggest place's they Would like.to visit). Send these prospective

participants a brief letter explaining your objectives (see sample-.

letter attached). This way they will have a chance to decide whether

or not they wish to become involved before you contact them by tele-

phone or visitation to receive a commitment-to the_program.

Step a: Construct a list of,parents and/or college students who would

be interested partiCipating. ,Parents.might be recruited dtrough

newspaper-articles., telephone.calls, th local P.T.A. or by rnl. The

a,
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coliege students could be reached through a Doan or a professor at

a local college. Once again a brief description of the program
should be made available before commitments are made.

Step 3). ConstrUct a list of ciiildren interested in participating.

10, After step one is.completed,-the teacher might...motivate additional

st.pdentby listing the places to be visited. -When places such as. : I

the animal' hospital, a local florist and McDonald's appear on the\'',,'

list, there will be no problem getting children to volunteer,

Step 4: Coordinate a schedule.of names, dates, times and pLaces

,for all those invOlved in.the program. 'A sample Chart is attached.

- 2
Ste0 5: After a child.'dr a group of two or three children ha.s chosen

a place to.visit; theeducational experience actually begins. Now

the student preparatiom begins. As the chi.ldren prepare.for their .

visits, they must compose a list of questions to ask. They also

shobld know how to operate.a Cassette tape recorder and a camera.
'Dur.ing the visit the. student 'or gftuNis required to.find the answers

"to their questions by con&Cting interviews, obserVing and
pating. They also are required td take pictures or slides. UpOn re-

turnTng to:trie classroom.: these slide presentations and photo storieS

can be shared With the other members of the class.

Ways of evaluating your" program includeSurVeys; intet-vieWs and.'Viewing s

the audio-visual presentations.. The:possibility also exists .that the .

visits may serye as motivation for other mini-units of study, such as

flower arranging or terrarium building.

.4#

e".
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.Dear

t

-3-

SAMPiLE !LETTER

,

The :term "Education" means different:things to-difterent people. As 0
a teacher'df young people I am concerced that these future,leaders learn .

about the environment in which.they w 11 be assuming roles and responsi- -

bilitie. To giye them a better under tanding Of their'envircnmént and,
to acquaint them with the Careers 'avail ble to them, I am inviting you

oto allow thes'e children to'learn through\direct experience. .
. , . 1

?

I Would like to 'send one elementwy student ranging in age from 10-
12 years and a c011ege student to experience, one working day in your

busineSs establishment. Hopefully, these two people would be able to

- spend the equivalent of a schooi day (9.:00 - 2:00) learning" in a different

setting. ..

-----. ., c .

. ...

If you are interested in participating in this prOgram, please call

the school and, give YOur name to.thp secretary. Upon receiving your name,

I will'contact you'to claMfy further detailS..

-
ThaTik you,

Teacher
Spbject-Gra.de
School ,
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CHART FOR PLANNING PLACES TO VISIT

a

Date:

Time of-visit

Name of Studenti
Class: ___, _

Teacher:

Name of Adult
.

Te16phne:.

Business, Industry, or
Gov't office,:
Address:

V
Telephone:.
Contact person:

.

.,

. . ,

\
\

\,

. .

0

,

.

.

,

4
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OPTIONS FOR BROADtASTING

SOCIAL STUDIES

CURRfCULUM FOCJS:

1. Retognizing_responsible
--citizenship-

2. Reporting cu..-rent.history
3. Presenting ideas to others

with emphasis on certainty of
understahding.

JUNIOR HIGH

CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

-#25-. Understand how occupations
relate to Functions of society
#26 Determine characteristics/ '

qualifications of occupations
#27 Understand process of
developing a "career"

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: Five class periods (or longer)

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
Optional recording equipment and props for demonstration or pre-
sentation of programs on radio or television. Field trip to radio
or television station

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

Session one: The first part of the_program invo1vestal4ngstu
.dents,to tour a television or radio station. Before taking the
tour,'the students develop a list of questions they want to ask
and observations.they want to-make about how the. news reports are
produced. Specifically, how are the words and text§ written and
edited. How are the audio-visual parts of the presentation pro-
duced. Some sample.questions are:

1-t-What are the specific steps by which a news story progresses
from an,historical event to a-news item on television- or radio?

2. Who is -esponsible for doing each task?
3. Who decides which events should be written about, photographed,

and broadcasted?
4. What guidelines are followed in Writing the news to insure

that the information is presented as objectiVely as potsible?
. 5. Is there significant minority, political, religious and sex

representation among the staff producers of.the programs?
.6. flow do you decide where, and how oftento insert,comMercials?

To prepare for the field trip, students spend several evenings-, or
&ring school if it isipossible, listening or watching the news
broadcasts of the station they will visit. There' will be an op-

-portunity for them to get'answers to their questions from obser-
' vation, questioning staff members, andlistening to what's. being
said. After the tour, the class develops a chart of the.steps
.involved in producing a news program. Students can then begin to
develop their own news'program.

Session two: There Are Many formatt and styles newtcast simulation
.can take depending on the.amount of time you have to spend on the
activity and the availability of audio visual facilities. Ideally,
'several small.groups of students tape their own separate news
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broaftast and compare.andanalyze the re§ults. If this is not

feasable, it may 4e a basic presentation to a class simulatine
microphones, recording equipment and so fOrth. Another approach
is to use tape recorders and play back for various audienc6s.

There are various options available:

Option .one: Can-be a newscast of a past historical event.
This ls history-oriented and can be of one of.the various formats
which are frequently found on television and radio. It requires
students to research an historical event in enough depth so that
Students can role-play the historical characters and replicate-
the event. It may be that you may want to have two groups pre-
senting the same historical events and compare the results. This

enables the class to learn how news can distort reality because
no.two groupsare likely to give identical presentations of even
thp same historical event period. .

Option two: Consists of narration. primarily. This involves

the reporting of a'cjrrent news event. The text can be prepared
from rjesearch through whatever neWs media is available; magazines,.
newspa'pers, television, and radio. School news isan exciting-
pic, Rarti-cularly whenfthas beenrese-arLh for new and dffferent

angles, ,

Option three: -Use a strictly sectional or anticipated event.

Student can select a current event that has been takir.g place
for some time'and project a likely ending for the event. This

predicted-outcome would.be the basis for their newscast.
*

Session three: Presentation of the finished material can be
delivered to a varied audience. The importance of an audience is to
get reactiont based on specifications that the grouR.was attempting
to achieve. The audience-may have check lists presented to them
before the presentation 'and from their observations check the
list and discuss the results. Some possible topics would-include:

1. Was the news'presented'accurately?
2: Was the evidence of bias shown? -

3. Were there any'examples of propa4anda in a newscast?

4, Were there examples of editorializing in...what was to be
an objective news broadcast?

5. Were facts pretented from various, points of view?

6. ,What jobs were involved in producing the newscast?
7. What wer.e some of,the-unusual,satisfactions of these jobs?
8.--What skills are needed to perform theSe jobs?
9. What kinds of pressure operate on the news media? Can

this affect the type,of presentation and the quality
.,of information?

--

There are several resources which are not essential for the pre-

sentation .of this exercise, however; they-might be Suggested as ---
follow-up for individual§ who are speCifitally interested, .
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Resource Listilg:

1. Society of Televi,sion Pioneers,

P..0 au_1475_
Lubock, Texas 79408

2. National Association of FM Broadcasters

420 .Madison Avenue
New York, NY 10017

3. National Association of Broadcasting'
485 Madison Avenue
New York, NY 10022

Supplemental. Resources: The Fascinating World of Woek Career Aware-

ness Series. Three volumes of student materials plus lifestyle

evaluation forms. Cost: $96 each Volume (estimate) CRAM, The

George F. Cram Co., Inc.



SOCIAL STUDIES

CURRICULUM FOCUS:

1. Library:skills
2. Writing skills

HERITAGE EXCHANGE

JUNIOR HIGH

CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

#07 Develop ah understanding of
the concept "life style"
#16 Understand need for continuing
education in a changiny world
#18 Recogpize developmental
processes occurring in and out
of school
#11 Develop tolerance/flexibility
in interpersonal relationships
#12 Develop the necessary social-
ization skills
#22 Acquire skills, good work
habits in preparing for a career
#23 Acquire vocabulary for
describing the world of work

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME:.. Ongoing for one year

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
Library, museums, historical places, local people

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:,

It is Ihe intent of this.- activity to help the students to become

aware f their own.environment and that of others in Amerita.

A. Find 'a school in amiher part of the'country or state with

whi.ch to exchange information.

B. Pick areas of interest to exchange informatiOn about:.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

LoCa1 histories.
Types of peWe who f;ettled this area.
Customs -of this area.
School-activities, sports, classes,.etc.

Occupations..
Etc.

C. Have children make reports, collections, interviews

1.
draw pictures, take pictures, etc. describing their

and communtty.

D. Make an oral report of the information collocted to

Send this information to' the'cooperating school.

Display, ljsten; and read materials sent to you from the

cooperating school.

(tape),
own school

the ,class.
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DECISION-MAKING, ALL THE TIME

SOCIAL STUDIES/GOVERNMENT

CURRICULUM FOCUS:

1. Examine purposes arca
respohsibilities of
government
Examine the government's
influence on our lives

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: Two class periods

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
Newspaper or.magazine articles (editorials ) which directly affect

the everyday living of citizens

JUNIOR HIGH'

CAREER.EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

#41 Understand deciSion7making
involves responsible action

INSTRUCTTONAL PROCESS:
\

Following a unit on.American government and how it functions, the

activities suggested should encour Ahe students to consider a\

personal role in decision-making:P.

Activity one: Stimulate class, disOssionty asking for responses
to-these luestions:

1.. What clothes do students buy ahd wear?
2...Who selects the_clothes?- Makes the decisions.Z._ 7

3. If the Student makes the deCtsiOn, is the student respq-nsible

for how the clothes look? Wear? Cost?

4. Are these major dectsions-now?
5. How were.the decisions made?

Activity.two: The students have explored how to make decisions.
Ask them to respond to the following questions in a written paragraph.
They should explain their responses. -

1. What is a maijor deeision to be made when you go to high School?

2. What.is a major decision toi)e made when you leave high school?

3. What is a major decision to be made 5,years after you have
graduated from high school?.

As time permits the students can present their responses the class

for its reactions.

Activity- three' Allof us are influenced by decisions.made by other

peoplel Memtiers of congress, and the President, make decisions that
affect all of us.. The.teacher will read headlines or brief articles

reflecting recent decisions. Students can resPond ta.questions such

as:

1. How does this affect your plans for the next year?
2. Are yqu satisfied with this deeision? .

3. If you.are dissptisfied can you do anythiq about-it? How?

4. Will your decision be to.act or accept? Does it matter?.
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CANDIDATES FOR .OFFICE.

SOCIAL STUDIES/PROBLEMS OF DEMOCRACY

CURRICULUM.FOCUS:.

1. Workings of the American
-political syqem

2. TheelectiOn process
3. Current events
4. Current.political issues

JUNIOR HIGH

CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:"
(DELLA Statement)

#12 Develop the necessary
socialization skills
#24. OnderstAnd the yarietyand.
complexit of careers'

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: One week, or five classes over several weeks

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
"The Making of a President" by William White, newspaper articles,

newsmagazine reports, Film--"Campaign American-Style," Parts

1 vid 2 (BFA.Educational Films)

INSTRUCTIONAL.PROCESS: .

Students will.do background reading,from the suggested.resources and

other's available' in the schoolslibrary. The'intent is'-'tt gain a

basic understanding of what an election campaign may be.

, As an entity, the class-will follow 'a candidate for elected office

ddrint a primary period. It-would be better if a candidate' for local

office'as-well as national office were included.

During the class.period selected, students will be responsible for

collecting data about what has happened In the campaign since the

last class meeting, 'projection of probable plans for the next week, acid

prognosis'of election results based on current data. Contributions

from all tlass members will be welcomed.. Identification of. roles by

those Who participate in the campaign attivities is essential for the'

subtequent activity: Observation .6f local caMpaigning shoUld be

encouraged.

The cOminating activity is:a. debate_ The selected students will

argue fhd various strengths and weaknesses of the candidates and the
individual.,,members of the class will make their decitions. Voting

.by ballot will give an indication of what the members of the clast

have decided.
. .

Are any students interested in enterin6 politics when:they finiSh

school? If so, they can practice by taking part n school elettions.
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CLASS COURTROOM

/ SOCIAL. STUDIES

CURRICULUM FOCUS:

1. Examination of the Judicial-

,' System
2. Develop understanding of the

Constitution

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME:

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
Job descriptions, copy o laws (any kind, to Show what they look

like)

INSTRUCTIONAL. PROCESS:

'SelPct a crime (e.g. stealing television pictures) to be tried in

°a courtroom situation:---Assign the folliowing roles so that all

'students are involved: -- -

JUNIOR HIGH

CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

44; Know external factors
affect decision-making and
vice,versa
#48 Understand the.need tO
take respontibility of own
decisions
#21 Recognize relationship:
school.environment/larger
society .°

Three class .periods (45 min.)

Judge
Jury ,

Defense Attorney
Prosecuting Attorney

'Defendant
SpeCtators
Bailiff

Policeman
:.Witnesses ---

.P3aintiff
Stenographer

Before'beginning the trial, provide a brief job description for the

above, as well as a statement regarding correct courtroom procedure.

When the trial is concluded, discuss common problems which are

frequently settled through ,thejudiCial system, (e.g,'non-paYment

of debts, consumer frauds; libel)

Reference to the, aonstitution should follow these discuss:ions to

show the relation'ship of all focal, and state laws to the federal ,

law.

Job descriptions: .

Judge - A person who decides questions
Defense Attorney - A.person who opposes the claim of the prosecuter

Prosecuting Attorney -',1 person who investigates and accuses
.

Stenographer - Records what is said ,

Bailiff - A minor court officer
Policeman - A person who enforces the laws

2_12

.e
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LOCAL ORDINANCES

SOCIAL STUDIES/CIVICS JUNIOR HIGH

CURRICULUM FOCUS: CAREER EDUCATION-FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

1. Local government
2. Discussion and role play #28 Understand the relationship:

occupational role/life style
#54 Understand the relationship-
between occupational roles/
personal economics/life.styles

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: Three class periods

° ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
Copy of the municipality's ordinances

INSTRUCTUNAL PROCESS:

Read the ordinances of a selected-community dealing with the
following subjects:

1. The curfew.
.2. Lot size .reqpiremen'ts.jdr one family dwellingS
3.. Requirements for the tonstruction of. apartment.houses.

The class will be divided into committees, the Size tO:be determtned
.by the number of students in the Class. .Each committee will represent

.,. a special ,interest group. Each group will examine and'cleielop4
position on the ordinances from the special point of view of the grbup
they represent. the groups rep.ma4.nted should include-the following:

committee of downtown merchants- ,

2. A group of senior citizens, supported mainly by social
security

3. A group of young married couples (no older than 25) who
represent a cross'section of the job opportuhities

4. A real estate.agents' association
5. The Municipal:coüncil .

6. Middle income families (aged 30-50). earning between $15,000.
and $25,000.

Eath c mmittee should present. to the class their arguMents for or
.against the ordinances and the reasons wh.Y.
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SOCIAL STUDIES,

SIMULATED CECIS'IM-MAKING

JUNIOR HIGH

cURRICULUM FOPS: CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA' Statement)

1.. Individuals need to be
cOmpetent in 'decision-
making skills.

2. Personal evaluation of .

own decision making quality

#49 Develop effective decisitn-
making strategies and'skillS 2

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: Two-thrge7t1ass periods:

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
Community members

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

Below are examples of activities to develop decision-making skills,

1., Life Style Planning: Small groups of _studens .(3-6) will plan a
typical week -lila hypothetical student's life. This life style
plan will include classtime; leisure activities; interaction with
others,.and daily.responsibility. Each.group Will plan a graphic
'presentatlon of their student's week, explaining how they Used the.
decision-making process in their grobp'experience.

2. Educator-For-A-Day: In this activity, Students assume the roles
of school personnel for-one:daY-:- Students-must decide-the role__
formhich-they will apply and"why they feel they can fulfill that
role. The counselotiteacher Will work with the.tudent to,estSblish
and carrYtout procedures for this activity. These will include:
methods of applying for positions, interviewing and selection pro-
cedures. Those elected-will plan.with their role model the-acti-
vities for.the day,. Three types Of-evalvtions will culminate
this activity:

The students who assumed roles will evialuate their
roles An terMS.:=of the adVantages. anddisadvanfAges
Of that role as a future occupation for theM. 'They
will also identify decisions they made in fulfilling
their role.-.

.

15. tudents in classes will evaluate their activity In terms
of their feelings about the "Educator-For-A-Day' program.

c. The counselor and staff will.evaluate the overall Value
,of the 'Educator-For-A-Dv" activity.

3. Career.Simu1ation-This;a4ivity will take place for a'period
of one week durinWhich students will 1:iroject themselveS into
the world of.work.
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Students will simulate the role of iJ worker ;in terms of the following:
interests,- personality, chsaracteristics, aptitudes, training require-
ments, employment opportunity,. and job entry .p'rQcedures: At 'the end
of the week, students will reach a decision of aCceptance or rejection.
of this worker role in terms of an occupational possibility for them-
selves. Solicit help from community members to serve as role models 'for
the student.

k
Supplemental Resource: Deciding. These books, with a leader's guide,
present a course of study in the. development-and-applic-ation-of-de-
cision-making skills.. The program can 'serve as part of subject areas
such as social studies and is especially appropriate for group settings.
Cost: $2.50 each, (estithate) College Entrance Examination Board.

.)
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A 'NEW aALL GAME

'SOCIAL STUDIES.

CURRICULUM FOCUS:

1. To examine creativity in
approaching ieisure activities.
T6examine.attitudes toward
the natUre and purpose of
leisure activities.

EStIMATED CLASS TIME.:

\
.i.-\---E.ENTIAL RESOURCES:

.,Imagination

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS.:

JUNIOR HIGH

CAREER,EDUCATION FOCU
(DELLA.Statement)
'

1/66 Develop-posit'ive attitudes
toward value of leisure time

1167 Develop skills in leisure
,time activities

One class period-'possibly two

Set up the following situation: You are on a-group picnic with, five

other people Of yOur age. flnemember of the party haS a volleyball

'in the trunk tf his car,'and there is a large nrass field available

for use. ,Devise a new gameand write the rules for that game.

.Compaile the various,games invented.and discuss_vfew of these with

the crass.

'Some of the following questions can xplored:

,

Was your game meant Solely to pass time in a ' way, 6r-was there

a provision for a' definite winner?

Was'your gaMe highjy competiti've?'

10c it designed to test.or xhiIiit ertain skills?

Was the game designed to end at. a particular point (score or tiMe

requirements); or could it proceed as-long_ as the group cared'to play?

Was- enjoyment of the group a actor you considered before devising

your rules? Id,

4

'Could everyone participate?".

The answers to mapy of the questions might reflect Or indicate a desire

or drive to instill a "work type" effort into the game. Our tendencY

tcL"work"ven at play,could be examined here. Likewise, you could
examine the inability of many of us.to truly relx in "play" Situattons.

-The Concept 0f-:recreation as re-creation can also be dealt with.

Ifthere is.a desire to'keep this activity to a, single period the.. .

development of the game itself,can be given as,a an overnight assign-

ffient. This would save considerable time,

II

2
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AND WHEN I DIE

SOCIAL STUDIES

'CURRICULUM FOCUS: -

1. To have students conside'r
their. obvious .characteristics
in relation to what they
consider a meaningful life

SENIOR HIGH

CAREER EDUCATiON FOCUS:
(DELLA.Statement)

#02 Develop knowledge of unique
personal characteristics
#03 Understand relationship:
self-characteristics/performance
#06 Understand and dse the concept
"role"

#01 Develop an understandtrigof
the concept "Ufe style"
#09 Recognize that developzent
of self is constantly.chAging

ESTJMATED CLASS TIME: One or two class periods

'ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:,
,Ditto sheet with a list of characteristics, (included)

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

Present the students-with he foll-okiing list
. (use any' 10 or 15 you choose)

Fair
Honest
Intellectual
Versatile,
Competitive
AthletiC
POpular.
Witty
Humorous
Agressive
Gentle

Loyal
Femine/masculine
Individualistic
Religious
Successfully employed
Wealthy
Dependable
Cooperative
'Open-minded
Hard,working

of personal characteristics:

A good parent
Creative
Ivell-known
His/her own persom
Easy going ..-

A good listener
Fun toibe with
Excellent.in
Patriotic
Concerned about others

Tell students to ipagine they are on their death bed many years from
now. Instruct them to rank the characteristics listed from 1 {most
important to 10 or 15 (least importer': in terms of how they want
others to remember-them.

After the students have asssigned a rank to each of the characteristics
given', form a circle and have students share their first and last .

choices (if they wish to give this information) with the loss. Compile

a class list.

(For purposes of r"apport, and,so as to not give the impression of
taking information without giving, the teacher should participate
in this.activity equally-)

When this phase of the activity is concluded ask students to pick
their top 10 chojces from the compiled class list and place.them

210444,
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.somewhere bn the ,continyum below as they would apply if the s-tpdent

were tomOrrow.

Fits Me.perfectly Possibly me Not me at dll

I°

Questions to discuss:

Is.the second phase compatible with the firsti.M-Nhat-we==want-to
.0.

be" compatible with.,what e presentlst,are?)., '/. . ,
. r.

If not--how do we-get from where we are-to where'.we want. tb 90.
Which factors ar'T within our control--which are not? -Why?

. . . r
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VOCATIONS AND AVOCATIONS

p SOCIAL SlUbIES

. CURRICULUM FOCUS:,

1. Learning how one's interests
can be used to plan and
make decisions .

.2: Learning ways to explore and
develop one's own interests

JUNIOR HIGH

4 CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:,
(DELLA Statement)

'ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: Two class periods

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
Dictionary .

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

#64 Understand interrelatioh-
ships: leisure time/one's career
#65 Understand leisure time can
provide some of the rewards of
work'
# 7 Develop an understanding of
the concept "life style"

Look and write on board for class the main definitions of "vocation"
and ",avocation." Discuss these concepts with the class and list
supplementary ,definitions that they give linder each dictiOnary
definition. ,Talk alOput the old-fa.shioned idea of a "calling" and
how it relates to knowing ourselves and finding ways to express and
expand ourselves.

Mith Tfudents, list major and,MihOF actTS/clies which involve the same:.
interests(e.g: trutk farmer,-home gardener, artist, Sunday painter)..
DiscUss :how Tome people have occupations and hobbies that are Very!
cloSely related, while others use avocations to carry on interests
which are7Verydifferent from what they do occupationally. Discuss

hOw a pensOn might choOse.to make a obby of Something he is deeply
intetested in, but which would require skills and.aptitUdes he does

-not pdsses in order to follow this.interest occupationally. Discuss

the opposite: how a person's interests' and avocations can lead the
individual -into acquiring: Other skills needed Tn orderto lead into

A profession. Discuss ways people use their vocational and avoca-
-tional interests to achieye.greater harmony and balance within their,
!own life style.

Ask studats to.write a brief paper on hoW they feel aboUt heir own
interestS, and how they relate these to the twin concepts of vocation
and avocatilon.

Supplemental RegoUrces: .Leisure.Thile: Busy or Bored. Six filmstrips

with cassettes. It deals with he orobleth and need through individual

people. Cost: $59.75 (estimate)'Eye Gate House.

% .
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BACK TO BACK

, SOCIAL STUDIES

CURRICULUM FOCUS:

1. To demonstrate the importanee
of feedback in communication
With others.

2. To.develop listening skills.

3. To increase confidence in others.

4. To increase communication skills.

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: One class period

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
.Multiple copies bfblock drawings. See iittached sheets')

JUNIOR HIGH

,CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

1/1.2 Develop the necessary
socialization skills

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

Divide the class in pairs. AsL that students pair up with someone

they do not-normally see regularlyin.a Social setting.

Have students turn their chairs back to, back.

Give one student in each pair one f the easier drawings (attached).

Inform the class that onlv.the-person with the drawinl is allowed

-to spea!:. The. other -0!:.on is rcr in totaflysTient. The other'

person is given/JN.blank .!:heet of paper and a pencil. The ones with

th.e_drwing(e tole to gujde -the other person through detailed

directions toward reproducing a duOicate drawing on bis own paper.

'It is imperative that only. the Person with the draOing:before him

is allbed to spoW!

The instructor sliould tor the.mleess. When a pair is fl.nished

they are to raise their hands, and the instructor marks the time

required on a sheet of Oper.'

When this.round is completed for everyonethe two memberS of. each

:group reverse rules and new di-awinqs are handed Qui:: Thb process

remains the 5a1-,e.-.

After this-round is.completed a.more difficult type of drawing is

pass,ed,i>to bach pair (attached). -fn this sccond"phase the person

attempting to duPlicata the drawing is allowed o as'k questionsof

the other persOn. Both members .of the pair Shonl.d gb through the

exercise also. The instructor ,will note the time required for this
.

.phase also.

Afterthis second phase is completed for everyone,'it thould.appear

that the more difficult drawings.were done more accurately and in- a

quicker time.
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As a summary ask the class why this was so. The obvioUs answerts---,

that feedback helps make communication more effective and efficient.

4

Note: If you find that in the first'phase studentS tended to com-

municate against.,the rules you could guard against.this in the 'future

by grouping in.,three's with the third persbn responsibTe for monitor-

ing the.process. This person could also time the activity. All three

tiould have a chance to engage in the.process, hoWever, in all forms

.
(director, drawer, observer). This-will require moce tke being allowed.

The attached drawings a)"-e only examples. Other shapes can be in-,

eluded for more or less difficulty. Turning these drawfilgs sideways

or upside-down can give different combinations, however, So few_

are really peeded.
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mut:. INTERVIEW,-

CHRI.CUlt_U. FOCUS: .

1. To allow uthors to Hew us better
-

4.. 1.o express our persohol
.attitudes, .P.1s; i.j.hd

openly
3.. To oomuniute eiiest'ively in

front of etkers
4. To respond to personal questions

on the spot

JUNIOR HIGH

CARTIR NUCATIM FOCUS:
(DELL/:\ Statement).

M1 Develop vocabulary Of
self-characteristics
f:02 Develop knowledge of unique

personal_characteristics
00 Develop a sensitivity
toward.and an acceptance pf
othert'

02 Develep the necessary
socialization sRills

ESTIMTED CL1SS-T1..1: Five to ten minutes a good °filler activity

te end a class that runs short,.

ESSENTIAL RLSOCCE.S:

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

.This is,a type of ol=,going activity that can be used throughout the

year whenevr a :few spare winutes arise.

-

The rul(s of the public interview .-±47-e. simple.

Any stucic.nl- way ve1u.riteer to bo intorviewed by the class. The student

mly chnesc_.a particoLly. category of poft.lons (family..relations,

acadewic aal o, careor p1ar,s,,1 eisure. aeLivit.io, etc.) or he or

sho Nay sihply choff,b "potpourri" (any type of/questions are. acceptable

heri.) Aky*stude-ht wiy ash whatevor qvs,.,i.jen he br she cares. The

.pbrson No ir:terv-T(.,:ed way .(.10ipe to ahy particular question

y1 n7-") ;When the'person being. interviewed wishes.

to toriainate t'he intcrview he 'or sice s'nriply says "Thank y.ou" and

steps .down,

Nn one Should .oel oa tsned by this formt.as any question may'be

di'smaissd if it is t6o personal or embarrassing.,,

If a.long time elapses
bet6

ween interviews the-teacher .shobld review

thb rules before asking for vo)unteer.

The teaoher may volunteer first to get the_process moving and to build.

rapport.
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ROLE-PLAYING FOR SOCIAL UNDERSTANDING

SOCIAL §11T.I. JuNIOR 111.q1-1

"Ti,

CURRICULLY-I.JTUf. CAPEER EDUCATION FOCUS:.
(DELLA. Statement)-

1. Role; .542x, and racial

sterctxist and .#6 Understand and.use the

affect.reople's behavior. Concept "role". .

7. E.',TIM.ATED CLASS TIME: Two class periOds
.

f.-SElh.IAL PESOLPCES:
-",..Film: "How About [I.illy 1.ilson?" (Federal 'Aviation 'Administration Film

Library--AC=921)

INSTRUCTIO4L PROCESS::

1

Using role-Playing, conduct two simulated job interviews. The.second
interview should contrast the first by involving prejudice and stereo-
types. .For example, the secoad interview might involve a black or
woMan applicant faced with a prejudicial interviewer. .Discuss.

Role-play on the job behavior. aksk a boy ta'act out the role of ,a
shop foreman directing activities of several workers. Tell a previously

selected girl in the .class to note.all actions and mannerisms of the
;boy as tle acts his role. Following the boy's portrayal of a foreman
have the girl dupl.icate the role. Discuss in terms of role and sex
stereotyping.
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MAKINC. NEW ACQUAINTANCES

SOCIAL.STUPIES

CURRKULUM FOCUS:

1, Social and business situations
reqUire people to be able to
meet new people and to form's
relationships 0

2. Role .playi.no

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: One celass,period

. ESSENTIAL-RESOURCES:
none 2

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

JUNIOR HIGH
,

CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(QELLA,Statement)

4=12 Develop the necessary
socialiiation skills

1. Discuss,and list the situations Uhere one Would probably encounter
new friends and acquaintances..

2. Ask whatapproache could te used for meeting new people?
3. Discussthe reason's.for deVeloping new relationsh,ips.
4.. Role-play various social.situations....FOr'example, neeti.ng Someone

new, or bdngpar,t of a group and feeling left out..
In the role-playino situation try out the approaches for,meeting
people, that ha've beer discussd by the class.'

0

2 .L;
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STEREOTYPES

SOCIAL STUDIES

CURRICULUM FOCUS:

1. Learn meaning of term,."sterec-
. .

type:"
.

0 Awareness that many characters
in literature are ;teheotypes.

3. Realization that real. life .

roles or occupations shoGld
not be stereotyped.

JUNIOR HIGH

CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

#30 Reali2e: work is an integral
part of the total life style
#34 RecOgnize.thatoccupational..
stereotyping is undesireable

ESTIMATED CLASS TIKE: Two or three class periods and homewOrk research
In 4

-

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
.
.Newspaper, magazines; instamatic cameras anc films, art paper or

. poster board, paste,.markers.

INSTRUCTIONALPROCESS:

.EXPlain, the term, "stereotype." Poine.outtthe sterebtypes in the

literature read thus far in class. .

, ./

. Have each puRil make a 'Collage or scrapbook-of pktures.depicting
what" they think is the stereotype of one of the following Gate-

.. gorres: .(or make'up your-own categories) "hippie," 'teacher,"
"lawyer," "politician," "cop," "lard hat.," "hero," "crook."

'Display and discuss what the pictures in each collage or scrapbook
have in common, and ..how accurate:they are, etc.

Teams of four pupils are then to go into the community with a camera
and take.pictures of 5 teachers ia the district, the policeman in
the ,ComMunity, 5 men with "hard hat" occupations, 5 students who
are considered-school heroes, 5 local lawyers, 5 politicians .(here
perhaps they wi31 have to reort to newspapers), newspaper pictures
of pprehended "crooks," (even a- "hippie" cult if you have them.,
around)-

JS developed .and,each team.then prepares a collage Or scrap-

book of the "real" pictures.

,Comparethe "real _life" pictures with the stereotypes. Unlimited

disussion can follow. Ask:

1. How are thepictures alike or different?
Z. Are otle'clas.s:Of people really different 'from another?

3. Is stereotYpinT fair?

r,

2 2 7
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WHy DO 401povio WORK?

SOCIACSTUDIES

CURRICULUM=FOCUSI

1. Understanding the place of
wOrk in society

2. Relating work to the individual's
capabilities and interests

3. Learning more about.,ourselves
-from what we do

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: Two Class periods

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
Occupational Outlook Handbool'.

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

JUNIOR HIGH

CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

#55 Recognize role of work in
economic independence
#56 Recognize society needs
labors of all its people
#57 Realize wages should not
be sole basis for career choice
#058 Recognize worker productivity
is influenced by'rewards

Purpose bf this activity is to help students to "think big" about

work. and develop positive concepts about work, its value to the fn-

dividuat, and the wbrking. individual's value to others and society

in general..

Talk to students about the difference between Asitive and negative

attitudes. Show how people canrchange their attitUdesby concen-
tratIng Off poSitive aspects of what they are doing and learn to
4gnore or minimize negative influences. Discuss why it is not nec-

essalv to be negative.in order to be realistic, ..

Talk about money as a measure (but not the .ohly one) of value. Use

the Handbook to look up at random or at the.students' suggestion,
careers' that make up part of'this society. Glance overan occu-
pational write-up and gi've them some of.the pertinent facts. Keep
discussion free-flowing, allowing students to, ask questions that

cover'a wide range.

Ask,them.to write a short paper on what hey. woiild look for in a

career, what they would be'prepar'ed to do, what they would,prefer.

not to do:,

.Supplemental Resources: American Worker: Thre filmstrips with

cassettes and teacher guTde. Provides'insight io .the,complex

problem of worker dissatisfaction. 'Cost: $59.50 stimate)

Westinghouse Learning Press.
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PROPOGANDA TECHNIQUES

STUDIES _JUNIOR HIGH.

CURRICULUM FOCUS:
,

CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:

1

(DELLA Sitatement)

1. Study.of mass media,

2. StUdy of adver,:isfrigand
persuasive techniques.

-

ESTIMATED. CLASS TIME: One-two periods

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
4"s materials for bulletin boards and posters, advertisements from magazines

#61 AcOuire basi consumer skills

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

I.

discussion.with the class, identify variou types of methods used

in advertising: The students should do the iderittf ing and, developing

of definitions.

b Distribute the advertisements and have the students separate-them acqord-
Ang to'the method used in each ad.

Discuss the value of adVertising. Ask for students'reactions on .how

separate truth froM falsehpod (or propaganda).,

Supblemental Resource: Livelyhoods: Careers For Your Lifestyle. Six-

teen filmstrips with sound and guide. Acquaints 5tudents with lively,

less familiar careers that afford special personal satisfaction.

Cost: $150 (estimate) Houghton Mifflin Company

a
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LLI 1M^VGL

SOCIAL STUDIES

CURICULUM.FOCUS:

1. Vocabulary building
2. Travel awareness
3. Map reading'
4. gudgeting money
5. Study. of Mexico

JUNIOR HIGH

CAREER ENCATION.FOCUS:
(DELLMtatement) .

#26 Determine cha'racteristics/
qualifications df occupations
#59 Acquire basic money mana-
gement skills
#61 AcWre basic.consumer:Skills
f64 Uaerttand iterrelation7
ships: leisure time/one's. 'career

.ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: Two'45 minute classes

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
Field trip to a travel agent, maps, folders, encyclopedias,,
airline schedules, bus sohedules, train schedules

INSTRUCTIONALPROCESS:-

Have students -plan an itinerary for a trip to Mexico (or anywhere)

for a two week period. The students must have some batkground of

the.country. Conduct a discussion,of the following questions:

1. What would you like to see?
2. How will you get there?
3. What is the,cost? ,

4. Do you need a passport, shots, etc.?

Whenthese questions are answered, organize the class into groups
of four. .The assignment is to plan a trip. ,(Include method df-
travel, route, 'destination, accommodations, cost, etc.).

Each_group wil,1 report to_the_cla_ss, w4than
graphically, o using some other method.

_

In conclusion, the entire class can make- a list of all occupations
that would-be required to make the trip possible. When a job is
suggested, the student ffiust tell of its relevancy to the trip.

a
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SOCIAL STUDIES

. CURRICULUM fOCUS:

WORLD WIDE OtCUPAiTIONS.

1

JUNfOR HIGH

CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:.
(DELLA Statement)

3 Understand relationship:,
self-characteristics/performance
#6 Jnderstand use the concept
"role".

#12 Develop the necessary
socialization skil.ls

1. Awareness of social roles
in foreign places

2. Commonality of social needs
. 3. Variety'of ways to express

conceptS-,through fine arts

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: Three class periods

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
DiCtionary of Occupational Titles, Occupational Outlook Handbook

INSTIUCTIONAL PROCESS:

Students learn about the heed foe work through studying world-wide
occupations.

1. Ask students to develop a list of occupations that people do
in all parts of the wor*(e.g. mailman, teacher, carpenter,
etc.). *Divide students Tnto groups and ask each group to
develop a list of character traits for one of these workers.

2.. Ask groups of students to research how this job (cflosen in
Step 1) is performed in the 4pited States and in another
country. Have each group prepare a chart of it results.

3. Students identify how they tOnk they would feel performing
the tasks of the selected occupation. Expression of,this
feeling will be accomplished through onv of the fine arts.

4. All art work will be displayed. Students will explain and/or
interpret their vork. Discussion may relate to the fact that
everyone approaches tasks differently.
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wopow ON MY WORLD

:`

CURRICULUM FOCUS:

1. To help students identify sOme
of their-values

2. To help students eXpress- these
values in concrete terms

3. To make students aware of peer's
values.-

JUNIOR HIGH
°

CAREER .EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

#02 Develop knowledge of
unique personal characteristics

.- #04 Understand that personal
characteristics can be changed

.#08 Develop a positive -self-
concept .

#10 Develop-a sensitivity
toward and an acceptance 0
others
#11 Develop flexibility ,in
interpersonalurelationships

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: One class period (45 minutes)

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
One 20" x 24" sheet of white construction paper per,pUpil, pencils
qr-charcoal, crayonsio colored pencils, markers or paints

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:-

If this lesson is used in a Language Arts class, work without concern
for artistic results. If, however, it is to be incorporated in an
art lesson, more attention may be given to -medium and form of expression

used.

ksk the students to divide their'art.paper into nine "window panes"
with a, pencil-or piece of charcoal.

In the first:640 panes, draw (and color) pictures of two things you
feel you do welr.- In a third section,, draw the place you feel most
at Nome." In another pane, draw A 'scene depicting your greatest

success "so far in life. In a fifth section'draw a scene depicting
what you would do with your life with only 00e year left to live.
In the sixth, seventh, and-eighth panes, draWLthe three people most
inTluentfal in'yourtlife. In the ninth, draw "what you would like

to be." Display these windows. Perhaps pupils could guess whose
windows are whose, or they could interpret how they "see through" .

each other's windows. Unlimited discussion"can follow from the pictures.
This eliminates a child's hesitancytO tell verbally about his
feelings, because the eye focus of the class is on the picture rather
than on the child.
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SOUND*RICTURES

ART JUNIOR HIGH

CURRICULUM FOCUS: CARCER EDUCATION rbcos:

, , (DELLA Statement) .

1. Interpret a painting by
using sounds .#47 DeVelop a receptivityfor

new.ideas/exploration of new
ideas

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: One'week

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES':
,Collection of Impressionistevt reproductions, large variety of sound

sources

_INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

Explain and discuss Impressionism. Draw attention to the-use of

dabs of color and shimmering-, vibrating gualitiRs. Ask the-students

to search a.picture for things that suggest movement ind.therefore

impTy sound. Propose a few sample,sounds for things found in- the,,picture.

ParticuTarly note the time of day and its relationship to.,sound,.

Organize the:studen.6s into small groups of 3. After choosing another

painting, let each group Oactice their sound picture, the indiviAuals

planning and'talking about what they'll use. Don't interfere.or offer

, much advice. Force them to.make.their own decisions, within their'group.

Evaluate each performance by'asking the players to explain how each

particular 'portion of the, painting inSpired'their sounds. Take time

to enjoY the reactions and responses of listeners.

Siippl.emental ResaUrces: Art For-Young Americans by Carl J..Heyn2. A

book. Cost: $9.21 Charles A..Bennett Company, Inc.

2
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4FETER.I-A CRAFT FAIR-.

ART

CURRICULUM FOCUS:

1. Acquainting students with a
variety of crafts which
require numerous skills.

, -2. Planning, coordinating, workirig
with others. '

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: VaTiable

6

JUNIOR HIGH

CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Sta.tement)

*15 Be aware of multiplicity
'of skills, knowledge in education
#29 Recognize materials/pro
cessesitools.of,occupational.
clusters
#35 Be aware of the value of
acquiring marketable skills
P49 DetelOp effective decision,-
making strategies and skills

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES.:
Tables, poster board, art suPplies, sign up sheets

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

A cafeteria craft fair can be the'culmination of many projects in
art, home economics and industrial :arts. Mannino among teachers
to coordinate this activity and to set a date, is necessary.

Announce to° students:that a craft fa.ir will be 'held in the tchool
cafeteria. They may wish to bring crafts theymade
well as at school, to sell or just to display: Students who, wish
to participate should sign up, indicating what they will brin§ and
the quantity.

Ask studentsio volunteer to make pOsters.announcing the far, and
for tables, to set up tables and to clean up.

4 4

The craf,t-fair can be soheduled for_an.. evenimg so.paren4t.:_pan
or- during an aftenoontchool Period. Students should '8:it at- tablet
where their crafts are.disOlay-ed so they can answer. luestions and'
sell their own wares.

After the'craft fair, disCuss with%stUdents how they felt about the'
craft fair, whether they felt'it was worthwhile enough to make an

.

annual "event-

- Supplementary 'Resources: Career Discovery:Series/People Who'Influ-
ence Others. Fourfilmstrips with cassettes or records. Cost: $5E.00

(estimate) Houghton Mifflin Company

2
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ORGANIC.DESIGN

ART

CORRICULUA,FOWS:

1. Art-as a means of experiencing .

and interpretihg nature
2: patuie as a major source-of in-

. spiration. for today's craft
artists.

JUNIOR.HIGH

tAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DtLLX,Statement).

127 Understand process tn
developing a career
#67 Develop skills in leisure
time activities

EST ED CLASS TIM: Approximately one week

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:

Overhea,0 projector, biology texts, geology texts, etc. Pictures
of modern weavings, pottery, craft design. Cardboard,, white
glue, stapler; string, yarn, fabric,'stuffing. material.

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

.Using the overhead projector, show students a variety.of interesting
organic Shapes (e.g. leaf veins,.single cell animals, plant structures,
etc.), a5 well as pictures of modern craft arts (weaving, potte6/,

DiscUss with students how organic'design.might be used by
...a-craft artist.in elping.to select colors, textures and shapes in .

order to achieve decorative art, Discuss the stages a modern artist
might go through in developing an idea froth nature, from preliminary
sketches to asmallstudy usinn actual materials'intended for the
final product.

-Have students make a preliminary desiqn sketch. :Distribute sheets
of corrugated cardboard and allow themtO carry out their designs

:by giving and stapling bits of yarh and String, stuffing fabric,
adding actual bits'of bark, small stones, etc. Have each student
give a presentation describing his/her organic design source,'and
now'he/sne chose to interpret it.

Supplemental Resources: Art For.Young Americans by Carl J. Heyne.
A book .Cost: $9.21 Charles A Bennett Company, Inc.,

. ,
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ART

CURRICULUM FOCUS:

1. Developing a sense for
layodt,and design.

2. Awareness of design in
typefaces.

TYPEFACE COLLAGES

JUNI0R HIGH

CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement),

,
023 Acquire vocabulary for
describing thesworld of work '4

#29 .Recognize materials/pro-
cesses/tools of occupational
clusters

.#53 Understand the relationship.:
technology/world of work

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: Two clasS. criods and field-trip',

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
Wood and metal type pieces-these_oan be obtained'at a local printer's

or newspaper office. Stamp pads and ink, construction paper. Catalog

of transfer lettering or other booklet-giving examp4es of different
styles of typefaces and sizes. Pictures of type collages.

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:,_

Discuss the origin of typefaces and show eiamples of current popular'

styles of type. Discuss the design,of a new typeface, the parts of
the design (e.g. oval, stem, serifs). Show examples 'of type collages.

'Give students construction paper and stamp pads and let them make

thei,r own collages. Students mav.wish to rule off different sized
'rectangles on the paper, to aid tilem in arranging the collage. Use.

.

art gum erasers to remove lines after the collage is,finished.

Arrangea field. trip to a local printer's or newspaperoffice. - (See

Interview Sheet, Appendix)-. Have student§ observe some Of the pro7

cesses 'used in printing.

AfterWards, discuss field rip and ask students to li5t other
.

oc-

cupations which are related to_selecting typefaces (e.g. patkage

designer, directional sign designer, book'jáCket designer, adver-7,

tising layout artist; adverfising'COpywrfter,. etc.).

Supplementary Resources: LivelyhoOds: Careers For Your LifestYle.,

:Sixteen filmstrips with sound and guide. ACquaint'students with

liVely, less familiar careers. that afford'5pecial personal

satisfaction-. Cost: $150.00 (estimate) Houghton Mifflin ,Company
,
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TILE DESIGN (REPEAT PATTERNS)

ART

CURRICULUM FOCUS:

.1. Using basic design tools
Z. Developing a sense for

design

JUNIOR HIGH

CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

#22 AcLyire skills, good Work habits
in preparing for a career
#25 Understand,how occupations
relate to functions of society
#35 Be aware of the value of
acquiring marketable skills

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME': Three class periods

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
Tracing paper, colored marking pens, ruler, straight edge., ccil,ored
paper, rubber cement, Scissors, white paper, examples of tile,design
consisiing cf four repeat patterns on each tile.

. INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

Show the clats-examples Of tile.design a-nd talk about how a'repeat
Ottern is developed and used. Divide a tile design into qUarters ,

and show how each quarter is the same.. Have students, make their
own tile design:

1. They may fold a square piece of paper into .quarters' and Cut .

out a design With scissors.- Then lay thit deSign over a
different color paper and mount with rubber cement.

. .Design a,motif; using tracing paper: Transfer this motif
four times around an xis. .Color it mith markers, or cut
pieces"of colored paper.and.paste them,in positton. 'Use

, markers to .add detail.

Ask students toslist occupations in-which people work wjth repeat
desi,gns. (e.g. wallpaper designer, linoleum', fabric, etc.) What
are some of the basic points to Consider in_doing this type of design?

Supplemental Resources: Explore/Unit 2. Four sound/filmstrips, .

student log boOkt, teacher guide. A four part study: Oersonalitfes
and jobs, jobs that fit pepple5! needs and skill's, tYpe..anchduration
-of training, and the reasons why people work': ::Cost: $99.50 (estimate)
Scholastic Book Services
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.WOOD AND LINOLEUM BLOCK PRINT MARING

ART

CURRICULUM FOCUS:.

1- View, respond to',. and .

investigate art made by others
'2. Design and cut a Mini-wood

cut, linoleum bTock
3. Print a proof Print and

a series of five
4: Display woricand view

others

JUNIOR HIGH

PREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

#10 Develop a sensitivity
toward and an acceptance of
others

421 'Recognize relationship:.
s.chool environment/larger .

society
#23 Acquire.vocabulary for
describing the world of work
.#32 Realize one's success'
in work is affected by one's

:attitudes
#67 Develop skills in leisure
time activity

ESTIMATED CLASS TIK: OneLtwo class periods

'ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
Commercial. printing examples:' .wood and linoleum: hubber stamps, etc.
Stamp Pads, inks, brayer, printing paint surface, paper, wood and
linoleum sections,-wood and linoleum cutting'tools

. INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:__
_.

. 1. Teacher-student introduction and diScussion: What type of
printmaking haYe you done in the paSt? Were you'pleased with
the resultsfthe'process? .Have you tried wood and linoleum block
printing? .How is it used in avt, in sthool, in society?. What
safety factors-do you haveto contider? How can'you use it?

2. 'Teacher demonstration of the safe* rules, :election and
simplification of an idea, technique of cutting and printing.

3. Student participation independently. Teacher help when needed.

4. Student-teacher evaluation and discussion. Did you-enjoy this
process? What are the good ahd bad points about it? Where can
you find supplies if you want to print on your own?' Wherecan you
learn more about it and see'other examples? How can you uSe the
process in the future?

.5. What careers are availahle in the printing.field? Discuss
lithography. Visit an art gallery or store to see lithographs.
If there is _a lithographer in the locarcommunity ask him/her to
come to spea!,. anr! show examples of his/her work.
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CLOTH BATIKING

ART

CURRICULUM FOCUS:

1. VieW, respond to, and
investigate art made by
others

2. To plan, simplify a complex
shape into anabstract form
suitable for batik

3. To achieve harmony through.
limiting color

4. To recycle art supplies
'from home

JUNIOR H'IGH

CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

#10 Develop a sensitivity
toward and an acceptance of
other§
#17 Recognize role of education
in career and life goals
#23 Acqui.re Vocabulary for
describing the world of work
#29. RecogniZe materials/
processes/toOls of.occupational
clusters
#44 'Understand decision:-
making:involves reSponsible
action .z

#67 Develop skills'in
leisure time activity'

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: Two-three.class periods

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
Planning paper, pencils, chalk, cloih, batik tools, wax, melting
pan, iron, newspaper, dye, scissors, (Art materials for transTorming
the finished batik fabric into a functional product: Dowel.rods,
sewing machine, stapler, yarn, etc.) (Wall hanging, notebook cover,
pillow cover, flag, banner, soft sculpture)

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

1. Teacher-.-student 4iscussiOn: What are textiles? Febric desighT.
Why?-Who? liow? What Is, a batik? Why is.it popular in the .

.D.ient? I.n the 'United Statet? How, is-it done?

2. Teacher demonStration of batik..' Examples of functional use.

3. .Student participation: 'step-by-step....teacher help when needed.-

. .

k. Student-teacher discussion: DO youTike -this prOcets? HoW
:can you, use At?. _Where can you find.your own art supplies? .Where.
..can you leari(more about.it? Where can you'find other examples?.

As.Shpplementary'resources
film, video, slides of.the proCess: step-by7step-
Field-trip to- an artist!s,stUdid, .comMercial'user of batiks...
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SAND CASTING *CANDLES

ART

CURRICULUM FOCUS:

1. Participate in recycling
home/nat6ral materials

2. Use additive and subtractive
sculpture techniques

3._ Create a sculpture that is
both detorative.and functional

-;

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: Two classes

JUNIOR HIGH

CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

#24 'Understand variety and
comPlexity of occupations
and careers

-429 Recognize. materials/
processes/tools of occupational
clusters
#15 Be aware of-multiPlicity
of skflls, knovAedge in edu-
cation.
#32 Realize one's success in
work is affected by one's,
attitudes
#47 Deyelop,a receptivity for
new ideas/exploration of 'new.
ideas ,

#67 Develop skills in leisure
time activities

'ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
Week One: Shoe box filled with sand, pebbles, driftwood,_assorted
objects, candle wax dnd Wicks, burner'-and melting,pons for wax,
newspaper for tables.

Week Two: Cast candles from week one. Wood'terving tools, nylon
stocking for polishing, matches for testing canies, newspaper,
display area.

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

Out of school.preparation: student collection of san , wax,. wiCks,

pebbles, wood, other objects to-embed in Fondles.

Week One:

1. TeaCher-student discussion.- What is casting? Sand casting?

.How is it_used? Today? In the past?' In the future? How.con

, we use it in school? At home? What decisions must you meke?

2. Teacher demonstration of forming a stone-driftwood-other
materials in the mold, adding the wick, and pouring wax.

3. 'Student participation in creating their own mold and pouring
wax with teacher supervision,-Saving projects for the second
week (letting the wax harden).

2 fl
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Week Two:

1. 'Student reMoval of,candles from thesand mold.- Student-
teacher discussion. What.ha'S happened to your casting? What

changes can 'you make next? What.material'S and methodSoen you

use? (Carve'and polish, paint if desired)._,
9

2, Student participation in changing their- candles. Clean u

viewing others and displaying their work.

3. TeacheNstudent discusston and .evaluation'of the process and
Ahat part did you like? Dislike? .What would you change?

'What other Materials can.you 'use? Where can you find the materials

so you can do this Oh your own? How did you'learn from others?
Where can yougo for more information?

,
As!supplem.entary resources uSe:.

1 . Field trip, video, movie about.a trip to acandle manufacturing
company. .

, ,

.\

- \

2 Slide set, pictures of decorativ-e-candles and other sand cast

ob cts. \
_

3, R ference- books:on sandcasting. '`ixamples: Histo-ry).

4. .Fie trip, to a. metal_foundry, silversMithing caStingrShop.

75.. Abtual examplet of sand cast candles:and other objects made

from metal, concrete,1Plastic, wax, etc.

SuPplementary eSources: LivelyhOods:,Careers-For Your-Lifestyle.

-.Sixteen ilmstrisps with sound and guide.-. Acquaint students with
faml iar-careers that afford special personal satisfaction.

COst::'$150.00 .(est.mate) Houghton Mifflin Company
.

r

N._

1/4N.
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6 CLAY.PICTUREF.RAMES.

ART

CARICULUM

1. Developing manual dexterity.
2... Developing a sense of deSign,

e

JUNIOR HIGH

CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

#15 Be aware of multiplicity
of skills, knowledge im
education
#29 Recognize materials/pro-
cesseS/toolstof occupitional
clusters
#67 Develop skills in leisure
time activities

ESTIMATED CLASS TfME:' Four class perds.

FSSENTIALRESOURCES:.
The DiScovery Book of Crafts by.Jann Johnson, ReSclers' Digest.Press, .

page 61. Cornstarch, baking soda, saucepan, .hot plate, cookie cutters
(optional); table knives, cardboard. 44

INSTRUCTTONAL PROCESS:

In this °activity students create.their own style of picture frames
.using a home-made self-hardening clay: krecipe 'for Making'this
caA be found in. The Discovery Book of Crafts. The picture frames

.--be-created by cuttinvthe clay, Into strjps and braiding
or Also, cookie cutter shapes could_be-overlapped.
or designS could be pressed into the.smooth surface of the clay-as
decorative,touthes.. .

-

4t

,Have the children bring_in a favorite picture or a small mirror for'
which they would like to make a frame.. During.the first class,
have the students design their frames on paper. (They.may design
several and' choose the one...they _Tike-besT). During the second cless_
Period, they cal make-#eir frames, Thethird period can be uied to'
paintthese frames. Finally, the students tan shellac their frames
during the fourth period and display them around the classroom:

As a follow-up activity, dfscuss the types of Craftsmen's skills
which. were 'needed fo make these frames-manual dexterity, patience;
a .good sense of design, an awareness of what can.and cannot be
done with.materials,- etc. Also discuss: A61hat ca'reerS are related
,to.,thi8 project? 'Where could-someone receive training fh these =

careers? -



,

PAPIER - M'ACHE1 PITCHER

ART

CURRICULUM FOCUS:

1., Learning manual dexterity
2., Learni4 about folk crafts
3. Developing a serise of

design

JUNIORHIGH

CAREEll EDUCATION FOCUS':

OELLA Statement)

#66 Develop positive attitudes .
toward yalue of leisure time'

#67 De'velop skills in leisure
time activities -

#21 °Recognize relationship:
schRol environment/larger
society

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: Seven class periods :

.

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES: .

The Discovery Book of Crafts, by;Jann Johnson. Reader's Digest Press.

.
Newspaperi, oatmeal box, cardboard, white glue, examples of folk art
motifs

,

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

1.

_

.

Have 'students,bring oatmeal or other rbund cardboard cartons to
class.' Explain him the process:of using-cardbqard an'ckpapier--
mache can be used to turn theselcartons into pitchers for holding
dried flowers, wociden spoonsand Other-kitchen'uterisifs, etc..

..:,

. -

2. The students will use'papier7mache
/
teciAiques to fOrm pitchers.

;

3: Have'students cciat their pitchers wtth 'gesso and allow to dry

overriight,

4. The pitchers should be coated with paint and allow them to dry
overhight.

5. The students will decorate their'pitchers with a folk motif
which they may create with a stericil or by free.hand.

6. Finally, tke pitchers should be coatedwith a clear shellac.
After the pitchers,are completed they may.be displayed in a
glass display case in the school.

7. Review with students the steps in creating the pitchers.: Ask
the folloWing questions:
What skills were needed? /

Row does learning these skills in qne project transfer to
greatpr ability in similar projectO.
What careers are related to these skills?
-Where could you receive further training-in these skflls?,
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ART
;," , -

CREATIVELY DECORATING PIES
.

CURRICULUM FOCUS:

1. Develop motor control:
construction-painting.
2. Use patterns and motifs

,3. Achieve harmony through
limited shapes and colors
,4. View others and respond to
differences and similarities, A
psychological effects o4 you-

- and others.

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME':

ESSENTIAL REARCES:,

EATABLE PIES

JUNIOR HIGH

CAREER-EDUCATION FOCUS:
\ (DELLA Statement)

\#10 Develop a sensitivity
\rwaYd and an acceptance of
thers Ar

#32 Realize one's success in
,work is affected by one's
attltbdes

' #47\ Develop a receptivity for
new Ideas/exploration of new
ideas\

°. #67 'Develop 'skills in leisUre
time 4tivities

_

ne-two lessons depending on involverbent and time

Ingredients for a two crusted
pie and filling (apple is good)

Assorted paint brushes
AssOrtel colors of food coloring
cookie cutters, scissors, small
knives,'fork

.-

Pie.plates, r011ing pins
Oven for baking

Examples.of finished products fo
to use: resuTts

PAPER PROPS OR SCULPTURE

Aluminum/paper pie plalps
paper mache clay mixture for
the bottom crust.

Assorted papers for the top
crust, glueo scissors, water .

colors, tempera, acrylic
paints

(choice of) scrap papervfor planning

/r student evaluation of:techniques

A ,

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS: /

14 Teacher-student -discusion of the psychoogical effects of food
arrangementsdecorations (commercial and home use). Why arrange..
and decorate.food? Who,does it? Carrvou (JO It? 'Where do you find

. N
special supplies? How do you do sit?

.

2. Teacher demonstration ofdecorating an actual pi.e Crust and
working on a paper model, Reference to planning', use of motif,
and pattern, harmony, craftsmanship.

3. Student participation independently with the teacher's help
when needed. Viewing others

24(i 41
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.,4. Teacher-student discussion of the effects and teeling about
theproject: How do you feel about taking a To', b f time to

.

decorate something diat.you, can'.t keep for a long ime? (You eat.)
Will you use these .I as. on'yourfrown? What would ou change?
Where can you find metier examples and go for infor ation? ,

4

As supplementary resources use: Slides/pictures of\decorated foods
and/or videotape/field trip/mbvie of decorating process\in a bake
shop. ExamOles of use of patterns and motifs.

,

.

. .
\

\

Supplementary Resources: Explore/Unit 2. Four sound'film trips,
,

student-lbg books, teacher guide'. A four part studY: pers alities
and,jobs, jobs that fit peoples' needs and skills, type and ,

duration of training and the reasons why people work. Cost: ',09.50
(estimate). Scholastic Book Services

I

, .
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STUFFED DOLLS WITH USCS

ART.

CURRICULUM FOCUS:

1:' Sewing skilfts
"2: ,Design skills in quilting
3. Craft sRIlls

ESTiMATED CLASS TIME: ,Seven class periods

ESSENTIAL.RESOURCES:
The'Di5covery Book of Crafts, Ja n Johnson, Reader's Digest Press.

Muslin, permanent markers, threa, , stuffing material (polyester fior

pillow dolls, sand for doorstops and bookends) Large embroiTiering

hoops are useful for quilting by hand. -(optional)

JUNIOR-HIGH

CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA StateMent)

.#66 'DeveloftPositive attitudes
toward value of lisure t!me
#67 Develop skills. in.leisure

time activities _ _ _ -

#29 Recognize niate-rials/processes/
tools of occupational clusters

-INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

Istroduce students to this pr9ject hy nlaining that "Stiffed Dolls"

.1:16 norie-Cutszrily have to be/dolls--they car be anything the students'

want (e.g, a large apple,.a tree, an ice .cream cone, a. log cabin).

Pillow dolls'are Stuffed with polye., -r. oorstops ancrbookends

are filled with Sand, or bears )r hean tvls: Students.design their

own'shape and, uSing carbon :aper, transfer desicn to muslin.

Using permanent markers, the design is colored. Afterwards, the

'design is quilte'd foi- a three-dernen-',;nal ef=ect. The seamS are'

then .Sewn on a sew* machine and the pillows Are stuffeth

.
--

Discuss with students the Skills and care that were needed at each

step, What' other- aetivities require the same skills? What careers

require these 'skills'? Where_could yGu go to find out more abbut

thesecareers?

Supplementary Resources: Explore/Unit 2. Four sound filmstrips,

student log books, tea hqr guide. A four part study:. Personalities
andjobs, job7,'that fi eoples' needs and'skills, typeand
duration of training, a the .reasons why people work. Cost: $99.50.

(est*ate) Schblastic ok.Sorvices
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CHRISTMAS TREE/MOBILE

ART

CURRICULUM FOCUS:

1. Contribute and share materials
from your enVironment: man- ,
made, natural (recycle)

2. .Create patterns bly selecting,
wrapping, and attlaching a
variety of materiOs to a base

3. Achieve harmony through limiting
color

.4. Pay close attention to crafts-
manship /

I;

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: 1-4
and

JUNIOR HIGH.

CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

#10 Develop a sensitivity
toward and an acceptance,of
others
#32 Realize pne's success in
work, is affected by one's
attitudes
#48 Understand the needlo
take responsibility for oWn
decisions ' #

#67 Develop ski1lsin leisure
time activities

class periods depending on student interest
coMplexity of art projects

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
Student contributions: assorted yarn's, threads, ribbons, strips

-of cloth, rope, assorted shapes from home and school: blown-out
eggs, small bottles, jars, styrofoam shapes, clay forms, wooden
shapes.

Teacher contributions: Elmer's glue, scisssors, storage area,
desk coverings, beads, wire for loops, wood for mobile's base.

_

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

1. Teacher-student discussion Of the importance of wrapping:
natural (plants and animals) and man-made (functional and
decorative). Who !ises wrapping? ey? Where do yOU find mia-
terial5 to wrap with? How can you change basic i.eas and learn
from others? Where can you find-ideas and,go for leip?. What
skills must you pay close attention to and develop? What de-

cisiOns must you make? Attitude's?

\ 2. Teacher demonstration of basic decisions and skills. How

\ do you achieve harmony?

\3. tudent worksindependently, viewing others, help from tea her
When needed. Art display/show when finished.

\
Teacher-student evaluation and discussion at the end of the

lesson?. What did you like and/or dislike about this.project?
-What\would you change? How can you use this skill in other areas?

\
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EMERGENCY!

HEALTH

-CURRICULUM FOCUS: ,

1. Develop understanding
. of hospital careers knowledge #24 Understand variety and

of job clusters complexity of occupations and
careers
#26 Determine characteristics/
qualifications of occupations
#28 Understand the relationship:
occupational role/life style .

'ESTIMATED CLASS TIME One to two weeks
\ .

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES
OcCupational OUtlook Handbook; PENNscripts--Filmstrip-"Assistant
Medical Professions" (Eyegate)

INSTRUCTIONAL PRikth:

Establish the health 'class as a hospital community. Perhaps a T.V.
excerpt from Emergency, Marcus Welby, or Medical Center could be
used as a take-off. Each student can select a position in the
hospital froip a list which the students produce. This can be a

Comprehensive list and cover many careers. TheTstudent-canthenedo
research-on 'the selected occupation. Each student can report to the
others on that role in the hospital and what preparation _would be
required for the real position. The students could concTude the unit
with a field trip to a hospital.

JUNIOR HIGH

CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)
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EMERGENCY ROLE-PLAYING

HEALTH

CURRICULUM FOCUS:

. 1. ,Practicing the skills of first-
. aid,!or 'various emergency situa-

, tions.
2. Developing a logical sequence of

thought in approaching emergency
situations.

- ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: One week

JUNIOR HIGH

CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

#41 nUnderstanCI decision-making-
involves resp,onsible action.
#24 Understand variety and com-
plexity of occupations and careers...,

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
Bandages, blankets, poles, thermometer, general first aid kit, scissors,
resource persons. You may want to include: ffims: The Standard First Aid.
Series-American National Red Cross; First Aid-Resuscitation; Treatment of

/ Fractures (BFA Educational Films.)

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

Have the.students role-play different professional Oeople involved in a
gcneral emergency drill. Ask.them to-assume the-roles of physicians, para-,

rescue squad, ambulance driver, life guard, etc.

The "patients" can make up a 3" x 5" card describing what Is wrong with them
(example, fracture of left leg, shock, laceration of right arm:etc).

Invite people to speak to the class. For example, thu Rescue Chief of the.
Fire Department, a representative of the American Red Cross. These agencies
may have films dealing with first-aid which you may borrow-,

244
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HEALTH

aiRRICULUM FOCUS.:

1. All people hav
problems. ,

.2. Conulting oth
c,ew solutions

problems..

PERSONAL PROBLEM BUCKET

peronal

rs often offers
o personal

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: Five class periods

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:.

, a bucket

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:.

JUNIOR HIGH

CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

#10 DevefoP a sensitivity-t64ards
and an acceptance of-)theri'

Set up a Hpersonal problem bucket. Students can anonyMously submit problems
described fully, to4the bucket. Without lookindraw_orobTems-from-th-e-tiUt.:---

ket. Ask :individual -s-tudents-or-the eTeass tu verbalize their understanding of

-----'--ltlT!e.specific problems and to offer a, po§'sible solution.
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BALANCED DIET

HEALTH

CURRICULUM'FOCUS:

1. How and why the four food g-roups
were identified and grouped by
nutritionists, government special-
ists, doctors,Idieticians, and home
economists.

JUNIOR HIGH

CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

#33 Develop personal habits which.
are socially valued

.ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: Two periods

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
Materials from the:
Dairy Council/Food and Nutrition Information and Educational Materials Center
Natnal Agricultural Library
Ro 304
Belts011e, MD 20705

Films: Balance Your Diet for Health and Appearance .(Coronet
.Better Breakfast, USA, 1964--Cereal Institute

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

Instructional Films)
.(

-

Activity one, Utilize one period reviewing with the stUdents infoi-mation
about nutrition. The retources suggested plus that available in yOur school
will reinforce their learning. Conclude the.period with a discussiom about
balanced diets.,

.

Activity.two. Ask the students to write.doWna typical menU, includin6 snacks,
fOr one day. -Analyze. amples Of the menus to get a typical menu that would
applY to most of-the studehts'.,

-

Are students eating balanced diets? Explain.

Have the students develop Oalanced diet which will proNPie needed nutri-
tion, be.acceptaOle to the students;-4e acceptable to parents, and provide
variety.



Ct7'

CAREERS DI FOODS

HEALTH

CURRICULUM FOCUS:

1. Students learn to work
with others.

2. Students see the planning,
.preparation, and serving
of a meal

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: Four class periods

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
1. Ihgrediehts-for meal
2. Cooking_and_ealiag_utensii_s

equipment

INSTRUCTIONAL, PROCESS:

.JUNIOR HIGH ,

CAREER EDUCATION'FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement) '

#33 Develop personal habits
which are socially Alued

Plan a simple meal to be prepared and served by the
Discuss the ingredients and'utensils needed1as well
by which to prepare the. meal.

\

entire clas,s.

as procedure

If possible', videotape he,preparing, serving,..and eating proces'ses
Later, analyze each process and discuts the following:

1. Skills needed to prepare meajs.
4

(2. Preparation of meals in a restaurant.

3 Occupations concerning the preparation and servingjof mea,.1s.

4.. Behavior and manners aPpropriate to eatihg .in public.



CAFETERIA CRAFT FAIR'

HOME ECONOMICS

CURRICULUM_FOCUS:

1. Acquainting ,students,with a
variety of crafts which
requirenumerous skills.

2. Planning,.coordinating, working
with others.

JUNIOR HIGH

CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

#15 Be aware of multiplicity
of skills, knowledge in educatiOn
#29 Recognize material.s/pro-
cesseqtools of occupational
clusters
#35 Be aware of the value of
acquiring marketable skills
#49 Develop effectivedecision-.
paking 'strategies,and skills

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: Variable

.ESSENTIAERESOU,RCES:
Tables,.poster beard, art süpplies, sign up 'sheets

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:'

'A cafeteria craft fair can be thp culmination of many projects in
art, home economics and indutrial arts. Planning among teachers
to coordinate this actiyity ahd to set a date, is necessary.

Announce to students that a craft fair Will be held in the school
cafeteria. They may wish to bring crafts they made at home, as
well as at school, to sell or just to display. Students who- wish
to participate should sign up, indicating what they will bring and
the quantity..

Ask students to volunteer to make posterS announcing the fair, and
-for.tables, to set Up tables and to clean up.

The craft air can be scheduled for an evening so parents can.,come,
or,during an afternoon School.period. Students should sitat tables
where their crafts,are displayed so they can answer eluesfions and'
.sell their own wares.

'After the craft fair, discuss with stddentt how they felt about the
craft fair, whether they felt-it was worthwhile enough to-make an
annual event.



DRYING FLOWERS (A FALL PROJECT)

HOME _vmomIcs

CURRICULUM FOCUS:

1. Home decorati,ng

2. Using materials a hand

'JUNIOR HIGH

CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement .

#65. Understand leisure time
Can provide some rewards of work
#66 Develop positive atti_tudes

_towatdmalUeofTett-U6e-Ii-Me_
167Develop skills in leisure
time activities

ESTIMATED-CLASS TIME. Over a period of two weeks

, ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:

Articles, pictures of dried flower arrangements, silica gel, and
.container, flowers (mums,' marigoldsiand others yhich dry well),
florist tape and wire,.dried grasses, weeds..

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

Show students pictures of dried flower arrangements.and describe
the basicH)rOcess. Have students embed flowerS in silica gel, .

and mark containers. ,After a few days, check the containers. If

flowers aro dry, show students how to mount them on wires and
-then wrap the stems. Using the dried flowers, as well as autumn-
-dried Weeds-and grasses, have them mak§ floral arrangements to
take home.

flowers are particularly successful in drying.
DiscUss,how someone interested'in flowers couid make eiara Money
by having a Small flower garden, drying and arranging flowers to
.sell locally, C°

' Supplemental ResourceS:, The Fascinati9 World of Work. Career

Awareness Series in three volumes. Designed to assist students
discover their interests and match these With comOtible careers.
A continuing series Cost: $320.00 (estimate) for complete program.

The George F. Cram Comapny, Inc.



' PIPE CHAIR

hOME ECONOMICS JUNIOR HIGH ,

\

CURRICULUM FOCUS:. 'CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS':
., (DELLA Statement)

T. Interior decorating.
______ \

Z. Using plastic_r_j________,- 7 Develop'a receptivity for
_,,---73-;-----Karlhexpensi.ye' furniture, new ideas/exploration of new

ideas'
.

,

#48 Understand :the need-to\take
-0 responsibility for own decisilons

#60 be able to use.economic in-
: formation in. decision-makinfj

.ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: Variable-ongoing project

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
The Discovery Book of Crafts by Jann Johnson, Readers' Digest Press.

Materials listed incldde pre-cut lengths of PVC plastic pipe, paint,

glue,_canvas for seat and back.

_ INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

As part of a unit on interior decorating, have studwits make a pipe

chair. This is an bngoing project which- a.few students can work on

'at a timie. Show the picture of the chair and list the cost of ma-

terials on the board. Relate this cost with-the,cost of similar

ready-made chairs.

Have students take turnt painting and glueing'plastic pipes.' Select

students to make the canVas seat and the bark, -Keep track of the

amount of time each student 'spends in assembling the chair and de-

terMine the total time for making the chair.'

After the chair ii finished, discNs with students how they feel

about making this type of furniture. If students wish, make dupli-
cates of the insIructions so they can make their own chairs at hoMe,

tor make Variations such as coffee tables. Emphasize consumer aware-

ness in determifling costs of interior decoration; WSys of reducing

costs, etc.

biscuss the following questions:

1. What skills are needed (or helpfii1).in home decorating?

2. How :does decorating relate to the personalities of the people

using the. rooms'?

3. What are some,things.a professional decorator must be aware of

when decorating for.someone elSe?

What are the psychological reactions pr feelings associated With colors?

What should one consider in choosing colors for furniture in decorattn

a room?

9
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FABRICS: CONSTRUCTION AND CARE

HOME. ECONOMICS

CURRICULUM FOCUS:

1 Knowledge of fabrics
2.\ Understand the effect that

weave, fiber, finish, etc.,
Mave on care of fabric's

3. 'Compare man made.and natu-
al fibers and production

o, each -
4. .jobs.involved in producing

fibers and fabrics

th'IMATED CLASS TIME: 'Ore week

UNIOP HIGH

CAREER EDUCATION .FOCHS%.
(PELLA Statemen0' .

ii61 'Acquire basic consumer: skills
=24 Understand variety and tom-
pleOty of occupations and careers

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:

, Fabric samples
Films: Clothjnq - A Pztir of BlUe Jeans - 1971 (Learnifiq Corporatior of

/
'Amerita) . . /

,

The Cotton Farner 1964 (Encytlopedia Britannica Corporation)
Cotton to Clothing - (Aims Instructional Media Service)

.

\People.Who Work in Factories -1972 (CorOnet Instructional Films)

.
Cotton,Growing and Spinnng - (Aims Inttructional Media Service)

Visit a'weaver to show the art of weaving.
Visit a fabi.--ic stdre to show-samples of various fibers.
Lopms

INTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:.

,4 Introduce t.he activity with a combination of watching a film ant!
participating in a discussion 7-e1ated to the production of fibers-and
fabrics. r

.Where do they come from?
Howis it processed?

'Who is, restionsible for;fihat?..

How do-they get to the Con,sumer?

-Provide many samples of fabrics so sfudents can compare fibisb, we'
fiber.. Each .sample should 'have iPgtrütttons forcare;-.Students wi
deliberately mistreat fabrics-APlearn abOut shrinking, fading and
guarantees.

.Plan-tohe someone from the community demonstrate weaving to the stu-
ients. There should be examples'of source cfbers as wejl as Various types
of weaving for students to observ'e'. Small looms can provide them with
experience in making fabrics for themselves.

2:s.8
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HOME ECONOMICS

CURRI.CULLIn FOCUS:

.1. Sewin,,,I skills

2. skills it,

. 3. 'Cr;,ri. skills

11

STUFFED

JUNIOR ,HIGH

CArTFR. ralcum FOCOS-:
(DULA Statement)

r2velu positive abtiti:,!:s

lc.wr.i'd value of leisur::

44IL Develop skills in leisure
time activities
.129 Rec(tquize materials/procesvs/.
tools of occupational clusters

tSTIMATE0 CLASS T[F,: Seven Id 'jc iods,

RES0DULS:
The Discovery rook of Craf,ts, Jann Johnson, Render's Dinest Press

I

Lc H. is ( ito ' ['r ;c1

1-; Moker(!:,): Lrge embroidrirg
fo) 1:: hand.

INSTRUCTIODAt

Introduce students to this project by explaining that "Stuffed Dolls"
do rif-t. necerily Ii va o H olls--thoy can Jle anything the students

want (c.q. a lore acpic, a trce, an ice crem cone, a loq.caLin).
Pilc: Col.k [to.-. 'Doorstops and hecend:,
'are'filled with sanck, or beans for bean bags. Students:design,theit;

.own shape i-trd, usiag.-'(cthon paper, trans-fer design tO muslin.

,Using permane'nt istkers th design is colored. Afterwards,
*design is.quilted for a thri-:e-f!e";cnsional effect. The seams a:e
.then.scwn on a sewing machine and the pillows arestuffed.

Di:",s with stud;nis.t;:e skills and care that wcre nee'ded at each

step. What other activitips recielire the same' skillS? What careers

requite these skills? Where could you.go to find out more about

theSe careers?

Su6lemental Resources: es in Consumer Affairs. Four Wm-
strips with sound And teacher guide. Suggests career bpportu ities
in consumer Consultation such as: . tax expert, loan officer, overn=

ment, education and publishing: Cost: $68.00 (estimate) Bu terick,

Putflishing'
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HOME ECONOMICS'

CURRICULUM FOCUS:

CAREERS IN FOODS

C.

.1. Students learn to work
with others

2. Students see the planning,
preparation, and serving
of a meal

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME:. Four class periods

E.5SENTIAL
+re

RESOURCES:
. 1. Ingredients for meaT

2. Cooking and eating utensils
3. Videotaping equipment

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

JUNIOR HIGH

CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
,(DELLA Statement)

#33 Develop personal habits'
which Are soCially valued

Plan a simple meal to be prepared and served by the entire class.
Discu,5s the ingredients and utensils needed as well. as procedure
by which to prepare the meal.

If. possible. videotape the preparing, servimg, and eating processes
Later, analyze each process and discuss the'fo)lowing:

1. Skills needed to prepare meals. 4O

-2. Prenaration of meals in a restauNnt.

3. Accupations<oncerning the. prepaTation and serving of meals.
. . .

4: Behavior,and manners approprriate to eating in publ'

,

.
.

,

Supplemental Resources: Livelyho ds: Careers EQr Your Lifestyle.
Sixteen filmstrips with sound anc.guide.. Acquaints students with

,1:tvely,4-.1ess.familiiir career:s t at &fford-Special personal

satisfaction. Cost:'$150.00 (estiamte) 4Ioughton Mifflin Company

2UO
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: BREAKFAST NUTRITION

:HOME ECONOMICS

CURRJCULUM fOCUS:

1. Learn to plan a good breakfast.
2. .Be aware.of careers in break-

fast food preparation.

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: .Variable

JUNI R HIGH

CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

#24 Understand variety and
cOmplexity of occupations and
careers
-#61 .Acquire-basic contumer .

skills . .

-ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:_
If We Had Ham, We.Could Have Ham & Eggs ,,,The Food Research and Action

Cénter, 401 W. 117th Street, New York, NY 10027; Career Briefs-,-Career

Edutation Service,CSIU #16, Lewisburg, PA;\ Educational Material,Fn

Cereal and-Breakfast from Wucational Director, Cereal Institute Inc.,

135 S. La Salle Street, Chicago, IllinOis -60603

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCE5S: \
Activity one: Plan a breakfast menu based upon principles, of good nu,,

-tritidn.- Divide the class into-groups of four students each: Each

.,,:group will make a menu that appeals to members of that 'group and is

based on good principles of-nutrition.

Activity'two: Student groups will visif grocery'atores to note and

record types, trade names, nutritional values, ingedients,of the

various,items in the menu (cereal, juice, eggs, meat, vegetables, bread,

etc.). 'Also note- opp.xtunities for work in the fobd-nutritionjield.

Activity three: Compare inforMation gathered on the field trips. What --

are the.best buys? Why? Tian a good breakfast: 'Discuss careers re-

lated to this field. ,

'Supplemental Resources: 'Careers In Consumer Affairs.. Four filmstrips

. with sournd and teacher guide. Suggests career_opportunities in consumer .

consultation,sUch as:. tax expert, loan ofticer, government, education,::.

and publishing. Cos.t: $68.00 (estimate) Butterick Publishing

2
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: MAKING AND BAKING CAKES'

HOMEECONOMICS . JUNIOR HIGH

CURRI4LOM FOCUS: CAREER EDUCATION FOOS:
(DtLLA Statement

I. Learning to follow recipes and
Airections . / 1 #53 Understand_therelation's-hig: -----;

2 Learningtocompareproducts technology/world of work

in terms of cost, time of prep= 6l Acquire basic consumer skills

aration, quality (taste and
nutritional value) etc.

i

1STIMATED'CLASS TIME: Two class Period$

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
Reci'pe'and ingrediehts for making and bakin a cake from "scratch" Ind

'
receipes and ingredients for making and.baking a cake from a cake nilx.

/

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS: i.

i
,

Divide the class in half, Giye one group the recipe and ingredieks

to bake a cake from 1scra.tch,". Give the /second group a cake mix/for

the same kind of cake!. Ask each group tO prepare. and bake their/cakes.
/

/. ,

A cafter the kes have been.baked, cut them up so each person may/taste

each cake. Together compare the cakes in terms of taste; nutriitional

value pqrity of ingtledients, cost, and time and ease of preparation.
Solicit opinions froM the students as o which cake is "better'J when

faking into account dll theabove fac ors. Which would they uy? What

situational circumstdnces (tiMe,'money edS-67-guests) might in luence

their decision? /

,.

'Supplemental Resourc s: The Fascinati World of Work. Car 'er Aware,

ness Series in 3 volumes. Designed to assist students disco er their

interests and match these with compati le careers. A contin, ing

series. .Cost: $3201(estimate) for conplete program. Cram/ The .

George F. Cram Company, Inc.
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HOME ECONOMICS

CURRLCULTUS:

DouRLINn ANOWLV

--7----.

NC REGIPES

JUNIOR HIGH

\ CAREER EDUCAT-I-OtFOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

cipes in cooking
2. Doubling recITes \ #29 Recognize materias/processes/

-3. Cuttina recipes in half tools of occupational clusters
4% ,MeaSurement-dry and liquid

and equivalents

'ESTIMATED CLASS' TIME: Two class periods

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
Cookbooks or recipes, cooking and measuring utensils
_You may want to usefilmstrips - "Cooking Terms, How to Measure"
(Young American Films Distributed by McGraw Hill)

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:.

Each student will select a basic recipe'to prepare for the class.
Before beginning, however, the recipe must be doubled (or halved).
The student will be responsible for rewritThg this recipe indicating
the correct measurinc utensils and amounts. In addition, the new
measurements must be translated into metrics.

When the dishes have been prepared, all members of the class will
sample them to determine if there was a change in taste, in Quality,
in cost, or a change in amount of time required for preparation.

Discuss occupations which use these same tools. Will th--change
to a metric "measu...ing system create serious problems? What are
some of those problems?

Supplemental Resources: Careers In Consumer Affairs. Four film-
strips with sound and teachers guide. Suggests career opportunities
in consumer consultation such as: tax expert, loan 'officer, govern-
ment, education and publishing. Cost: $68 '(estimate). Butterick
Publishing.

le
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,
i RESPONSIBILITY

CURRICULUM FOCUS:

Workers need to be re-
sponsible

2. Workers are dependent
upon each other: \

There are a variety
o-Lcareers available
in the field of home
economics.

ESTIMATED CLASP- TIME: Three class periods_

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
Filmstrip-"Jobs for you

' (Guidance Associates.)

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

JUNIOR HIGH

CPREER EDUCATIa FOCUS: '

(CELLA Statement)

d20 Develop basic attitudes
needed for entry/success in a
career.

It's Happening in Home Ec nomics"

Ask a group.from one class period to leave the kitchen'a mess. There-

fore, when the next group comes to clast, they won't be able to do their

assignments because the- previous class had been so irresponsible.' :Re-

late this incident-to the world of work. Emphasize the importance of

responsibility and the interdependence of workers, in general, and

especi.ally in the field-of home economics.

This Hght also be an appropriate time to introduce the students
valfl-.-2ty of jobs available in home E.c.)nomics. The film suggested

is a good resource for acquainting the students with the variety

jobs aVailable in the field of home economics.

Supplemental ResourceS: The Fascinating World of Work. Career

Awareness Series in 3 volumes. Designed to assist students dis-
cover their interests and match these with compatible careers.
A continuing.series.. Cost: $320 (estimate)for complete program

Eve of Change. Six filmstrips with sound andteacherksgufde7
Explores attitudes toward women: sexist explortation, job'
disparity, soCial subservience, financial discrimination. Cost:

$79.50 (estimate) Westinghouselearning Press.
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HOME MADE ROOT ,BEER

HOME ECONOMICS

CURRICULUM FOCUS:

1. Nutrition
2. 'Food preparation
3. Budgeting
4. Carbonation Process

_ESTIMATED-CLASS TIME: Two class periods

JUNIOR HIGH

CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement).

#60: Be able to use economic
information n decision-making.

#61 Acquire basic consumer skills
#65 Understand leisure One-can
provide some of the rewaHs of work

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
Hire's Root Beer Extract, yeast, sugar, funnel, bottle capper,
bottle caps; bottles, large pan (dish pan) for mixing. .

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

During the first tlass per-kid have students miX theroot beer ex-

.

tratt according to;the instructions int': .ded with the bottle: Show

them how to use the bottle capper and have them take turns filling
the bottles. Have them figure the cost of.the ingredients and
compare this with the purchase price of commercial 'Soft drinks.

When the root beer is ready (about.10 days later) refrigerate it.
and allow the students to serve themselves. Describe the Orocess
of natural carbonation, (yeast eats sugar, producing carbonation
bubbles) and why this lowers the sugar level and makes homemade
root beer far less harmful for teeth than artificially carbonated
soft drinks.

If possible, have,the root beer tested at a nUtrition lab for sugar
content and report to the class. Have students figure the amount
0 savings for their family in making their own soft drinks instead
of purchasing them, based on theamount of soft drinks the'family
usuallypurchases.

--Live1yhoodt-7 Careers For Tbur-rifestyle. Sixteen filmstrips with

sourid.and guide. Acquaints students with lively, Tess familiar

careers that afford special personal satisfaction. Cost: $150

(estimate)Houghton Mifflin'Company. (Supplemental Resource)
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VEGETALE COOKING

HOME tCONOMICS

CURRICULUM .FOCUS:

1. Rlanning meals
2. Cooking vegetables
3. The vegetable industry froin

seed to factory to consumer.

.1

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: Three periods

JUNIOR HIGH'

.CARFER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

i6r) Be to use econowic
information in decisionmaking

-761 Acquire basic consumer.skills

ESSENTIAL.RESOURCES:
Films: "Food for the City" (BFA Edcuational Media), "Food Cannery"
(Aims Instructional Media Services, Inc.)

INSTRUCTIONAL pROCESS:

Activity 1.

Tntroduce this activity with a class discussion.. Some suggested
topics are:

What vegetables do you like?
What.vegetables do you not like? Explain why?
Do vegetables taste different when cooked? When blended with

.0thers?
Is there a .different flavor'in fresh, canned, frozen vegetables?

Show the.film', "Food for the City."'
Discuss how food gets to the. table. Ask students to identify
jobs related to.food supply.

Activity 2.

Students will prepare several vegetables for eating. Small groups
of students will be assigned to prepare canned, fresh, and frozen
vegetables of the same'kind and the clas.s will sample. Determine

-..-wil-G41--ta-stcs best.

Show the film, "Food Cannery" to reinforce or lead into this experience:
Decide which is the best way to prepare vegetables when 'considering:
cost, flavor, availability, time to prepare.

Activity 3.

StudentS will plan a complete meal using vegetables on4y in various
forms. This meal will be served to another class. (Foreign r ,ipes

can be included)

Discuss the interesf Students may have
or related fields:.

in,3 career in food preparation
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USING A JIGSAW .

INDUSTRIAL ARTS JUNIOR HIGH

CURRICULUM FOCUS: .
CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

-1.. Introduction to basic machines-
jigsaw

,.

.i29 Recognize materials/

.processesrtools of occupational
clusters

Develop skills inleisure
time activities

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME:. Three, 45 minute periods

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
A jigsaw and a variety,of blades and files, six varieties of wood
(hard,,soft, thick, thin), Operation of Modern Woodworking Machines'
by.Hjorth and Holtrop-

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

Discuss the careers that use jigsaws..- Show films.-deSCribing the-parts
.and operation of the jigsaw. Demonstrate the proper procedure
'for operating the jigsaw. 5tress.safety in operating power machines.
Give students.practice in sawing and Ming hard, soft, thick,and thin
woods. Encourage students to select projects to construct using the
jigsaw. Present_ideaS for the use of these types of machihes in -

leisure time activities.

Supplementa)-Resource: Livelyhoods:- Careers For Youi'ltfestyle.

Sixteen filmstrip with sound and guide. Acquaints students with
lively, less familiar ca.reers that afford special pef'sonal satis-
faction. Cost: -$150 (estimate) Houghton Mifflin Company.

1
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USING A JOINTER

INDUSTRIAL ARTS JUNIOR HIGH

CURRICULUM FOCUS: CWER EDUCATION' FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

1.. Basic machine woodworking
2, Introduction to .the JOinter #29 Recogn.ize materials/

processes/tools of occupational
clusters
#67 Develop s011s'in leisure
time activities

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: Three, 45 minute periods

.ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
.

A Jointer, the Jam Handy Film Strip, "Jointer," Or,2ration of Modern
Woodworking Machines--by Hjorth and Holtrop

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCFS:.

Discuss the careers that use Jointers. Show films *describing the
parts and operation .of the Jointer. Explain safety devices and their
uses. Adjust the outfeed and infeed tables. DeMonstrate edge planing,
face planing, and.planing end grain. DiscUss getting the most out
of your Jointdr. Afield trip to local ConstruCtion sites can be
arranged to see Jointers in action.

Suppledental Resources: The* Fascinating World of Work. Career .

Awareness Series in 3 volumes.. Designed to assiststudents discover
thefr interests and.match these with compatible careers. A continuing

- series. Cost: '$320 (estimate) for complete program. Cram, The

George...F. Cram Company, Inc.
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USING A BANDSAW.

INDUSTRIAL ARTS'

CURRICULUM FOCUS:

1. Woodworking
2., Band saw

JUNIOR HIGH

CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA-Statement)

#29 RecogniZe materials/
processes/tools of occupational
clusters
#61 Develop skills in leisure
time a'ttivities

ESTIMATFr CLASS TIME Three 45 minute periods

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
Band saw; 41ifferent size blades, a broken blade, six varieties
of wood (hand, soft, thick, thin), d-miter.gauge, a rip fence

"OperatiOn Of the Band Saw" (Jim Handy Film), Operation of Modern

Woodworking Machines, by Hjorth and.Holtrop

INSTRUCTIONAL 1ROCESS:
.

Show film 'describing the parts and operation of the Band saw: Show

studens how to change and coil blades, adjust table and guides.

Discuss sifety rules. Demonstrate cross cutting, ripping, circle

cutting. !:Have students make cuts on thick, thin, hard, soft wood.

ASk students to select a project:to be cut out on the Band saw.

If a furniture factOry or woodworking shop is located in. the ared,

a field t
1

p to See Band saws in operation can be arranged. ..

.

.

Discuss occupations which require use of the Band saw. Do they

0
seem .tO Offer interesting work? Could a Band saw be lsed in a hobby?.

Which ones?

Supplemental Resources: Livelyhoods: Careers For Your Lifestyle.

Sixteen filmstrias wit O As a e. e
. ' ...'.. , students With

lively, less'familiar careers that afford special personal satis-'
faction. Cost: $150 (estimate) Houghton Mifflin Company.
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USING GLUES AND CLAMPS

INDUSTRIAL 'ARTS'

CURRI.CULUM FOCUS:

1. .Gluing.and-clamping of wood.
2. Tr-ades that require a knowledge

of glues and how to work with
glues:

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: One week

JUNIOR HIGH

.CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

#29 Recognize materialS/prOcesses/'
tools of occupational clu%ters.
#60 Be able-tbuse economie informa-
tion in deciSion-making.

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
Different types, of glues (e.g. polyvinyl-resin, resorcinol-resin, casein,
animal, contact cement, epoxy cement); clamps

.You may,want to use visual aids concerning jobs that use glues, and clamps.

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

Demonstrate how to u_e glues and clamps. -Discuss when and where to use various
kinds:of glue. ,Identify trades that require the use ot glues. Perhaps allow
students to take a field trip to.observe these trades first-hand. Ask 'students

to use glue and clamps in projeft-construction.

Involve students in the process of deciding when and where to use various kinds
.of glue. Consider durability, appearance, cost and ease of operation:

Plan a field trip to shops that Will enable_students to see finished nroducts
that have been constructed using glue. .

Supplemental Resources:. Car'eers In ConsuMer Affairs, Four ffimstrips-l-
wiglig11.0_3114.4ers-gthi-de7--Sune-t-ts sCareer opportunities in con-
sumer consultation such as: tax expert, loan officer, governMent,
education'and publishing. cost: $68 (estimate) Butterick .Publishing.



CONSTRUcTING.HOLES

INDUSTRIAL ARTS'

CURR1CULUM-FOCUS:-:

1. The correct procedure for
.using 'tools to\bore and
drill holes.'

2.. The trades thai\use these
cutting tools

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: One:-two\weks

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
Wood, pencil, ruler, center punch', augee'.bits, drills, twists fbr
drills, brace, super 8mm loop filthoh-dri lin4 (McGraw Hill),
visual aidc about careers that use these c tti'm tools

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

V

mop HIGH
Ot

'CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS
(DELLA 5faterfierlt)

#29 .Recognizejmaterials/
processes/tool's:of occiipational
clusters
#60 Be able to Lite economic
inforMation in decision7Making

Demonstrate the correct usage of hole-cutting ools. Show films
ahd discuss the occupations.that use these toolt. Give an opportunity
to practice the use of these tools. Let them 4ake use of what they:-.:-'..-

learned in the construction of a.project.

Discuss the different types of woods ani how they respond to. drilling.
Involve the students in the decision-making prbcess of choosing woods
and drill bits .(etc.) by making comparisons b4ween choices in terms,-
of durability, appear.ance and cost. a

Career...Information Library. Filmstrips with cassettes. Explores

gdestions related to descripticin of,occ6pation, environment, edu-
cation and-training required, employment prOpec-t§, sa1arykranges.
Cost: $11.95 each (300 available). Hoffman occupational Learning

Systems. (Supplemental Resource) .
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INDU -TRIAL Ris

CORI tILUrrocus :

CARPENTRY OtCUPATIONS

JUNMR HIar

CAL EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA 'Statement)

1, elproper use, of varinus types

of,

. Description of the various.jobs
-171-1Trildina.

, /

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: One week,
7'

ESSENTIAL R
Bra'ds, ,inishing nail,s---.common nails, boxnails, casing nails, roofing

nails, c rrugatedsteners, SRA, JOb7Experience Kits, Films: Careers

in the BuildincOrades by Coronet Instructional (Films, film loops', a caria2n-
.,,

ter. as a, resource person.'

1:29 Recognize materials/processes/
'tools of occupational clusters.

. 4'60 Be able to use economic informa-
tion in decjsion-making.

3

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

Show films rips/explaining the mork of the roughing: carpenter, the finishing

carpenter,the sider and,the.roofer.- Show students how to use nails and
fasteners p operjy. Have students use nails and fstener.s in their labora-

tory work.

Pl-an a field trip to a conStruction 'site.

Invite an exprienced_carpenter to come to the classroom-and demonstrate
special skills,.e.g. when to use.what'nailsi-how to.nail So it doesn't show,

countersinkingiletc.

Conclude with do activity which. involveS the students in the decisjon- ,

making processe orproject oorstruction. How dbes durability, appearance

and cost affectthe choice of nails used?

Supplemental' Resource: Livelyhoods: Careers.,F0 Your Lifestyle. Six-"
teen filmstrips with ound and guide acquaints students witITLlively,

less familiar caneers that afford special personal7satisfActiQn. Cost:

$150 (estimate). Poughtan MifflinCompany.
0
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PLASTICS

INDUSTRIAL ARTS

.CURRICULUM FOCUS:
,

1.. _The Correct method of working
With acrylic.plastics

2. The safe use pf machines.
The trades and professiOns
that use acrylic plastics

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME.: Ond week .

'ESSENTIAL RESOURCES: _

JUNIOR HIGH

CAREER ERUCATION.FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)'

#29 Recogniz,e materials/processes/
'tools of occUpational clusters
#60 'Be airere to use eccnomic
information in decision-mak.ing

Acrylics, jigsaw, drsn sander, buffer, Oven, hand tools, ethylene

- dithloride, strip heater.

INSTRUtTIONAL PROCESS':

Show students Mil/ to Llt plastics with ajigsaw and how tO sand, buff,

heat, andshape acrylics. Show students how to glue acrylics with

ethylene dichloride. List and discuss the professions and trades

that use plastics. Take a.field trip to a plastics fabricating

factory,.

Often acrylics and glass can be used interchangeably in project

construction. COmparc acrylics,and-Olass in terms of cost, appearance,

dUrability, and ease ofuse.

As a'Supplementary resource you'could use.: Plastics Technology
.RoberSwanson (McKnight anc Mc Knight Publishing Company)

e

Supplemental Resburce: Career Information Librar. Filmstrips with;

cassetes.' EXNores ,questions related to description of occypation, ; !

enyironment, eddcation and training'required, employment prospects,

salary\ranges. Cost: $11.95 each (300 available), Hoffman.Occupa-

.tionalI.earningiSystemS."
.

Livelyhoods: Careers For Your. LifestYle. S teen filMstrips With

soundAnd guide. Acquaints' Students with live y; less familiar'
.careersthat afford special personal satisfacti6n. Cost: $150'

,(estimate) Houghton Mifflin Compar
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INDUSTRIAL ARTS

SKILLED AND UNSKILLED WORKERS
IN ASSEMBLY-LINE PRODUCTION

JUNIOR HIGH

CURRICULUM FOCUS: CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

1. Skills in measuring.
2. Cooperating mith others:. #16 :Understand need

tinUing education in
world

,

#35 Be aware of-the
acquiring marketable
#52 .Realize how the
affects the nation's

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME:

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
:. 1.. Actess to-wood shWand tools.
2. Aumb-en,'-hails, glue. '

Several class periods

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

fon con-
a changing

value of
skills
labor market
economy

To demonstrate the process of atsembly-Tine productimand the-concept
of skilled versus unskilled labor conduct the'following.exercise:

Divide the class into two separata groups, equej_in_numbei!,-and:des-
ignate one group the "Skilled"NorkerS and the.other:group the ."Un-
skilled" workers. -

The project to be undertaken is the cOnStrudtion of-a simple "Fishing
Bench. (See Plant Below)

For the skilled workers, divide the construction ofthe Fishing Bench
into a number of steps to .simulate an assembly-line project. At each
step, ,assign a student end demonstrate the individual job'to'be com-'
pleted. Do ;he saule at each step of the project...,

With the "Unskilled" workers, demonstrate to the group.the prOcess of
Making the Fishing Bench. EaCh "Unskilled" Worker will 'complete the
total project by himself'.

Have the two groups complete the Fishing Benc4 project. Once completed
discuSs the two-methods. Include an analysis,of efficiency, quality,
cooperation, speed, etc.

/ 4."
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CAFETERIA CRAFT FAIR

INDUSTRIAL ARTS

. cyRRICULtim FOCUS:

1. Acquainting students with a
variety.of crafts which
require numerous skills.

2. 'Planning, coordinating, working
with others.

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: Variable

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:

JUNIOR HIGH

CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

#15 Be aware of multiplicity
of skills, knowledge in education
#29 Recognize materials/pro-
cesses/tools of occupational
clusters
#35 Be aware of the value of
acquiring marketable skills
#49 Develop effective decision-
making strategies and skills

/

Tables, poster board, art supplies, sign up sheets

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

A cafeteria craft fair can be the culmination of many projects-in
art, home economics and industrial arts. Planning among teachers
to coordinate this activity and to set a date, is necessary.

Announce to studentsthati a craft fair will be held in the scheol

cafeteria. They may wish to bring crafts they made at home, a'S
well as at school, ta-$ell or just to display. Students'who wish
-to partttipate should sign up, indicating what they will bring and

the quantity;

Ask students t volunteer to make posters announcing the fair, and
for tables, to set up,tables and to Clean up.

The craft fair can be scheduled for an evening so parents can come,
or during an afternoon school period. Students should sit at tables
where their crafts are dispLved .so they.can ansWer questions and
sell their own wares. /

After the craft fair, discuss with students how they felt about the
craft-fair, whether they felt it was worthwhile enough to make an
annual even3

C



HISTORY OF '11USICAL IN";7,1,4rWTS

MUSI,C

CURRICULUM FOCUS:

1. Mistory of music: \

2. Appreciation.and knowlecic,,e of

musical inStrurnnt3
\

JUNIOR HIGH'

CAREER EDUCATION FO :

DALA. Statement

(4, aware of multi licity
knowled*in e ucatie-

i-;24. Understand yariet and
complexity of ocCupatiors and
c#reers
4'29 Recognize Witerials proces-
tools Of ncupat onal clu ter5

CSTIMATED CLASS TIME: Ongoing prestitTttions

.ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:.
4 ,

Resource books, on development of various. musical.instr ments, and
'instruments from previous a(J(.-ss. You may want to arran.e a field tri
to see collection of old mosi-...a( instruments, opaque projector.

1

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

Talk ILO students about the history of ,usical Instruments and let
stUdpnts select an instrument to res( h. .Use an opaque projector
for presentation.

N.

Arrange 'a -rield trip, if possible, to view antique musical instru-
ments.. You might. try to Mc:ate someone'in your area.with a
*speciat. interes t. in old instrOents to talk to your Class.

After this presentat',on , CliscuSs careers related to musical in-
.

str:umehts, ..5oth:old and new. List as many as possible on the chalk-7
bo(:Ird 1(eg. guitar maker, c,t,ndUctor, professional musicians of vcripOs

typesJ muscal researchdr, museuT curator,- composer,' song writer).
Where,woUld yOu go for training n these careers?.



EXPRESSION OF VALUES IN MUSIC

MUSIC

CURRICULUM FOCUS:

1. Music as an art expresSes values,
attitudes and philosophies.

2. These values, attitudes and philo-
sophies to some extent affect and
reflect the culture.

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: Variable

:OUNIOR HIGH

\EER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

#09 Recognize that development
of self is constantly changing

ESSENT1 AL RESOURCES:

Records of various eras (dw;ntrating what was popular.)

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

As aclass, study the changing expression of values, attitudes, and philo-
sophies as they appear in popular music. Discuss the impact this music has
had and does have on the teenage...culture and individual relationships.

Ask thp students to bring in records of theirofavorite music. Discuss the '

artist who created the music anH why the students like the music.

.4
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BICENTENNIAL BALLADS

-MUSIC JUNIOR HIGH

CURRICULUM FOCUS:

1. Develop understanding of
historical background of
ballad througl dramatic
improvisation

EFTIMATED CLASS TP: Two periods

CARELR EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

PO3 Unrstand
self-characterstics/performance

1.-SSENTIAL RESOURCES:
Narrative style Knigs, preferably with some.historical background from
s:-hool music textbooks or songbooks printed for the Bicentennial.
Reference materials,, such as an encyclopedia.

INSTRUCTTO'AL PROCESS:

1. MotiVate. Discuss the characters and the historical setting of .

the song. S'ing each ver5e, stopping to ask 00stions, discuss
'new words, while keeping sOft accompaniment yoing. Learn the

.song together.

2. L.2t up a conflict. For instance, in.the ballad Young Ladies in
Town., the girl of homespun dress tries to tonvince, the other to
be-of a similar patriotic attitude, ratfier than wearing. London's
latest fasIions. Choose tne "homespun" girl and one "calico"
g-!H and see if the former can convinc:2 the latter to change.
Help set the scene by asking where they are, and what they are
doing.

3. 'Watch the improvisation. Lc. the ,:rTJrnen run its course, but
stop tfie action if, it degenerates int° a "yes, I will"-"no I
won't" altercation, or if someone is genuinely stuck. Refer

frequently to the song for additional reasons,and new arguments.

4. As supplementary resources use: Visuals to illustrate lifestyle
of another,time and primary historical rerences, such as\
prifited articles,- supply list, diaries, speeches.
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'VOICE STORY IMPROVFATION

MUSIC

CURRICULUM FOCUS:

1. Develop self-confidence in the
singing voice

.

ESTIMATED p_ASS TIME:

ESSEi,iIAL RESOURCES:'
Tape recorder

A

JNIOP HIGH

REER EDUCATIOquFOCU:
(ULLA Statement)

ii02 Develop knOwledg
unique personal chara

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCES:

of

teristics

Working with partners, students decide on and practice a vol e sound.
Their sounds must match Or complement each othnr. As the te cher
improvises a story line, such as "down. .fn the ihere lived
? " the students perform their voice effects for 11 nouns
ii verbs, *Should their,sound be very short, gesture for th m to
ayeat it several ti es. Keep the story rather s4ort, at first: ,

iscuss what the sounds might represent.

If you tape record the sequence,.play it back, stopping often to
.ialities of sound and the resulting effect.



MUSIC

_JRICUL!V FOCUS:

1. Improvise t)ed-

name

to yom

C.

ESTIMVLD TT Two class period5

ESSENTIAL RESOURCE.
oper classroom space

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

W.:HQ HIGH

LilUCATION FPCUS:

HLLA e,t6to-ont)

.()? rr..(LF,Jand relltionship:

choF,daeristic/performance

1. WarmAp. 5tudents sit down in larqe nircle on the fln . Explore body

soundby tappirfo, thuHping, and rubbing variow, parts of the body. Go around

the circle to find a, many sour,is as possible, the group echoing each new

sound. .

2. Na- aunding. With everyone standing up, one person says their name,

addir: Jody sounds to match ,t 1.rle same time, so that t,le name is literally

choH,ugraphed. 6thers,shoul, echo as each name is performed. Continue

a,'ound the circle: Help them notice uses of loudness, softness, getting

fast& Or sloWer.

If the Students have difficulty'in -getting started, let. them have a short time

out to practice irdivieually. Be,Sure the total atmOsphere is congenial and

supportive of al individual differences, for here the livergent idea is

valued more than the borrowed one.
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flETRY PLACE

MUSIC JUNIOR HIGH

CURRI JLUM FOCUS: CAREER-EDUCATION FOCUS:
.(DELLA Stategent)

1.. Recite poem and/or add sounds
according to personal inter- #08 DeveNp a pcsitive self-toncept.

pretation

JSTIMATED CLASS TIr1E: Variable, dcpending on number of students particHpating

,ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
Ont or ore. 1)0als, selected for neir rhythmic or sound possibilities;

attractively displayed.
Various percussion, instruments or found sounds .

A private ea, carpeted, e.g. a refrigerator carton or r set, for a.

private environmekt .

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

This is a learning station activity for 2-3 students. Read the poem aloud;

ask if 'someone could find or make an appropriate.sound e the end of the

first line, and so or. Work out a-short poem in class. Encourage students

to do the soundmaki.ng at the end of each line raHer than concurrently with

:the speaker, so,the ,speaker can bF ciearly un( .stood. Locik for descriptive

elements in the poeM (includinc,,iience) or rh thmic patterns to echo. Ask

if there should be any thar.:, in the speed or 7ime.

After the example ha:-. ',een ;r1 with the class,.give 2-or 3 students 10-20 mir

utes to work on a di ,5em. Ope of.lhe students will hav.,i to be the.

reader. -Have them tho z-las after they have-practiced.
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MUSIC JUNIOR HIGH

CURRICU,LUM FOCUS: CAREER EDHCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA. Statement) .

1. Perform a single.word in a
personally reVealing way for #01 Develop vocabulary of
its qualities and 'meaning.. -Self-characteristics

ESTIMATED CLASS ME:

ESSENTIAL PESOURCFIS:

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS.

class pcciod

. Preparation: Ask students to raise their hands as soon a..s they
can think of a. word to.go Wii . . . 'swr.mer." Choose one and sp:.ak
together several times. HoW can it be changed? Softer? Slower? .

Higher? Lower? FaSter? Lazily? Repeated? Getting faster? Ex-
periment with severa' words:

2. Conduct Cantata: Name a category-color, school, fish,.mammal,
vegetable-(c4tegory can be applied to any.subioct area) and choose
seven velunteers. Standing in a small semi-circlemith the teacher
as conch,xtor, motion to individuals to perform on their word until
a cut off is given. Try .onducting a dialogue be...ween two opposing
wovds, try repeating a shoPt series like .an ostinato pattern, try
their sour!s all together, work t :ard a climax, end the composition
clearly.

3. cilk about Which words seLmed to fit together? Oppose each'
other? Whose wcrd had.the greatest iap:e nf pitch? Tha roughest
sound? Did 'hc. word performaJce suit tLt person? Try more groups.
Have fun!

As supplemertary resource you miciht.want to use a recording of
Fugue oF the tates, Toch.

2 2 .
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MUSIC.MACHINE

MUSIC .,PINIOR HIGH

CURRICULUM FOCUS: , CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

1. 'Organizing a sequence of sounds. ,

2. Making de.isions in .-1 small group. ,44 Recognize that decision-making
involves some risk-taking

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: Variable

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
Sturdy..music stand, easel or o' ler
Variety of sounds--at least 8 (including industrial components of interesting

timbers
Wires string; tape

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

1 . jntroduce the ledri::,!,j station to the class as a whole, and work:out an
. example for all to see. This learnin station is suitable for two or three-

students at a time.

Instructions should be posted:

1. Add sounds to'the "music machine" by using tape, wi.re, string cr by

balancing,
2. Plan a composition. with:

A beginning (make it interesting)
A middle (at lea.st on minute long)
An end (should be final sounding)

3. ,Pe'rform the compo ition for class.

2. Practice, for about 15-20 minutes.

3. Perform, and help ev,.:1uate by asking these questions:

Wa':, there evidence of planning?
Did they develop noo-verbal .communication to :1-.art and stop?fl

Did they listen carefully to each other?
Were cheir,sounds balanced or not?
.Which 'part W3s the ber'inning? The middle? The end?

If.few of these were.answered, the performance Should be repeated--or students
should sent back,to the practice area if there ir; time.
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MAGIC SQUARE

.MUSIC

CURRICULUM FOCUS:

,l. Duration and.timbre

2. .Arranging a scquencc of

sounds

ESTIMATED CLASS Ti' :

JUNIOR HIGH

CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statewent)

#49 Develop effective decision-
making strategies and skills

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
Magic Square drwn on large paper, at least 20" x 24" (atta'ched example)

Collect,-d sounds such as shakers,.railroad spikes, suspended cymbal,

coccnuUahells, sand bloc!'s,etc. Private area or tall storage

cupLoard.

INSTRUCTIO PROCFSS:

Each player pick a 5 card, each of which xeads:

Find a

continuous
sound .

Find a

,

Find a

vibrating
souncL

intc,r;:ction and decision-making proces's begins here as. they select

sounds tha U r .tch their tar cards. Then they'perfr- 1 the Magic Square

acc.mdin() to a r('7ute the v. a(jreed Upon, waking sure all hlnk

aretreated rairly as sMenCes. P.fter prac- ice, usually 10

miro.ltes, they :ould :orfccrw M,,gic Square for AThe ci ,:!.! or, a small

qroop 21ir., tries ta guess, F5y 1 ieninq carefufly, WhiLh route vis.

tAun. .

Note: 'When us'ild as a learning station, tt is essential that it be

1,tcoducLct to'LL- cluss as a wh:,le at first, with one example worked

in front -)-f ever7cr..

N ) )
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MUSIC
.

STONE AGE.IMPROVISATIONS

CURRICULUM FOCUS':

1. .IMprovise by playing and
Tistening -sensitively to oneself

--and/others

FSTIMATED CLASS TIME: One class perieJ

,JUNIOR HIGH

CAREER EDUCATION FOCUF.:
(PFLLA Statement)

#10' veloP'a sensitivity !

'towarj and an cceptance of,
others

ESSENWL RESOURCES: V
Collection of sOund sources appr9priato to the Stone Age: shells,
hollow logs. seeds and nuts, sticks, bow, baskets, gourds, etc.

..You mcy want to use: Rubbermat, called "skin", that resembles hide
or dVrea1 animal sKin. Slide, handirode or eerie,forest-like
background'. Tape recorder.

,INSTRUCTIOL PROCESS:

I Prepare the- envirnmient. Lay the collected sound sources out
on the skin. about priMitive music-making, lack of written
music,'oral traditions, rituals,:serious nature related to magic
or.religion. Try out'some of the sounds. Hew many different sounes
can you find on one instrument?

. _

Improvise. .Five or tix primitive.tribesmMgather pn the skin.'
One' is designated as leader'to start -and:stop the imprOvisation.

The leader starts and therett join in; their sounds may weave'
in and ou'; if someene starts a pattern others could add to it;.
if someone plays softly, others should be sensit4Ve enough to
join that idea; the mbst Usual ending is a loud gestur9 of some kind.

During the playing, the room should he darkened and th9 slide
pi-ojected.

3. Talk abou it. If you taped it, replay immediately: Ask if the
players were sensYt. .o each other's sounds.. -Was there contrasf
in'the texture? 'Wh ,. of. ri/tual might the improvisation suggest?'

4

,
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MUSIC :n

9

GL;RIEULlir_EfUS.: 'AU110r, ICC
c'-tateLert

1. Improvise solu en hon(io''.:r,r

1

ESTIMAJEL, CL'kSS weeL

rcvolcn,krftlOce of lArini;c
peLcnc:1 chElrocteristic

ercioJI intruricrts

Pass bongo drims drcund te classroom to find o5 mitr, ways-of performinc as
possible. Have.stndents echo interesting patterns- ch their laps or. desks.
-Ask for a'volunleer,to.t7 and play about one mihute on the.bonnb drul". to
"show off' .his teOnique4 Encourage attention to softer, louder, f-a.ster, and
Slower beatS:. Ask-the class to simulate the:orchestro by clapping a rhyIhr .
battern before and after itheSblo--called a cadenZa. The teacher. shoL.iti con-

dur,', and cue the cadenzo.the- firsttime.

ESSENTIAL 1:.ESCLUES:._
, Bongo drums ane 0. least C ethet L rir in f i,.--r

INSTRUCTlOW ROCA:SS:

I. PrepaY7. ior

?. Performance

Ftve or six 'students forM the orchestra and select instruments. The coctor
may lead them in playing a-LatiT American rhYthm pattern, or follow 6 written

. rhythm. The bongb,Olayeir should,be seated comfortably, waiting for his cue.
:The conductor indicates Wiether one-or all of the orchestra should be playinn
and'also how loud or soft the sounds should be. After, a'brief orchestral sec-
tiOnthe_canductgr gestures to the solo performer to begin his.cadenza, The
soloist.plays as extepdeci.;and i,nteresting a pass,:qe as he can, ending with a
soft roll and a nod to tie. conductor to brin,,I the orehesta back in for a
grand finale.

".1 9
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MIRRORING-

MUSIC

.CURR"IGULUM FOCUS:

I. Develop sensitivity-and con-
centration in develoRing a
partner's movements

ESTIMATED-CLASS TIMEi Two class pericid-S-

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
'Some open Space in classroom, recording o Clair de Lune (Debussy), Moon-
'light Sonata (Beethoven) or other quietilyyloWing MUsf--6, projectors and
slides, large screen or sheet

JUNIOR HIGH

CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
.(DELLA tatement)

,10 Develop a.sensitiviZy toward
and an acceptance of others

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS':

Students'choose
all the claSs has
begins to move
movng sev2ral mi
it becomes.very di
the students.

tners, deciding co ho_wil'

o work at the same time. F6

ly, with the partner mirrorit
tes, then change leaders. T,

ficult to discern tne

-gin as leader. Not

:.:ther, the leader

Aesture. Keep
precisely enough

s is an objectivr for

Try the mirroring bpstanding in front of-large- cl'de projections, er cHlored
..circV of light,, for heightened dramatic_fr,w: adri slow, flowIng

..151°
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THC IMPORTANCE OF EXERCISE

PHYSICAL EDUCATION JUNIOR HIGH

CURRLCULUM FOCUS: CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

1. Sports for lifetime learn'tng
.and health

2. The relationship between
1 sports and mental or

physical health

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: Two class periods

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
Physlcian or null'se as clas's consultant

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

.ii66 Develop positive attitudes
toward the value of leisure time

Invite a physician or nurse to the classroom to speak about the aging

process and how it relates to physical limitations and exercise. Students

can suggest various sports and the physician can suggest age levels

at which they are most appropriate with an explanation of the reasons

for the selected age. Physical conditioning should be included in

the discussion. .

At .the next class meeting, discuss the Importance of :keeping in good

physical condition. How does a regular routine of exercise increase

physical stamina and mental alertnés3? What is the relationship

between physical and mental health? What is the potential of anyone

developing a career related td.sports? Consider careers not directly

related to sports. How can sports (physical exercise) complement .

these types of work? Ask students to tentatively project themselves
into an occupation and a physical education program.
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DEVELOPING PHYSICAL ADEPTNESS

PHYSICAL.EDUCATION JUNIOR HIGH

CURRICULLV FOCUS:

I. Assessing individual progress
and competence.

..ESTIMATED-CLAS-S

.CAUER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

#62 DeveloP vDcabulary to
Offerentiatejeisure time
activities
#67 Develop skills in leisure

tfme activities

.ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
Dictionary of Occullational Titles Occupational Outlopk flandbook

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

Develop with the.class a list of the carers that nee&physical

adeptness. As a starter here are some suggestions: policeman,

fuireman, surgeon. .

Ask the students to assess their own physical wompetencies Do

they possess some of the skills needed for the above listed oc7

cupations?

Ask che students to begin to chart their progress in sports. For

example, their time to run one mile, number of sit-ups accomplished,

etc. Establish goals in indiyidual conferences with students, .Em-

phasize individual progress rather'than comparing studentS' abilities:

'a
13a,
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PHYSIC

OPSTACLE CO1JRSE

EDUCATION JUNIOR HIGH

CURRICULUM FOCUS:

Students will assess their
present level "of skill develop-
ment in relation to different
types of physical work demanded
by a yariety of occupations.

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: Variable

CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

i37 Develep necessary'educational/
occupational competency

_ESS_ENTIAL RESOURCES:
Available gym equipment (mats, jump rope,basketbair, basket ropcs,--vauttlrgz----
horse,'balance beam) lader, chairs, cards

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

Design cl career-related obstacle cOurse with the help of your student.':. .Set

-up skill testing stations using:facilities and (.-,..ipment in thc school or that
the students could bring from hoMe. Develop acilit, tests that richt rciatc
to occupations. For eYarrle, horizontal laffer (piiintcr), rcpc Ci (tel.cH

phone repairman), basket shoot (athlete cooch,, halz,.nce beam ;ccnstruiJicl.
worker), jumping rope (boxeo, turhlirq (c!ancer, parachute jt..14r), ing

(stunt ran). Stuc:ents might prepare posters tc te placed at each
describing.the agility test at that station, what occkp,-3tjons are rel...Ited tc

it,.and how. points are scored on that test. Eesigr score sheet fcr thc ohst

cle course. .Allow students to practice the indivi.lual skills -ard.rur the.
course numerous timEs tc improve their skills-. This activity cw.1 tecorc o

grade-wide or school-Ode competiticr evert. Tt ccu'd
from ti to time.tc fi: the needs and abilities Of the' stuents cr 1Lc.
more challenging.

(



PP.ODUCING A ,,rwrs EVLNT

PHYSICAL EDUCATION JUNIOR HIGH

GURRICULUM iOCUS: CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

1. Thereis a wide range of. careers- i-
theworld of sports andleisure -24 Understand variety,and complexity
activity. of careers.

2. Careers as athiet0 are limited ,?08 Develop 'a positive self concept
in duration since age is on i,00rtant
factor.

ESTP-IATED CLASS TIt.1E: Five class periods

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
''osterboard, paint, !,.larers, tables

MSTR':C.710NAL PROCESS: '

)o
Very often students Wrto are not proficient in athletics feel left out
or inferior because they are not i.nvolved in intramural games. The follow-
ing activity.is designed to invalve these students in an athletic event by
:.jiVing-them an opportunity to re.Jize t`iat many different kinds of abilities,
talents, and skills'are necessary to bLing about an athletic event. For

exa;Iple, timekeeping, photooraphy,broadcasting, journalism', uniform design-
ing.program writing, poster`designing, advertising,
ing, etc.

Before an intramural sports acitvity sUggest to yoUr class that they "Rro-
duceY it; like a professional event. Ask nonathletic participants to cover

various interest areas. Plan with the students their jobs before the event. (
:.,uiJe the de,aigners and writers in putting tbgether,the programs.. Be sorV,

theJOortswriters, broadcaters and photographers know how to do their'jobs.
-eip the advertising salespersons, coRywriters and artists prepare their

i-J'y of '_he gare, distribute to the students the pregame.press release
----n.articles that have been prepared by the news staff. Distribute the pro-.

I,roadcasters and photographers should be positioned; the team's
sild be ready.

_ MIlowin7 sportswriter Aistributetheir storie5 about

f.j)e importance w' jeadlines and the immediancy of news

te'a
.

Th.e

ir t)L ' , "

',':udents the various facets of the Careers iilvolyed
(:xlain their paprt and'why it



. was important. Ask the students to bring'in advertisements of sporting equip-

. ment, #ccessoris,:and,uniforms.

c

Discuss the wide range of careers in the wOrld of sports and leisure
.

/activity. Stress.the limited duration of a career as an athlete due to
'the age factor--bring out that he athlete must therefore make an adjust-
ment. IllUstrate the ways sports personalities become involved when their
athletic careers have ended. .Ask the students to bring in advertisements
or articles about this. Some athletes start businesses of selling or de7

.
signing sporting equipment and clothing; others beocme endorsers of pro-
ducts. Some' become sportscasters or move into oth-er fields of entertain-
ment (e.g. movies), orwork as coaches or physical-education teachers.

e,
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YOU'VE GOTPERSONALITY

GUIDANCE

CURRICULUM FOCUS:

1. Learning more about ourselves.

2. Learning how., to evaluate our

behavior.
3. DisOussion skills. -

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: 45 minutes

JUNIOR.HIGH

CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

#0.1 Develop vocabulory of
self-characteristics
#04 Understand hat personal
characteristics cante.ohanged
.#.05 Repgnize relationship:
self-characteristics/decision-
making
#09 Recognize that development
of self is constantly changing

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
Your Personality. The You Others.Know (Guidance Associates)

INSTRUCTIONAL (
Introdute the term, "perSonalitv"(tO the' class in a spelling lesson.

Have the Students define.the word and develop a bulletin board de-

picting different parts of a "personality." (Use T.V. or movie

personalities, Chuck Barry's song "YOu've Got Personality," person-

, alities, in school, family personalities)...

Read.the Teacher's Guide to Your Personality: The You Others Know,

and use the suggested questions.and activities to introduce the

filmstrip in the kit. 'After showing the filmstrip, corduct a class

discussion on effective communications

As .a folloW-up activity discuss the following:

1. What I llke about my personlity.'

2. What I don't iike about my personality.

3. What characteriStics of my personality could I change?
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'DFVFLOPIN A HNINr SELF

GUIDANCE. ,IHNIOP HIGH

CURRICULIM FOCM:

1. Develop self-understanding
.1.

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: Variable

CARLLR LPUCATION FOCUS,:

.(DILLA Statement)

f,09 Recognize that development of
self is constantly changing

.ESSENTIAL RESOURCH:
Filmstrip "Your Personality: The'You'Others rriov,- (Guidance, Associates)

.Film "Acting with Maturqy-" Coronet Films)

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS

Show-the films as a warm-up to the discussion. Have students identify past
experiences in which they Were not successful, but.at a'later time they were
able to master their.difficulties. Have them relate this to their changing
pattern :_liself-cilaracteristics,.
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PUBLIC INTERVIEW

GUIDANCE

CURRICULUM FOCUS:

I. To allow others to know us better
To express our personal feblings
attitudes, fdeas, and valueS
openly

3. To'communicate effectively in
front of others .

4. To respond to personal.questions
on the.spot

JUNIOR HIGH

CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

,

#01 Develop vocabulary.of
self7characteristics
#02 Develop knowledge Of unique
personal characteristics
.#10 Develop a sensltivity
toward and an acceptance of
others

Develop the necessary
socialization skills

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: Five to ten minutes - a good'filler activity
to.end a class that runs short

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES.:

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

This is a type 'of ongoing activity that can be used'throug4outthe
year wheneVer a few spare minutes arise.

The rules of the publ.ic interview are'simple.

Any student may volunteer to be .intervieygd_by-thb-,class; 'The student
may choose a particular category:of-glib-Wens (family relations,
acadeMic goals, career_plar-S, leisure activities; etc.ror he.er
she may simply-che "potpourri" (any-type of questions are acceptOle
herej Any student may ask whatever question he or she'cares. The

person being interviewed may decline to answer any particular, question,
by merely saying "I pass." When the pqrson being interviewed wishes
to terminate the intervfew he or she simply says "Thank you" and'
steps down. ,

No ene should feel threatened by this format as any ques_tion may be
dismissed if it is too personal or embarrassing.

If a long .time elapses between intervievis ihe teacher should review
the rules before asking fervolunteers.

The teacher'may:volunteer first to get the' process moving and to build

rapport.
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ROLS AND SYMBOLS

GUIDANCL JUNIOR HIGII
, .

CURWICIAUM CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DEJA Statement)

1. Greater understandi n
,

ot.

self and otilors Understand and use the
concept 'Irole"

ESTIMATED CLIAS Tni: Two class periods, 1 eek apart

ESSENTIAL RESO(ACF:
none.

N

INSTRUCTIONAL PPOCP)S:

In a group discussion, ask the . student to identify variouS roles associated
with 'his/her peer proup'symbols (e.o. athletes-jacket with emblem, scholars-
honor pih, cheerleaders-charm,etc.) and.the status associated with each.

Ask the students to keep track, for one week, ofthe percentage of time he/
she is currently engaged in %he following roles:

a. family membec- (brother, sister, daughter, son, etc.)
b. _student.(student, athlete, club member, etc.)
c. social group member. (peer, Loyfriend, etc.)
d. reli.gious group member (member of choir, altar bol!/, etc.)

e. community.worker (volunte2r. oirl scout, etc.)
mass media (TV'yiewer, record fan, etc.)
hobbyist 0
worker

Hav'e t.he stucents deCide whether they sho ld or want to change the amount
of time they spend in each role.

ta.
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GUIDANCE
e-

CURRICULUM FOCUS:

A NEW BALL GAME

To.xamine:creativip in
.

approaching leisure activities.
iv. To examine attitudOt toward

the nature and purpose of
j'eisure'activities.

amok HIGH

CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:.
(bELLA Statement)

i.661 Develop positive attitudes
toward value of leisure time

Develop skills. in leisure
time activitiet

ESTIMATED CLASS .111,1E: One cla:s period,possibly two

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
Imagination.

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:,

Set up the f9lldwing situation: You 'ire on ,a group picnic w th five

other people of your age: Onememberlr the party has a vol eyball
in the.trunk of his clr, and there is a large grass fiel,d av ilable
for use. Devise a new game and write the rules for that gam

Compare' the various ifaMes 'invented and discuss a few of these with

the class.

V Some of the following questions can be explored: .

\ .

Was your game meant solely to pass time iNQ a."fun" way, or was there
a provision-for: a definite winner?

Was your'game;highlY-competiti\/eT
,

Wat it designed to test or exhibit certain skills.?
'

Was the.gam e. designed to end at.a particular point (score or tiMe
requirements), or could it proceed as long as the group cared to play?

Was enjoyment of the group a factor you considered before devising
your rules?

Could everyone participate?

The .answers to-mani-of the questions might reflect4-or indicate a desire
or drive to instill a 'work type" effort into theame. Our tendency

--to "work" even at play could be examined-here. Li.kewise, you.could
examine the inability of many of us to trUly relax in 'play" sitUat-ions.

The concept of recreation as re-creation can also be dealt with.

If herC.it a desire to keep this activity to a single period tifie

developMent of the.game ittelf can be given as a an.overnight assign7

ment. This Would save considerable time.
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BACK TO BACK

GUIDANCE

C1JRRICULUM FOCUS:

1.% To demonstrate the importance
of feedback in communication
with others..

.. 2. To develop listening skills.
3. To increase 'confidence in others.
4. To increase communication skills.

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: One 'crass period

JUNIOR HIGH

CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

#12 :Develop the necessary
socialization skills

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES: -

"Multiple copies of bloik drawings. (See attached sheetS)

INSTRUCTIONAL.PROCESS:

Divide the class in pairs. Ask that students pairUp with someong,..
they do not normally see regula'ly in a social setting.

Have,ctudents turn their chairs basek to back.
\.

Give one student in each pair one of the easier drawings (attached).
Inform the class that only:the. person with the drawing is allowed
to speak. Thp other person must remain totally silent. The other

person is given 'a blank sheet of paper and a 4)encil. The ones with
the drawing are told to guide the other person through detailed
directions tdwaed reproducing a duplicate drawing on his own 'Caper.

It is,imperative that only the peftunwith the drawing befOre him
:is allowed to speak!

The instructor,should monitor the process. When a pair is 'finished

they are to raise their hands, and the instructor marks'the time
required on a sheet of Paper.

..Whefn this"round is completed for everyone, the two members of each

group reverse rolGrs and new drawing are handed out.. The process

remaihs.the.tame.,

After th'is round iscomplete& 'a. more difficult type of drawing is

passed out to each pair (attached). In this second phase'the person
attempting to duplitate the drawing is allowed to ask questions of
the othee person. ,Doth members orthe pair should oo through the
exercise.also. The instructor will note the tiMe required for this
phase 4also.

.

After this second ph.ase is completed,fOr everyone, it should appear
that the more (Jifficult drawings were:done more accurately and in-a
nO.,;kertime.
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As a summary ask the class why this was so. The ob,Vious answer Is

that feedback helps make communication more effective and efficient.

Note: If you find that in the first phase students tended to com-
municate against the rules you could guard.against.this in the-future
by grouping in three's with the third person responsible for monitor-
ing the process. jS person could also time the activity.. All three .

should 'have a'ch ce to engage in the process, howevr, in all forms
(Airector, drawe , observer). This will require more.time being allowed.

fhe attached drawing's are only examples. Other shapes can be'in-
cluded fOr more or)less difficulty. Turning these drawings sideways
or upside-down Can-give many different combinations, however, so few
are really needed.

2i'
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PERSONALITIES AND CAREERS

GUIDANCE

CURRICULUM FOCUS:

.1. Selfunderstanding
2: Knowledge of job clusters

JUNIOR HIGH

CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statepent)

.05 Recognize the relationship:
self characteristics/decision-
making

ESTIMATED TLAISS TIME: One class period

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
paper, pencils, see appendix for occupational clusters

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

Prepare a list of basic personality traits to help students get started.
Each stUdent should compile a survey check list sampling their basic per-
sonalitY traits.(generous-stingy, reliable-n.Jt reliable., etc.). Each

student should also indicate a preferred occupational cluster. Do not

have surveys signed, but code wfth.a number. WcIve surveys redistributed

so th,?: everyone receives a neighbor's survey. Students should then indi-

'cate in a short Paragraph whether the.survey i.ndicates that the individual
possesses the,necessary attributes for that cluster. Collectthe surv
and return them to the origivl students. A liSt4ng of the 15 career
clusters is provided in the Appendix.



GUIDANCE

CURRICULUM FOCUS:

VOCATIONS AND-AVOCATIONS

1. Learning how one's interests
can be used-to,plan and
make decisions

2. Learning ways to explore and
develop.one's own interests

JUNIOR HIGH

CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA StatementY

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: Two class periods

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
Dictionary

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

#64 Understand interrelation-
ships: leisureJtime/one's career
#65 Understandleisurc time can
provide some of the rew3rds of-
work
# 7 Develop an understandinc; of
the concept "life,style"

Look and-write on board.for class the main definitions of "vocation"

and "avocation." Discuss, these concepts with the,class and list
supplqmentary definitions that they give under each dictionary

definition. Talk about the old-fashioned-Idea of a,"calling" and
l-ow it relates toknowing ourselves,and finding ways to express and

, .

expand oUrseives.

With students, list major and minor activities which invOlve the-saMe
:interests.(e.g. truck farmer,, home gardener, artist, Sunday painter).
DiScuSthow'Some people have Occupations and hobbieS that are very
closely related-, while others uae_avocations to-carry-on-intere5ts_
which are very different from'what theyAo occupationally. biscuSS
how a person might choose tO.Makea.hobby of something he is deeply
interested in, but which would require skills and aptitudes he does
not possess in order to follow .this interest occupationally. Discuss

the opposite: how a person's interests and avocations can lead the
individual into acquiring Other ikills needed in order,to lead into
a profession. DiScussmays people use their vocational and.avoCa-
tional interests to achieve greater harmony and balanceswithin their

own life.style.

Ask students to write a brief paper on how they feel'about their own

interests, and how they relate these to the twin concepts of vocation
and avocation.
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GUIDANCE

CURRICULUM FOCUS:

INTERESTS LEAb TO OCCUPATIONS

1___Make_stuglents aware of the
occupations that are appropriate
for their interests

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: Ten class periods

ESSENTIAL,RESOURCES:

C.

JUNIOR HIGH

CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

#03 bnderstandreTationship-:
self-characteristics/performance
#05___Recognize relationship:_
self-characteristics/decision-
making
#26 Determine characteristics/
qualifications of bcdupations
#45 Develop criteria for
judging how careers meet life
goals
#46 Recognize the need for
making a meaningful career choice

KEYS, set of ten filmstrips (Science Research Associates) They

give information about nine careerinteres't clusters: Outdoor,
Mechanical, Computational, Scientific, Persuasive, Artistic and'Musical,
Literary, Social Service, Clerical .

-INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

- z

Durina the first five periods, view the'ten filmstrips. Have the
students.rate themselves oP a scale from one to ten according to their
interest_In'each cluster. A brief discussion after each filmstrip' may

heik_sUdents rate themselves.
_

During the last five sessions, have students explore five careers
that would fall into his/her high-intere4 area(s), using resources

-----s_uch as the SRA WORK kits, the -Chronicle Occupational Briefs kit,
the:-Occupational Outlaok Handbook, or Dictionary of Occupational

Titles. Most schbol libraries hamsome of thete. Prepare a.brief
form for students-to.fill ou't about each career they explore.
Encobrage students to tontinue exploring after ffit last session ends.
The counselor may want to prbvide an opportunity for students with
Similar interests to compare notes on careers they explored.

AlternativeL-offer this unit following the administratibn of the
Kuder. E. General Interest SurVey. ,

7
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'GUIDANCE

CURRICULUM FOCUS:

1.. EducatiOnal planning.

CREDITS AND DEBITS

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: One class. period

JUNIOR HIGH

CAREER EDUCAIrON FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement).

#05 Recognize the TelationShip:
n.

making
#17 Recognize- role of education
in car'eer and life goals

#26 Determine characteriWcs/
qualifications of occuaRtions.
#'14 linderstand interrelationship
betwee6-education and_work

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
list of U.S.0.J__occupational_clusters (appendix

ItISTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

Given the-question "What do I now have in:skills and abilities to offer
a prospective employer?",have the student make a "plus" and "minus" list

.and relate it to a Selected oCcupational cluster.

300
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RELATIF TO A. CAREER::

'GUIDANCE

CURRICULUM FOCUS:

1.. Self-understanding
Awareness of job cliisters

.3. Devejop skills.to uhoose
educatian-couses.plan__
for career choice

-ESTIMATED CLASS Variable

ESSENTIAL.RESPURCES:'
See appefidix for occupational clusters. You_may_want7to-use the-followin
"Expting the World of Work", Wilson & Co., "Choosing Your Career".,
"ChOsing Your High SChOol Subjects" (Guidance Associ; Career.Games

Laboratory, Educational Progress'Corp..

JUNIOR HIGH

CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:.
(DELLA Statement)

-.#05 'Recognize the relationship:
self characteristics/decision-
making

IZTRUCTIONAL PROCESS.:.

In an indiVidUaT or group 'counseling session,_.ask.the.:student tb verbally.

1--differentiate his/her self-c-haracttIstics,(O.g. interests, values, abilities,

per'S.Tanajity traits; etc.) and to relate these chearacteristics to.a .specific

odcJpatibnal_cluster. _
____
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WHY DO PEOPLE GO'TO WORK?

GUIDANCE

CURRICULUM FOCUS:

1. Understanding the place of
work in society

2. Relating work to the individual's
capabilities and.interests

3. Learning more about ourselves
from what we

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: Two class periodtA

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES: .

Occupational-Mtlook Handbook

JUNIOR HIGH

CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

7 .

#55 Recognize role of work in
economic independence
#56 Recognize society needS.
labors of all its people
457__Realizewages should not
be sole basis foF,tareer-chdil.e
.#58 RecogniZe worker broductiVity.:-.
is influenced by rewards-

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

-7-710V63ose.of this activity..isto help students.to "think big" about

work and develop positive concepts about work,-its-value to the in-

dividual, and the working individual 's value to others and society

in general.

1.

'Talk to students. about the difference_between pbtitive and negative

attitudes. Show now people can change their attitudes' by concen-

: trating on positive aspects of what they are doing and learn to

ignore or minimize negative influences. DiscUss why it is hot.nec-

essayy to be negative in order to be realistic.

Talk about money as a measure (but not the only.one) of value. Use

the Handbook to look up at random dr at the stUdents' suggestion, .

careers that make up part of this society. Glance over an

pational write-up and give them some of-the pertinent facts. Keep'

discussion free-flowing, allowing students to ask questions that

Coven:a wide range.

Ask them tO write a short paper on what they would look for.in a

career, what they would be prepared to do, what they would prefer.'

not to do.

,

.1
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GUIDANCE' .

.CAREER-OR-COLIEGE? 7

CURRICULUM FOCUS:

1. Formulating plans for high
schobl education and post- #13 Acquire vocabulary for
high school education or educational planning
jobs. #14 Understand interrelation-

,. ship between education and work
J13--Recognize role of education
in career and life goals*"

_ #31 Develop-positive_attitudes
-Toward-employmemt____
#35 Be aware of the value-o-f----
,acquiring mai-ketable skills

#49 Develop effective decision-
making strategies and skills

JUNIOR HIGH

CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME:

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
Careers Without College - set of 16 cassettes with guides #C1J2-5000
available from Charles W. Clark Company, Inc. Career Training:
How-What-Where filmstrips #WE-35119 (with LP records), hiE5-35119
'With cassettes) available from Charles-W. Clark Company, Inc.
Choosing Careers -,set of 5 sound filmstrips #RM5-82100 (with
cassettes), #RM4-82100 (with LP records)' available from Charles

-
W. Clark Company, Inc.

INS7RUCTIONAL-PROCESS:

Careers Without College it--6 set of 16 cassettes, eaah 20 minutes
long. This program highlights eight rewarding vocational fields
which do not require a college degree. Each job segment (para-
medic, broadcast technician, secretary, compuLer programmer,
beautician, dental hygienist, automotive mechanic and parapro-
fessional techer) consists of two cassettes: One cassette deScrips
the job, its duties, responsibilities and rewards, And the other
deals with the aptitudes, skills, and training required for that
particular position. -

Career .Training: How-What-Where-is a set of six films-Nos with
records or cassettes 'and a teacher's guide which explores the edu-
-cational Oppartunities that can help. students meet the job, market

demands of the-1980's. It looks at education in terms of students'
aptitudes', interests and qong-range goals; stresses the.need to
evaluate career programs; and depicts the best.examples of voca-
tional training offered in high schools, junioe and community4olleges.

Choosing Careers is a set of. 5 sound filmstrips.that examine five
basTc concepts that will assist students in making the most.of their
talents, aptjtudes and interests. The dedision of choosing'a job,

t.
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career orprofession is given careful consideration. Each film-

strip is 22-24 minutes .in length. The,titles are:

Diploma or Dropout: It's Your Chbice

Job, Irade or Profession?

You and the Job Market: The Art of Getting a Job

-,Training for a Trade: College is not for Everyone

The High in Higher Eduation: How to Choose Your University

4-A

07

0
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INFORMING STUDENTS-OF-AVAILABILITY OF CAREER. INFORMATION

GUIDANCE ANIOR HIGH .

CURRICULUM FOCUS:

1. Make students' aware of the
.flcareer information available in

'the sChool . .

./

CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA SIatemert)

#16 Be aware of multiplicity of
skills, knowledge in education

- #24 Understand variety and com-
plexity of occupations ahd careers
#26 ',Determine- characteristics/.

'qualifications of occupations

ELSTIMATED CLASS TIME: _At least one class period

9

RESO1JRCES:
Career: Education materials available In your school.

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:-:

As a part of the orientation attivities for studentS1 entering a new

school_building, usually at the,beginning of junior high and senior

high school, pru:ide for an orientation to career materials available

in the school (usually.in the library). In cooperation with teachers,

prepare a schedule fo'r all students to meet where the Materials are

avaIlable. Provide time for a counselor to do the presentation... In

a Well-prepared and orderly fashion, show...the students.all the mate7

'rials, explain how each can be best utilized, and school .(library)'

, regulations regarding their usage. Provide.time for students to'

at least quickly peruse the materials. An assignment coUld be given .

-(in cooperation withn Ehglish class, for example) to research a

career or a career clusterso that students'need to make immediate -

use of the mateHals. 0. -1
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-,GU1DANCE
. . -,

,..

SUCCESSFUL CAREER EDUCATION FIELD TRIPS

CURRICULUM FOCUS:.

Plapeng-field trips
'Serving as,a liaison
between schbol and

A

EST.IAED CLASS TIME:

-

:-qSSE.NTIAL.R
;

ESOURCES: .

, Ltt of community resources.

..INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

JUN'IOR HI H

CAREER,EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

, #21 ,RecOgnize relationship:
'school environment/larger society

#24 .Understand variety and
complexity of occupations and
careers
#26 Determinc charicteristics/
qualifications of occupations
#31 Develop positive attitudes
toward employment

Offer your services to teachers as a helper in'planning and tarrying

:mit Career EducatioifFteld Trips.

1. Plawning: Get involved-early in'the planning. Help teachers

focus their purposes and expectations. Suggest that students-help

plan the trip.

2. Preparation: Make sure students have a clear concept of purpose

of a field trip. Help them prepare for what they will .see, questions

they should ask, approPriate behaviors, what thej should be prepared

to do in the way.of follow-up tb the trip.

The counselor could-offer to be the liaison person between the school
and the community by suogesting places tu lisit to the'teachers, and
.making very clear to busineSses and industries the focus of the trip.
Make sure all proper and'clear communication is taken care of. Visit

places in 'advance.

3. Offer to help chaperone the trip. Help, keep the trip's,purpose

focused as it progresses.

4. Offer suggestions to the teacher'on debriefing the students. Help .

with the follow-up activities.

v
The counselor may Wisly:to put field trip suggestions in writing as well
as the serOces he/she can render.
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VOLUNTEER LEARNING.EXPERIENCES

GUIDANCE

CURRIUCLI FOCUS:

1. 'Ex loringthe world of work
2. Increasingself-knowledge
3. VolUnteer work and its rewards

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: Variable

JUNIOR HIGH 1

CAREER EDUCATION FOGUS:j

N(DELLA St4tement)

'446 Recognize-the need for making
a meaningful career Choice.,

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
List Of volunteer.p.sittons in the.community.

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

Prepare a list of volunteer positions avail0Plejn the community. (Candy

itripers, Red Cro5s, aid in children's 4ome, etc.:) Describe: each in a resume

sheet. Publish this Inforbation in the school newspaper. Talk.to the

studentS about these volunteer positions. :Emphaiie-tbe importance of in-

vestigating different work environments 6s an important step in learning

about yourself and possible job choice., You might want to. help the students

make the appropriate contacts for volunteer positions.

r .

ori;

:.
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CAREER CLUSTER'S

GUIDANCE

CURRICULUM FOCUS:

1. Make.students awat:e of the

2 fifteen career clusters for
arranging-their knowledge of
many careers.

e -

ESTIMATED CLASS

--ESSENTIAL qSOUR6ES:
Career Education Clusters, a set of 16 filmstrips with cassettes

.claSs

.4=0'

periods

JUNIOR HIGH

CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

#03 Understand relationship:
self-characteristics/performance
#24 Understand variety and com-
plexity of occupations and careers
#26 Determine characteristics/
qualifications of occupatjons
#29 Recognize materials/processes/
tools of occupational_slusters-------

_

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

,

At some time'during the first year of junior'high school, arrange for
all students-to become acquainted with the fifteen career clusters as
identified by thg'United States Office of Education. .This could be
done as part.of a regular class or as a separate guidance class. The

/important factor is for the students to gain a framework to help them
organize their' understandings about maAy occupations. After viewing
each filmstrip in the_series, hold'a class discussion. Have the
students make a list of careersin each cluster and note their interests
and abilities in each of these areas. Each student should explore at
:least one career in each cluster in more depth at the end of the unit.
Have students Select.a cluster or several clusters with which they
seem to most i4Altify.

5
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VOCATIONAL EDUCATION OPPORTUNITIES

GUIDANCE

CURRICULUM FOCUS:

1. Make'students aware of all ,

vocational training options

available to them during and

following high school.
,

JUNIOR HIGH

CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:

(DELLA statement)

#15 be aware of multiplicity of
skills, knowledge in education

#16 Understabd need for continuing

education in a changing world

#17 Recognize role of education in

career and life goals

#I8 Recognizedevelopmentalprocesses
occurring in and out of school

ESTIMATED CLASS TINE: 1 class period

° ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
Counselor prepared list and infprmation about'all educational options

available to students in your school.

, INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

/

Meet with all of the students in one grade level in classroom groups

in your school. .Present the vocational training options.available to

them both during and after high school. The best grade level for th4

presentation would be during the year when they first have the option

for signing up for a high school voCational program. Meet with all

students regardless of ability )evel. High academic ability students

.May have high interests'and abilities,ln what have traditionally been

classified as vocational subjects.

1e sure to let , udents know where they can go for information if they

develonla,n ,nteorest in vocational training at a later time.



4

GUIDANCE

CURRICULUM FOCUS:

1. Planning for the future
2. Selecting courses to fit

a plan

A NIGHT FOR THE FUTURE----,___

-JUNIOR HIGH

CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

#14 Understand interrelation-,
ship between education.and Work
#17 RecogniZe role of 'education
in career and life goals

ESTIMATED CLASS-TIME: Two hours (class), two hours jevening)

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
--Department chairmen, Guidance and Aidministravive Personne1, _
Kuder Preference Inventory cp anothcr comparable aptitude tEst

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

.Eighth grade students are administered vocational preference instruments.

The results are then discussed with them and profiles are drawn. They

are encouraged to take these profiles home and discuss them with

their parents.

The parents and students are invited to atteq "A Night For.The Future."

The different course offerings that are .available to the students and

where the pursuit of these courses can lead are presented by the

- Department. chairmen.
-4

The counselor should follow up thiS meeting with group confsrences

to aid in planning-the students' schedules for the coming yelf.

a
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DELLA STATEMENTS

Della Statement Number Description

Vocabulary about Self

pl, Develop vocabulary of self-characteristics

Knowledge of Self

02 Develop knowledge of unique personal characteristics

Understand relationship: self-characteristics/
performance

04 Understand that personal characteristics can
be changed

05 Recognize relationship: self-characteristics/
decision-making

06 ,Understand and use the concept "role"

07 Developan understanding of tne'concept
"life style"

Attitudes about Self

08

09

11

Skills for Self \

12
\

Develop t e necessary socialization skills

Vocabulary about Eiucation

13 Acquire vc,:abulary for educational planning

Know4edge about EthcatiOn

Understand interrelationship between education
and work

Develop a positive self-concept

recognize that development of self is:constantly
changing

Develop a sensitivity toward and an acceptance
of others

Develop tolerance/flexibility in interpersonal
relationships

15 Be aware of mitiplititY of skills, knowledge.
in. educati.on

16 Understand need. for continuing education in a
changing world

- .
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Delta StatementAUMber

Attitudes abou't Education

VS
Description

Recognize role of education in career and,life
goals

18 Recognize developmental procPsses occurring in
and cwt.& school

19 Realize technological changes demand retraining
,of workers

20 Develbp basic attitudes needed for entry/success
in a career

21 Recognize relationship: -school environment/
larger society

Skills for Education e

22 , Acquire skills, good work habits in preparing
for a career

Vocabulary about Careers

23 .

.
Acquire.vocabulary for describing the world,,,,, .

of work
,

Knowledge of Careers

24

25

26

27

28

29

Atti.tudes about Careers
*

30

r.

Understand variety and bomplexity of occupations
,and. careers.

Understand how occuOti-'§ retatoo,functions
of society-

Determine r.haracteristics/qualifications of
, occupations

Understand process:of developing a "career"

Understand the relationship: occupational role/

life style

Recognize,materials/processes/tools of occupa-

tional clusters

Realize: work is an integral part of,the total

life style

31 Develbp positive attitudes towardemployment
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Della Statement Number

32

Description

,

Realize one's success in work is affected by

one's attitudes

33 Develop personal habits which are socially

valued

_

34 Recognize that occupational stereotyping is
undesirable

35 Be aware of the value of acquiring marketable
skills

36

Skills'for Careefs

Aware of own multi-potentiality as to market-
able skills

37 Develop necessary educational/occupational
competency

38 develop entry.lrel skills in area of occupa-
tional interest ,

Vocabulary for Decision-Making

39 Develop vocibulary fon/stating and identifying
personal:goals

s

40 ' Apply vocabulary of careef!, eXploration to

decision-makin4

Rnopledge about- Decision-Making

41

42

43

44

45

Understand detision-making involvesresponsible
action

Know external factors affect decision-making
and vice versa

Recognize restrictions in the decision-making
prdcess

Recognize that decision-making involves some
risk taking

Develop criteria for judging how careers meet
life gozils

Attitudes about Dec:i6.ion-Nakinci

46 Retognize the needfor making a meaningful
career ,Choice



Della Statement Number

47

. 48

--

Skills far Decision-Makliy

49

Vocabulary about Economics

50

knowledge of AconoMics

51

52

53

54

Attitudeis about Economics

55

56

57

58

Skills for Economics

59

60

61

Description

Develop a receptivity for new ideas/exploration
of new ideas

Understand the need to take responsibility for
own decisions

Develop effective decision-making strategies
and skills

Develop Vocabulary for understanding 6.gonomic
principles r-

.Be familiar with basic economic concepts,

.Realize how the labor.market affects the
nation's economy

Understand the relationship: technology/world
bf work

Understand the relationship between occupational
. roles/personal .economies/life styles

Recognize role of work n economic independence'

Recognize that society needs labors of all
people.

Realize wages 'should not be sole
career choice

Recognize worker productivity is
by rewards

basis for

its

Acquire basic money management skills

Be able to' use economic information in decision-
making

4.

Acquire basic consumer skills
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tella Slatement Number Description

,Vocabulary about Leisure

62 Develop vocabulary to differentiate leisure
time activities

Knoi3:tedge of Leisure

63 Understand differences between leisure time
and idleness

64 Understand interrelationships: .leisure time/
, one's career

65 Understand leisure time can provide some re-

wards of work

Attitudes about Leisure

66 ,Develop positive attitudes toward value of
leisure time

Skills for,Leisure

67 DevelLb skills in leisure time activities
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BACKGROUND IN. It is'in seeing career education as a way of developing the

DESIGN total individual-Chat its alms-can-best be realized and tbat
its impact.can be felt most positively as an.important con-
tribution to the.learning and socialization processes of
modern education.

:.The Cary:eP hevelopment Education Model

The baSic philosophy of the career education movement has only
recently been translated into a system..This enables educators
to apply career education ooncepts throughout the-educational
grade levels and all the subject areas.

.Below is the Career Development Education Model. It is three
dimensional, covering grades K-12.

INSTRUCTIONAL
AREAS

A. Vocabulary
about

B. Knovledge
of

C. Attitudes
. about.

D. Skills
for

K-12 CAREER DEVELOPMENT EnUCATION MODEL'

DELLA
Statement.

.01

DS

11

DS

23

DS

39- 0 .-

DS

5.2

DS

62

DS

02-07

DS

14-16

DS

24-29

DS

41-45

bs

51-54 .

DS

63-65

DS.

0d-11

ns

17-21

DS

30-36

DS.

46-48

DS

55-58

DS

66

DS

12

DS ,

-
22

DS

37-i8

DS

49

DS

,59-61

PS

67

Serf EdJcation Career
IV. V. VI.

Decision- Economics Leisure
Making

CAREER EDUCATION CON.!IERNS

J)
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At the left.of.the model are the.educational instruction areas,

wl-iieh are part of teaching every subject at every-grade level.
Every teacherteachesocabulary about his or her. subject,

knowlectv about that subject, atti-bides7d-erived-from-what_is
learnedand_skills reinting to tho---=u-of.that particular --
sublect Anuther way of putting it is that, the instructional

areaS cover the cognitive, affective and psycho-motor-domains

of learning.

4t the base of the model are the.career education concerns:,

In order to utilize a ,comprehengive developmental approach

aimed at the whole individual, it is necessary'to treat several

life areas and these areas have been organized and labeled as-

shotan.

For ev:Imple, leokIngat the fitst Career_Education concern, we

have tu educate the student in relatiol: to his pr her own :elf.

Who am I? ,What am I like? What do I like? 'nese are the

kindsof questions students have to answer if the are to know

themselves better'.

By .looking at the intersections of Instructional Areas,with

Career Education Concerns, as show on the model, we can talk

about. ideas such.as, knowledge of self, attitudes'towards careers,

skills for deciSion-making, and .so On. In fact, every aspect

.

of the instructional approach can be applied to'every concern

of career education.

In every one of the model blocks. .running t'grough all'the grade

qleVels, th'ere ate certain Criteria that are necessary for the

'developmental appxoach to be carried out. These are,called.

DELLN Statements. -

Here yov aañ see how one of vhe criteria, or DELLA Statements,

was developed. First the Ins uctional Area,. knowledge, was

considered. Then the Career Fd ation Concern, decision-making,

was cross-referenced. When we ta k about knowledge .of decision-
making for students, we ,g0t a state-ent like Goal #42. ..(See

diagram on fliowing page).

Since this is a lengthy, cumbersome stateuent, which is diffi-

cuit'to use', itwas, synthesized into'a DELLA Statement (#42).

Itis short and it is simple .and it's easy tONimplement. Also;

it is onk: of thirteen prLLA Statements on decis.ion-making.



INSTRUCTIONAL NIA

Knowlrd, ni

1
GOAL.# 42

DecWon-Making

Students should know that dec.ision-making is influenced by a society

of external factors (i.e., family, fri%nds, geography) conversely,

decisions once made will hAve an influence on.a variety of

external factors (i.e., family, friends, geography).

DELLA STATEMENT

#42., Know external factors affect decision-making aid vice versa

Since this is a developmental approach not every DELLA.State-:

rptant need be applied at every grade level. Likewise, not every
DELLA Statement is appropriate Tor every subject, althoUgh.the
concept of at least pne pELLA Statement under each of th six

concerns should be taught for every.subject, at every grade

level.

HOw to Use DELLA, Statements

.DELLA Statements are used by teachers as tools in care6r edu-

cation by matcHing them to the curriculum cOncerns when preparing

teaching activitieS.

One Of the best ways to begin writing curriculum plans which
focus On career education is to goover in your mind some
activities you.have preViously done in class which were. success-

ful'. It is often fairly easy to find ways to broaden this
activity to include-the,diMensions of career educatiOn. Starting

with one activity you have already found successful will lead .0

you to explore others. Finally,, you will be planning -entirely

new attivities,that.are'built around the idea of providing your
Students mith instruction in both your curriculum and career

education.
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BIRLIOdRAPHY-,OF SUGGESTED RESOURCES.

areer Education Newsletters:4_
t.

Career Ethication News. McGraw-Hill Institutional POlications,
-230 West Monroe Street, Chicago, Illinois 60606.

The Career EduCation Workshop.. -Parker Publishing Comr,apy, Inc.,

West Nyack, New York 10994.

Career Education Bib.lio9raphies:

Central Susquehanna Intermediate Unit, P.O. Rox 213, Lewisburg,
Pennsylvania :17837.

Pennsylvania"Guidance Service Center, 5301 Jonestown Road, Harrisburg,
Pennsylvania 17112.

, Current'Career Information Bibliography. National Vocational Guidance.
Association, Division of American Personnel andfgpidance Association,
1607 New Hampshire AvenueN.W., Washington, D.C. 20009.

EPIE Career Educktion S*E;q*. EPIE Institute, 4§3 West Street, New York,

New.York 10014
4 <IN rr -:.% ,

)

-Career Education Film Resources:,

Intermediate Units/Instructional Materials Center. All members of a
teaching staff have film resources available to them throu'gh the'school
district or through the local intermediate unit with which the schoo
district is associated.

Audio Visual-Services. The Pennsylvania State University, Unqersity
Park, Pennsylvania 16802.

Indiana University Audio-Visual Center, Bloomington, diana 47401.

Career Education Instriuctional Materials:

RE4Nscript
-,'",pecial Education

5301 Jonestown Road
Harrisburg, Pennsylvania 17112
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INTERVIEW SHEET

1. What special interests or skills do you need foryour job?

2. What types of thing's (interests) do you like to dO, and how did they

help you decide whSt job you*wanted?

3. What type of person do you ft,;./e to be in order to like and be successful

at your job?

4.- What ways can T get this job--training, college, or experience?

5. What other occupations can you do with your knowledge and.tratning?
,

6. What are all"the differept jobs you've had and which have led to the one
you have now?

.7 Do yoU think that your mistakes have helped you to make better decisions?

How has your parti-cular job changed-over the'past ten or tWenty years?

What do you think it will be like in another ten jears?

9. What school subject do you use in your work and how?

0. How does this job support your way of living in Ierms of.income, know
ledge, working-hours., and leisure time?

11. Are your.hobbies like drdifferent from your.job?

12. Why is this job impartant,to you? What satisfaction do.you let? Do

yOu know of any common factors a person should possessto be successful
in the world of work?.

2
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FIFTEEN OCCUPATIONAL CLUSTERS

Compiled hy the United States Offite df Education

(Agri-Business and Natural Resources
1. Agriculture and agricultural sciencgs
2. Forestry officials
3. Fish managei-sjAricluding farms and hatcheries)
4. Water mana0Mgot
5. Nursery Oppration.s and manmement
6. Animal sciences
7. Dairy-products
8. FertiliZers (plant,fdod and soli)
9. Landscaping

10. Wildlife
11. Petroleum and.related products
12. Mining and quarrying

Business and Office Cluster
1. AcCounting
2. Office clerks and mantgers
q. .Machine 'operator5
4. .Business data procesSing systems.

III. Communications and Media'CluSter
1. Telephone and telegraph.systems
2. Publishing of journal-km andy cOmmerical arts
3. Broadcasting of radio, televisitn.,and:satellitetranSmissions
4. Photographic reproductions and recordings

. ,

IV. 'Construction,j1uster
1. Interior home designing, decorating and furnishings
2. Land development, site preparation and 'utilities
3. Landscaping, nursery operations and grou,nd maintenance
4. Architectural designing .

5. Masonry, metal, wood, glass, and plastic Contracting

V. Consumer and'HomeMaking Related Occupations Cluster
1. Family and community service-s (public housing and

social welfare)
2. Food service industry
3. Child care, guidance and teaching
4. Housing design and interior decorations
5. Clothing, a0parel and textile industry
6. Home management, consumerism and family relationships

V. .Envirdnment Cluster
I. Soil and mineral conservation
2. Water resource, development,'conservation and control
3. Forest, range; shore, wildlife conservation and control
4. Development and control of physical manmade environment-

(bridges, rOadways and recycling) _
5. Space and atMospherit monitoring-0-d contropollution and

.sMog)

60.. Environmental healtti services (water sanitation, waste disposal)
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VII. Fine Arts and Humanities Cluster
:T. Authors and poet's'
2. . Painters and printmaking
3. Musicians'
4. DramatiC and performing artists-
5. FilM and set designers, producers and editors

VIII. Health Service Cluster
1. Ambulance services .

2. Hospital technicians, nurses, aids and doctors
3. Pharmacists .

4. Dentists
5. Communityhealth
6. Veterinarier.

IX: 'Hospitality and Recreation Cluster
1. Recreation planning of national resources and leisure

riated property ,

2. Health care (physical fitness, recreation(safety)
3. Community services (parks, playgrounds, clubs and amOsement

parks') se .

,4. Human develOpment (recreation programs coaching and
arts)

X. -14anufacturing Cluster
1. Fectory productions
2. Research of products,and marketing
3. Distribution of products
4, Designing of new products and new equipment

)11-

XI. Marine Science Cluster
.1. Commercial.Iishing
2. Aqua-culture (marine and s!lellfish research, marine

. plant growth) ; .

3. Marine biology''
4. Underwater.construction and salvage
5. Marine exploretibn

/ XII; M rketing and Distribution.Cluster-
1. Sales promotion and.services
2. Buying
3. Marketing seryjces Cfinance, credit, insurance

. 4. Marketing sylkem (retail, wholesale,' service, in-store
and international trade)

'XIII. Personal Services.Cluster
1. Cosmetology ..

a

2: Mortuary science
3. Barbering
4. Physical culture (massage end weight control)
5: Household pet services

3
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XIV. 'Public Service Cluster
1. Courts
2. Labor affairs -

3. Defense
4. Public utilities and transportation
5. RegUlatory services (bank, immigratian

X , Transportation,Cluste
1. -Land. traftspoi-iation

2. Aerospace transportation
3. Pipelibe transpbrtation
4: .Water tracS'portation

o

and Ttock exchange)
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CAREER-RELATED GAMESAND SIMULATION .

,Game

BLUE BIRD (ABT AsZociates)

Players explore job and home career consequences of a number of '

ladders" in the'unskilled/semi-skilled/skilled category. Career

union membership, further.training, etc. are plotted on a Career

is feedback on life style consequences. (1-6 players)

Grade LeVel

(7-12)

'career

decisions,
Chart as

-THE BLUE WODJET COMPANY (Simile II) (6-P)

Players take roles as stockholders, personnel, and managers of a manufactur-

ing company and as citizens in a community where the company is located.
Players are involved in the structure of a corporation that.evokes an aware-
hess of pressures pollution prob1eHs ereated for industry. (25-30 players)

BROKER (Calhoun Book Store) (4-aduZt)

Players learn some of the.more intricate atpects of the stock mar!:et and the

-development of.market strategy. (2-6 players)

BRONZE AXEB (Instructor Publications,. Inc.) (4-6)

ry Structure and cfrganizations of a barter ecOnomy are illustrated by inferences
.

players, as archaeologists, can draw from simple resources at the site.

(4735 players)

BUDGETING GAME (Changing Times Education Service) (7-Z2'

1

Players assume roles in a middle-income family of four earning $10,000. G

is to simulate the budgeting and spending of their money over a 12 month pe-

iod. Different choices reflect different ways of livin-g and different

amily goals. (4-24 ;Jivers in teams of 4)

DGETS AND TAXES (Educational Manpower, Ihc:')

PiayerS assume roles of both,public officials and

d0e, attempting to ba:lance the town budget. .

CAREERS (Parker Bro4ers)
I ,

Preview of the working world:. Eight, newly-updated occupations, setting their

own success goals; Rewards, promotions, setbatks as they meet realistic

challenges. (2-5 players)

(7-college)

private citizens of River-

(7-12)



Game

CONSUMER (Western PubZishi.ng Compan, Ino.)

A model of the corisumer buying process.' inPlving,players in the

economics of installment buying. ConsumeitsLAmpete:-to maximiee

ity points for-specific .purchases whife minimizing their eredit

The three Offerent credit agents, alsb compete to make the most

lending transfactions.. (11-34 players)

'Grade Level

(7-12) ,--

problems.,and
their util-
charges.
satisfactbry

JOB EXPERIENCE ZITS .(Science Research. 4seöciates,

,A collection ef work-simulation_kitS offers experi.encesin 20 occuptions
representative of various-levels and fields.. -A problem7solving approach IS

used- tO expose the student to the real activities found-on the job's. 'Actual

occupational tools are included in each kit. (1 player)

J.,HUNT (C;(=e Centra..7.) (7--adier)

Realistic .simulation of the process players will experience in making real

life career choices and finding suitable. jobs. (10-30 players)

LIFE i7AREER (Western PLishincl Cor:Tan?!, Tii%) (6-12)

A simulation.of certain features of the labqr market:the "educatipnmarket,"
And the "marriage market," asey now operate in the U.S. and as.projections

indicate, they will operate in the future. The players workwith a .profile of .

a fictitious person, alloting his time and activities among School,: Studying,.

a job, family respqnsibility ahd leisure time. Players'are dNided into

teams of.2 and make decisions for 3-10 years of the profile thek,play. A

wide variety of profiles is suOplied. (2-20 players)

:7,=.4-7007 7_c0 (7-7,2.)

,The objective of thegame is o enable students to make more effective deci-

si-ons concerning areer in a machinist votation, based on the information

contained in t game and bn other investigations that they are motivated

to make as esult of playing: (1-6,players).

TNZ PEBFLFL'.'7. )

-As primitive farmer,s, players progres5 through seven levels of economy, r

lying more and more on the "Rink Pebbles" which represent money.

(6736 players)

Financial management of faOly affairs is taught as Well as goal setting and

value structiire within the Ifam41y_group. (2 or.more.players)
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INDEX OF PUBLISHERS/DISTRIBUTORS

ACI Films, Ino.
35 West.45th S.
New York, NY 10036

AlimS Instructional Media
Services, Inc:,

p.O. BOx 1010
Hollyw CA 90028

AMerican Education Publication
55 High Street'.
Middletown, CN 06487

AMerican Guidance Service, Inc.
Circle Pines, MN 55014

American Society of Travel Agents
360 Lexington Ave.
New York, NY 10017

Argus Publications
,7440 Natchez
Niles', IL 60648

.;

Associated Educational Materials
14 Glenwood Ave.
Box 2087
Raleigh, NC 27602

BFA Educational Media
2211 Michigan Avenue
Santa Monica, CA ,90404

Bowman
Box 3623
Glendale, CA

Agency.for Instructional T.V.
Box A, 1111 West 17th St. .

Hloomington, IN 47401

Albert Whitman & Co.
560 West Lake Avenue
Chicago,.IL 60606

Merican Edwation Publication
Education Center
Columbus, OH 43216

American Personnei anuidanceAssoc.
---1607 NewHMIT,FgHlTe Ave., N.W.

WaShington, DC .20009

Arco Publishing Company
219 Park Avenue, South
New York, NY 10003

Aspect IV Educational Films
21 Charles Street
Westport, CT 06880

Co. Benefic Press
10300 Wes,t::.Roosevelt Road

West Chester; IL 60153

Bobbs 7 Merrilltompany
Educational Division
4300 West 62nd. Stret

' Indianapolis, IN 46268

Charles.A.-Bennett Co. Inc.
tJ9 DetWeiler Drive

91201 Peoria, IL 61614'

0alhoon.Book Store
3031 Hennepin AVenue
Minneapolis, MN 55408

Career Futures,:Inc.
1728,Cherry
Philadelphia", PA 19103

0.

Center for Humanities; Inc.
Two Holland Avenue
White 'Plains, NY 10603

Ch;Inging Times S.2rvice, Inc.

1729 H. Street,
Washington: D.C. '20006

California Learning Simulations
750 Lurline DriVe

. Foster:City, CA 94404

Careers Incorporated
P.O. Box 135
Largo, FL .33540

Centron-Educational Films, Inc.
1621-West Ninth Street.
Lawrence, KS 66044

ChArles.W: Clark CO., lnc.',
564 Smith' Street'.

Farmingdale, NY -11735.
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Children's Press
.

1224 H. Van Buren St.
Chicago, IL 60607

.Churchill Films.
662 No4 Robertson Blvd.
Los'Angeles, CA 90069

Consulting PSychologists Press
577 College Avenue
Palo Alto, CA 94306

Córonet Instructional Media
65 East'South Water Street

:Chicago,..'IL. 60601

Creative Studies, Inc.
167 Corey Road
Boston, MA 02146

Dell Publishing Co., Ind.
1 Dag Hammarskjold Plaza
New York, N7 10017

DLM
7440 Natchez Ave.
Niles,IL

Education Achievement Corporation
P.O. Box 7310
Waco, TX 76710

Educational Development Corp.
202 Lake Miriam Drive
Lakeland, FL 33803

Educational Manpower Inc.
P.O. Box 4272 B
Madison, WI 53711

Educational- Properties, Inc.

PA,J$.0x DX
.Irvine, CA 92664

'Encyclopedia Britannica Educational
Corp.

425 N. MicHigan Avenue
Chicago; IL 60611

.

Family 'Films, Inc.
.5823 Sa:.hta Monica Blvd.
Hollywood, CA 90033

Chronicle Guidance Publications, Inc..'
'Moravia, NY 13118,

Counselor Films, Inc.
1728 Cherry St.
-PhiladelPhia, PA 19103

College Entrance Examination Board
Box 592
Princeton, NJ 08540

The George F. Cram Co., Inc.
301 South LaSalle St.
P.O. Box 42E
Indianapolis, IN 46206

Curriculum Development Associates
1211 Cqnnecticut Ave, N.W.
Suite 414
Washington, D.C. 20035

Didactic'Systems, Inc.
6 N. Union Ave..
Cranfordi NJ. 07016

Ddubleday Multimedia
1371 .Reynolds %Ave,

Santa Anna, CA 92705

Educational Adiivities Inc.
P.O. BoX 392 .

Freeport, NY 11520

EduOational Dimensions'.Corp.
15 - 60 Francis Lewis Blvd.
Flushing, NY 11358

Educational Projections Corp:
3070 Lake Terrace ,
GlenviewiJL 60025

Education Games Company
P.O. Bo;( 363
Peeksville, NY 10566

EYE,- Gate House
146 - 01 Archer Ave.
Jamaica, NY 11435

Garrard Publishing CoMpany
Champaign, IL ,61820
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Gordon Flesh Company, Inc.
225 West 'Beltline Highway
Madison, WI 53713

Guidance Associates
, 757:third Avenue 7

New York, 11.(L 10017

Hoffman Occupational Learning Systems
4423 Arden Drive
El'Monte, CA 91734

Industrial Relations Cent.er
University of Chicago .

1225 East 60th'Street
Chicago, IL . 60637

Instructional Fair
Box 1650
Grand Rapids, MI 49502

Instructor Publications,
Instructor Park.

'Danaville, NY 14437

King Features
235 East 45th St.
New York, NY 10017

Inc.

Learning Resource Center, Inc.
10655 S:W. Greenburg Road,
Portland, OR 97223

Little Brown and Co.
Boston, MA

Macmillan Librdry Services
866 Third Avenue
New York, NY 10022

McGraw.Hill Book and Education
serviceS Grpup'
1221,Sixth Avenue
New York, NY A.0020

Modulearn Inc.
Josephy. Foraker/Learning Programs
P.O.' Box 635.

San. Juan Capistrano,'CA 92675

New Dimens in-Education, [nc.

Dupont St.
PlainView,rNY 11803

Grade Teacher
CCM Professional Magazines
22 West Putnam Avenue
Greenwich, CT 06830

"Aarcourt Brace, Jovanovich, Inc.
757 Third Avenue
New York, NY 10017

Houghton Mifflin Company
1 Beacon Street
Boston, MA 02107

Information Resources Inc.
P.O. Box 4,17-

c-LexingtOn, MA 02173

. Instructo Corporation
Paoli, PA 19301

Innovative Sciences, Inc;
300 Broad Street
Stanford, CT .06901

Larning Corporation° of America
711 Fifth.Avenue
New York, NY 10022

J. P. Lilley and Son, Inc.
2009 N. Third St.
P.O. Box 3035
Harrisburg, PA 17105

Listener Educational-Enterprises, Inc%
6777 Hollywood-Blvd.
1-follywood, CA 90028

.... .

Mafex Associates, Inc.
111 Bar6h Avenue =-

Johnstown, PA 15906

McKnight Publishing Company
Box 2854

..,

Bloomington, IL 61701

_;.National Career. Consultanta, Inc.
9978 Monroe
Dallas,. TX '75520-

New Readers Press
1321 Jamesville Avenue
Syracuse, NY- 13210
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Olympus Publishing Co.
937 East 9th St. 'SOuth.

Salt Lake Ci.ty, UT 84105

Oxford Films
1136 N. Las Palmas Ave.
Los Angeles, CA 90038

.Pennant Educational Materials
-4680 Alvarado Canyon Road
San Diego, CA 92120 .

J.C. Penney Co. Inc.
Educational and Consumer Relations
.1301 Avenue of the AmeriCas
New York, NY 10019

Random House, Inc.
EdUcational Media
201 E. 50th SX.
New York, NY 10022

Scholastic Book Services
50 West 44th St.

' New York, NY .10036

,ScOtt Education
Department CEN
104Lower WeStfield Road
Holyoke, MA 01040

Silver Burdett Co.
250 james Street'
.Morristown, NJ 07960:-

South-Western Publishind Co:
5101 Madison'Rd. -

Zincinnati, OH 45227

Teacher Products
2304 East Johnson. St.
JonchOro, AK 72401

%T.-CUbe - .

I79512Shypark Circle
IrVane, CA 92707

,

Travel School of America
1406 Beacon Street

\
Brookline, MA 02146

e.

Oxfam Education Department
247 Banbury Road
OXford Station
Ox .270Z

England

Pathescope Educational Films,- Inc.
71 Wert5an Avenue

New Rochelle, NY 10802

Pflaum/Standard
8121 Hamilton Ave.
Cincinnati, OH 45231

Q-ED Productions
2921 W..Alamada 17

t

,..,e...

, Box .608
Burbank,. CA 91507

Sandler Instituticinal Films, Inc.
1001 N. Poinsetta Pl.
Hollywood, CA 90046

Science Research Associates, Inc.
259 EaSt Erie Street
Chicago, IL 60611

Shelchowand Righter Co.
2215 Union Boulevard
Bayshote, NY 11706

Singer Educational DiviSion
3 50 Monroe Avenue ,

RocheSteri-.NY 14603

Steck-Vaughn'Company
P.O. Box 2028
Austin, TX 78767

Teaching,Resources Films
83 Adams St.
Bedford Hills, NY 10507

Training Development Center
The,Sterling Institute
2 PennsylVania 13).aza

Suite 18 .

New York; NY 10001

Troll Assoodates
320 Route 17
Mahwah. NJ 07430
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United States Department of Labor.
Bureau pf Labor Statistics
Washington, DC 20212

0

Western Publishing Company
850 Third Ave.
New York, NY 10022

Westinghouse Learning Corporation vocitiohal,Film
am :Park Ave. 111 Euclid Avenue

New York, NY 10017 Park kidge, IL 60068

The Westminster Press Yellow Pages Career Library
Witherspoon-Bldg., NAESP
Philadelphia; PA 19107 P.O. Box 9114'

1801 North Moore Street
Arlington, VA 22209

t.
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EVALUATION Crucial to the development and improment of any program
are evaluative plans and instrumnts- The evaluation plan
should be geared to the local program and designed to

- evaluate acqieveirient in reaching the program objectives,
developillent and implementation of program activities and,
effectiveness of program resources.

Standardized Tests

Quick feedback of information is crucial to the_continuous
amelioration of the program. Consequently, a major source
of immediate, valuable information is the student. Of
particular value are several vocationally7oriented standard-
ized measures,some of whach are listed and brieflidescribed.

Interest Inventories

Interest inventories areparticularly.useful in individual
career coUnaeling. Tuermay alsO be utilized in group guidance
classes, or in.any classes involved In Career education and
'Subjective occupataonal exploration. For the most part, all
of these inventories have as their.major.goal helping 'thet
individual, to relate his perSbnaI interests toeither.general
occupational areas, or Clusters,. (e.g., seientifici, persuasive,
.etc.) or to'specitrc jobs. (e:g., truck, driver, lawyer,.etc.).
These inventories do not.provide Information about the
student's ability achievements, or antelligence as they
relate to the cited clusters oi occupations; Ehey.Serve to
cite relative intereSts and must .be interpreted accordingly.

Brainard Occ:pational Preference Inventory:

Psychological. COrpOration.
Range:. Grades 8 to 12; adUl'ta

--

Six broad occupacional fields are covered by ttlis invent'ory
which yields scores for each sex. Scores are-obtained in the
following'areas: (1) commercial, (2) meChanical, (3) professional,
(4) esthetic, (5) scientific, and (6) personal service (for.
girls) or agricultdre (for boys). The.subject responds to
each item by indicating on a five-point seale ranging from
-"dislike very much" to "like very much". There are a series
of twenty-items for each occupationAl field. The sco'ring is
simple and testing time is approximately thirty minutes.

Gordon Occupational Check List

Harcourt, Brace and World, Inc.
Range: Grades 9 and above.

'838
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The Gordon Occupational Check List is composed of 240

activities performed in many different kinds'of jobs. These

'
240 activities are organized- into five general interesx

areas: (1) business,- (2) outdoor, (3) arts, (4) technology.,

and (5) service These five categories are further grouped
into 30 internally related clusters. The student responds

'to each item by'underlining the activities that he would

like to performjn a full-time johand hy circling those
activities that he would most like'tO do'. He then answers
several job-relevant free-retponse'questions at the:end of
the inventory. _The scoring procedure is simple and testing
time for a group is typicilly from 20 to 25 minutes.

Kuder Occupational IntereSt SUrvey (01S)

Science Research Associates
kange: ,Grades 10. to adult

This instrument is basically the same-in both format and
content-(with some additions) as the Kuder ?reference Record-
Vocational. Forced=choice triads are presented to the. Xestee.
(HoWeVer,. the information it yields is more like thatlf the
Strong and the Minnesota VOCational Interest Inventory.)

..Scores are yielded in 79 occupations and 20 college-major
'fie]ds for men, and for 56 occupations included covet a

.

.

Wide range and variety of levels and areasOr Scoring must be
machine7processed. Reading level is 6th-trade.

-

Kuder Preference Record Vocational

cience Research.Associates
R nge: Grades 6 to 12

The:Kuder Preference Record-Vocational-is a widely used
i\

measure of vocational'interests. Scores are given for the

.follo .ng.interest clusters.: outdoor, mechanical, cokputational,
scienti ie, persuaSive,-artistic-, literary, musical, socil-
service, and clerical. Raw scors are converted into percentiles,
varying f r the male and female high school students based.
on the res ective norm groups,. Administration, scoring, and

conversion & raw.sceres to percentiles are all simple. Testint

time generall"y ranges between 30 and. 50 minutes.
0

Minnesota Vocat onal Interest Inventory (IT).

Psychological Cor oration
Range: Grades 9 t 12

The Minnesota Vocati nal Interest Inventory is suitable-for

men and boys age 15 anl up. This empiriedily-keyed inventory
ds designed to_measure: nterests in nonprofessional occupations.

.
The conteht consists ot i74 items grouped into triads, making

a total of.15S triads. 'he student respends to each triad by
\



seleCting the one activity he,would, most like to d6, and the

one.activity he would least like to do, leaving.the third

item blank. Scores are reported in 21 occupational scales,

by hand. Although no time limit is given, most examinees

complete the inventory in, 45 minutes or less'.-x

Ohio Vocational Interest Sutvey

Harcourt, Brace and WOrld, Inc.
'Range:. .CradeSr 8.to 12

The Ohio Vocational Interest Survey is designed to facilitatO.

vocational exploration by students in grades eight through

twelve. 'This survey combines a "Student Information Question7

nitire" with the "Interest Inventory" providing valuable

background data for score interpretation by the student and

his counselor.; ComAatil)le with such.sources as the Dittionaty.

of Occupational Titles', the 0_.t.cupational Outlookliandbook,

and the General Aptitude Test'lattery, 01.IIS yields scores

in 24 interest scales. The total time rAluired for administration

of the survey ranges front 60 to 90 minutes.J

il;o17.-itude Batterieo

Of particularrvalue in individual career counseling are the

results ofHmultiple aptitude batteries such as'those to be

,
'described dn this section. .Combined with Interest InVentories,

'achievement triteria (e.g., grades, test results, etc..). and

,tther-mariables, these batteries .serve to broaden the

foundation upon which'the individuals occupational-future,

rests. Keeping In mind that "an aptitude test is one that

pre-dicts- success in some occupation or. training course"

(Crona,!h 1970, p.38), ane should evaluate the comfiarative

value of eaeh of the followIng.batteries as they relate to,

a career educatic,n, program.

Daily Vocational Tests

Hc.s.ughton Mifflin Company

Range: Grades 8 to 12_;_a4uitS.1

T6r the.non-cotiege-bound youth or . adult, the Daily

--TOCational Tost battory consIts of three subtests: (1). tho

technical and scholast:ic test, '(2) the spatial visualiiation

test, and the.business English-test. Twelve subscores'

ar the three 5-uhtests,. Total testing time

app:'....mate:--; 140 minutos.

DiffeTenial Aptitude Tests (DAT)

Psychoioieal 6r1-1,-Irati.on

Range: Grades 8
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The Differential Aptitude T`est4 are a battery of eight subtests.

Sixof them are aptitUde tests (verbal reasoding, numerical

ability,, abstract reaoning,' spatial-relations, mechanical
-re4soning, and, clerical speed and--atcuracy) and ewo.are

achievement tests.(spe ling and grammar). With the exception
ok the Clericai.Speed and.Accuracy Test, the tests of the
DAT are powes tests'and,in IflOst cases the time limits are

30 minutes., At leastwo testing sessions are equired for

4 administration,oLthe' entire battery which-takes between

5 and 5 142 hours to complete in'modt cdses. Score report-S-

. may-be ineither percentileOr stanine,form with norms being

available for each grade 1*el from e 'Yhth i*O twelfth.

SRA Primary Mental Abilities, Revised

/
SCience Kesearch Associates

.Range.: K-12, a series of five batteries

After cderecting some previously evaluated technicak difficulties;

in 19552 a:revision of the AMA tests was made availab y.

SRA with a series of five batteries:: The scoreS obtain

are in relation to five Lactors: ,Verbar-Meaning, Numbe

Facility, Repsoning, Perceptual.Speed, and Spatial. Relat

Since Reasoning is omitted at the lower levels and 'Perceptual

Speed at the higher levels,.nnly the battery for grades 4-6

includes-all five factors. Total Scores on the entire
battery, as well asScores on each factor, are exPressed in

deviation-I.9.'s Percentiles and stanines'are available .

for the PMA batteries from the fourth grade up.

Vocatioanl Maturi* and Work Values Measures

A career education program or method may be,evaluatedin'
terms of the vocationai maturity or.the work.values of its

participants a6'determined by Pre-, and.post-tests.Or via

comparative studies. Super (1955)' has suggested the' .

following dimensions as inaicatiVe of adolescent-yocational

,matUrity:

Hof Orientation to vocational choice.
Information and planning about the preferred occupation.
Consistency of vocational preference.
CrYstalization df.traits.

,
Wisdom of vocational preferences..

'4

The construct of vocaticykal maturity was later defined by

Super (i957/ p.132) .ris follows: .

-VOcatioanf MatUrity. I focuses on life stages, and is indicated

.
by tbe p4ua,1 Life stage or an individual in relation to his

expected life stage (based ba, his.chronological.a1A).

34 -
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Vocational Maturity .II focuses on development tasks and is
represented by the behavior of the individual-in handlingi
the developMental task's with which he is coping:

. .

The following measures have'been developed in order to
determine a person's degree of development in various areas
of his career education-. \

x

Readiness fOr Vocational Planning

Authors: Gribbons and Lohnep (1964)
Range: Adolescence

Eight dimensions are assesSed by this instrument which takes
the form of an interview seele\and is designed to measure
vocational maturity. These dimensions are: (1) factors

in curriculum choice; (2) .factors in occupational choice,
(3) verbalized strengths and weaknesses, (4) accuracy of

self-appraisal, (5) evidence for self-Oting, (6) interests,

,(7) values, and (8) independence of choice. In order to

achieve maximum validlty and reli bility the.counselor will
need some short-term training in the use of this instrument.

VocationarDevelopment Invdntory - Attitude Test.,(AT)
,

Authors: CriteS (1965) CTM/McGraw Hill
Range: 6-th Grade to college

Designed,to.measure the "dispositional factor" in vocational '

maturity, the Attitude Test of the:Vocational-Development .

:.InventorY attempts to measure "choiCe:of an attitude toward
an occupation in terms of empirital behavior's". "This

instrument consists of 4fey queStions cast" in trUe-falsa
.fOrms whiCh yield both a vocational maturity sca/e and a -

deviate scale" eHerr and Cramdr, 1972, p, :The purpose
of this instrument is to give the counselor soMe insight as
to- thg rate and leel of vocational maturity of the students,

thus allowing 'foF more effective Counseling. Time needed

,to administer the VDI is approximately 15 to 20,minutes.

Work Values Inventory (WVI)

Author: Super .

Houghton Mifflin Company,
Range: Grade 7 to adult

7

This instruMent is concerned with measuring "values relating
to suetess and satisfactrion_in Work" (Herr and Cramer, 1972, .

p. 270) The fifteen vakues assessed are: intellectual
stimulation, job aghievement, way of life, economic returns,
altruiSm, creativity, relationships with.associates, job
security, prestige, management of others, varietyi aesthetics;
-independence, supervisory-relations, and physical surroundings.

0
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"Thesë fifteerkvalues, can be further,d stilled into four
factort: material, goodnets of life, s lf-expression, andy
behavior control (Herr and Cramer, 97 270). AdMinistration
of the WVT takes approximately Pifteen ninutes.

Career Development Inventory (CDI)

'Authors; Supek:r, Bohn, Forrest, Jordoan, Lindeman and Thompson
.(1971).

Range: 6th Grade and up.

The CDI yields two types of scores. In additio to a total
score which represents an overall measure o_voc tional
maturity as defined by the scales, it also yields three
specific factor scores labeled Planning,OrientatiOn, Resources
for Exploration,,and Information and Decision Making (Westbrook
& Mastie, 1973).

The CDI can be administered easily with in one clast,period
and has potential for use in.individual counseling as'well
as in group assessment and program evaluation. Distinguishing
features of the.CDI as. noted by Westbrook ahd Mastie (1\973)
are its.inclusionsof both the attitudinal and cognitive\
dimensiohs of vocational maturity.

Cognitive Vocational Maturity Teti (CVMT),

Authors: B.W. Westbrook
Range:

The CVMT. was designed to :measure Career knoWledge and abilities
'within six areas Of the cognitive domain Of vocational Maturity:
Fieldt of Work-knowledge Of which occupations,areavialable
in varioUs fields of work; Job'Selection:Lthe ability to
choose the most realistic occupation for a hypothetiCal ,

.

student who is descrited in terms of his abilities, interests,
and values; Work Cond.:.tions-.-knowledge of the'amount of
eduCation-generally-raquired for a.wide range of occupations;
Attributes Required-knowledge of abilities.,,1 intetests, and
a1ues1generally.required or variout occupations; and Duties--
k owledge of the prinCipal dutiesperformed in a wide range of.
odc4ations (Westbrook & Mastie,1973), .

1

The CVMT is an objective measure which proyides.separate
scores for each of the six areas of cognitive vocational -

maturity. The tendency of scores to spreadLout at the bottom
for those having special,difficulty in this} particular area
is evidence of the diagnostic potential of the CVMT. Those
career education programs who's objectiyes Match the areas
included in the CVMT may find it to be an appropriate evaluation
instruMent.
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Other :,ossil.ie way!: of heneitting from student involvemenc

iu t9J. vja _,tudenc surveys, question-

naire-;, .rnd evaluation teams,.as 1.!ell,ns' individual observations
(e..,sue:.ittom; for improvement, themes evaluating programs,
et.c.). Since the students are the principal consumers of
the career-education-oriented serviceS, .theirrelative

,.,satisfations'and reations to the objectives; aCtivit.ies,
and'resources would be: a primary consideration. They are an
invAluable source of affective as woll as cognitive information
regarding program progression, whether providing the information
through direct or indfi.rect means.

Surveys; questionnaires, PTA meetings, ,as well as the use
of other coMmunicati/Ons media (e..g., newspapers, radio,
televiion, etc.) are majhi approaches.hy which teachers,
counselors, parents/, ond the community in general may bccome
an, integral part of/ the evaluation process. Often valuable
ideas for improvemnts result from tapping a source that is
not directly' inoled in a prOgram; Alsd, the goal Jpf providing,
the public with an aw:-r-or gs of the program goals and achievo-
menus may inciden:.,. by this communication, ,'

---,---thus-creating a '.ual WINP7.

Generally,spealy.-. .,Tropritely planned -and tmplemerited,

the d, ity ay), nf sources ipliolved'in

the .assessment proe the reater the probayklity of
attaining,valule, - information. /

-,Of the x\ariou's type , tre,iearCh methods available for. use'

in the el.,:zr:Luation pL,Icess, ,t-hr-oe stand Out. _They are:,

long4udi*al,stn,.lies,y2) .follow-up.studies, and 3) short-

term studiesr Drier, lierr and Baker (1972) provide the
f_ollowing descriptions of\the first two types of:studies:

I
.

,
.

s Longitudilnal.studies: Particular techniquesvand services
are éxarined flVer time in the light pf tbeir impact on
some apploprite Sample: This can determine the extent
to' whicia Ithe effetts of an activity are ri.tained and ,used

in later\yea s:

Follow-ur st/udiei..i: Subjects may be able to provide

jimportan information about a program by responding to a

.' questio9a.r,
.

.

.
.

./'
I I.

,, Tie thirr4ft)e sert-term studies, may be described
/-

as

follows:/
,
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Sho -term studies: Studies designed to provide, a
,latively rapid feedback of information about,program

deficiencies or improvements. Cross-sectional studies
. exemplify this approach which generally serves.to measure

changes within groups or between groups when certain
dependent varibles.(e.g., seandardized testa; observations,
'etc.) are emplcved.

I '

Any of these types of studies may be executed via controlled
ohseevotions.and pre-.and post-testing techniques, using
standardized measnres.or locally-developed measures as
dependent variables',- or by utilizing any of a number of other
dependent variables applicable to the specific-situation.

.(-;ccral Prrurcs for Fvaluation

-#

Regardless of what kind of procedures are used, 'certain
fundamental Steps should be followed. Herr and Cramer

(1972, p. 273) have Summarized general procedures for evaluaeion
within a.systems, approach to career development as follows:

Formulate the broad goals of the vocational guidance
programs.
Classify'these goal:, so that an economy of thought and
:action can.be 'achievea. Decide.what develOpMental stages
require which guidance processes fot implementation.'
Define objectives in behavioral'terms.
Suggest situations in which the desired objectiVes and

behaviors,Might be observed.
Develop or select appraisal techniques such as.standardized
tests, monitoring instruments, questionna'ires,. etb..
Gather and'interpret performance data and compare these
data with the stated behavioral objectives:

This system has been cited 'as an absolu e one, thus, an
entity in itself which, if desirable,-ma be compared to.

.another system to determine relative effec iveness.

The following specific steps established by song (1972,

p. 53) are closely related to those of Herr an Cramer, 'only

more simplistic and general. They are:

Establish a purpose for the.evaluation.)
Plan and design a procedure for the evaluation.
Define the objectives, activities, needs, or resources to
be evaluated'.
Identify the sources of information.
DeVeloP instruments for collecting information.
Collect information.
Analyze information.
Organize and report rSillts.

\ Judge adequacy of results.
Make decisiors.
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AdPrini tra tire Judg ement

The_final dec'isions often rest with those in administrative
positions. Sometimes they are'not directly involved in the
mechanics or assessill6nt. Of the program itself. It is, there-
fore, .of paramount importance that.a d9finite, concrete, .and
concise way of communicating program needs is developed. This

is'particularly the case,when major revisions br expensive
innovations are to be initiated. Such situations usually
call for the use.of more than one evaluative technique. In

Other.iwords, if atultiplicity of Assessment techpiques.are
all indicative.of a need for a major revision or expensive
.innovation, that need.is much tore likely to be realized than
if one or two implemented techniques led, to the same conclusion.
Also worth noting is the fadt that the needs will have a
greater probability of being met if comtunity involvement is

. accomplished, and if a well-developed channel of communications
is established-between All individuals'dire'ctly or indirectly
.affected hy the program.

Therefore, it is important that the administrator involved
in the leadership of the aforementioned activities be l(nowledge-.
able. .If the leadership. deCisifts are:to be made wisely, the
leaders must understani the various program Objective, the
purpoSes.,behind the activities, the reasons-for use of
'various resources, and.the purpose.of each evaluation
technique. If adminisetative deciSions are based on. this kind
of sophisticated understanding, the chances for program
success would seemingly be enhanced.
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EVALUATION TESTS AND ADDRESSES

menArmed'Services Voc.ational Aptitnde Battery, Ar 4 Fores Vocational. Testing

Group, Randolph Air Force Base, Texas 78148. Information available

from anyArmed Service.v lntormation orfice.

-
ta...kifornia Occupat'.4a1 PreferenceSurvey, Educational and Industrial Testing

,Service, P.O. Box 7234, San Diego, California 92107.

Career Planning Program,--,AMerican Colleg,e Te-sting.Program, P,O.'Box 168, .

IoWa City, Iowa 52240.

Differential Aptitude Tests, Xlme,Psychohigical Corporation, 304 EaSt 45th
StreeE, New York, New York 10017.

.Edwards Personal"Preference Schedule, The Psychological CorpOration, 304
East 45th Street, New York, New York 1001i.

General Aptitude Test Battery (GATB), United States Covernment Printing
Office,, Washington, D.C. 20402.

Gordon Occupational Checklist, Harcourt Brace iovanovIch,.. 757 Third Avenue,

New York, New York 10017..

Kuder Form 'DI) -'0ccupational interest Survey, Science Research Associates,

.

259 East Erie StreeC, Chicago, Illinois 60611.

Kuder Form C Vocational PreferenceiReeord, Science.,Research Associates,
259 East Erie Stre'et, Chicago, Illinois 60611.

--,-KUder Form A Personal Preference Survey, Science Research Associates,
.259 East Erie Street, Chicago, Illinois 60611.

Minnesota Vocational int.erest Inventory, TOPPsychological. Corporation, 304

East 45th Street, New York, New Yonk 10017.

Ohio VocaCional Tnterest 'Survey (OVIS) Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, 757 Third
Avenue,,New York, New York 10017.

(The) Self Dir<ted Search: A Guide to Educational.and.Vocational Planning,
Consulting Psychologists Press, Inc., 577 Cqllege Avenue, -Palo Alto,
California 94306.

Strong Vocational interest Blanks, The Psychological Corporation, 304 East
45th Street, New York, New York 10017.
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ROLE PLAYING

Role playing js a.learning,activity for use by boththe teacher and

student in all areas of the curriculum." 'It can and should be Included fn

each subject area. Once the teacher utilizes role playing techniques and

observes them.as successful., more Lonfidente in the approach,will be

gained ea.ch day. Actual instances of hoW to roleTplay.in the classroom

and when it is of particular importance have been noted and suggested

, throughout this material.'

Purposes for Students:

1. Offers an opportunity to participate in a successful group decision.

2. Fun to participate.

3. Desire to make decision& for self, to think on their feet in face-
to-face.situations.

4. Provides opportunity for sensitivityad awareness of the world of
-work.

5. Group activity with an adult leader' - nbt organized play.

Procedure:

1. It is imperative to help students to become iriltially relaxed through
warm-dp.activities., that is, activities which involve the students
phYsically.

2. Development:, Basically,:movement with student's wn dialogue,

3. Culmination:, This can be a repetitive process bL using others.in
class to do the same thing but uSing a different dialogue.

Discussion by entjre groups of students with constructive criticism.

Additional Suggestions.:

1. Develop in a s.piral effect begin with short time, 10 minutes, .and
bui.ld up to greater spans of time.

2.. 'Never force any student who does not.want to participate.

3. Give good directions; be sure each student.knows exactly what to do.

Give only 'a short time to plan so it is more creative.

5. Be.sure actiyity (or job) is within age level so the student does not
appear foolish to peers.

fri 9
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6. When students 'are evaluating a role-playing activity encourage
positive reactions.

7. Allow for much change and creative dialogue to bring out each
student's personality.

8. Encourage feelings of the role models, not just dialoue, so emo
tions come through.

9. Video tape the role playing; play back later for discussion'by
students.
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pRAINSTORM J.ECHN!QUE

Choosing'the BrainstorM Topic

1. Break down complex problems into problems specific enough'to be
Brainstormed. Instead of "How can we conserve.energy?", use three

separate problems:

"How can we.conserve.energy?":

a.. in the.home?
b. in the school?
c. in the community?

2. The basic aim of Brainstorming is to ccmpile a quaritity,of alterna-

tive-ideas. Therefore, your problem Must be ope that lends-itself

to many possible answers.

3. Dd-rot try to Brainstorm problems requiring value judgments like
"What's the best time to start our new campaign?" Brainstorming
cannot make adecision fer you.

Rules for Bra'instorm Sessions

1. Criticism is ruled out: .

Judgment is suspended until a later screening or evaluation 'seSsion.
Allowing yourself.to be critical at the same time you are being
creative is like trying to get hot and cold water from one faucet
at,the same time. Ideas aren't hot enough; criticism.isn't cold

enough. Results are tepid.

, 2.. Free-Wheeling.is.welcomed: .

The wilder the faeas, the better. Even offbeat, impractical suagestions
may "trigger" in other panel members praCjcal suggestions which,
might.not otherwise occu'r to them.

3. Quantity .is wanted: .

rbe greater the number,of ideast, the greater likelihood of winnens.
It is ea5ier to4are down a long list of ideas than puff up a short
list.

4. Combination and ImproVement are sought:
In additidn to contributing ideas of their own, panel members should
suggest how suggestions by others can be turned into better ideas,:
or how two or more ideas could be combined into T. still better idea.

Idea Spurring-Questions

PUT TO OTHER USES? New ways to use as is? Other uses if modified?

ADAPT? What else is like this? What.other ideas does this-Suggest?

MODIFY? Change meaning, color, motion, Sound, odor, tasteform., shape,
Other changes?
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MAGNIFY? 'What to add? Greater frequency? Stronger? -lLarger? Plus

ingredient?, Multiply?

MINIFY? What-to:subtract? Eliminate? Smaller? Lighter? Slower?

Split u-? Less frequent?'

SUBSTITUTE? Who else instead? What .0se irstead? Other place? 'Other

ttme?,

REARRANGE? Other layout? Other sequente? Change pace?

REVERSE? Qpposites? Turn it,ba Ckward? itdpSide down? Turn

it inside out?

COMBINE.? How about a blend, ah assortment? Combine purpOses? Combine

ideas?

Pitfalls to Avoid in Setting Up-a Brainstorming Program

1. Failure to indoctrinate your. panel in the technique of Brainstorming.

2. Failure to, get support of at. least one of your supervisors.

3. Overselling the technique before you haVve results to show.

4. Failure to orient-Your problem properly, or to make it specific

enough.

5. Failure to evaluate the ideas creatively.

6. ,Failure to take action on the best ideas.

7. Failure to report'to panel.members. what action is taken on ideas.

8. Selling _the use of Brainstorming aS a substitute for. individual

thinking. is a'supplement..
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PLANNING A FIELD TRIP

HOW TO PREPARE FOR A FIELD TRIP:

.1. Establish general objectives

2. Identify specific objectives

3. Review the field yourself before takingyour class

4. Introduce.children to the place they are going, the people they
will meet, the experiences'they will have.
Use maps, picIeres.; special speakers, anY resources available,
to acquaintliipils withtte.plannethexcurtion. Be careful,
however, to leave some "surprises" for the actual experience.

5. Schedule several inquiry., or discussion, times when children tan
relate, ,their own experiences and attempt to foresee the
experiences they will have.

.6. -Develop appropriate vocabulary for the fullest possible
understanding of the experience.

7. .Execute bulletin boards, collect materials, involve children in
arranging exhibits to stimulate interest in the trip.

8: Plan the mechanics of the trip:
a. Attend to the administrative details.
b. Set but e,chedule with definite departure and arrival times.
c. Secure che necessary permission slips from parents.-

'd: :Enlist the help of adults,(Mothers, and maybe the.bus driver)
e. Specify lunch plans and clothing 'requirements.
f. Distuss.mannef's and bus behavior.
g. Learn some songs- that fit the nature of,the_experience.

9... Organize the .class into "touhng-groups:! with an adult leader
for each group. Each groUp should take' slide photographs of--
thpse things which interest them most. Each grOup should also

..use:a cassette recOrder:

FOLLOW-UP ATTER-A FIELD TRIP:

,l. Discussions and Inquiry groups
a. What did you like best? How did you feel about being there?
b. What surprised you?
c. What was different than you expected?
d. What was exactly as you expected it to be?
e. What if you'd gone at another time of day? ofthe year?
f. Whose job did you-find most interesting?

.g. Would you like to work in'such a place? .



h. What tools did the workers use?
i. What skills did the workers need to perform their work? ..,,

j. What suggestions do you have for helping others to enjoy

the place?
k. Retell the event..k in sequence.

Write letters of appr dation

3\ View picture's, study m ps

\

4.\ Shve the trip with another clas., via pictures, slide/tapes
iproduction, stories, etc.

5. Report to community news agencies.
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General Information:

Name

Job Application FOtm

Date

:Last

AddresS

First Middle Initial

Phone Soc. Sec. No. Draft Status.

DaXe of Birth Age Place of Birth

Marital status
,

Have you ever been convicted of a crime other than a minor traffic violation?

Yes No If yes, please explain on the other side of this form.

U.S. Citizen? Yes Ng Work Permit Number (if under 18)

Physical handicaps

Kind of work desired:

.Children

Sal;Pexpected:

Previous Work Experience:

(List last job first)

, Employer

1.

2.

3.

ir-ss Phone Position
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EdaCatiOn:'

Highest grade leVel completed (circle) 8 -9 10 tl 12 13 14 15 16 17 184-

High School

College
,

Specialty. Training

Other

.Dates enrolled

T.

Average grades receiv,?d. in English Math':

.High School. electilie coures:

Extracurricular actvitie sport'i, offices, honors, etc.:

2

References:.

Mame Address Phone Occupation:

Applicant's signature

,
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Arthur J. Marrone

234 Stryker Avenue
Swansea, New York, 09876
(123) 456-7890

(No experience, high school graduate

OFFICE

ASSISTANT

Objettive To serve as a general aSsistant in the office of a
commercial,Andustrial, or civic.organization, applying
my quickness with figures, 0 typing skill, and my
willingness to Work hard Constantly to increase of..
prOduCtion and reduction of expense.

-Background Bo_r_m_andraisedin-SWY6Sea-,-the youngest of five broth-
ers, all married and employed by Swansea Mills; mother
and father both born in Swansea; father a fOremen with .

SwansPa Mills where he has. worked 30 years; graduate of'
Swansea High School.

Education Graduate of Swans a High S
June 1976. Program inCluded

typing
*

'3 years

Office Machines 2 years

Mathematics .. .. ... . 4 Years

Bookkeeping year"

Business Writin - ". -
year

Marketing
Economics , . 1 yea

SalesmanSfilp. , 1.sem ter.

Program also intluded general high school courses, w
four year's_Of acadeMic English.

, Business Cu iculum,
courses; "

Office Skills Excellenitypist (75 words per minute).;,prOficiency in .

basic office machinery; exceptionally high:skills with
figures.

, Interests Reading business biographies; mathematical problem
solving; thess; police athletic league.

,
. . .. .

.,
.

Personal Excellent health;'.5'9", 150 pounds;barn,. May 23. 1958;
single,.no dependents.

t

References Mfss SelMa'Manfield, Principal. Swarfsea High School,.
45 Hurstboro Drive, Swansea, New York 09876

Mr. Theodore Pomeranki, Head, Business.Education,
Swansea High .1,chool, Swansea; NeWYork',09876

.Mr. Eugene Fillmore, Director, Swansea,Police Athletic
teague, and Member of Swansea Police Department..
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JAMES 1RUCKNER
,

. !

908 Pqrrington Boulevarid

-/-

Augusta; Maine 09870 , Telenhone (212) 456-7890 /

PERSONAL 22 Years old; excellent bealth; 6'1", 180 lbs., single,. /

(No experience, col(lege graduafe)

OBJECTIVE-

.
.

__..-_______.
.

To servel a
pOlic,accounting-firm7as a ,;unic," accountant,

CPA examinations, and to continue with that

firm in A public accounting career.
I

EDUCATION Bachelo'
1

of Science, 1975, Central Maine University.
.

,

Majdr: IAOcdunting (CPA Emphasis)

Minor:' (Computer Science .
i

.

INTERESTS

Repres+ativeAccounting Co rses intlude CUrrent IsSues

in Financial Accounting,Com ute -.),ased InformatiOn it

Sistems; Advanced Tax Lay4; a d Seminar for Public /

Accountants;

RepresOtative Computer SOence and Business Courses

includej Computer Simulatioy and Modeling, Data Prpcessing

Systems, Algorithms, Comp4lters, and Programming; onetary

Analysis and Policy; and 4ehavioral Science Four ations

of Business.

Highly active:in extracu ricular program as undergraduate.

Profes ional Accounting participation included hree

years in Accounting-Club, treasurer for two'years;

.Chairm n of Accounting Ekhibit at Clubs Fair, 972;

Programmer for Statistic'l Study of Student Pr grams.

1972.

General Student Activiti s Participation included

Business Manager of Centr 1 Maine-Journal, urdergraudate

newspaper,. 1971-1972;-Class-Treasurer for al four.years;

Co-chaikman, Senior Prom.

Born in_Montrea', Canada, b t family moved Lo Augusta

when I %tas sev, .nited St tes Citizen; faither and

mother were bot ,hool teac ers in August:!. until

retirement last.ycar;-I am n w engaged to young woman

I haVe known all, my life, a s nior in eleMentary-education

at Centr 1 Maine.

'REFERENCES Referenc s will be furnished request.
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TRAINING AND PART-TIME EXPERIENCE OF

\

SARAH SUE StEELE

SAqS_

345-Jo11Tsibin-aoad

Burlington
Vermont 87654
(345) 234-5678

JOB OBJECTIVE: Part-time position as

(Part-time)

19 years old
51511, 120 pounds
Excellent health
Single

retail sales

clerk, evenings and Saturdays

EXPERIENCE AS SALES.CLERK

HIGHWAY 49 DISCOUNT CENTER,'Allen, Vermont, Sales Clerk in Boys'
Wear,. Boo4, and Toys. AssiSted cus.tomers, wrapped merchandise,
and kept shelves in order. Full-time Summer 1972, Saturdays
September-November 1972, SatUrdayS and evenings December 1972,
Saturdays and .evenings January-May 1973. ReSigned to prepare term
papers and study for final examinations.

MACLEOD'S DEPARTMENT STORE, burlington, Vertvnt; Sales Clerk.
AsSisted customers, measured:and cut drygoods, vinyls, and plastic
coverings, wrapped merchandise, and served as a check-out cashier.
Summer 1971, Saturdays and Thursday evenings September-December, 1971
and January-June 1972.

EDUCATION

\JUNIOR; VERMONT STATE UNIVERSITY, Burlington, Home Economics Major.
Courses.in fabrics, foods, and home-making tie in with activities as
sales clerk. Honor Roll every term. Free Saturdays, evenings, and.
Aiolidays,.for employment.

GRADUATE, ALLEN HIGH SCHOOL, Academic Diploma. Graduated with honors.
Active'in q extracurricUlar programs.1\

BACKGROUND

Born and.raised in Burlington. Ten years in Girl Scouts. Sing in
church choir. Career.objective to serve 'as home econOmist with
whrufacturing industry.

REFERENCES
, .

Mr. Clarence D. Bullock, Buyer, Highway 49 Discount Center, Allen
Vemo'nt.

ProfeSsor Lawrence.C. Parrington, Home Economics DrIwtment,.'Vermon
State University, Burlington, Vermont.

Mr. Thomas K. Campbell, Principal, Allen High School, Allen ermont.
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(Handicapped Worker)

DO YOU WANT_AN___OPERATIUNS-DEPARTMER TYPIST WHO ,
_

WILLSTAY PUT?

I'LL STAY PUT-.-I'M A PARAPLEGIC WAR VETERAN

--and I can type70 wpm,

John C. Clayton .

4 Afton Boulevard
Rye, New York 09876
(123) 234-654-3-

OBJECTIVE: To learn bank operations by typing reports,
statements,letters, payrolls, manuals, specifications,
and anything else given to me.

BACKGROUND

Paralyzed in both legs from combat wounds in Vietnam, I have.been
rehabilitated at St. Albans Veterans Hospital.. Aptitude tests showe
high interest and ability in all phases of banking, and exceptiona y
high computational skill and manual dexterity. Can operate ual

control automobile and maneuver self in.portable wheelch Developed

high skill in typing aa,computational machines. Co etely independent

of help except for stairs'.

EDUCATION

Graduate of White Plains High Scho 1, 1970, Academic Course.

Fourteen points in banking d,finance completed at College of
Business and Public Adm. istration, New York University, June 1974.

EXPERIENCE
-

Free7lan typist-, receivinc: TIssignments from-book publishers,

lawye , and agencies for the handicapped. June 1973 to present.

ERSONAL

Health excellent, except for paralyzed legs; 5'8", 185 pounds; single,
live with mother and father; finances excellent, full pension,.house,
and automobile received from government.

Highly motivated; completed rehabilitation faster than any.other
veteran at St. Albans.

REFERENCES

Furnished upon request.
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SUPPLEMENTAL RESOURCES FOR GUIDANCE

.Are You Listening?

Cost: $4.00
.
Six7minute,cassette Lape isa communication tool to evaluate

how well de listen. Appropriate for most age groups.
J. C. Penney Co., Inc., Educational and Consumer Relations

Career Crosswords (Scope/Visual 16)

tost: $12.00 (estimate)
Sixteen transparencies and spirit masters about jobs.
Includes crosswords on job benefits and futures.
Scholastic Book Services

Chips and Scripts
,

Cost: $185.00 (estimate) 300 slides/50 scripts
$329.00 (estimate) 600 slidq5/100 scripts.

Each of the programs shows people working at their jobs.

The following.questions are answered: What is the occupation?

Whare does the person work and what is done? What are

the requirements? What are the job brospects and salary?

T-Cube

Coping With Series

Cost: $20.00 (estimate) Set 21books
$ 1:00 per individual book

A series of paperback bookS about the.interests, concerns,
and problems of young people.
AmerTcan Guidance Servics, Inc.

The Dynamics of.Mood Control

Cost: $126.00 (estimate)
.Six tapes, bOok, learning exercises. A:learning

anosgrowing exper'ence. Examines moods-depression,
loneliness, anxiety, tension, frustration, defensiveness,

, jealousy, etc.
Learning Dynamics, Inc..

Encounter Tapes for Vocational Education

Cost: $79.00 (estimate)
Four caSsettes; coordinator's manual, 36 participant's
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booklets. Pre-employment training to expand strengths ord
motivate employees.
Human Development Tnstitute

Getting Applications Riqht (Scope/Visual ',3)

Cost: $6.95 (estimate)
Eight transparencies-and spirit masters-with sample
applications and forms.
Scholastic book Services

Human Relationships': Why, They Succeed or Fail'

Cos: 5110,00 (estimate)
Includes 160 slides with cassettes or records.
Center for Humanties, Inc.

Job,Experience Kit

Cost: $140.00 (estimate)
Designed to stimulate student interest in' career;exploration.
Each *it gives the student a chance to try odt realistic
work problems a)specific Occupation.
Science Research' As§ttiates

The Joh Game
f

Cost: 5149.00 (estimate)
Includes eight tape segments on four cassettes, plus
four job finder workbOoks. .The purpose is to take a job
seeker through- an entire process of job findimj.
Employment Training Corporation.

Lead the Field

Cost: $120.00 (estimate)
Includes 12 cassettes, text and teacher manual. A

career-oriented communications program involving attitude
awareness, goal setting, deciding, motivation .,

NightingaleCornant Corporecion, The Human Resources
Company

Tune In: Empathy Traininci Workshop

Cost': $75.00.(estimate)
.Designed-to increase empathy skills through small group
'interaction. Six different workshops
Listering Group
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U. S. Army Career and Education Jnformation Center

Cost: Free upon (equest
Includes teacher guide, student guide and sound/filmstrips.
Army Education Package, P.O. Box 5510-7, Philadelphia, PA 19143

Valuing: A Discussion Guide for Personal Decision-Making

Cost: -$49.00.
In-cludes audivcassette, manual, six figure bodks, exercise
book. A self-contained kit that teaches th,e fundamentals
in making choices. May he used with a group of.9-15
participants..
Human Development Institute,

World of Work

Cost: Part I $230.00 (estimate)._
Part II $131.00 (estimate)
Part III $175.00 (estimate)

P3rt I (on the job) Interpersonal skills. 20.-cassettes,
24 record books, teacher guide
Part II (Getting a job) Developing confidence in lOoking
for work. 12 cassettes, 24 record bOks,7..teacher guide
Part.III (Job Communication Skills/Cross-Vocational)
Teachers skills and.behavidrs necessary in the world of.
work: Understanding instructions, structure of a company,
uniops, etc. .

Educational Desigh,' Inc.

.1
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